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S Y N O P S I S

In the General Introduction a brief sketch of 
Ramanuja's life is given concluding with a few 
remarks which introduoe Part I and II of the thesis.

Part I attempts to survey the many forces which 
contributed to Ramanuja's view of the Deity, and 
accordingly deals in Chapter I with the conception of 
the Deity in the Upanisads, in Chapter H  with that in 
the Bhagavad-glta, in Chapter III with the conception 
of the Deity in Panoaratra and Puranio literature, 
and in Chapter^ IV with the religion of the Alvars.
Each of these chapters falls naturally into three 
sections, the first dealing with the Nature of the 
Deity, the second with the relation of the Deity to the 
world,and the third with the relation of the Deity to 
the finite self.

Part 11^ concerns itself with Ramanuja's view of the 
Deity. It/is introduced by a few remarks regarding the 
plaoe which Ramau ja assigns to empirical reason in 
matters pertaining to the Deity. The three chapters into 
which this Part is divided correspond with the three 
sections above enumerated,and deal with the same three 
topics.



[ffrHClH1AL INTKQDUC TIOH

LITE OP RAMAITUJA .

Ramanuja was born probably in the f irBt half of the
(3111th century. At aiy e^arly age, he was placed under the 

tuition of Yadavaprakasa, who belonged to the Advaitic 
School of Sankara. His characteristic independence of 
judgment soon brought him into conflict with his teacher, 
with whom he could not agree in the interpretation of 
sacred texts. He thereupon placed himself under the 
Influence of certain Vaisnava teachers who v/ere the pupils 
of Yamunacarya, the great philosopher of Vaisnava religion 
and head of the temple at Srir&hgam. His attitude towards

(l) Tradition gives the date of his birth as 939 Saha
(i.e. 1017 A.D.) cf. S.Krispaswami /iyangar fr ViSistad- 
vaitln. Vol 1. No 8. p. 180. But since he is said 
to have died in 1137, i.e. 120 years after his birth, 
it seems unlikely that the * traditional date of his 
birth is to be relied upon. It seems cettain, 
however, that many of his activities fell in the last 
quarter of the 11th century. Cf. S.Srisnaswam 1 
Aiyamg&r, loc.cit. Dr.Berriedale Keith's article on 
Ram&nuja in E.R.E. (Hastings’ Encyclopaedia of Religion 
and Sthioe). I rely for information regarding the main 
events in Ramfinuja's life on books referred to in the 
Bixigraphy.



II.

oaste was so broad that It could not be tolerated by bis 
orthodox wife, from whom on this account, It is said, he 
separated and became a Sannvasi. On the death of Yamunaoarya, 
Ramanuja, though a till a young man, was appointed to fill 
the vacancy thus caused. This made him at once the religious 
as well as the Intellectual leader of the Vaisnava community 
at ^rirangam. While here, he learnt all that was possible 
of the doctrines of his predecessor, taught, discussed and 
made many converts to the Vaisnava religion. In his 
zeal for the faith, it is said that he undertook an 
extensive tour ehlch took him as far north as Kashmir. He 
sought by these means not merely to disseminate his beliefs, 
but to gather from various seats of Vaisnava learning as much 
knowledge as he could of the works of earlier Vaisnava 
philosophers and commentators. Most of his days were spent 
at Srlrahgam in teaehlng, preaching and carrying on his 
religious activities* During the latter part of his life, 
he was forced to flee from there, owing to persecution by 
the Chola King, Kulottunga, who was a staunch adherent of
4.- ' < * : -■»' 't 0  v  *

Saivism. He moved to the dominions of the Hoysala prinoes 
of Mysore, and succeeded in converting from Jainism the then
ruler of that district, Blttl Devaf He lived for some time■ • w

in Mysore, building temples and dedicating images* He had 
great success in controversies with Saivltes, Jains and Buddhi



and won many converts* On the death of the Chola persecutor, 
he returned to Srirangam, where he died, ripe in years and 
great in fame*

What is most characteristic of the life of 
Ramanuja is its complete dedication to religion. Whatever 
Ramanuja did, be it preaching or teaching, undertaking a 
Journey or retreating into a hermitage, was, if tradition 
may be believed, always done in the Interests of his religion; 
and it is to his religion, therefore, that we must look for 
the clue to all his thought and aotion*

Ramanuja*s religion was Vaisn*ita*Iam« What its 
distinctive beliefs regarding God ware, we shall have later to 
trace, but far the present we may barely remark that it if as the 
worship of a Personal God, conceived as Supreme Perfection 
characterised by love. It is in defence of this doctrine, 
fundamental to his religion, but essentially impossible on 
the hypothesis of the prevalent advaitlo philosophy, according 
to which pure Thought alone was ultimately real and all else 
was Maya (illusion), that Bamanuja*s philosophy arises*

In order that a system of philosophy should obtain 
respectful hearing, it was necessary in Ramanuja*s day to 
show that it did not confliotwith revealed doctrine as 
contained in the Vedanta sutras (which were regarded as the



IV.

summasr of the teaching of the Vedaa and the Upanlsads) and 
the Bhagavad Gita. It was also necessary to show that any 
system of thought which was opposed to it, was also opposed 
to the teaching of these works. It was this two-fold task, 
therefore, that was needed to he performed by Ramanuja, and he 
performed it in the best way possible at the time, that is, by 
writing two commentariisf one on the Vedanta sutras, and the oth< 
on the Hhagavad-glta, showing by a close analysis and inter
pretation of the sacred texts that it was, on the one hand, 
his own religious view of God and the universe that was 
taught in these works, and on the other hand, the views of 
his opponents were in conflict with them. The vexy fact 
that the same texts could be interpreted by different men 
thus to uphold opposed philosophical systems is a sufficient 
indication, if such indication were necessary besides 1he 
nature of the texts themselves, that the texts often were too 
enigmatic to teach any definite system of thought, and the 
ocmmentator was free to interpret them in the light of his own 
prepossessions. In the case of Ramanuja these prepossessions 
appear, from the predominantly religious character of his life, 
teachings and activities, to have been determined by hlB 
religion.

(1) Other works are also asorlbed to him. Of these the moat 
Important are Vedantadlpa, Vedantatattvasara and Vedarth samgraha.
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While much must therefore be attributed to Ramanuja1 s
religion, the faot that the scriptures i.e. chiefly the 
Upanlsads, end the Bhagavad-gita, were regarded by him as 
having indisputable authority over hin^1 ̂ dearly testifies 
that they also played a very Important part in moulding his 
views. Consequently it becomes necessary in seeking to 
obtain some idea of Ramanuja*s conception of the Deity t° 
consider briefly in Part I of this thesis the conceptions 
of the Deity that are to be found in the Upanlsads said the 
Bhagavadgita, as well as those which belong more particularly 
to his religion, Vaisnavism. These last find literary 
expression in portions of the Hahabharata, in the Panoaratra 
Samhitas, in the Yisnu and the Bhagavata Puranaa, and in the 
hymns of the Alvars. We shall seek to give a brief account 
of them in Chapters III and IY of this part. In Part II we 
shall deal with Ramanuja1 s view of the Deity.

We shall find that in order to provide a catholic basis 
for the conception of the Deity fmdamental to the religion of 
his sect, Ramanuja omits tenets which are distinctively 
sectarian and with great insight fixes on rfiat is essential 
and seeks to find support for it in the teaching of the 
Upanlsads. Our account of the Upanlsads wdll show that the
' " 1 ' ■  ■ « ■ ■ ■ — I, —  —  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . I -  I . I I .  ■ ■  I —  —  - - ■ ■  ■ , ■ ■  ■■ ■ ■

(l) Cp. SrI-Bhasya - S.B.2. (Sacred Books of the BastJ 
(Vol. 48. pp. 161-173) .



view which Ramanuja advocates is not altogether lacking in 
them. But hie main inspiration came, we may be sure, from 
the devotional religion to which he belonged.

HOTS In the work of oalimenting on the Vedanta sutras 
from the Vi6istadvaitic point of view (i.e. 
from the point of view of his own modified 
monism which admits of the reality of the material 
universe and finite selves) Ramanuja regards 
himself as following the tradition of some earlier 
commentators, so that he undoulibdly profited 
by their labours, but to what extent, we are 
unable to say, because these works are how 
extant. Cp. Thibaut. S.B.E. Vol. 34 pp. 
xxl & xxli; T.Rajagopalacariar - Vaisnavite 
Reformer*,etc. L pp. 31-4.
In his Sri Bhasya Ramanuja quotes from 
Dframldacarya p. 487, from the Dr amid a-bhasya 
PP# 99* 428, from a vjtti p. 99 (usually * taken 
to be that of Bodhayana),a vrttlkara pp. 206,
261, 302, 337 (probably Bodhayana),a bhasyahara 
pp. 17 Jb 100 (probably Dramida), and a vahyahara 
pp. 15-18, 24, 99, 138, 317 (possibly 
Tanka . See S.B.B. Vol. 34. p. xxli).



P A R T  I.

VIEWS WHICH THFLUHKCED 

RAHANUJA



Chapter 1»
(1)Conception of the Deity in the Upanlsads•

1. The Nature of the Deity*

The earliest philosophic view with regard to the Supreme 
Being appears to have arisen out of an attempt to answer 
the question, Whence this Universe? Consequently the 
Upanlsads abound in numerous creation-theories, each 
seeking to trace the universe to some First Cause, and 
describing how and why this First Cause created the 
universe. A very early creation-theory is to be found in 
Brhadaranyaka 1 (4), 1-5, which says that "In the beginning
thi6 world was Soul (Atman) alone in the form of a Person 
(Puru§a). Looking around, he saw nothing else than himself< 
He desired a second. He was Indeed as large as a woman 
and a man closely embraced. He caused that self to 
fall (V^pat) into two pieces. Therefrom arose a 
husband (pati) and a wife (patni). He copulated with 
her. Therefore human beings were produced." - Such crude 
anthropomorphism where the Prime Being is conceived of 
on the analogy of a man, and the method of creation 
is regarded on the analogy of animal reproduction, stamps

(1) We limit ourselves to the 13 chief Upanisads. 
References are tokHume's Translation of them.
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the theory as one of the oldest preserved for as In the 
Upanlsads*

We rise to a distinotly higher level of philosophical
thought when we paBB from attempts to explain the aniverse
in terms of a magnified man to explanations in terms of natural
phenomena, auoh as water, or food (earth), and again from suoh
obviously visible and particular elements to elements less visible
and more universal suoh as air, space, non-being, being and the
Imperishable. Thus with regard to Water as the first prinoiple,
it is said in the Br. Up. Y (5) 1, "In the beginning this world
was just Water. That Water emitted the Real" and In the Ohand.
Up. VII (10) 1, "It is just Water solidified that is this earth..
atmosphere .. sky •• gods and men, beasts and birds, grass and
trees .. Reverence water.” The reason why Water was regarded
as the soorse of all things seems to be that life is impossible
without water* As the Ohand. tells us, living beings perish if
there is no rain (VII (10) 1). In a similar manner, it is argued(1)that food (earth)f in the source of all things, for without food 
oreatures perish (Taltt. II 1; Molt.VI. 11-13, Prasna 1. 14).

(1) Ramanlya points out^that food here should be taken to refer 
to Barth: p. 536 BrT - Bhasya, 3JB.B. Vol. 48.
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Crude as these theories are, they mark a tremendous advance In

> *  o* philosophical thought, for here the thinker turns away from the
anthropomorphism of an earlier day and all explanations in terms of 
gods and goddesses, and seeks to Interpret the universe, not In 
terms of some creation of his Imagination, but In terms of a 
principle known to him in everyday experience *

With Water and Pood as the ultimate Principle, however, 
we still move in the realm of the particular and the sensible*
Wind or Breath, being invisible and less sharply defined, tends 
to lead the mind away from attachment to the sensible - which again 
could not have been easy for these pioneer thinkers. The reason 
for regarding this„ ultimate seems to have been derived chiefly 
from the observation that an individual dies when breath ceases, and 
from the fact that it is breath alone which functions untiringly in 
the individual while other organs soon become exhausted and require 
rest* This is true also of Air or Wind, the counterpart in the 
inorganic world of Breath in the living body, for Air never seems to 
require rest, unlike Fire, which soon exhausts itself, and the Sun 
and Moon, which dally set and thus take their rest ( Br. Up. 1 (3) 
21^22). Moreover, Just as all the other funotlons of the body 
disappear in sleep into Breath, and Breath alone remains, the elements: 
forces of nature? such as fire, water, sun and moon are seen to dis» 
appear into j&ir or Wind* ”The Wind (vayu), verily, is a snatcher- 
unto-ltself. Verily, when a fire blows out, it Just goes to the Wind 
When the sun sets, it just goes to the Wind. When the moon sets, it 
just goes to the Wind. When water dries, goes up, it Just goes to th< 
Wind. For the Wind, truly snatches all here to herself. Now with



reference to oneself ■* Breath (pruna), verily, is a snatcher- . 
unto-itself* ■'■ ,v-vi/ixeji;' one sleeps, speech-'just/■goes to breath; 
the eye, to breath, the ear to breath; the mind to breath;

■ for the breathy ; truly, snatch.es all here to himself* ; Verily, 
.these aretwo shatchers^un^ IV (J) 1/4|)
And with regard to the supremacy of Breath among all the vital 
elements in the body, wb have the dramatic portrayal. of the 
rivalry aanong the five organs of the body, speech, sight,

/ hearing, mind and breath, ahiH the victcry gained by Breath by .
its showing that without it none of the others;'han-̂ ftmctipn,- 
. while without the\Other organs/ it can still function ( Br.
■\)1 (1) 7-1J} Clxand. V (1) 6-13} Katfs. Ill 3; Praslija 11 3^). 

/■/It/primarily; on the basis of the. indls pens ability of Breath 1 
for living beings that it is acclaimed as Supreme* If so, it . ; 

/ is'vobyipus/ithat philosopher who regarded Breath or ■'
/ Wind: as- the Ultimate "Principle, made an advance over those who 
put forward a snnsible element like Water or .Food as ultimate,

>' still he I did not, any more than they, succeed in rising above ■ ■ 
/ ■ anthropomorphism,■, if by; ■ anthropomorphism we mean the way ./of/ /'
:thinking which argues, purity:■■■on "^%nalogy> of: what is t^e in ; 
human experience* :'/,/Â ether/the; e 3 , - ' ‘.. is/A conceived; of 

^as'-Water/v;^^ are,/ /■//
abs olutely essential to human life* .. \////: • / ‘
/ '■ '■'/When,.'vhowever, we pAsb/tb;^ and

■'/■ omnipresent; element/ such as Space as the First Princlpte, . we/,. ■;

3eem for the first time to pass. to.the level of abstract thought



' Bepcd.cvb±jî j itsdM/f:ro^
'■ an&/^ .--Tims in Chand/l/. (4Q:5..vi;3L!^:-„.7.>. ;J;:
;^p/c£U0dtlph:;bske(iv'!;’lo,w&
:Bp^ev,0ky *̂ro'/:;Spaoe WVerilyyiail-^ arise '-put'bf'•- space
They disappear; hack' lhto^bpach/'ToT ;fip'aae%idnb:'^
those;i;::/s'p.acp,3.p. the fj.naiVvgoal# H From 'thisytthe/.’;î anpitlQh\'i::v;
to such highly, abstract conception much as that of Mon-being, ;;
Being, or(• t h e J m p p r i u l t i m a t e  was/ notver;y;

> tliese .'. ■ (x) ■■ ■;-.,
and we:liay.ê tlp‘ee:: prihclpleb'^pxit forward :;as/:;thdf®ur
: things^'•'"'"That-^ /was" ’not,‘ meant"more / nothingness//; - a;.
but some form /ofaoh irnet03?leBB ' exist one e, appears from the .
fact-that it is definitely assorted that non-being was-
'’ ’ exlstentif and hdevelopedt l ^ b a ^ : (19.) / Jj).. Jf ■ then by non-
;Sje:in̂  existence
: potehtiaifty-;/:/l t i ŝ tio b'vre allyeaf f eb tod rhy/thc/e
later thinker who xddicules tlie idea, that‘the world could’.have

(%) Xt must not bo thought that these ideas .arojre for the 
first time during the period of the Upanirja&s, for we 
find many'of thorn expressed in the philosoph!cal portions 
of the ggy^da/:tbk;'̂''Xj^iii'̂tbe" B^imnpds/''" dnd' niorb'Ŵ peciallJ/
in. the. Sx»aiiyakds*' = ; t ahb'fi



pome out of Non-being, understanding by non-being, as be does, 
j$ere^ .In;- adyoqating v-bis-yown- view;that Being Is"'v '■ ;
ultimate, this critic argues, "To be sure, some people say;
1 In the beginningthls world /wus just non-being (a^sat), ‘ one 
only without a second; from that non-being, Being (sat) was 
produced.• 'But" Verily,' my ‘ dear, whence could this be? How 
from noii-being Qpuldtbeing ;bo #rodu e ontrary,,
my dear, in the beginning this-world was just Being, one only, 
without a second* It bethought itself; •Would' that I were 
manyj Let me procreate myself• •, It emitted heat. .. That heat 
betioughtitbelf..VWould that T were many{ Let me procreate/ 
:myself*1 It emitted water.*.That water bethought itself... 
•Would that I wore manyj Lot me procreate myself*• It emitted 
food” (Chand. Vlf 2 f); And we are told that the whole universe, 
/including manjfls/nothing but a product of these three elements, 
heat, water and'fb^ for their aniMating principle
the Primal Being*' It does not seem likely that this Being was 
conceived as -a characterised by consciousness, (x)

' WH*'    ,........................    -   . , . . L ■ i  ^

(x) As Max Muller in his translation^suggests* Boo S.B.33* VoT*T^
(-13702edifiQn)/;./<alap/R|tm^
200-206, arguing on the ■ assumption that the Upanlsads •

•//'/,// hah;/pefsonal cjualiti e s *



■i ■y . r  H .v ■ ■ V—- n " : % •:/:t ’
■■ - ' „ . • .■ '* , ■■ . : :■ ■ v.-’' .. % .. ;■  ̂ ;r .  ̂ . . '-.v , r ; h * ; - . t , '■•'•. .;■■ .. c ■,;;■■ -/ v  .. ‘ . ;■ ^  ; ; ,l. .

’ V "“1 Tftoug&C ;tftat ie'̂ asrcribea".tor>ihis Being in Vie ‘passage "afebve"/ '
* cited must not, dt would .seem, be taken literally, for the sa

hdra-translated, kthoughV -is also used in the/.naOOv/oi'f":
Z :"V:;/ ■ : ; //heat /'asfaeach/';/these-vdi:fferenttatQB/^dtself

'tfre/V^ that is given of man ahd^hisSd
'y'/;/ ,: ’bondcibus' faculties'̂ ' sis ihc product of heat, water & food,

the thrice repeated maxim that ’’The mind consists of food^and 
the striking illustration of this truth in the fact that with 
food vfor.r/.15;îd^s:<;Svetaketu is: unable' to employJhia;mih&,all'/f - 

" seem to point-//^ consciousness was regardbd^t^r/
>//. this philos6phe'r>-a:s;‘t&o"result of ■■*M>n*'confc'cî

r.. V-? , as. ̂ berefore not. ultimate* Then also the view 1&at in; sleep £
/■ vv ' / / : / ■ ; a''total'lack of consci ousnoss, or Tn ‘dedt^wher 
/ ■ / / / . , . . . old/that the; mind: h ^  .
;/. -;‘v-.f i i a t o . p r3ae;/ e e m s w j a s r

y2V-;/"v some;:'|>h;imev̂ nunOQnscibus/s
libs all thingsf^d'/which is best r^rose^fJe^

;’/;;/dieiabnts bf heat,water^oud food (oaa edrthf*"'''''This;''Being/is■/'/'.
. also described as "fin&Lt..essence **.,,(Y1̂.0.>. d,;3-1 ^  ̂OTd:/>;gebftis/;.v
/ / - i V / / / t o  denote nothing more 'than sdiiidZ;primeval/stuff ,d^
; ;/;/f oi/iivhiGh :ever^ copspipi^

or unconscious, objeqt, is ultimately constituiedf;>;/The ////,;\. 
/■ ;/ ///hhmdh':̂  into it, ’ and' so does the
‘:.v/::'’V:'/' i*:’':/$»lx©y, are in.;)thib,i.W‘9pid, _v/hether tiger. ■ - ,///- ;/;•:

or lion, or wolf or boar, or worm, or fly,, or gnat, or
,;'T:ihbsqû ^̂  That which/^is-thbJ'-’finest, essencewhole

this/v/brld/has//that;fab its soul* That is Reality (satya).



That , !s -Atman.. (Sou!).. ■ That art . bhou^ *Sv£t'aketu> (Ohand. VI 
(9) 5 £r ij.) k , If then this ultimate essence;, which forms the

/ • ;  -Y v v .?. Y d / " v  - / y. ;  :  / r _ : - 'd  / / ;  ^ v / ; / "  / A  • f /■ / / - V  A/ ' /  • ' /  / f / , ; ; 1\  / .  ; ;  ;  ; /  \ r. .i ■«. / . ‘ , /  . / /  /  \  ’ _ ' '  / ;

stuff of all that exists Is just the: primeval substance out 
of which everything has come, it- Is not unlike that ultimate 
existence, called non-boing, out of-which an earlier philoso
pher had conceived the ,universe to have developed* Whether. , 
ap hon-being or Being, then, ultimate:/ ĵ e'dllty;isTsonie hhptract 
potency or essence from which the universe has sprfcng and into 
which-it will'finally return* The reason for describing /this;:
; ultimate:;Hea,lity;;p,p/merely Kon-?being or Being appears to be 
that,,as tho;ultimate potentiality, from which everything has ■ 
sprung, it; cannot havo-the qualities of the flatter, It is 
that whJoh exists prior bo the development of qualities, and 
therefore cannot be described;in. tepmp :of these qualities.
It;/is true that our phi 1 osbphers;;Vdid/hô 1/consclmxsly argue A 
thus,, .bixt. it seems 'ce^thlniy td be Implied''’in*1their view/ap 
well as 3n the yievy/of those who taught/that ulbimatp Beality 
or Brat̂ am vias;: to/be /doscrlbed as the imperishable and to be
def ined:■only : negatIvely; * Thus Yajuavalkya In answer ing;dargls
qu.estion, tAcross what, then, pray, is space woveny warp and ; -
woof?f states, »That, 0 Ciargi, Brahmans call the Imperishabi/b:.-// :
(aksaraj. It is not coarse, not fine, not short, not;glowing
Z (like fife), not adhesive (like water), without
without darirnoss, without air and without space, without^aticki

(1)
inesfj, (Intangible),  ̂ , ■//yT'-y' /. /■

9 odorless, tasteless without eye, without

(JL).. A lmdhyanddinfiL addition*



ear, without voice, without..wind, without energy* without breatl 
without -mouth, (without personal on family name,, nil aging* undy
ing, without fear., Immortal stainless, not uncovered, not- cover-

u) .. ' , -od), without measure, without inside and without outside’ (P3r,* 113
(8) 8). -

The doctrine of the Imperishable as- put forward by* ■. . • 
Yajnavalkya is not,' however, merely the doct’rlne of Being, with 
its negative tendencies coming to fuller expression* Yajravalkys 
appears as one of the greatest expounders of the view that
.Brahman is‘the supreme Reality.* Brahman, understood nob as mere

- ' ” ’ ■ ■' - * ' ■ ' (1)Being, but as a ’.distinctly conscious principle - Consequently.
' _  ^Yajnavalkya means more by Brahman, Ox/JDnperishable than' mere

-Being* IVerily, 0 G-argl, he -continues in answer to her ques
tion, V that Imperishable is'the'unseen,Seer, the . unheard Hear
er, the unthought Thinker-, the maunder stood 'unders bander,
Other than'It there1 Is naught that sees* .‘Other than It there - ,

■ la naught.that hoars/. Other .than It there is naught that 
.thinks* Other than.lt there is naught that'understands;
Across this Impe r i shab1e, 0 Gargi,-is space woven, warp and* 
woof a (Br* III (8) 11)* In this*'thought of. Ya jnavalk^ we * . 
reach the idea which is predominant-in the *0pahisadsthat ■ / 
Brahman* the ground of' all things,r Is -a cons clous- principle'* - ■

The word Brahman itself does not appear, always to. have ’ 
had this /lofty meaning * Originally used in the sense of ■

(l). ®pi Br. Tip. Ill, ()+) 1 cV2..
(Tl) . d_ CL̂-<Ad«-SrVi, - :



hymn, prayer, sacred knowledge or .magic.formula. It soon1 came
1to mean -the..power inherent in these, and from this time trans

ition to the idea of cosmic _p<kver or the power that supports 
the. worlds was not difficult* But what ti:i.etinguxshejt the 
concept of Brahmap from concepts' such as Water, Breath.or Space,

* J i ' 11 * 1 ' - / r * i /  , * t * i » i > * ,

1b that, unlike thebo concept®,/Brahman as cosmic power cameY/A:',.; /. >■■■'/. /////;/" WVVv ->kr -t: C'- f y y >:j- ///. I'///*/ j ' vv/Wt-*=  ̂ v///y; /v-tYŶ\ /vr "wBf/-#yY'";= ;l. Y-
to be*thought of primarily as we have .Been in the case of 
Yajnavalkya, as a conscious principle# / It ip thus, implied that 
what underlies the e xternal universe is one with what exists ’* 
within one’s own self; nay more, that as' conscious principle

' *i " 5 ' Y. ' ' '* ' 1 ' i ' Y ,5€.Cc{\S 1 1 . " ‘ 'It is more akin to self .than to not-self. Ihe,/$*eam3 of monies tic 
idealism, which as v/e. shall see characterises the teaching of 
the Upanlsads, as welt, as much of the later development of
Indian^,thought| were sown, it.would appear, by men like' .

y - t 1 . 1 " ,l - ’ ‘-1 , \ ' ■ - * *( j 1 * 1 ■1 '1 ‘ i1''' • -Yajnavalkya with- their philosophic insight that Brahman# the
ultimate ground of all things, is a conscious principle#

The. development-' Which we have so far 'traced ip the view
of Supreme,; Hoa'lity,as some impersonal sensible element such-
as \7atef and;Food (Karfh) : tomore and-more 'abstract and universal
olemente' such- as breath or air,'space, non** Being,J Being, the

.,' •rv:''LY- ./•>/■::////; i i ^ / C g ' ^ ■ Y-a’-• ■« ••• /' >:•.// s.’f  1= •> /•'/ y//;-

(1) f Gpi . H* lb Hume - Thirteen 3?idnoipa!' Tjpanisads
“ ' 1 ' 14■& 15#f ', . ’ ’ ' ■ ..



'■■Impefish&^ of Brahman as a
cohscious/prihclple, represents,oriiyyone ampng'/bumerous lines 
/ofthought/that/came/,to;■deveibZ^ *^̂ Sorite' " v: ‘
:,,|>hlld,sQ.̂ er s,: r i i/wpu/^ lyed;/tho x-'Supr omo Be ing
as Self (Atman) or Spirit: IPurusa)v We have, already referred 
/to/ the creation^theory v/hl oh/speaks/- of the virst Cause as 
/Atman, who Furrisajg arid/separating
/him^lf/Iptp exists In
-the universe*1 Another, very primitive Atman-theory is preserved 
fori:'ri.sY.iri: the lltareya tlpanisad^, /which- hegins with. the.-words,

t . Crr̂ JL/.f?Xn the beginnings Atman. (Self)/verily, cmly only, was'here - . . 
no other blinking thing whatever* He bethoxight-himselfs Let 
me now create/ worlds11 • -He accordingly created tho worlds*
■ and, deities- to; gfinrd: the worlds * .Then- he created man -(I

aThe; method employed by Atman in creating the worlds 
/ah^tn^ /^tgrilficant • * Wo arc told/that Atman shaped a.
/Furusa land drew him/fort^ and brooded upon
him* From the mouth' of this Purus a came Fire) from his nostrils,

MytlioioglcalYldeaaY such as that of a giant Purus a, whom the 
gods sacrificed, and. from who se body .the uni verse came/into
Hpeing/Zripd/that : of a- gosmlc. eg$*;;‘HIrariyagarbi:ia.,';Y from/'which as
i t TOre/;f iie/uhiyerise.- was ha tched,cbM; f roitV- Rgved 1 c t lmes , and 
are also to be found In the Upanlsads*
/// i.e/as genius or guardian spirit of brie universe,/each 
;individual/^ of/thq-universe likewise hayii^ZIts own
presiding genius* SmBr*, Barnettfs article on The Genius In- 
;the/l;*B *A>i3//for/G.ctober' i92^y/;esp;//yp* 742-8.



Air;, from his eyes, the Bun;' from his ears, the'quarters of 
'heaven; from his skin, plants'and trees; from-̂  his heart, the 
moon.; from his navel, death; and from his virile member, water*

/  <■' "*-AV **«- ‘V .V  /  ,■ i v h - f X  .t! . < v J -* i" •'•*’"4 sJ' i h  ■  ̂ ■ . /  ■ ’■ y ■' ■'* \  , .  '■ ■ /  i  B v / 'T " ' , ' . '  y  X - , ' y  A v  " . -VsY h ^ . r - T / ' . ‘?5 ■ m /s  ; ■ *: . J  ■ *■/■'■'••/ ':»■'* V  t r ~ . .•v * v f ', •• * '-.vr,1 ; ;-r,T' ■ -

And la creating m if -we are told, that the Deity ordered those 
various elements in the external‘world to ’enter into man, and 
"firo hocamo' speech and entered,the mouth# Wind became breath 
and entered the nostrils* ■ The, sun became sight and entered the 
eyes* - ' The quarters of.heaven became hearing and entered the 
ears; Plants and trees became hairs, and ©ntex^ed the skin#
The moon became mind# and entered the heart* - Death became the

^  » 1 p j  f 1 y
\\ • • .. v . ,v j •. •. '• is ■■< ■■ * t <• . - s . v =•. . * ■' j .. ■, - „ . • ' * .• i' ; . : * .< 1 1 " *' •' .- •

out-breabh'(apana) and entered-the navel* Waters became semen 
'and entered the virile xiiember**' (I (2) 3 & 4 ) * What is note
worthy is that both the 'self and the not-se3.f, which seem so

■ . v-’ /  'f l \  y'\C Y V / V / - '  » ,* ‘ h ‘-./ ' . /  5 / / /h  m'. / >  ‘ A / ' / /  / / /  t h t / /  GV-.'m B. ' f 1 * / -  ' ■' H \  ’ /

entirely different from each other, are here regarded as having
/ :•• •. ;■ ,H. ■. J:. * ?; j. v -Y ’ •» V . •.'■'/ -V •:• »■ •• ' Y . v < . r; \ \ ‘ -I i, '« N ' ,\fy. / ’ <« * ’„ .. 1 ■ V " • =; M  :‘V .. > .

a mutual correspondence, since both.of them are permeated by the
same forces which emanated from the Primeval Purusa* Furthex1 ,

(1)the old Ugvedic idea of /a ̂ cosmic '■■P;urusa>:̂ from> the parts of
whose body various elements in the' universe' are regarded as 
emanating ?- an idea which occurs frequently in the Upanlsads, as

■ j ■. .■  ̂ m ’ . r k i h i . ,  r . .■ ‘ /  - s. 1'. I . . - ,  a  - <  i . :  'v . 1- " , '  fV ' ■■ '' "M, v / .  - v ■ i , ' r ‘ - h  ■. ‘ ; i .y' i . y ' ■" > i'y f 1 y '  ; '■ . . . y . .  •• •• ..

well as later Indian writlhgd - is, hero assimilated by, the Atman 
theory* - The view that Ultimate Reality was' Purusa presiding 
Genius of tii© universe appear^^o^have developed side by side 
with the view that It was Atman* Huy more, ,as evidenced-by the



early.Atman theoriesy it would appear that the distinction, 
between:Purusa and Atman was•not maintained, the two being 
lYeely Identified with each 9ther, and in some cases Purusa1 
being subordinated to Atman, when the latter came to be- 
regarded as Ultimate Reality* /’

The;ide a.that Atman or Self created this;universe- naturally 
Yied/t^ enquird:>;/in; what: Atman, orY sehf-hood as known-
in/th^ /̂ /expprience cons'is ts/*y /What they asked, is that

; permaheht some thing ‘whicia ‘underlies;/ all the. chahgi'ng exp’erlendes: 
/ of an individual, and itself uiicha^ngln0 ;hinds ̂ fcogetriicr his

changing experiences? This is taught to IridFa by Prajapati♦ ̂  
The true 3elf of the individual, he declares, is not a) the' 
bodily self, which undergoes change,;Z slohness?: and death, nor b) 
the dr earn-so If, vdiich, though unaffected by the, changes', of the' ’ 

, Zbody ( as, qg# when the body is ill, the dreamer may be quite 
. unaware of his illness and be supremely huppy), still undergoes 
//rixporiences us though'it suffered change, sickness and death, 
/ n o r o  )> /even the . self in dr e amle sc ale ep, whi ch ne ither suffer a , 

froiu the imperfection of tho body nox1 undex^goes expediences as 
' though it suffered from these Imperfections, and is thus truly 
above all change, but neverthe■less -suffers from'the defect of 
. lacking consciousness, but d) that self which appearsv-as'̂ the- - -:

(1) CbHhd, VIXI (7) - (12)



conscious .principle, in the .body, Regarding this sel£,,J,_v 
pryg/apatl declares, HvHiex*o/tlio eye :*Xg directed fchpuHowardi//’ *

is the. peeing pox:son. (caksusa purusa); the ‘eye 
is (the instrument) fox1 seeing# , Mow lie who knows, ’Let me 
.smelL/^ y:.thô hos'o-ds'-.;(:the: 'f//
ins;^^ How ho who knows ’let mo Utter
/thi^ the voice is tl\e J.nsti*Uincnt for /
Utter&cb*/ / Mowiie-jwho knows •Let me hoar- tMs'Z-. that ..is/''" '’Z///. 
the" Self };Z/the' ear1' is/ (the instrument) fop'/Hoai’ihg* ' How/::he/who; 
lenows .,. *Let me think / this/ ■ - >that ,i s the Self X
Is/|iiU.clivine eye (daiya/coksu)* ’ Ho, verily, wiii tliat 
•diytnb Zeye/tho .piind^vsc^s/deslres; here$ tmd ex^erione eot enjoy
ment !■*; (Chand; VII1 {12) d&6), The Atman;in the body. is thus 
fpuhd to be €he:/.p̂ inbl-|>l'©'‘ of donscioUraioss which underlies all 
the.experiences^ ducil, .and when, it was postulated
as/:ffie/.grpu3ad of/the xxniverpei/thcro/was:very littl^/to distin-. 
guish---ihibLfx’o^ e w ; / t h a t ' / B f a  :coxisc:lo,Us7|iirinciple :
pervades the 'are merged 'into one,
‘ Atman "being’, £x*oo ty :identifled'*with brahman'/' andz/BrUhmah. with

(1) _

Atman# /LAhdZsi nee, as' /wd/haYe/already pointed^ -oû y/ZAî pbn was
'alsoZ/idbnt^ ay ;/.§i.X'3* o ̂ ̂  iexcinS / p . - X y  • inter-
/changed;'//■ ’5This|;/bhihini^^^ ' in in

|-rirrrni##ii i * »  *  iiirw»>Mini h hm*H**' TiT»rr it*^nrwn»fti n ii# in )i[ifiiM # in i jr*< i mmr~ nffitnrwor^n nu i^ u iiP im rl'*



;this .eqr,th, and, with reference. to. oneselftMa iimnortal
..Person who is in the body « ho indeedi;?iBvgu|t this BouIitCiliman) , 
this Immortal, this Brahma^■this^Ali^:i-(Br• ;1I;̂;5);■;î ;ff,)■;̂7̂ y.:the 
time of the Svet asvatara*j,lit appears thahgthpse three terms were v 
so generally^ used to desigTidte one • rmd'i^tiie■ Being,*' that, the 
. Svetasyatara uses ail three* terms. to refer to the Supremo ■
Ueali%,iahd passes from one to" the oilier’without the slightest

■ d)  - , ,hesiftfco^y;; Ihethor, then, the.. Quprpmov:Bping. was.. conceived of,
as-vlBr|dmahVia or Atman, ally theories meet in the end, in the
view that the ground; of all things is an alL-pervading conscious
principle. What further attributed arc ascribed to this Being,
we must now enquire* > . ■ .

That Brahman is one without a second may be said to -be
the theme of all the (Jpanisads* , ?,Yerily, in the beginning this

:.v’ •' * O')World was Brahman, one oirily n (Br. •! (4) II)* All the
• V  ; - a 1 . J.! i) v. , ■ *  *: ¥*-  / - , f  1 ;  < r h y  v - - a  y  • • ‘ ;; , ;  ■ >,* . V - .  y .  i /  :>■. •- ;;  y v  y  ^ ; ■_ ■ v‘ . • ’ •% \  •

gdasO/mid all the powers hitherto recognised
i t j iT ' itn  imtK~finr,riri^ * * Ĵ>r ,|^r|* n-~rny*<**— c *"r» i-r jW < n*-ii,u *i t n  » r tif* i r± i ■> >mni*<TrMi i t»t m t»i~» iri~wiff~# tn  jii-^*iTwriTrrri-it-i-‘ - f  •**- - >~j— -— ̂ TTf>m rr-'fti‘J i ” ■ ■ * * ^^

| l j - . 81^ Following, 'this. usage.,. j/o,.shall! employ rtlie-
torm,Braiim£in, generally for the supremo Doing, even if in the
text; lie? Is .̂ re for red to by ,;sbme;':;ptĥ  , i It; - ■
Mote. lô tlvor̂ t̂erms/US0a ::in;;'tlie;ĥ  bads to ro * or_to the 
; B i i p r m o r e ’''iimportr̂ t;:hv»0‘’'-prap^tiS‘and Xsana*"-:: •• •
P ra 3 li> a ti\h ib ^  br5hni%^as^'as: the; :C rShtpr,
'aiid;;-that: Uk :terni,;primaTntiyv'hasliri' "the':; 
Upanlqadrl also, op* Br. I. (5) $ VI (4) £§ Chanda XX (£3) 2 & 3;
: )';; : l r 3’,;'.^tcV;''' ''In  ;h is ': c ^ a c 'i. ty :;ae;X the,hburce-yof vall;ftiiings:;.:'.X1 
>Pi*aqapati:‘' thr* acldrqss ecĥ sy-F̂ thje.r'j „^Gp* B r . I ; . 2 V ■' 2. ■:
• The-, re fprenceb;;; tp : tlio ,, ,;Supf qmsXBeing’fa s ;;!^  ;
,thb;Viate|^V‘̂  N ; l;Bv'o Z;-; 8$ f Xffv7r9*’
: Th a; wbrd; mekhstlibr 'Hand o f--■: i-:t ^ * ' I  l;;W3?ifesV<:.Vtiie.̂ t 
'^prpabWefemofet ;nearlylpf ;dli of ths
''por'sdnafe,deî t̂  J Tli.Sĥ ĥ gayadĝ  • fhe’
sigriif i c ahe e! of' thi s ;c one opni on wi lil-;heX;cdhs.i dered' later *
(S):'; epy/aloo X (4) 1 and 17♦



' afpjBUbOT f,. ■■ : go da : Agni;: and;V a yu areimable g.-y;
'r e a p o c i t o  ;fbi6jwf-(aw«iy.■ :so; much as ..a (p iC c e -of •... - * . ;.y; 

■'strawi'-wl g ive h ';to-.thOfeiXby Brahman ;{|£ehii; 1 # *2 3 i;*

kyad&yiitem&tloull^ from?

Himf/ib'^boXBrahman ■ ■ (B rX X f;:;(9)? 1 '9):v

?’r ' ' :;:''.y;. $ h ib :;'b&Ifcdr$-:B^

(Br. IX (4) XU; X’aitt, 8*10* Its infinitude is such that even 
;:if.\ane':hGmoTOS:;the‘'infIi^^ infinite#
y^The^.yon is From fulnoas, fulness
doth proceed*/,';; WiU&ruwing'fuiĥ ss:N'?.'iuinees off, c&en fuiinear -

■- i' - : '■■■■' , ( £}" ' ' ■ ' ’’■/then; itself.‘hem4lhsfV#-. {Br,V (X))* ;-'Bdin̂ ..infinite!#, temporal and' ;
spatial restrictions do not apply to it* fAr it transcends them#
I t : f o r e , ageless and deathless (Cft&nd. VIII- (1) 5*4*
;JJThis*-Brâ fth:'':is'- witbPd|:,'' an earlier (md without a later, without;
>vn inside and without an outside" (hr. XX (5) 19jf)• unborn and
beyond, space* (Br. IV  (4 ) GO ) *

V v‘ in this its infinite and transcendent, form, it, appears ' to
ho indescribable in terras of positive qualities, and hence, as „
we ^  could describe it only negatively*

the. s%u;d.onolufiLoxi; regarding..the.■uhknow#
:'ability-of !/fched on the ground that
-Brahman as conscious principle, is that whereby all knowing

A 'th ^ v a ^ ^  ve rse fo )|q u ^
variations* .



• take s1 place ,v -and: as knower it can never be come a , known" obj ect * 
■itim could notZsdesbhe seer of seeing* You could not-hear the 
hearer of hearing*' You could not think the. thinker of thinking* 
You;could not understand the understander of understanding#^
(B2*. Ill (4) a*4, f - ' 1 * * ; .

.,. .But̂ v/hile ;Ih; its" inf Ini te • an%' thtdxs cen&ht; f pi&/and' InVits •; V 
hdture as knowing principle Brahman/cannot 'be;. khown,%s till Ziis 
irhvoaled in - various .elements in the universe, xsbiue;/at 'Vi&ast rdf -./H
■ ... otttT̂i bu teS"'." . ;■ . = ■ .vV-v..' rv- -v''! ■ y’ :/ v " ' - " ‘-Its ;atirijn*d^ appear^ bê  divided* :;Fhil6sophers;v: v
accordingly set themselves to this task* .' It is this opoch In 
/Indian^ speculation .that seems to be represented by the appearance 
of; Yajnavaikya^-In. theVarehaVof philosophical dlsousslon. Views 
similar to the one propounded In the Jione/>-doctrine’ seem Yorv 
; Ya jnavalkyfr. :thb;:st^ting-point* The Honey-fip'ctrine which is 
expounded in fifteen .paragraphs, Is unable to say very rauch more 
regarding Brahman than that He is the Goal (Atman), the Immortal 
-'One, who pervadea^'ther'eafth^^ the- water3>;:^fire>/:WihdY:vSuh,Zthe;;;:,,; 
;l(juarters of heayoh# moon, lightning, thunder, space, law, truth, 
;-mankin&, aiid'/ttiô 'Soul̂  and hdrraspon&ing .V*-
also the body, the semen, spooch, breath,'eye, ear, mind, heat . 
in the dividual,’ sound, space in the heart, virtuousness,
^truthfulness, . the^human being,and the, .soul*;.--,, Similarly, a...
^  that i3ral4m4ai is.dnZapcech^Z'i^eath, oyo'
and * ear> -and ■ -corresponding ,- V f e - j ? i f f ■ ̂ un and ihh



,Z quarry a t o  say very much more 
>! iabout/lheZnuturb Ho is the ''iiJrilliaUtil'Oiie * -
• / X ) # YijEavalkys.it. thiife
\ ' is* 'in’ all" those things, lie la''differ put 1‘rou 'these,-;.;: 
being the "unaeon door, the unheard Hearer, ,;th#;‘iuathoughtvThinker, 
the unundet'stood Uuderstimdor"( (by. XXX (7) Gi>)* Zifc is In
V;p6hsensing.,-auoli knowledge of Brahman’.that Yajhavslkya considers

' ‘ ' 1 (1)'./himeelf the learned;-;jfjexi) o$ his day#, his contempt
for Bakatya is precisely because the latter has failed to go
beyond the t rud^onal identifying of, brahman with the Purusa who

/>$bidn^ eye,? apace,' darkness, water, semen and
f theIr.,;,pprr^0p0hdingVcoimaterpart3. (9) 10-18)« iIe.,deplaros-,
that It is necessary to pluck apart and to put together these .
Purusas and to pass beyond them (Hr- 1X1 (9) 26*}-.Bo far as merely u
such identification of Brahman .with various Purus as goes, he
$jhows'himself-^ as anyone eise:idf';Ms:':'My-(-Br. Ill (9) 19-
26*4* But. his own distinctive contribution lies In his penetrating

^behind the cpnyehtlonal vi’eW'’tliat'' T^ahman is speech,::life,'breathy /
;;Z;sight,, honring,;.;mind, and, heart, ip order to discover the attrlb—
utes of the Belnu who can be regarded In these various' ways#

Thus in his conversation with King Janaku he points out with /

(&) pox> o&fcier similar identification8, sec By II (l); XIX {•); 
VXll(9) 16 - 3k7̂ ;-:ViyZ*Ĉ ),î JbaaEwi ill; (18) ; XV<;fC-.̂ ■*-(>;JiX*
ftaus. IX 0 & 4; XV; und for similar classification of cosmic and 

-::bbr responding ̂ ersbhaSV phenomendi'sbb” Ait X' 3u":‘̂  : ;(;3L̂>.X
, ,(1) CpJir* XXX (1) 1 & III (9) 12#



great insight that,.corresponding to these' six,principles, 
Bratmidn ims' the attribute of intelligence, which expresses
itself in'speech,> t&£ elemehtL'of dearness which life'has Tor

- 1 r. * * ,  1 *  ̂, ’ all beings,-the truthfulness of eight,' the unlimitedness of
the, quarters of heaven (hearing), the blissfulness, of mind,
and the quality/of being a steadfast support .which is found
in the hoiu't. (Br. IV. (1)) . , 'The qualities deduced' In each
case are noteworthy,’ as being qualities which are the moat ,
significant' of -the qualities possessed by these •objects?/ afcd
suggest the vleW that if-Brahman Is'to' be described in terms ’ 
of positive qualities, He must be described, in terms 
of .whdt is most .significant in? tliis universe, 'i>dV In terms
of what makes various things- in the world valuable and v > -
precious to.us* _ fhie.last appears, indeed, to be the,-gist1
of his classical eulogy, of %hp .BraJiman,•Atman, where he
declares that everything T> dear, hot for what it. is' In itself,

’ ' ' ' (1)but beoaikse of Atman, uLo, verily, not for'love of a? 
husband is a husband, dear, but/for love of the soul (Atman) - 
n husband is dear* , ; Lo,-, verily, not, for love of the wife is- * 
a wife dear,; but for love of the soul a wife is dear* bo,, 
verilyv not for loYe of the sons are sons dear,, but for love 
of tbe soul softs * arc deaf#, bo,; verily, not for lcye of the

(1). The word Atman is here used: for, the ultimate ground of /
all things (or Brahman) cp* "v4th the under standing of the - soul? (Atman),, this ‘world-all is he&v#n’'Br XX (4) 5; see also the rest, of this , section^ (B) V  (14) * * ■ • t 4 ' - -



v \ ; .  •• ; .. < • ' - !
: woaitji is wealth dear, hut for love of the Soul wealth is dear.

. V,;: ;  4 Z 5  o M  ->  . '

IjO, verily, not lor love of all ̂ dear, but lor love of the Soul 
all is dour*?1 (hr. XX (4) 5)* The supremepreeiousness of 
Brahman is indicated by the immeasurable bliss wXiich Yajnavaikya 
declares to belong] to oae who has attained the Brahma world *

; ‘.... r. • ■ . ' s ...' > v  . 1 • ^ : >■ ^  *••'.-.■* ' ? ' n,.-v~ . - :a ; .* . \ r- . r. : :  v. . "  ,••■ •. - d  w  «- « .• . v . ->. ‘ ' ... - v * .... . - ’ \  V . *•   - ,  ■* >.• .* •- -

He says that It-is'100 x lOG'x 100 x 100 x 100.x 100 times the 
highest blissknown in the world of men (Br. IV ,3* 355*)*’̂
brahman-Atman is thus more desiz^&hle than home, offspring or 
wealth/(Hr. ,IY (4) B£U),vhe is perfect,bliss*

.Brahman, then, according to Yajnuvalkya, although- uhkovm 
in His awn essential nature, is as revealed In the universe 
that which gives significance and Value to all tilings * himself 
the moat supremely valuable of ’all,

Yajnavalkya was not by any means the only one who sought 
to deduce the nature of Brakmmn from the traditional identifying 1 
of him with various elements in the cosmos and,the finite self* 
Booords of four similar attempts by other philosophers have come,.

- :';CXown,s to us * .. UJJiwa.v the. -philo sopho raking, jatasatri' sys tpmatic«Cli 
■ .c, conception bf^Brjahman^ as the Person ’(furusa)
{ ip th e  sun, .moon, lightning, space, wind, fire, water, mirror, 
sound, quarters of heaven, shadow* and the body corresponding,

;.;;^^yj?hutog ,in,„Bralraap_^.p^the, ..yf̂ riSSXiUSHt,,.„.,WhiterfQhad»' .brilliant,
(1) The s j i d e a  occxn^s in Taitt, II S,, also in Batapatha
BSahmwiia 14* 7# 1* ol* «39# The T&ittirlya expounds the view 
that Bradman consists of ffcy# four ^persons11 one inside* the other, 
Hood^(earth) broath (prana) mlnd^ mano-maya), underst&Min^

.■ vljfiuha^*^iiay«X):r.bnd^blibS''|^ahd representing ̂ His
lntrtost self i  IX 1 - 5 /  XIX)* As Food, lie is the source of all 
creatives, as Breath He. supports them, as Mind He the source 
of all Vedas, as Unders tandin^Ue is the source, of Braddha. (faith^ 
ifta( the siglit), sjabya (tie true) yoga (discipline) and maltas vgroathess)j and as Bliss, He is"the source of all delight♦
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fall and non-active, unoonquered, vanquisher, counterpart, 
the shining One, life, inseparable companion, death, the
embodied and finally adds that He is the oonsoious principle(1)within oneself (Br,ll (1) . Here again it is note-
worthy that the attributes deduced are not equally every
possible attribute which these elements may possess, but only
what are most significant of them* Thus His pervading
the sun reveals Him as the "pre-eminent, the head and king
of all beings". His pervading space reveals Him as the full

(3)and non-aotlve. His pervading the wind reveals Him as 
the unoonquered, the lnfinte in power, and so on with 
the rest*

3e also in the instruction whloh Satyakaim receives, 
it is pointed out that Brahman is the shining One in the 
Bast, West, South and Horth, as the Endless, or the 
Infinite, in the earth, air, sky, and ooean, as the luminous 
in the fire, sun, moon, and lightning, and as Possessing 
a support in breath, eye, ear and mind* This discourse 
also ends by adding that above all Brahmhn is to be known as 
the conscious principle in oneself (Ohand. IV (4) - (16) .

(It A similar aooount occurs in Halls* IT*
(2) A sign possibly of perfection, for activity in

Indian thought is usually associated with lack and 
flnitude, and bondage to Harm*



At this point the teaoher breaks forth into a praiso 
of Brahman as " ' loveliness-uniter' (samyadvuma), for
all lovely things oono togothor unto it ... 'Goods-bringer1 
(vamani for it brings all goods ... 'Light-bringsr'
(bhamanl), for it ahinos in all worlds.”

Kaikeya* ■ instruotion of the six Brahmans who oono 
to hin oaoh with a difforont notion as to what Brahmfcn 
is, vis. that He is haaven, sun, wind, spaoo, water, and 
earth, la not only to show that Brahman is all theso, but 
also to deduee from eaoh of theso partial definitions of 
Brahnan, a corresponding attribute in Hin* Thus, as 
heaven, Ho is the brightly shining One; aa sun, the 
manifold ono; aa wind, eno who possesses various paths; 
as spaoo, eno who la expanded; aa water, ono who is all 
wealth; aa earth, one who is a support. Here again 
obviously the philosopher attempts to deaorlbo Brahnan in 
terms of what is most striking and significant in eaoh of thesi 
various elements with whioh he is identified, and oondludot 
by pointing out that Brahman is tho soul whioh is within onose] 
(Ohand. V (11) - (18)) .

(1)
The progressive Instruotion of Harada by sanatkunara, 

whereby Harada is led from lower to higher and higher oon-
soeptions of Brahman - from Brahman aa name, speeoh, mind, 

conception, thought, meditation, understanding, eto, to
Soul (Atman) as the highest - has for its oharaoteristlo tho
I D  Oh&'ncf*VTl".------------------------------------- -
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faot that eaoh out*gory, whioh io mentioned aa descriptive 
of Brahman, la aontioaad on tho ground that it la important 
and indispensable} and if it ia tranaoended, it is only 
hooaaao thora ia a still highor category whioh la alao 
Important and indiapanaahla, and whioh |aa tho addod merit 
•f subsuming andsr itsslf tho previous outegorles, Thus 
an sffort is mads to dsaariba Brahman in terms of qualities, 
tho most significant and all-inolusivo.

In this way, it would soon, philosophers sought to 
go beyond the view that Brahman, the ultimata ground of 
all things, la a oonsolous principle, and to dosoribo 
it in torns suggestive of value and pre-emlnenoe, It 
is true that they do not tell us vary muoh about the - 
attributes ef Brahman, beyond what has been mentioned above, 
nevertheless, it la significant that Brahman, the all- 
pervading oonsolous principle, tended to be regarded as 
posseasod of value.



While nome 3ought thus bo de&uao''tho ■ attributes ,-of Brahman*
from the fact that He pervades this and bhat element in'the 
universe, othexvv it would appcnxxv 'with less discrimination, , ; 
but- greater seal* for' the txnrbb' that .Brahman ia the unity , •;vg h X trtlV "A V  '?■''* em ■ h' ly hv d (v ■' A- V- '-vi Vvvd' ̂ V-evy "■■ v •• • •■••.{•',!-. Ax-VId .r

which ̂ explains all this diversity,*’straighty/ay indeirbi.fiod ‘ 
Brahman with everything- in.- the universe* to them ‘ the' truth, 
that nothing can, exist without ̂ Brahman was aXI-ongrosbirig, * * ’■

1 'h *'* ', k'-f '■ ••: t. ■'■' \~'T' .\'t 'L - â'i- ’̂ Vr - ’ 'if' hth "ytg gh.’-r .* ■"' *’ t ■ w L Igr/i'l i; :.;f •• •’ IV\ ■ t  t’-f f Vy hJ'B , .' y>" p'gf V- .', ’for was it, not such a unitary principle which they ho passion- , 
ately nought after at this time? Bxultlng in their■dincovery, 
they ‘therefore proclaim with blind enthusiasm, Lev here, all • 
is Brahman* ■ nVerily* this whole world in B:eahman, ^ranquil, ■ 
let one worship It an that from which ho came forth, aa that ■ 
into which, ho will bo dissolved, as .that, in which, ho breathes11 
(GhamhIII (ll|-j 1). !f Verily, what is ’called Brahman - that ia , 
'the .same -us’ .what, the apace onto Ida of a person Is, Verify, -what 
tte.spaco. outside' of a' person is - that is hhe same an'what'‘the 
.space within, a' person; in * ■ Veitily, what the & pace, w1 thin a-.per*
son* is - that is the same-an what the space here vjithin the 'heart

V-,f; tap*/nV.r/ e A 'd y B  V  y  - t ';;- A y  , - b a y  v A ' ; \ ' . / ’v t? ' A-'' ■■■:V k ' f i g  .An^••'.'h !■. \K'V t ’x /V  v  / I f  AhA‘: ’.• i k v d y r  V - y w i l

Is11 (Ohand-, III, (12) .7)* -51,i.\his Self, verily, is a world. - of fill'
created'beingsn (Br, I (ij.) XC>) • Tf Verily* this'whole world is' 
Brahman , containing all, works,, containing all desires, 
containing all odours, containing all tastes, erneompassing /this . 
whole.world, the unspeaking, the unconcerned « this -is the Soul - 
of mine Within the heart, tlris :U Brahman1* (Chand* III (llj.)



But this wholesale predication,of everything found in
'"•V'’ I// AA’VvX PAv '• V*̂'-Vl A"-’ ' V  A.;: 1 /A'/"' Vi/AA/l'/hpA'" ' t / I  Hi> // /'W v. fA'ArV'? 7 <- V/v̂'ta A
the universe as, being of Brahman, If., It was' intended seriously, 
and ■ not meant merely In an. exaggerated way to ref or to the all- 
prevading power of ’ Brahman, could not continue' for .very long> 
for, a little reflection suffices to shoxY that if Brahman is, 
everything all ’ over - again, ■ lie1 is riot the .unity which, phi lose-

fl'V /A./' V;V/ip '/I./•-'<• ' t'J>: , , . - ■ X ;W-v-‘ J-\ .p. ■■;' A  A t ' A -1 V rAtAv,-/ ',,'i *f- /  ' ' V-i//,'!’ % ’ VVV, ’ v V ' l l c  d/.\v!'l v t A * / - ' /' /phors wore seeking. That,which explains everything cannot be 
.the .same as everything* Accordingly philosophers wore not 
'long in’■perceiving that Brahman"must he very different in 
character from the universe; < • Indeed so dlfforwent It seemed 
to .them 3Io must be, that on the one hand, os* already noted, 
they'.declared, that lie is-essentially/unknown # and on the. other, 
that He1 is- to he described only ̂ ^berma of qualities which, are ■1 
most significant -in the elements ,of. this universe/' This two-

, /, * ' * ■ ' ■ / : * Ufold'tendency comps to fuller development In the later llpanisads,
/f /AbA/X/A At A t - v i :/// '-ill A/ v/ A v  ̂t// A; ?;

as wo shall presently see-* ■ . , <,
■ , What: is noticeable as fie pass from the eai’lio.3? Upanisads to

mm rv*+- & * * * V  »P*4h*V.V^

(1) I .assume, what scholars seem' xtuanimously to 'believe, that: 
the Brhadaranyaka and ’Oh&hdogya tTpanls&ds to v/hieh. 1 have. con-, 
fined myself so far', are older than other IJparilsads, although it 
is, not pro eluded 'that thos e tv/o ,,0pani§ada have been subjected to 
later interpolations.! have sought . bo; confine my references ‘ to 
such, passages m  do not appear .to be later interpolations * 
'Bphudarapyaka/ Ohandogya* 0?aittlrTya, Alto.reya, itau&Tbaki & the 
pilose section of Kona are usually regarded, as earlier than other 
hpanlsads,- A Inhere s corns little reason to question1 this viow* 
(Bee .%/ P* Dus sen* ** .Philosophy of the Bpahisads pp, 22-26)-
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the 1 at ex’ Is tho • growing ( conviction that Brahman must; be; very 
differeht / £r6m- the universe, 'and '’there £oro essenttally unknown’.”''': 

who is hard to see, entered Into the hidden, sot, in the - 
secret place, .'dwe'Jling in, the dopth, ’ primeval11 (Katha XI* 12,
Bvet> . ¥X* -'i.1) a  /  . ”.Thoiagia;,i io "  I t ' .lilSclen. in-.ali ̂ hin‘gs.>-gth&t* Soul? A
./(Stman) shines not forth* But Bo Is soon by subtle seers with A
lr'p'/v:-r 1 . " : s tsuper! or, sub tie :tnt o 11 o c tn (Ka tha IXX* 12* &voi ,. IV ♦ 15)* '!t N ot
hyyspeech^l'Bot/by mind, not by/sight can do be appro3oondedf ;:v~/r 
How/dan-/^ "Otherwise than by one’s saying ’3lo is’?
(Mund* XXI (1) 8; Kern 5? Katha VI. 12), Ho is declared to 
have a transcendent mature ■ whi‘oh‘;?ba>fflos--human i thpught * ; nThere; 
tho eye gods not, speech goes not, nor the mind* Vic know not, 
wo understand not/how one’would teach It, Other, in&dddj?-is

abQVG tho yUTrmownv - Thus' haVe' ; ; 
‘thb'-aneidnt’s who 'to; us .'have ’oxpjL$itt©d^^ t£:

HoAppsposseB many marvellous and transcendent powers/! .Aslttiaag, 
He^ppooeedsia^^ ; ’ lying, He' ’"goes' everywhere" • ’•/ :who': is' the :a ///
bodiless among bodies, stable among the unstable, the great/ allAA 
jppryadlng? Boulu (Katha,XI 21 & 22), "Unraoving, the One (©kara) 
is swifter/thqn- tho;..mind/ Tho sonao-powers (‘deva?)//£ea check n o t ! •
X.t, .speeding on before. Past others running, This goes stand-
’;AA •-*/. ' -A/ /.'''//A///!/? A  A A-Ingu (Isa. 1 } . ) !,15t©rnal/- all-pervading, omraX^preso^
ly:;;;pubtleT̂••:.:(#und, I* (1) .6), • nBrilliant Is It th e  light ';pf '
lights” (Mund, II (2) $>)* nVust, heavenly, of unthinkable1 form11
(Mund. Ill (1) 7); 11 Having an.eye ,on every side and.a/fac^ on .



A 'Â e^ASjlftA.S^ a foot on every
^ , Bide(Bvet* 111*3).* . A'The XJerson , Cfurusu) bus a thousand,
/ ■: A A A / tiea&S ̂/dAtboi.XbaBd /|yos / \&Ath6ns^ theA A A'A/A:;,
A A? eapth on all sides, and'stands ten fingers1 breath beyond!*

(3vet*111.14)
AA/A A'a*vv*̂  iqi' vl-lo/ /sees'-,; w ith o u t

A a eye; He hears w ithqn;A ;ehrkA(svet*111.19^) A nHot above, n o t 

A AA' ' ' - across, no r in ■; * the Amid d le h a s ; one g ra s p e d H im /a ■ ;Ther e) 1 s n o A'- ■;■. i, - ?'
• : ■ A  AdikenppsAofAHirftyAwho^

(Bvot*lV*I9) * Brahman thus-in His transcendant aspect has,
A it wouldAseem,; guxrvclJouBAdue ti ties oeyond all thought and■ r a / ; A 

:A-//imagination* •' . s , . . * A
A; A BosidesAb^ bhAmdkeABratoan ■; awful;.and;dh^

-■■;A A A; com prehensible, th e s e : :la td r//ph iloB opherS ';a l^o  /hBprxbe tOYthOM>A / A 

A; AA ,. SupremeABeing:numerous^ peBifeet&oxi1̂
;; A ■■ of .V aspipa^ love* Thus he is described as the A A/

/A A AA. the’?y’n;Buprome”  ̂ X i/ i7 }A A r^ ^  )£ait-.V AA-

’■ A'AAÂ ■ A j i -  it; ■ higher
.A-A-AAA' thWstyhQa^ aiiL ̂A-K̂lb]UetA C'S>./ ;
A .A ■ A BjA AvetAL' 'iSjAAl1M;̂ .'■*A ‘j A/'AA:

(liAnd*! (1)

/ ■ :;AA v.' ̂ Vetivi.y ■" v'tia-'t ri9/" ‘ ■ t s S" ̂ ':
; $; xk own intc-llec-c,̂ " Svet.Vl i g , Ibo principle of intelligencer.

M̂lll.' i~:im~lp"Tr.i c.V“-ttVt ■ nVIT*-'! ̂ 1 i,J— —t*-1 ' 11 111.... .......... .

(1) '.Chose Stanzas of the Svetasvatara.are evidently taken from 
PMefcponrdeev'-Wi^-'SveWlirS;^.111 14 cp. Hgveda 10*.90. 1* "
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II !{)/. 11 consisting of ruind”, Htho biieB^Mund';.li./(2)
^  ”constant * * a I able111 Kalba III 15, ■ Mup£b I (2) II)* 11 stead
fast11 I Wait* II %  supp^rt^^/^
or superior” ( Svefc 5̂lf 8); nwhoso is this greatness on the earth,"

.^undAll';;!('2) ; . whom1’ all the gpcis .reverenee^ ;Kathsjv /j);, '/worthy:!/, 
/"to 'llAe}’'̂ qr̂ hippe'd day” £ /Kafha IM t|; £x>om? whoxa one ■ does not
A shrink/^ ,12 d3; l/| j y ”who -/grants? des ir os51 ̂ : Katha A?
V. 13; ^vet.ltA^ _ 1$; ’‘too object

/of ■;dbsire^.;Mund* 3)/ y/A:/• Aw- /a-A : / ' ////////.A-'/■ : . : ■'//
- While then/itAmay/bb\: admit t od that humorous perfections 

come to be ascribed! to/^^ BuprbmeABblng /ftn the later'IJpargads, 
AitA^ f ar/mipral 'perfection is as or ibed to Him.
In the earlie'r.iffjjaMs'ads" Brahiridn is/^oclaimed Ato? boffroW 

;; evil/.;;and;/an; eariy/at:temvpk.to,leqehCthib;?'c>0eurd/a/tA ttb^hbgitining; 

••,:.of;, the- .• 13rhadara$^ r-̂ h,orb Ait;; ' Bf ah/ian/is;/A/. A
AballedA Furu|a AASfnoeAbeforeA (/mfya):; all'-t h Is:''world, He biirned up ;
(Vu§ ) ■ all evils1'-(I . (b) 1) ♦ It ia;':ulso:;'asŝ  ̂ "Who .

A'̂ 0c6mqs/;Bybtô n', isAfrbed'::from''/'evii, for ”Evily /.Verily,'--'does -nofA* 
! tb/thp^gods/AAtBrA ;-'TAt-5) A20)VyA ?ibhan4o^yav it /is
Aeal&Aofcb^ HA11 evlls, turh back therbfrpin/ for A
A-that/ABrahm ^/frbed/
A asserted that the Bratoah-atAimh is nfree from/evil, .ageless, 
do a th 1 o s s., t.j o.rJ?owless, ...hunger l.<?f.s a.,, thirstlbSB1? (VXI, - (1) ’ ^  ’ But

■ ih the absonce 'of much 'positivo tbachlng'Av;':A:v;;'■ ■ / AAA A /; ••; •; A'> AA?!:/

1. tfho. nonoy-Dootrln© mentions among ofchor things that Brahman
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IA-A/AA'. ’'’regafdihg the moral. ,nabure,;;o.f .J3̂ aJ.Maia,jsind judging from the fact 
A/A?aA/that being free from evil1 Id associated with being ageless,

• . deathless'$ •, sottrowlos's^ ahd;‘.i;hirstless, ono cannot be
■'BtiroAhaf^mQ^i3;,wn^ by ”evil” in these passages than sorrow, 
pain and death* It may be, therefore, that all that these ■ ’■

A’/?' ;  ̂ /Hpanisads by /saying fhat Ho is free from .evil moan to teach is tfe 
A. gy/ i/.that ■ B r a h r m / a s/ySjnavalkya declares ̂ /beyo^ and -
:/?/A;Va .A thirst/ /;beyQ;h&Aŝ  bpybndv.pld^ago nad death” .

(j3r*lXl (5) 1*) f
When, however, wo turn to tho latex-* ITpanistads, it seems 

•y;likely that ISrahmah:^was;^regarded as free-"frc&f Abvii”': undors tood %?. 
A/// \A';/disQ';,ixi.viU .jaoraX/̂ sehse;A.,for .hero,,.aa we■■ havev;tribd: to* show, wo! 
?AA '! ■■'find/the?;th^ that iiraiiman;vis; /not merely the unknown

■Aconscibua/pr^^ lie v/as prbdbmlhantly.vcdbc©'i'vod to be '$*.
A ■■■ ■ in^the /earlier 4gahlsnds, but also OheZ 'Characterla ed Aby many A ■
A''-/././/. '̂ 'pOT̂ bc.tlbhs//A 'Fjxrther, there is, as': we?shall/now-;see/ ale o:? more;/ 
AA.? 'definite/ teabhlhg regardixig the moral nature ofyfb©/Supremo ' /? 

,"• ?? ■ ’'?;/. Being;;thah/'Is'7-!'tb; beAt 0U4d;'?3nAthe/ba TJpanJ cads AA Thus whon AA
A A ' / t h o V A s / t ^  -eye•" bf .tho whole world, * is A?

' exist, « p virtue}Aan&A^ II (5), 11 7-
12 * /riie ' des criptlohA:6f./3BrahmanA?.a'sA Satyam 

 ̂ Cp. By. II (l) 20; < n . W > } 1̂ 0 % ) ^  Yu (5 ) ( 7  v ■■/,1 y TaitAH .1$'*Eat®.:;.!!?.?.ĵ Xs;,;.the ''u6‘urbo‘: of,• the-Vido^/ana .ba eri- 
flees (fcpi Br# 1: (2) 5) 5/•II 'Cto&xxa,(̂6̂yÂ0..•Â±’X^ IV
(17) f ■ VII a( 1A & (2)), and. as/tJx‘©.Ab̂ igin.v;Of /the. nabtes/iBr/l'Aiil) 11’ 

ALEA(If.)'A'6y;_Brahmin?miay??̂ beA.reĝ rded?'as;the';source''of all that 
■'/V'ls;';bInding:/.ou',iiieu'-hini the''wayApf;-<^ty*
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not sullied by the ex terns 3. faults of I he eyes, so the one
i \ v • 4 '■ /■., ' v - ^ - .......................................       ' V-‘ 'g- g  •{ •'«, if,’1 ; ’ ‘.y. ;A t' ■.« ' = i ■ ■ -

Inner Soul of all /things is not pul Ilea by evil' in the w o r l d / :  Ay i 
being external to ib” (V 3.1), it is not .unlikely that by evil 
is meant mono than-mere sox»rovv‘y- pain and death, for in tho 
'passage preceding this it is said that Brahman is pure” (V 8), 
and it is part of the systematic teaching of the Kabha that 
only he attains Brahnan, who has ceased;from,bad conduct (II 2)/)-
and is ever ”pui,e”, holding his body in control (111 3-9) * ■! AAAAAAvA;Yh/AAg:-.; A'AA-v' 1 i ' <
Further it describes Brahman as one v;ho with the soul drinks of

■ . ;  v r ,  - ' ■■: . . .  1 ;j . ,A  g  c-1* r g  g * / A ; - * ■ .  /:■ *■ *  - /  - v  .J ■- r - f • ■- . v ,  . - <v - g , /  - g .  \ : v r .  , ■ H . g  _ ■ * .r ■ - . * ■ ' •

righteousness (rta) In the 'world of, good deeds, .and as contrast
ed with the 0OU.1,' which is called ” shade”, * Brahman is called 
•light* (XIIX), which would seem to imply that Brahman does not’ , \ a r--' < > , ' ' 1 ' '
”drink” of unrighteousnesp as the soul dobs* ‘ Besides it is

' ' ■ • • .■ • * -t ” ... -it' \ v i'.v «• " . ■' l*1 v. • g  v '<' •, >. ' . • g  ' '
.. ... g  • • ..  v , . ± . \  g  v-. ,.»«} A g  v • • ■*. . . . v -. <■ g  •• ; g  1 ■* .t ’ g /  r . /  • : ►:*> • • m  • -.-j < ■ • * * '  g - . ’ j

taught that Brahman is ”born in'right (rta)” (V 2). Tho teach*
./AAAGfAgg/A— a^;'; AA" ' ‘ [ ‘ * !xng ̂tr© tho Xsa rq^r&ing the '-moral nature of Brahms n‘ is even

   • / ,r.more, definite, for it describes film as "the puf’e (suddlm),
unpiorced by evil (a-pupu-viddha)”, and adds "Appropriately Be 
distributed’ objects (arthn) through the eternal .̂ o.ars”-;.;■■(Tŝ !89//A 
Tho Mundaka exclaims,” pure is Ho whom the ascebies (yafci) with 
• imperfect ions done away, behold” (ITJ (1) 5),* In Him the host of 
Brahma-knowors delight (111 (1) 1/*). From Him are produced ‘ 
"Faith (swddha), truth/ cha.stity, and tho law (vidbi)” (II (l) 
7)* Tho Maitri 3ikewiso declares that Brahman is ”puro, stead
fast and un^swerviiig, sfcaihleoŝ  , * an. onj oyerv.-.-.of ̂ righteous nos s ” 
('.Cl 7). Ho abides in ftobtooss (sattva) ■ (VI 58). All these 
visions of the moral nature of Brahman scorn to reach tb'eir



culmination in the Bvebasvatara, where it is declared that 
Brahman is "the instigator of the highest being (sattva) unto 
tho pur bat attainment”,' (111 12), bountiful (mfighavaji), kindly'
AAA'" ' A-AA •. ' A ̂:'A .aAAA.A: AAAAA AWA'. AAAA' -A^aAAAAaAAIaAAAAA’AAAAAA'A/sAA AWA
(*liva), (111 13,) devoid of the quality-'of tho sons6s (HI 17), 
the 'bringor of right Cdharma), 'tlie remover of evil (papa) (VI 6),
: • g  ■ * V '  . .■■ . ; k i * J •• t? ‘f- s._ j v : • i . ' V •. <• \  . »tv ,.v* ... '« *:< . ,.. sy, J-'. .  ( .... ,/v ..v  , '

■7, A- ■ J -V '' ■ ■ ; 11 ' *’ Vt : g g  - v- .. '  ̂ i .v- 1 k* ,r v i- ^  - v v *g--./r/ ' 1,. .g- ■. ■. ,- ? •' 1  - ; -*-* . ■■ ■

” 1 rr opr a chub 1 o, a po t less” (VI 19)* 11 1 s true bha t in these
, A  ‘ , i

t * i- - ■ ■**'' • ■ • ' %i v ■ - * f * i

Upanioada tho teaching regarding the moral nature of Brahman
- a !  . A  - A A * \  A  ; f  A ”  .„ !* ■' "A /A ;  A / /  , ̂  A * v / y ,f:.- i, ) '.f ? ' \ y, 2' T\ %;,>'»> tv-**,.. - " ;• A? V /• -• /-  Arf  '-fg ; ■% ; / .  /:,■'> /A  t,- r A /,’ ' ; /, ■

r- y  .* ,m ' v : i - * ' =:.‘ »•-. v>. •? ,1* , - y / '  - • .5 ^ .■ > it\K ■ . y* . . - . ^ ' , * ■ . ■ -

appears only In seutterocl references and ever then mingled with
a 7 • Vi’i s. ■' A--' is ’S f. \ ■; k ■ "ir/.*?. .r. v> r.v 1S' y,- n ! Vsi v * n'.\ , ' \ > •• . - - •much else which tends to rob it of clarity and pointpdness* 

HoverlliOless it is significant' that it does appear and appears 
much more definitely than in the earlier Bpanisads*A !:. ;A/s.,As.'. ';/s'.'A-'" tA .. ./• A-y A..'V.;AA'.: ■') A' . 'A / ;'AsA7 S.; A V: s ,;A .

It would seem, 'then, that Upanisadic thought regarding the 
nature of tho Supreme Being passed from an earlier stage of 
speculation and investigation &hero the view"that was reached was

1 ‘ •*- ’• • '* ; A ■=■ A 8. ».A ..A J «• * • »3 ■ 4 V  W  •'« A  < A O' v : v r  ’i ;. •• * ' ’ '-.'T;u <  ... -g. uy.j „.*■ , v S' •
’ •••■. ' •■ ■ .1" '  -'A'l 1 \".V. • . S‘ ■ .A • , J; *• ' '  * *. • -'r «. . .* V A .w ^  ̂ >.■- * : ■< ’ •' ' ' • 7 -A *■'•-' ' '* A"''’.' >. .

that Bralxman was'primarily an ultimate, a11-pervading conscious
prinoiplo, to a lator stage, 'where Brahman,^besides being con-
ooivod thus, came also to be regarded as possessing many trans-

(1)
:cendent qualities as well as several,perfections*

1 '■■' -L t7v a  v j ,0 :Av'!- 1 . a ‘V w  \ I v - a - - . :  -a w  'a-A /*-w. -=. w , ;I.* The fact that the. Syptasyutara...pTpoyw the 'greatest development
along those lines', and#^yeals sectarian1'tendencies,* identifying
the Deity Rudra wibh the1 Gnpreme Doing’, (cp* EH 1—1/), ' seems to
suggest that the development which we have traced In thought
reagrding Brahman in the later Upanieads was chiefly due to the
Influence of religions ideas, This, will become more evident 
when we consider tho relation in which theso thinkers regarded th
Supreme Being'as standing bo the finite soul* -8i$-9Q>
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1 * ' The: Kelatlon of the Deity to the world*
The earliest theories ;;which we find in the IJpunisads *

assume, as the;cosmogonies already-referred to abundantly
uestify/Aa naive realistic attitxide, towards the world, and
regard it when ,once created by;the Deity as something real
arid external to most of these theories begin hy
saying that; ;in ̂ the heginning the: Primai ?Being aloneexisted,
and, desiring to he many He created the worlds * "In the bo-
gihhing/ ;thls world was Soul (Atmun );> ulbh©;/'ln: the'?:'f6™̂ bf!ti--
person •«» Verily, He had no delight* He desired a second,”

(1)and He created beings (Bp • 1 (4) ,.1&5) . u The worlds which 
He created were external to'Himself, and so1He entered into 
them "oven to the finger-nail bipsu/ (Br #1 * 1*0 l) •

While. their realism led them thus to speak of the Supreme
A-"‘ ■■' h ' - V g-k-A A V/ -7? J’jV* ;-V-; "'I ,A-V A '-V"‘ Vl"  ̂*■ ; ’ ’8'- 7" !'’"*!■ ■/' A : /’V
Be3ng as something external to the,/world./ from'the beginning, 
as this, early ere at ion- theory shows* , they al bp > .regarded the 
Deity-R3-completely pervading the universe# The thought*of 
Divine immarionce isstressed to t such arx extent that it, often, 
leads them into thorough-going pantheistic utterances#

(1) <tp# also Br * I (4), 11&17; Chaud* VI (2) 1&3, Taitt.fJ* 6;
Prasflu 1 4*



"Having entered into it, lie became both the actual (sat) 
and the yon (tya), both .the; defined (nirukta) and the
.undefined^ based and the non-based, both the
!; ;A3b':.A\ 'A/' ‘ A '' ,?C A;;:.-/' AA;!cpn^ious (vi jnana) and the uncom&lous, both the real
(satya) and the false (aiirta) • \ As the Areal*'; He became a !?!;;
whatever there is hereff (Taitt, XI 6) . "This Self, verily 
IsAa/worl^ (Br .1 (4V 16*). a-■ Generally,A;!?'?;A.
however, their realism appears to modify their pantheistsm 
and to le ad them, to Ihe view that Brahiiian/ is not /Himself 
the universe, but one who completely pervades the universe , 
as its Soixl* "He entered in here, even to the finger
nail . tips, as a razor would be; hidden in a razox’-case, or A" 
fire? in/'a;fix*b^l^ider Vi Thub:;%en!phiibsophers *
dischsse&Athev nature of? Bratoan/#vthe; concept ions of Brahman 
as;; the! Person in the bun* moon, lightning, space, wind,■ fire, 
water, earth, body and such like, we saw, were .not denied but 
;accepted-;(Bry; XI (l)j II;'(5); III (9): Kaus v4) ♦' -•/■■;KaIkeya:A?'AA A- 
points out to the six BrtihiTiahs Awhb;!go;,;'tb'/hlm!:for instruction A■ 
that? /’the;^Brahrimh-atman is not/be identified with the heavon, 
sun*Awind,Aspace, ?water and earth, for these form only various 
■par t s^bf! Hie; body, while He /himself Ala ; Soul," similar to oneself 
(Chand. V (18) 1&2) » Svetaketu is taught that "that which Is 

espenqe 'this, whole ̂ wprld. hasAthat' as its Soul"
(Chund. VI ‘(9) - (16)# cp. U  so Ghand.VII (26)). The Honey- 
Hoctrine declares that }3rahman has made numerous dwelling- 
places for/Himself /in the- world#"Citadels with-two feet ,



He did make, citadels with, four feet He did make. Into 
the citadels He, having become a bird - Into the citadels 
(puras) the Person (purusa) entered// This, verily, is 
: the!^ .dwelling in/ail^
There is nothing by v/hich Be, is no t; covered, nothing by 
which He is nothid" (Ur/IXA'(6:)‘ '/l8):y,/?.Yajnavalkya :-system- 
atically teaches in Br, 111/(7) ^;;that Brahman is "He,

,*.who’)' dwelling ' in' "all' "thing's,' yet is other than all things, / 
whom all, things do not know, whose body all thingsare,

; who controls all things from within - He is your Soul, ; 
the Inner Controller (antaryamin),the qlmiiortal"- (ill (7)
15), It is. asserted that, lie/^IMb' /entered this eonglom- A./ 

V'dratd/dlo^ ‘ for He is the
creator of all; t h e A f b r l d ; , /  lV- (4)/ 13)! ;

AA . The samb ;:view appears also ■ In/tW^ .
"By the- Lord1 enveloped must Unis all be - whatever moving 

. thing there Is in the\moving'vwprld*̂ (lad-.;l)*/ "He who on all 
/■ a L̂oolia!■;.jas:Jtxsis in/;'the'/Se;if' (atman), ;;?and::;ori'the Self',?;!//?; 
: as in all beings He - does not .shrink avmy from Him" (Isa 0*).
■, The -r|Cathaĵ JV; ';0~13);î ^̂  Brahman _ exists In the AAjAA ?!
universe "asvsifcja/'i (aht.aratman)>;:. "As the one fire '

.■ has': entered'/;;the; world; ;and vbecomes ■ corresponding in form to

A (1) cp also Br*/ III (4)bi(5.)Awhere Yejnavallya teaches that ;
? Brahman is " the Soul in all things": and (§)whereAh©,; teaches 

that oh Him.: everything is-woven warp a n d w o o f /



every form,' so the one InnerSoiil of all thingsis A A A.;-, 
corre sponding iri form to /every-; fbrm, and/yet?1 is outside 11 
( V 9*) ' The Mundaka, in language;; reiiiiniiscent/.of/the/
Rgyed 1 o idfea o f the;: Prime val Purus a, ? from'; various par t s 
of whose ;lopdy the universe came into being, teaches that 
‘the/.uniyeh Brahman i:; : A” Ilr e/Is; His
h© a & ^  /'î o*1 /and;:,sun/-:the' regions of space,
■His? edP.siyAHi'sAŷ .ibê  breath,
Hit’; he art, the : who 1© world; put of ;:kis' fe et, the earth.
Truly,■' He is;..theAinhpr/S rV//; Him, the seas
and mountains all! From Him roll rivers of every kind.
And from-HimAall herbs, the essence too, whereby; that Inner 
Soul dwells in beings tf ̂  (II (I) 4 & 9). Similarly the 
Syetasvatara describes ;prahmkri as "the S bul ; which pervades 
all thinga as;butten;: is: contained in cream/1’!! 16); the 
"Inner,Soul of all things ” (Yl 11$), and.the Maitri asks 
the \sacrificer; to; meditate :upon the' divinity ; a3 ;Hlm ,, who 
ip/the, bird of ̂golden Xhu.ey/w^^ b.pth-/the/heart anf
sun” (VI ■’ 34)'A//-..? The predoralnant thought of the Upanisads 
seems thereforeytp^be Itliat-Hrahmah;;peryades!;the;;world; as 
it S' Sotil. A x/ AA./ . v.- '/'-A,/' 'AA ; A;./ ////AA/'//-. .A/ A. / '//:

His it s Soul, it would appear, He is ; the;" power/.which 
makesit what it /is. Hence/It/is/ that/ in/the/ earl^/ theories 
thp/ullim^ was, as we . rioted, described asBuath
ahd/a;s::Pdod, /fob yit'/ is Abyymean^ live;
cp.. Taitt, II 2 & 3 . So the KaUs^akiAobserveS"' with regard to
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Wind as Brahman, "This Br&hman, verily, shines when fire blazes.
This Brahman, verily, shines when the sun Is seenA^II 1^* The
gods (themselves, as we found, are powerless'apart from’Brahman,

'  \" ■; -  : X  r J- r * " * : ■ *; . *' ' -  . x  v  ,r. 1 . -  v . . . v  - A  : x  _ x  r i ■ 1 A i  "  7 - j  x  x  ■ lw  - ■ ■ v  x . 1 *' ■ ■ ■- ■ x  h '*................ ....... • " ‘ /  3 •« ' “=for; the power-of Agni to/burn- and' of Vlipu to blow are given to
thorn 'by Brahman(Kena li4.-2̂ # ‘ , "On It all tho worlds do rest,/*
(Katha V/8); "founded on which tlio whole world shines radiantly^”
(hund. XIX (2) Bo completely Is everything regarded as dependent

A‘A  LX ' - - ;  ̂ r - . . t t tj f * ( /on Brahman who resides' in them as ’their Inner ,power, that the Svet* 
asv&tara even proceeds to apeak of Braliman poetically as Jlimself 
those various objects, "That surely is Agni (fire). That is
Ad it y a (sun)* That is Yayu (wind), and l/hat is the moon* That
surely is bhe pure* That is the waters. That Is Brajapati (Lord
of creation)” "Thou art woman* Thou art man# Thou art the youth
and* the maiden too; Thou aa an old man tottorosb with a staff*
. ■■ :■ > , ' 1 ' (1) Being born, thou becomes t facing in every direction" (IV 2 & J)#.

Similarly tho Katha; "The swan (i.e.sim) in the clear, the Vasu in
the abmosphere, bhe priest by - the* altar,4 the guest in the house, in

..man,.-In broad space, in the right (pta), in the sky, born in water,
boi’n In cab tie1, born in bhe right, born in rock, Is tho Right, the
•ItreabV (V £),, . V _____
( to be nob.eci”'thab "theso passage^ are nob original iri/these 
bpani§ads, but quotations, 6vet.IV 2 - Vajasancyi oaitfjhlta /2.1; 
Svet.XV J™ Atharva-Vedsv 10*8*27? Katha V 2 *with the omission of
the last word }}p;*Voda )/. iq.0 *J, and exactly as here,* Va j as eney I Bail- 
hita 10* 2h 112 , ii|; Tait tlrxya Btdhbita/ 3*2*10.1; Satapatha. Brahmana 
6 *7 *3 .1 1 * |Hum*) ; '

It would appear that these passages, as they occur in 
those - bwd XJpmiisads, a??© to bo interpreted as suggested above, 
and notrpantheist!cally, nob only on tho ground'that the 
general trehdj/pf thd/^y0'ta4vatars and/the  ̂ ' ?
tingxiish clearly between Brahmaii and tho world (cp-Bveb-I 7**
12; XII 1 r3? 2$ IIT 10,ll{.,17H 18; IV 1, etc; . Katha II 22;
IV 9# 12 < Ji, l V  9-11; V 13; VI ,2 & 3)» also tor bhe reason 
that the BvetaSVetara adds to the two stanzas quoted above 
a stanza' which ends "Thou,, dost abide with Immanence, where-
from all beings arc born” - which seems to imply that Brahman
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The relation of body/tp? soul, in lion,

aa wo noted, these philosophers chicfly/rioncdlve/tho relation 
of the universe*to Brahman, does not however express all that 
tboy toaoh regarding the;o.relation of the..y/.orj,d̂  tp.. Br oilman, for 
whifift it has the merit of revealing bhe intimato'manner in 
which Bralnnan p©rvadosC/and\eri6rgises,? 'tf&Q ;dni.verib©:, it /does not 
make explicit tho factw-that/Br^ Hot?;phly!the?-operative
cause of the uni vers o‘j/^ material;! 'cauhe;AlVe!r/that
tho imiverse depends $n Brahnidn not only^for -its bbriprgis/ing 
power hut also for ibs/yeryvf^

■"mUMflwpniii

ia immanent in these :pbjbpts/rathpr'Athan ;I thorn;
and the passage fromr.tri.CvIEd̂ hadê |-rii't'ê jr̂ ••'̂n\?itsv?3.attor half, 
teaches that Brahman is/hbrn//tn/tKae/;^

Similarly, it i s / d o u b t t o  
Identify Brahnan with /the;objecjbs,/pf Hhe/ Woridare jip,{ho 
undoes I ood literally. Oho must- always seek to understand
them, 1 v' ;would:!a'0ppar,yin/thp/;/lIghb :?pfAtheir/ context ; Thus 
it 4 syvcertain!that;■-when,She!:; Mnndalur''exclaimq/-.y?Th;e./Person?.?/'''A-A 
?Himpplf ':(?liA?̂ l:)A'l6;)V'"-.-1%/ mehns/pri^
say/.lri/:u/f:predfcl;?vmyA^to^AbVprythlrig/.is /.oompletplyAdependent 
ouf/hra}imah, apt .•that ̂ j S r a i m i a n t h e  
pash a go occurs Apt? ; '.of; /nine ̂st anz’d s'.;. whl ch •’ porit r.ay drama t-?

state-
•niê tpA:the# •'• ;a;oeAriie.3? '• x#>:Q,x/b'oa.-oli.tin A striking manner
the/.greatytrhtii that, theyv:.had;;disdpypre& is in all
/tilings’ as that which maizes them what tboy arc. It is boo much
/tp;%xpeptAthemp/0a f ^  sharp die-
t Incti pn >whidit? -w% make/ with/; cdnturie|i,/,of /phiios,ophlpa 1; thinkIng
behind us, between pantheism and^xxon-pahthelsia#"?/?!///-’'"/
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^  A A./: believe • .Thus the early cosmogonies always proceed, as we
saw, by saying that . Brahman, Atman or Purus a existed alone

A/.,-/' AA;;A -;a ; : ■' :■/- AA \a a  i;; ■ ■ A' A.-Aa :/ / / (i)
, at the beginning,. and .then created the world out of Himself*;
. They do not recognise a second.principle existing side by side 
ŵ /ith the Creator and providing Him '..with, the materials necessary 

A A- A... for creation * Accordingly they picture creation predominantly; 
Aa;A; as an emanation rather than as a construction out of given; . - 

elements * •; ,?As a spider, might come out with his thread, as 
small sparks come forth from the fire, even so from this Soul 
come forth all vital energies (prana) all worlds, all gods, all 
beings#-’ (Br. II (1) 20) ♦ The Creator declares UI indeed, am 
this creation for; I eimttted it all from myself’1 (Bp, I (4) 5),

: v ; and the ere at ed? world i 3 said to be the result of what originally
was undifferentiated becoming differentiated by name and form ,
(Br. I (4) 7) Chand.VI (2)). Creation therefore is the sending 
forth by Brahmaia of the worlds out of Himself. The universe
with all its diversity depends for its matter’ as well as its.

. form on Him. A-''’' ; 'A 'A ■ Ay-- '.A .

(1) cp. eg* Taitt.II 6; Br* (4) 1, 11, 17*
(2) The later:Upanisads,, notably the §yetasvotara >and the 
.Maitri, envisage the. material universe in. S‘̂ ^ ^ a n  fashion 
hs composed ofMatter and it s. qualities* There. Is ho 
explicit, .reference in the earlier Upanisads to any such 
materialprinciple * y/ The Chandogya VI (4) explains all
.objects as; composed ithreey „ . . A & ;: 'elements - a procedure suggestive°£ . C/San acc°unt of all material objects, as composed of the three gunas * But besides this in the GyetasVatara
;und. ttip iMaitri we. meet with an enumeration of principles A, A
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knowlodgo of tho material uniTerae adoanoad ia
/ — /"Samkhyan" fashion, as especially in the Svetasvatara and the 

Maitri, tho tendency is to distinguish Brahnan very sharply from 
the material universe, and to declare that He does not share in 
its nature, although he pervades it* "seeming to possess the 
quality (gun*) of all the senses, it is devoid of all the sensesl 
The Lord (prahhu) the Ruler of all" (svet, III 17)* "Higher and
other than the world-tree, time, and forms is He whom this expanse

✓ (1)proceeds" (svet. VI 6)* Bo different is the material world oon- 
oelved to lie from the nature of Brahman that it is said to be like 
a veil hiding His nature* "The one God •• covers Himself, like a
spider with threads produced from Primary Matter (pradhana)"
„  (2)(svet* VI 10)* "This whole world the llluslon-maker (May in) 
projects out of this* And in it by illusion (mays) the other 
(individual soul) is confined" (IV 9)* Similarly the Maitri, in 
speaking of Brahman as abiding in the body, deolares "As an 
enjoyer of righteousness, He oovers Himself (atmanam) with a veil

similar to those found in Samkhya philosophy only in Ha^ha III 10-1 
VI 7-8, and Pratina IV 8* The Svetasvatara makes use of the 
doctrine^ of the three guqas (op*14)and the Maitri refers to the 
gunas by name and enumerates their effects, as in Sakkhyan 
philosophy, (op.Ill 5)* But the Samkhyan system as we know it 
from the Harlkas of Isvara Hrqna (dated about 4th* or 5th* cent* 
A*D* ), with its atheism and unqualified dualism, is not found in 
the Upanisads, for matter with its gunas, when it is recognised, 
is always regarded as existing, in Brahman and as entirely 
subordinate to Him: op* e*g* Svet. 1 3; Malt. V 2*
(1) op Hatha III 10611; VI 8*
(2) qp Hatha III 12*
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made of qualities" (IX 7).
Thus the view is maintained that though Brahman exists in ths 
material world. His own tras nature is not that of tho material 
world. And if the world is thus different from Him and yet exists 
only in and through Him, Brahman o&nnot he a pure unity. The 
$vetasvatara declares that Brahman is a triad (1,7*12). Symbolical] 
the wheel whioh holds together diverse parts within its unity, or 
a river oomposed of several tributaries, best represents tho nature 
of Brahman in relation to the universe (Svet. X, 4 * 6 ;  71 1).

This idea that Brahman in relation to the diversity of this 
universe must be oonoeived as a unity-ln-divarsity, or a One whioh 
holds together the many is not bp any means peouliar to ths 
3v*tasvatara. On the other hand, the oonoeptlon whioh we have 
indioatsd as predominant in the Upanisads, that Brahman is ths 
all-pervading Soul of the universe, is only another way of stating 
the truth that the multipllolty of this universe is held together 1 
and energised by, the Supreme Being. Bven tho thought that Brahman 
as pervading prinolple, remains hidden in all things, and that He 
is ultimately to bo oonoeived as a triad, is not unknoun in early 
Upanisadio philosophy. Thus in Br. IX (6) it is deolared that ths 
world is a triad of nans, form, and work, and it is said "Although 
it is that triad, this Soul (atman) is one?). Although it is one, 
it is that triad. That is the Immortal, veiled by the real (aatya) 
Life (pram) verily la the Immortal. Hams and form are the real.
By them this life is veiled." The"real"hy whioh the "Immortal" is 
veiled is obviously the world of multipllolty (or "name and form" 
as the passage explains\m
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Similar ly the tholight that Brahman is to he conceived aa a wheel 
holding diverse parts within itself occurs frequently in the
XT 4 „ ^Upanisads.

Thus it would appear that the instinctive realism of earlier 
thinkers and possibly thewSaltLkhyanfl tendencies of later philos
ophers prevented them in the main from deducing the diversity of 
the world to the characterless unity of a distinctionless 
Brahman* But it would be too much to claim that this was always 
done. The thought that Brahman is the Supreme Real could easily 
lead to the thought that He is the only Real* This, as we shall 
se*e, is very often the position they adopt in regard to Brahman 
in relation to the finite soul* But the material world was too 
sensibly real to be dismissed as unreal, although with the 
development of abstract thought it would appear that some of them 
even succeeded in overcoming the assumptions of common-sense, and 
proclaimed that Brahman alone as Pure Thought is real, and all 
else, including the material world, is Vlnreal* f,Verily in the 
beginning this world was Brahman, the limitless One* Incompre
hensible Is that Supreme Soul, unlimited, unborn, not to be 
reasoned about, unthinkable* He assuredly, awakes this world 
which is a mass of thought* It is thought by Him, and in Him 
it disappears”# (Malt.VI 17). With even greater definiteness,
(1 ) cp* By I (5) 15, By.II (5) 15, ”AS all the spokes are held 4 
together in the hub ahd felly of a wheel, just so in this Soul 
all things, all gods, all worlds, all breathing things, all 
selves are held together*n( also Kaus. Ill 8 t Prasua II 6 VI 6 *
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it is saiA, "Santsara is just one's own thought; with effort 
he should cleanse it then*'1 (ttait. VI 34^

Nevertheless, we may conclude that the predominant thought 
of the Upanisads regarding the relation of brahman to the 
material universe is that the latter in all its diversity is 
real and exists in Him* He is its soul, it is His body* He 
is both its material and operative Cause* He is different from 
it in nature, and controls it from within*
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As in the oaee of the material world, the earliest 
aoooante found in the Upanisads regard the finite self 
when first created by the Deity, as something external 
to Him. But, it is said, He was not pleased that man
should exlBt independently of Him. So "He bethought

’ _. * • * ■

Himself, *How now could this thing exist without me?....
If with speeoh there is uttered, if with breath there is 
breathed, if with sight there is seen ... then who am I?* 
So, oleaving asunder this very hair-part (slman), by that 
door He entered (Alt.III. 11-12).

So oompletely is He conceived as having entered 
into the finite self, that very early the view appears 
that Brahman Himself underlies all the activities of the 
individual. "When breathing, He becomes breath (prana) by 
name; when speaking, voloe; when seeing, the eye; when 
hearing, the ear; when thinking, the mind; these are 
merely the names of Bis acts ... One should worship with 
the thought that He is Just one’s self (atman<), for therein 
all these become one" (Br. I. (4) 7).

The reason for regarding Brahman as Him who performs 
these various functions in the body is suggested in the

. •. '  -  i 'A -  ' f  " '' ' ' * v *  ' '  * * '?

last sentenoe of the passage Just quoted vix., that it is
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in Brahman that these functions become one, as for example 
in sleep. The fact that in sleep, quite unknown to oneself 
and hence involuntarily, one loses consciousness, and then 
again unknown to the self and as not willed by it, one re
turns to consciousness after sleep, seems early to have 
impressed these thinkers. They could not account for it 
except by thinking that there must be something other than 
the self which perforins these conscious functions in the 
body. Thus in the instruction cf Gargya by Ajatasatru, 
Ajatasatru declares that Brahman is best known as that 
into which one passes in sleep, and from which one returns 
in waking (Br. II. (1) 14-20). He conducts Gargya to 
a sleeping man, in order to demonstrate this teaching 
with regard to Brahman, and waking the man, asks, "When 
this man fell asleep thus, where then was the person 
who consists of intelligence (vijnana)? Whence did he 
thus come back?" Gargya being unable to reply, Ajatasatru 
declares, "When this man has fallen asleep thus, then 
the person who consists of intelligence, having by his 
intelligence taken to himself the intelligence of these 
senses (prana), rests in that place which is the space 
within the heart. When that person restrains the senses, 
that person is said to be asleep. Then the breath is
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restrained* The voice is restrained. The eye ia 
restrained. The ear is restrained. The mind is restrained. 
The mystic meaning (upani?ad) thereof is ’the Real of the 
real’ (satyasya satya). Breathing creatures, verily, 
are the real. He is their Real”. Thus it is proclaimed 
on the basis of the phenomenon of sleep, that Brahman 
in His own nature exists in the heart of the individual, 
and as a conscious principle pervades the body and the 
sensA-organs; sfeep is the withdrawing of consciousness 
from the sense-organs by Brahman into Himself, and awaking 
from sleep is this conscious principle returning to the 
sense-organs, from where it rested.

In the light of such analysis of sleep, we are 
able to understand the passage, in the Chandogya, which 
declares that it is That which lies in the sznall space 
of the heart that one should seek to know. "Now, what
is here in this city of Brahman, is an abode, a small(2)lotus-flower. Within that is a small space. What is 
within that, should be searched out; that, assuredly, is 
what one should desire to understand... As far, verily, as
this world-space extends, so far extends the space within
#  •> ■ -V-,' f -1-'^ :■1'

\

(1) Explained by Sankara a3 body.
(2) Explained by tankara as heart.
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the heart. Within it are contained both heaven and earth, 
both fire and rind, both cun and moon, lightning and the 
etars, both what one possesses here and what one does not 
possess; everything here is contained within it... That 
is the Soul (atman), free from evil, ageless, deathless, 
aorrowless, hungerlesa, thirstless, whose desire is the 
Real, whose conception is the Real * (Chand. VIII (VI-5).
Tnat soul is Brahman and accordingly it is declared that 
daily in sloep one goes into the "Brahman-world" without 
realising it just as those who do not know the spot might 
go over a hid treasure of gold again and again, but not 
find it" (Chand. VIII ($) 2). Similar teaching with 
regard to Brahman as resident in the body and as with
drawing all its vital energies into Himself during sleep 
is to be found in Xaus. Ill 3, Prasna IV, and Hand. 3-7.
Thus arises the view, which is predominant in the x* 
Upanisads, that Brahman is the conscious principle in the 
body* Hay more, it is advocated, as already pointed out, 
that it is Brahman, who performs the functions of the 
finite self in the body. "He who breathes in with your 
breathing in is the 3oul of yours, which is in all things.
He who breathes out with your breathing out is the Soul of 
yours, which is in all things " (Br. Ill (4) I), He controls
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the breath, the speech, the eye, the ear, the mind, the 
skin, the understanding and the semen from within, and 
He is the one in the body who sees, hears, thinks and 
understands*" 'other than He there is no seer .... no 
hearer, no thinker .. no understamder. He Is your Soul" 
(Br. Ill (7) 16-23). "In the epaoe within the heart 
lies the Kuler of all "fcr. WV (4) 22); "this soul of 
mine within the heart is greater than the earth, greater 
than the atmosphere, greater than the sky, greater than 
these worlds, containing all works, containing all odours, 
containing all tastes, encompassing this whole world, the 
unspeaking, the unconoerned - this is the Soul of mine

(2fwithin the heart, this is Brahman” (Chand, III (14) 3-4). 
And Prajapatl teaches IndWa, "now, when the eye is 
directed thus toward space, that is the seeing person; 
the eye is (the Instrument) for seeing. How, he who 
knows ’Let me smell this9 - that is the Self; the nose 
is (the Instrument) for smelling. How he who knows, ’Let 
me utter this9 - that is the Self; the voloe is (the 
Instrument) for utterance. H~>w he who knows, ’Let me 
hear this’ - that is the Sfelf; the ear is (the in&trument)

(1) Cp. also Ait. VI; Kaus. Ill 3.
(2) Words to this effect are found in Chand. VIII (1) 3-5.
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for hearing. Vow he who know*, ’Lot me think this9 - 
that 1b the Self, the mind (mana®) is hie divine eye.
He^ verily, with that divine eye the mind, sees desires 
here, and experiences enjoyment (Chand. /Ill (12) 4 4 5). 
It is thus taught that when the individual sees, hears,
thinks, desires or enjoys himself, it is not he that
..*£if ■. s’v .& J &  *£#'] P - ’1does it, but Brahman, the all-pervading gne.

When Brahman was thus indontlfied with the self
of the individual, it was only natural that the usual
distinctions of father, mother, husband, wife, Brahman,
3udra, thief and sage should oease, for ultimately all
individuals cure Brahman, "a unity without duality*, such
as exists, for example, in dreamless sleep, where*a
father becomes not a father; a mother, not a mother;
the worlds, not the worlds; the gods, not the go^ds, the
Vedas; not the Vedas; a thief, not a thief. There the
destroyer of an embryo becomes not the destroyer of an

.*“> A - if V  i*,; 1 '‘"y . V *  ‘ j-- /**' : V *  fcv- \  '* v  *  .'S  .. • ■ *  'y- • v *  '• * r \ » , * j

embryo; a candala is not a candala, a Paulkasa is not
*\ Poulk^sa; n mendicant is not amondicant; an ascetic(1)is not an ascetic*" (Br • IV (3) 22).

But from this, it must not be thought that these
* ■ Tft .k *■  S f-;f  - : * s < \  > * W “SJ' ’* ’4< \  .v~ . I " *  -Ja />• 1 *•4. r > f l w '  ; ->fv

thinkers carried their view to its logical consequence,

(1) Accordingly ethical distinctions oease to have
meaning, op. Br. IV (4) 22 & 23; Kaua III. 1, 8.
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and declared that the individual is unreal, Brahman alone 
being real. Their instinctive realism coupled with their 
monism leads them often to think that Brahman exists as 
a plurality of individuals. Thus the Honey-Doctrine 
declares, "’Citadels with two feet He did make. Citadels 
with four feet He did moke. Into the citadels He, having 
become a bird - into the citadels (puras) the Person (Purusa) 
entered’. This, verily, is the person (purusa) dwelling 
in all cities (purisaya)... ’Indra by his magic powers 
(maya) goes about in many forms; yoked are His ten-hundred 
steeds’ He,Verily, is the steeds. He, verily, is tens 
and thousands, many and endless w(Br. II (5) 15 & 19).

Since the individual is therefore nothing but 
Brahman Himself in the body, what is necessary is to 
realise this fact, and the individual becomes Brahman, 
for Brahman verily He is, although He does not realise 
it, when in the body. Consequently the departure from 
embodied existence of one who knows himself to be Brahman 
is described thus. MAs a heavily loaded cart goes crUaking, 
just so this bodily self, meuntwd by the ifltrWlHge-nt Saif, 
mounted by the intelligent Self, goes groaning when one is 
breathing one’s last. When he comes to weakness - whether 
he comes to weakness through old age or through disease -
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this person frees himself from these limbs just a3 a 
mango, or a fig, or a berry releases itself from its 
bond.,.. As noblemen, policemen, chariot-drivers, village 
heads wait with food, drink and lodging® for a king who 
is coming, and cry: ’Here he comes! He he comesf. ’ so
indeed do all things wait for him who has this knowledge

iand cry: ’Here is Brahman coming! Here i t  Brahman coming!’
*S  * */£■ >  ^  ‘ A . i v / ' .  ^~'K, 7 \ *  \  * * *  • f%' '  t  ' j i  '  ffc K *"£ ^  .V v  T JC *». '  1 y ~r <4  ,

(Br. IV (3) 35-38;. But the individual who does not know 
himeelf to be Brahmen passes from birth to birth according 
to his deeds, although even he, we are assured, is really 
Brahman (Br. IV (4) 5).

Consequently what is all-important, and what is 
insisted upon throughout the Upanisads, as necessary 
fcr realising Brahman, is knowledge. In the period of 
the Brahmans knowledge of rituals was regarded as supremely 
important for it conferred extraordinary powers. The 
Upanisads substitute ’Brahman’ in the place of ’rituals’. 
"Whoever thus knows ’I am Brahma’ becomes this All; even 
the Gods have not power to prevent his becoming thus, for 
he becomes their self”(Br. I (4) 10). So naively ia this 
theory held at first that it is asserted that the gods 
who desire men as sacrificial animals, do not wish men 
to know this doctrine, for men by knowing that they are



Brahman oease to be men, and become Brahman (Br • I* (4) 10). 
The supreme value of this knowledge is the tbheme of many 
a passage. MIf a person knew the Soul (atman) with the 
thought *1 am He1, with v/hat desire, for lcve of what 
would he cling to the body?" "He who has found and has 
awakened to the Soul that lias entered this conglomerate 
abode - He is the maker of everything, for he is the 
creator of all. The world is his: indeed, he is the world
itself". "Verily, while we are here we may know this.
If you nave known it not, great is the destruction. Thus e 
who know this become immortal, but others go only to sorrow.*" 
(Br. IV (4) lii, 16 <5c 14). fajnavalkya teacnes that works, 
however arduously performed, have very little effect, for 
it is knowledge tnat is ail-important. "Verily, 0 Gargi,
if one performs sacrifices and worship, and undergoes

»
austerity in this world for many thousands of years, but 
without knowing that Imperishable, limited indeed is that 
(work) of his. Verily, 0 Gargi, he wno departs from this 
world without knowing that Imperishable is pitiable. But 
0 Gargi, he who departs from this world knowing tjiat 
Imperishable is a Brahman" (Br. Ill (8) 10). Yajnavalkya, 
however, does not appear to have held that mere intellectual 
apprehension of tae fact that one is Brahman suffices to



produce release, for desires play an important part in 
producing the sense of individuality. He accordingly 
recommends that desires should be renounced. "Tor desire 
for sons ift desire for wealth, and desire for wealth, 
is desire for worlds, for both these are merely desires. 
Therefore let a Brahman become disgusted with learning 
and desire to live as a child. When he bas become disgusted 
both with the state of childhood and with learning, then 
he beoomes an ascetic (muni). When he has become disgusted 
both with the non-ascetic state and the ascetic state, 
then he becomes a Brahman" (Bb.III (5) 1). "When are 
liberated all the desires that lodge in onevs heart, then 
a mortal beoomes immortal. Therein he reaches Brahman"
(Br. IV (4) 7).

(i)Besides knowledge, yogio discipline is therefore 
also recommended for the individual who would become 
Brahman, and when by these|means be has overcome the sense 
of Individuality, the consciousness of swlf ceases and 
he becomes one with Brahman in a unity without duality.
"An ocean, a seer alone without duality becomes he whose 
world is Brahman "(Br. IV (3) 32). "For where there is a

(1) I do not mean that the Yoga system attributed to 
Patadjall was known at this time, but I employ the word 
here and elsewhere merely to refer generally to the method 
of repressing normal mental activity.



duality, as it were, there one sees another, there one
smells another; there one tastes another; there one 

to
speaks/another; there one hears another; there one 
thinks of another; there one touches another; there
one understands another. But where everything has become

*just onefs own self, then whereby and whom would one
see ... smell ... taste.... speak to .... hear ... think ...
touch .... understand?"(Br. IV (5) 15).

What is significant is that although these 
philosophers in the main regarded Brahman as Himself 
tfye self in the body their realism not only led them to 
believe in the plurality of individuals, but also to 
think that these individuals have, as we have just seen,
8till to become Brahman. In spite of the alleged identity 
of Brahman with the individual, a surreptitious distinction 
between the two is thus maintained. The more discerning 
among them tended, it would appear, to make this dis
tinction very clear. Thus the instruction of Indra by 
Prajapatl was precisely that Brahman oannot be identified 
with either the embodied self or the dream-self, for the 
reason that these experience change and imperfection, 
while Brahman is above all such experience^ (Chand.VIII 
(9) & (10)). Bay more, Prajapatl held that Brahman was 
different even from the self in dreamless sleep, for in



dreamless sleep there is complete absence of consciousness, 
while Brahman is a conscious principle. This was also the 
teaohing of Yajnavalkya, who after identifying Brahman with
the self in dreamless sleep, where all distinctions are 
lost, and there is complete cessation of consciousness of 
anything "within or without" goes on to add that Brahman 
is not to be mistaken for mere unconsciousness, such as 
we find in dreamless sleep, for He is in essence a conscious 
principle, and therefore remains conscious even when this 
8elf is unconscious in dreamless sleep. "Verily, while

n jhe does not there see (with the eyesj, he is verily seeing, 
though he does not see (what is ^usually} to be seenO; *or 
there is no oessatlon of seeing of a seer, because of his 
imperishability (as a seerj. It is no#, however, a second 
thing, other than himself and separate, that he may see"(Br. 
IV (3) 23). Thus, it is evident that If philosophers 
ldenitifed Brahmqn with the self, some of them came to 
think that He cannot be identified with the self,even in 
dreamless sleep, and the theory is formulated that He 
cannot be identified with any of the three usually re
cognised states of the self - viz., waking consciousness, 
dream, and dreamless sleep - , but with a fourth state;

(1) The words in C 3 are Dr. Hume's words, and
those in ( ) are An addition in the Hadhyamdlna text.
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its difference from anything known in the experience of 
the self is declared to he incomprehensible. "Hot in
wardly cognitive, not outwardly cognitive, ... not non- 
cognitive, unseen, with which there can be no dealing, 
ungraspable, having no distinctive mark, non-thinkable, 
that cannot be designated, the essence of the assurance 
of which is the state of being one with the Self, the 
cessation of development, tranquil, benign, without a 
second - [such) they think is the fourth. He is the 
Self (atman). He should be discerned " (Mand. 7). Similarly 
the Xaitri, in referring to these four states, proclaims,
V <\V> t i  ♦. * •' x*j « U  r  "* \ - v  *v  - v l  •* b  V u ^ V  /  y s  j j  * f -  r. »,* *  >.*• e*/; * I l f  r‘ •< '* '* *  i  .  ' *.

"He who sees with the eye, and he who moves in dreams,
He who is deep sleep, and he who is beyond the deep 
Bleeper - These are a person’s four distinct conditions.
Of these the fourth is greater [than the rest} In the
three a quarter Brahman moves; a three-quarter in the
last" (VII. II (7) & (8).

Thus it is certain that, although in the main the
sages of the Upanisads tended to identify Brahman with
w* KT ■* ** ? - ,V a 'j* j y’ ,v a*f ftv * *.Jt a/f* ‘ - V  * s.. Jar V  y,TL, 4% w|■ r ~ >
the self in the body, some of them also tended to dis
tinguish Him very clearly from the embodied self, cub 

we know it in waking life, dream and dreamless sleep, and 
came to the conclusion that He is not to be identified with



any of the known states of the embodied self. While their 
realism them in this direction, their monistic bias 
was, it would appear, so strong that they could not 
Imagine how a self can exist in the body beyond the 
One Brahman. Accordingly, as we have seen, they believe 
that though Brahman is very different in nature from the 
embodied self, nevertheless it is He who is undergoing 
experiences in the body.

While this appears to be the predominant view of 
the Upanisads, hints as to another view, whereby the 
individuality of the finite self is recognised and dis
tinguished from the Universal Self, are not lacking. 
Significantly enough, the view appears definitely only 
in the later Upanisads, and seems to point to the 
direction in which the realistic distinction between the
characteristics of the embodied self and those of Brahman 

(1)finally led. It was easy enough to maintain the dootrine 
of the identity of Brahman with the finite self, when only 
some striking phases of the self were considered, such 
as its capacity to speak, see, smell, hear, think and 
understand. But as the darker characteristics of the

(1) Religious influences may also have contributed to this end.
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embodied eelf, (euch as imperfection, sorrow, pain, death 
and bondage in samsStra) came to be considered more fully, 
it became less possible it would seem, to identify the 
finite self with Brahman, and it is declared that Brahman 
and the finite self are not one and the same Self but two.

- U )The mew occurs explicitly, for the first time in 
the Upanisads in Katha III 1."There are two that drink 
of righteousness (rta) in the world of good deeds; Both 
are entered into the secret place (of the heart), and in

pthe highest upper sjiare. Brahma-knowero apeak of them 
as •light* and* Shade*11. The reason for distinguishing 
between them and speaking of them as two is that whiite 
both **drink of righteousness,” one is characterised by 
evil, and is therefore said to be ’shade* in contrast to 
the other, which is *light*. The view as it occurs in 
the Mttndaka shows a greater development* for while the
passage in the Ifatha regards both selves as enjoying good

<,0deeds, the llund&ka quotes a stanza from the Rg Veda, wherein 
it Is declared that only one of the two partakes of deeds, 
while the other merely looks on. "Two birds, fastbound 
companions, clasp close the self-same tree. Of these two,

(1) Reasons for thinking that this is the earliest ex
pression of the view in the Upanisads are given belo*.
O-J jlcl. i . 14 tf. i  o .
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the one eats sweet fruit, the other looks on without 
eating *̂ fund • III (1)0* Thus the Mundaka goes further 
them the Xatha not only in separating the two selves, 
but also in setting off the greatness of the One against 
the weakness of the other, *On the self-same tree a 
person, sunken, grieves for his impotence, deluded; 
when he sees the Other, the Lord (Is), contented, and

(2Hie greatness, he becomes freed from Borrow11 (III (i) 2) . 
It is noteworthy that in the .stanza which is taken from 
the Rg Veda there is no reference to the disagreeable

<r

qualities of the finite self, and that those receive 
special mention in the stanza which is added in the 
Xundaka* Brahman is powerful and great, the finite self 
is sunken, grieving, impotent and deluded* It is small 
wonder, then, that they should be distinguished as two 
distinct principles*

In a section of the Maitri, we find this theory 
in the process of making. The evil qualities of the 
embodied self are set sharply in the foreground, and

'     ■  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ —  -  -    

(-H- ag. t m * .  *. itH es
(2) Both these stanzas of Muqflaka are repeated in 
sect. IV 6 ft 7•^Svetasvatava, with the advanced knowledge 
it reveals of several metaphysical theories regarding 
the ultimate Principle (cp* I 1-3) its Samkhyanism (I 4-6) 
and its sectarianism (III 1-6 ), is obviously later than 
the Mundaka,
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starting with the assumption that Brahman is the self 
in the body, tfc progreseively show© that fte earmot* be 
identical tth the asaranpti»n that Brahman te the eeif lit
tfc* be*j^ it progressively shows that He cannot be identical 
with the embodied individual. Thus it starts by describing 
the body as •ill-smelling, unsubstantial, a conglomerate** of 
bone, skin, muscle, marrow, flesh, semen, blood, mucus, tears 
rheum, feces, urine, wind^bile and phlegm.. afflicted with 
desire, anger, covet^ousness, delusion, fear, despondency, 
envy, separation from the desirable, union with the undesirable^ 
hunger, thirst, senility death, disease, sorrow and the like*
(I 3)?and repeatedly asks itself *Who is its driver?* (II 3).
It begins by aocepting the v&ew that Brahman is the self 
(II 1) but is careful to add that if He is the self, He does
not share the evil nature of the body.* ’He assuredly, indeed,-,
is reputed as standing aloof, like those among qualities, 
abstain from intercourse with them - He, verily is pure clean., 
eternal, unborn, independent. He abides in his own greatness.
By him this body is set up in possession of intelligence; or 
in other words, this very one, verily is its driver* (II 4) - 
This, however, does not satisfy the sage who has come to see the 
real nature of the finite Individual, and the question is asked 
How is this one its driver? In reply, the wfcow that Brahman
is the self is further modified, and it is said that if He is
the self, He abides here with only a *part" of Himself; and the
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philosopher, as though wishing that not even this part should 
be confounded with the evil nature of the embodied self, 
adds that tills part is to be Identified only with what appears 
as intelllgenoe in ths finite self (II 5). Further,our 
sage goes on to say that Brahman, though existing in the body, 
is not bound by the deeds of the embodied individual, for 
with regard to them, fie is not the agent (III 7;. And with 
the doctrine that Brahman is not the agent in the body, we 
have already reached the view that Brahman is not the same
as the self which activates the body, and the philosopher 
who began with the conventional doctrine of Bralxaan as the 
self in the body, now declares * There is indeed another
different soul, oalled the elemental soul, ( bhutatmun) - he 
who being overcome by the bright or dark fruits of action, 
enters a good Or an evil - 'mb ... he, assuredly, indeed, who is 
said to be in the body 1$ said to be *the elemental soul*
How, its immortal soul is like ’the drop of water on the lotus 
leaf f.

mi# (elemental soul) verily, is overcome by nature's 
(pr&fcite) qualities (gunac) Bow because of bain*; overcome 
he goes on to confuoednee** because of confusedness, he sees
not ths blessed Lord (prabhu)-.who stands within obey elf (III 2).
Thus systematically in the light of the evil which c^aracter-

t- s - t ' a ;  r *,>.-/ .. ' -•* t » » 7 * c h t  r a  . .-’i * :»  : -■
(1) That la| It 1b unaffected (Hum)-

U )
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iseg the embodied Individual, the dootrine that Brahman is 
the self in the body Is examined and progressively modified, 
till at last it is concluded that Brahman is not the self in 
the body, but resides within this self as an Other, unaffected 
by its imperfections and the deeds whioh bind it to earthly 
existence. Our philosopher, however, does not wish his teaching 
to be understood in a way which is disruptive of monism, and 
accordingly, in seeking to reconcile the individuality 
of the self with the all-jpervadingness and all-powerfulness 
of Brahman, he declares what is undoubtedly baffling, and 
appears to reflect the difficulty he had in oonoeiving of 
their relationship-that the finite self is the doer of action 
while Brahman is the causer of action (II 3), He means by 
this to make the •doer** in the body ultimately subservient 
to Brahman who pervades it, and who drives it as a potter 
drives the wheel, and he assumes also the individuality of the 
soul, for he declares that the soul is in the miserable 
state in which it is because of its attachment to the

Jf,;, % •> '
Qualities (III 3). It shows how difficult it was for some 
of these thinkers, who ever more clearly distinguished the 
finite self from Brahman, and yet also believed with others 
at this time that Brahman is the supreme all-pervading prin
ciple, to reconcile the individuality of the self with the 
unity and supremacy of Brahman*

The Svetasvatara seems to reflect the furthest
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development whioh the theory of those who distinguished 
the embodied self from Brahman reached in <-Upanis^dic . 
philosophy; for while, like the Mundaka, it regards 
the finite self and the Universal Self as two (IV 6 & 7), 
it postulates the theory that Brahman, the ultimate One whioh 
philosophers had proclaimed, is a many-in-One. It is not that 
the One Brahman has become many and goes about in many forms 
the view whioh, we have tried to show - is predominant in 
the Upanisads, and whioh seems to be disruptive of the 
ultimate reality of the individual - but that He always is a 
many-in-one, a view which suggests that the individual 
is always preserved and held together in the unity of the
Absolute. This has been sung as the supreme Brahman. In it>1
there is a triad.’•There are two unborn ones; the knowing 
(Lord) and the unknowing (individual soul), the Omnipotent 
and the impotent. She (i.e. Nature Prakrti) too, is unborn, 
who is connected with the enjoyer and objects of enjoyment 
Now, the soul (atman) is infinite, universal, Inactive. W&gn

»» »tone finds out this triad, that is Brahman. That Sternal 
should be known as present in the self (atmaNamstha) . Truly 
there is nothing higher than that to be known. When one 
recognises the enjoyer, the object of enjoyment, and the 
universal Actuator, all has been said. This is the threefold

•t
Brahman (1.7,9 and 12). In this way, the finite self, which
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as we have tried tn  show, was growingly distinguished 
by some philosophers from the Universal Self, came 
finally, it would seem, to be regarded as an eternally 
distinct element held within the unity of the Supeeme 
Being.

A point which must be noted in connection with 
the view of those who tended to distinguish the finite 
self more and more f m m  Brahman who pervades it, is the 
tendency to describe Erahman as having glorious qualities 
as compared with the imperfections of the embodied self.

Gel f
Since the embodied^is distinguished from Brahman chiefly 
beoause of its imperfections, Brahman by contrast appears 
as the all-powerful and all-glorious One. Thus Yajnavalkya^ 
who as we saw regarded Brahman as identifiable only with 
the conscious principle in the body and not with the 
individual as we know him in waking life, dream or 
dreamless sleep, says of Him, "In the space within the 
heart lies the Ruler of all, the Lord of all, the JQLng 
of all. He does not become greater by good action nor 
inferior by bad action. He is the Lord of all, the Over
lord of beings, the Protector of beings"* (̂ Br. IV (4) 22). 
The greatness of the Supreme Being, His transcendent 
powers and His perfections are, as we have seen, described



much more in the later Upanisads than in the earlier 
ones; and, what la even more significant, the term 
Is (Lord) together with its compound*! cornea to be 
applied systematically to the Supreme Being only in
the Svetasvatara Up uni pad 4, while, with one or twi(1)exceptions, it lo not to be found in the earlier Upanisads,
and occurs only in scattered references in the other

(8)Upanisads. The reason for this is not tar to see*.
The term 9Lordf implies among other things the essential 
distinctness of the Supreme being from the tx m  finite 
soul, and in so far as this was only imperfectly oonoeived 
earlier, and was clearly conceived only in the Svetasvatara, 
it could be used freely of the Supreme Being only by the 
author of the Svetasvatara.

The term is essentially religious in significance
and points to an utnalstofeable religious influence in the
/ — /Svetasvatara. •‘The One whe rules over every single source, 
in whom this whcle world comes together and dissolves, The 
Lord (isana), the blesslng-giver, Clod (deva) adorable "(IV XI

— 1 ■' ■ I W I—  n  ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ I I I  ■ ! ■ ■ ■  ■ ! ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I M I  . . I  .1 M W —  i ,  ! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ —  Ill ■

(l) e.g. 2tie BfOudirapjfttJui presage olted above, which recur, 
with son. additional words in Kaus. Ill 8; see also Br. V (6)

Cp. Katha IV 5, 28, I S - l a *  Bund. Ill (1) 2 * 3; Prasna II 9 & U ;  '
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"Ho who As the source and origin of the gods, the Ruler 
of all Rudra, the great Seer,... Who ie the Overlord of 
the gods, on whom the worlds do rest, who is Lord of biped 
and quadruped here - To what God will we give reverence 
with oblations?" (IV. 12 & 13), "Him who is the supreme 
Mighty Lord (mabesvara) of lords, The Supreme Divinity 
of divinities, the Stpreme Ruler of rulers, paramount, Him 
let us know as the Adorable God, the Lord (is) of the 
world" (Vt. 7). With the conception of Him as Lord, we 
thus seem finally to arrive at a religious view of the 
Supreme Being.

According to this view, the Deity is different ffom 
the finite soul, and at the same time pervades it without 
by this means losing His supreme and perfect nature. "The 
one God, hidden in all things, all-pervading* the Inner 
Soul of all things, the Overseer of deeds (Hannan), in all 
things abiding, the Witness, the sole Observer (eeta), 
devoid of qualities (nir-guna), the one Controller of the 
inactive many, who makes the one seed manifold. The wise 
who peroelve Him as standing in onefs nelf - They, and no 
others, have eternal happiness "(VI 11 & 12). The view is
thus maintained, in line with early Upanisadio speculation

(1) In so far as it held that Brahman exists in the in
dividual merely as conscious Principle. Sfra
73^3,
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that though Brahman exists in the individual, He does 
not share in the letter's imperfections. He exists merely 
as Witness and is not responsible for the ddeds which 
bind the individual to safins&ra (worldly existence).

Besides, the religious world-view of the author of
—/the Svetasvatara leads to the doctrine that the Supreme

Being is related to the Individual soul not only as the
Perfect and adorable Lord who exists within the individual
without destroying its individuality on the one hand, or
His own essential greatness on the other, but also as the
"Kindly One" who shows grace to the finite individual
(Svet. I 6, III 20).

The doctrine of graoe in the Upanlsads does not
appear for the first time in the Svetasvatara. It occurs
in Katha II 20, where it is deolared that one becomes freed
from sorrow, "when through the graoe (prasada) of the 

(1)Creator (dhatr) he beholds the greatness of the Soul (atman)".
It is also said, "This Soul (atman) is not to be obtained 
by instruction, nor by intellect, nor by much learning.
He is to be obtained only by the one whom He chooses; to
such a one that Soul (Atman) reveals His own person )t*num
svam): Katha II. 23* This verse is found also in Mund III (2)3.

(1) i.e. if we take the words here to be dhatuh prasadat 
fby the graoe of the Creator1). There is a variant reading 
viz. dhStu prasadat fby the clearness of the natural elements).
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It is significant that the doctrine that the Supreme 
Being shows favour to the individual aonl should be found 
precisely in these three Upanisads, which, as we saw, were 
the ones explicitly to express the view that Brahman and 
the individual are not one but two, for it seems to 
indicate in these Upanisads a tendency to conceive the 
Supreme Being and Hi3 relation to the finite soul in 
definitely religious terms. According to this, it would 
seem that the Supreme Being stands in personal relationship 
to finite souls - a n  view which is quite impossible so 
long as Brahman is not sufficiently distinguished from 
the individual soul.

further, it must be noted that as the individuality 
of the soul is reoognised, and as the Supreme Being tends 
to be thought of in personal and religious terms, ethloal

S[>*c.ia.LLij ( 1)
conditions are^etrtatiy emphasised as neoessary to be 
fulfilled by one who wishes to attain Brahman. So long 
as Brahman was regarded as Himself the individual in the 
body, all that was ̂ s-tr^etly thought to be necessary was, 
as we have noted, to realise this fact, and to suppress

(1) Ethical teaching is not altogether absent in earlier .__ . ,
Upanisads, cp. eg. Chand. VII. (26) 2; VIII (4) 3; VIII (5) ĵVim(^;I
*ait. I (*) & (II). Although ethical distinctions are meaning
less og the basis of a pure monism, many of these thinkers,
as we noted, taoltly assume a distinction between Brahman
and the embodied individual.
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one*8 individuality, till one passes into the distinotionless 
unity of Brahnan. But with the recognition of the in
dividuality of the finite soul, and with the inflow of 
religious ideas regarding the Supreme Being, ethical re-

"Not be who has not oeased from had conduct •» can obtain 
Him by intelligence” ( Katha II 24). "He**. who has not under
standing, who is unmindful and ever impure, reaches not the

proper knowledge (jUana), by the student's life of chastity 
(brahmacbrya) constantly (practised)♦.. Consisting of light, 
pure is He whoa the asceties (yati) with imperfections done

that it is "by knowing God, one is released from all fetters’ 
*̂ (I 8; II: 15? IV 16; V 13 etc*), but knowledge of God, 
according to it, is impossible apart from "highest devotion 
(bhakti) for God- and for teacher, and apart from Yogic 
practice whereby the individual becomes cleansed (II 14). 
Similarly in the section of the Haitri above dealt with, 
t $  is asfced, what the method for attaining release is, and 
it is replied, "The antidote, assuredly, indeed, for this 
elemental soul is this: study of the knowledge of the Voda,

quirements are specially emphasised, for obtaining release

goal, but goes onto transmigration (sabflsara) Katha III 1). 
"This Soul is obtainable by truth, by austerity (tapas), by

away behold "(Mund.Ill (1) 5)• The Svetaavatara teaches
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and pursuit of onevs regular duty* Pursuit of one9s 
regular duty, in onefs own stage of the religious life - 
that, verily is the rule!*,. If one does not practise 
austerity, there is no suooess in the knowledge of the 
Soul, nor perfection of works. Jor thus has it been 
8aid ̂  *Tis goodness (oattva) from austerity (tapas), 
and mind frcss goodness that is won; and from the mind the 
soul is won, on winning whom no one returns91*. It is by 
knowledge, by austerity whereby one "becomes free from 
evil", and by meditation that Brahman is apprehended and 
release is obtained (IV 3 & 4). Thus in addition to know
ledge which in the Upanisads is well nigh universally held 
to be necessary for obtaining release, ethical requirements 
come to be emphasised in these later Upanisads.

in addition to all this, what reveals the essentially 
religious view which those philosophers oame to hold regarding 
the Supreme Being, is the doctrine, which we have already 
noted, that the knowledge which saves the soul from sanaara 
is not so much the product of one9s own efforts as the gift 
of Godls grace. If originally redeeming knowledge was some
thing purely philosophical and intellectual, it is thus 
transformed in these Upanisads, into something religious, 
for which, as we have noted, according to the Svetaswatara,
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the last analysis must be conferred on the Individual 
by the Deity Himself.

F o r these reasons, we may conclude that some of the
later philosophers of the Upanisads tended to conceive of
the Supreme Being as not identical with the self in the 
body, but as dietinot from it though pervading it, as not 
sharing in its imperfections or in its deeds, and as standing 
to it in that personal relationship which religious experience 
demands*.

One more point remains to be dealt with, and that 
i3 regarding the relation of the Supreme Being to the soul
which has found Release. We have already seem that
philosophers like Yajnavalhya, who held that Brahman is in 
the end Identical with the individual self, regarded Release 
as becoming Brahman, in such a way that all consciousness 
disappears, and one has becomo a unity without duality 
(Br. IV (5) 13-15) "Being very Brahman, he goes to Brahman" 
(Br. IV (4) 6). "Whoever thus knows fI am Brahman1 I be comes

M l )  Cp. eg. Kena 2, 12 & 13*, Katha II 12; III 13; IV 10 k 31 
15: VI 10 & 11, 14; l£a 7; Mund. II (l) 10; (2) 4; III (1) 3,
(2) 4 f.; frasna IV. 10 k 11; VI 5; MSnd, 12; gvet. II 
14 k 15; III 10, etc.

performance of religious dutj^re necessary, and which in 
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this all "(Br. I (4) 1C).
This doctrine is not by any means limited to early

(0thought, for throughout the Upanisads passages occur 
capable of being Interpreted to teach this doctrine, and 
it is clearly formulated in some sections of the ftfeitri. 
Thus, in the Maitri it is taught that by means of Yoga 
one should suppress individuality and consciousness and 
pass into the distinctionless unity of Brahman."The 
precept for effecting this (unity) is this: restraint
of the breath, withdrawal of the senses, meditation, 
conoentration, contemplation, absorption (samadhi)^
Such is said to be the sixfold Toga. By this means, when 
a seer sees the brilliant maker, Lord, Person, the Brahmas 
source, then, being a knoŵ w] shaking off good and evil, 
he.reduces everything to unity in the sgpreme Imperishable" 
(VI. 18) .

^"When through self, by the suppressing of the mind, 
one sees the brilliant Self which is more subtle than 
the subtle, then having seen the §elf through one’s self, 
one becomes self-less (nir-atman). Because of being self
less, he is to be regarded as incalculable (a-samkhya) 
without origin - the mark of liberation fmoksa). This is 
the supreme secret doctrine (rahasya).... Because of

(0 Sec foot
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selfishness, one becomes a non-experiencer of pleasure 
and pain; he obtains the absolute unity (kevalatva)". 
"Passing beyond this variously characterised, men disappear 
in the supreme, the non-sound, the unmanifest Brahman•
There they are unqualified, indistinguishable, like the 
various juices which have reached the condition of honey 

20, 21 & 22). Where Release thus means the complete 
loses of individuality, it is obvious that the problem of 
the relati on of the Supreme Being to the individual soul 
ceases to exist.

Side by side with, and indeed much more frequently 
than, this view which considers Release to be the passing 
of the 8oul into the characterless unity of Brahman is to

(i)be found what no doubt is an older view; that the released 
soul continues to exist and enjoys personal immortality* 
Thus in the Chandogya, besides this world, two other worlds 
are recognised, the world of the gods and the world of 
the fathers, and it is said that those who by Br&hma- 
knowledge are qualified to go to the world of the gods 
"pass over into a flame; from a flame, into the day; from

(1) In 9edic times, the good saul was believed to dwall in 
bless in heaven, and the bad soul to suffer punishment in 
hell* JtncArticle-Vedio Religion, A.A. Kacdonell in 2*R •£•
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the day into the half-month of the waxing moon; from the 
half month pf the waxing moon, into the six months during 
which the sun motes northwards; from the months Into the

the moon; from the moon, into lightening. There there is 
a Person (purusa) who is non-human (attmanava). He feeds 
them on to Brahman. This is the way to the gods, the way 
to Brahman* They who proceed by it return not to the
human condition - *ney return not**" (IV (15) 6 A 6,
cp* also V (10) 1-2) . Those who are not qualified t? 
enter this world pass, we are told, into the world of the 
fathers and "after hawing remained in it as long as there 
is a residue (of their good works), then by that course 
by which they oame they return again to be born in the
• " ,■ ' ^  “ **• ’ • U  ' j C w  n n K  ^ V . y r V  1^4 A- i 5*  ̂ ‘W*.* ' ,*■ f " ‘Jf *->| > «2̂ -1

world of M n  aod animals according to their conduct (V (10)5-7). 
The ixahma-world to whloh the aoul which hae found ultimate 
release goes, is described very realistically In Kfcu?itakl 
i. a-7 k ™  having rivers, trees, take, mountains, nymphs

»■

with fruits and garlands, and a hall where Brahma Is seated 
on a throne. The soul is catechised as to who he is, and 
is required to say that he is Brahman Hlsmelf • Thereupon

year; from the year into the sun; from the sun into

(1) Cp* also Br. VI 02) 15 A 16
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Brahman confers on him whatever belongs to His world* 
Similarly in Chand.VIII 1-5 ifc is declared that thcne 
who reach the Brahma-world•come into possession of

(i)unlimited freedom, obtain whatever they desire, 
and even meet departed loved ones, as in dream-life, 
which is here taken as a foretaste of the Brahma-war Id* 

Prajapati teaches that those who reaoh the 
Brahma^worid become like the gods who exist in the 
Brahma-world with reverence for Brahman and by this 
means obtain all worldsand all desires^(clland. VIII (12) 6) 
They appear in their own form, and enjoy perfect 
freedom (VIII (12) 2 A 5). The Taittiriya says that 
he who reaches the Brahma-world, goes about "eating 
what he desires, assuming what form he desires*1 (III (10)5) 
It is said that tae long as Indra understood not this 
Self, so long the Asuras (demons) overcame him* When 
he understood, then, staking down and conquering the 
asuras, he compassed the supremacy (sraisthya), in
dependent sovereignty (svarajya), and overlordship 
(adlipatja) of all gods and of all beings* Likewise

(1) Cp. also Chan* VII (1) - (14), (25).
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also, he who knowsy this, striking of all evils 
(p&pman), compasses the supremacy, independent 
sovereignty, and ovarlordship of all beings " (Kauq.
IV. 20). The Hena declares in verse 34, "He verily, 
who knows it thus, striking off evil (papman), becomes
established in the most excellent (jyeye), endless,

•»
heavenly world - yea, he becomes established» From all 
this, it is clear that although some philosophers regarded 
Release as becoming Brahman in such a way that consciousness 
abd individuality were entirely lost, others from the
beginning held that Release is the enjoyment by the soul

(1)of perfect power, freedom and bliss in the Brahma world.
This view is also taught in later Upanisads such as

\4 / , * . ' ,

the Hatha, Mundaka, Svetasvatara and liaitri. In the 
Hatha it is said "In the heavenly world is to fear whatso
ever. Not there art thou ( i.e. Yama-Death). Not from 
old age does one fear. )Over both (i*. Death and old age) 
having crossed - hunger and thirst too - gene beyond 
sorrow, one rejoioes in the heaven world.? (I 12), 
"Heaven-world people partake of immortality"(I.13). 
Similarly it is asserted that, casting off the bonds of

ovtr-death, with sorrow surpassed, one rejoices in the heaven-

(1) Tiiie seems to suggefct that, although some of these 
philosophers spoke as though Brahman and the self in the bofy 
were one and the same they meant only to teach that Brah
man exists in the body and not that He is completely 
identioal with the self in the body.
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world (1.18) „ "Whatever one desires is his (11.16^). "One 
becomes happy in the Brahma-world'(11.17). It is spoken of 
as 11 the fearless farther shore (III 2 )j ' *  the highest plane 
of Visnu" (III.9), He who hears and declares'the true

*•doctrine is said to become "magnified in the Brahma-world*£) 
(IV.16). and the time knowiris said to become immortal 
(VI. 2,8,9,14,15,18)^ and it is related of HaoVi^Ketas that 
by means of this knowledge he uattained Brahman and became 
free from passion, free from death " (VI.18).

The Mmndaka teaches the doctrine of the two worlds - 
one to which those who rely on good works go, and from which 
t&ey return to earthly life when their merit is exhausted, 
and the other to whioh the Brahma-knowere go, " to where is 
that Immortal Person (purusa) even the imperishable Spirit 
(atman) (I. (2) 10 and 11) and where is the highest reposi
tory of truth (III (1) 6). This Upanisad^ however, possibly 
owing to religious influences, regards the soul which 
reaches the Brahma-world as attaining myotic union with 
Brahmani "as the flowing rivers in the ocean, disappear, 
quitting name and form, so the knower, being liberated from 
name and form, goes dnto the heavenly Person, higher than the 
high. He, verily, ... becomes very Brahman * (III (2) 8 A 9) - 
And it is said of such a one that he becomes immortal — a 
characterisation whioh seems to imply that the released soul^ 
does not coaqpletely cease to exist in the state of unification
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with Brahman (III. (2) 9).
The same doctrine of union, but with muoh greater miphaa-

sis on the distinctfcess of the released soul from Brahman, is
taught by the ^vetasvetara, It declares that "Brahma-know ers
become merged in Brahman (I.7y) that with Him "the seers of
Brahman and the divinities are Joined in union " (IV. 5).
"By meditation upon Him, by union with Him, and by entering
into Hie being mar e and mar e, there is finally cessation from
every illusion" (11.10). But it is said that the final stepe
which the soul reaches on release is "even universal lordship;
being absolute (kevala), his deeire is satisfied" (I.ll)ywhioh
certainly suggests the older view of the released soul as
enjoying perfeot freedom, power and happiness. It is repeated^
said that the released soul attains immortality (1.6, III 7,8r>
10, 13; IV. 17(20; V. 6 etc.) . The wise are said to have 
"eternal happiness " (Vf.12) to be "released from all fetters 
(1,8; 11.15; IV. 16; V. 13; VI. 13)̂  to be freed from sorrow 
(11.14; III.20; IV.7), to enjoy 'peace for ever"(IV.14).

The tfaitri, in the 3eotion which teaches that the indi
vidual is distinct from Brahman, declares in answer to the 
question how one may achieve complete union (Sayujya) with 
Brahman "He becomes one who goes beyond Brahman, even to the 
state of supreme divinity above the gode; he obtains a happi
ness undecaying, unmeasured, free from sickness. " (IV.4.),
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Thus it is obvious that the view that the soul
■ • •

continues to exist after it has won release, is not infre
quent in the Upanisads. Of those who believed this, tie 
earlier seem to have thought of the released soul as exist
ing in a heavenly world enjoying unlimited freedom and bliss. 
The relation of the Supreme Being to the soul at this stage 
is not discussed. The later, although shewing the view that 
the soul on release does not cease to exist but passes on t o 
immortality, and enjoys fulness of power and happiness, appear 
to regard it as attaining a union with Brahman, such as 
does not exist bo long as it is in the body.

We may conclude, then, that the predominant thought 
of the Upanisads regarding the relation of the Suprane 
Being to the self, -is that He exists in the embodied 
individual as its principle of consciousness. Some of the 
Upanisadic thinkerb are so impressed by this fact that they 
tend to identify Brahman completely with the individual, 
although even while so doing, many of tbem|tacitly assume 
that the migrating soul is not in all respects the same as 
Brahman, but has still to become Him. In some of the later 
Upanisads, the thought appears, which is fully developed only 
in the Svetasvatara, that Brahman and the finite self and two, 
that the Supreme Being pervades the finite self as something 
distinct from it, that He does not share in its imperfections 
and that He seeks by His grace to grant to the finite self 
that knowledge which it requires for obtaining Release.
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Conception of the Deity in the Bhagavadglta

1. *«*»»•«» f  the n«<t•>
To hare soon how ttao pure monism of early Upanlsadlo

thinkers, according to whan the Supreme Being la mi unknown
all-pervading oonaeloua prlnoiplo, waa gradually de re loped 
till in the later Upanlfads, notably the CTretaewatara, the 
Suprono Being ease to he thought of in moral and religious 
terras* The sane process, wherehy religion steps in to clothe 
the Absolute of the phlloeophars with flesh and blood, la 
ohaervable, but to an lnmaaaurubly greater extent in the
Bhagavadglta* Here an intensely ardent religion, whose

(l)history we shall seek to trace briefly later, seeks to 
attach Itself to, and to find support in, the speoulatt on of 
Upanisadic sages* The nere ardent the religion, the greater 
would be, it would seen, the difficulty of reoonolllng 
it with the pure nonisn of sons of the Upanisads* It is this 
alnoat Impossible task whioh the Oita attempts in its 
teaching, regarding ttis Deity*

In speaking of the Supreme Being, the Oita uses 
terms suoh as Brahman, the Zmperiehable, the Unmanlfest, Atman 
and Furusa - terms already familiar to us in the Upanisads.
Its own distinctive name for the Deity is Yasudava Krona

(l) Fagesjbelow.
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distinctive of the Oita.

(l)_ b a t  is spoken of as Vipua in tote passages ia the 
Oita. Ones at X 81 share fe*9« claims to as T i n a  among the
feltyus* (i.e. ehlef of a class), and tales ( &  84 A 30;
he is sailed Tioga kg Arjuna, then apparently Kls trill lent 
fern raalnded Arjuna of the sun. *he anas end dlsa whioh 
are arnMMats of Tlenu era mentioned among the ornaments 
wain hjr the Deity in the glorious form ia * d e h  He 
appeared to Arjuna (XL 17). fesnu at Till 4 sails Himself 
dhiyajna • the felnoiple of Sacrifice * and with 

eaerifles, Vlfgu wee early identified (8aa e.g.
Tait. Safa. 1. 74) •
Tviee Saajayw refers te Krpna as Sari (XI 9. XT III 77), 
which is another name for Vlfuu* But feeoa does not
anywhere in the ortS nuke an explicit slain to ha
vipna ia preference to m y  of the other gods* 
nevertheless the identification of femta with Tispn 
-a fundamental tenet af all the Bhagotrata.ehurehso • 
appears te ha la the background of the Oita also.

The name, Harayana, does not occur at, all in the 
Oita nor is there aay reference to feena as Cowherd* The 
name Oovlnda ooours at X 32, hut as Hhandarkar points out 
Qfrisuavlsa, fcivlsmetc XX) it nay he explained either as in 
the Adiparvan and the Santiparvan by ref arenoe to a legend 
of fetus's finding the earth (go), or more probably as a 
later form of Govld, whioh is a name used in the Bgveda of 
Indra in U w sense of the 'finder of the oeweA Oovlnda might 
also he a Prakrit form for Sanskrit Sopenda, lord of 
Herdsmen.
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While terms such as Brahman, the Imperishable, 
the Unmanifest, Atman and Purusa, seem, as us**! in the

r\

Oita to imply very little about jfch* nature of the Supreme 
Being beyond the faot that He is the ultimate cone clous 
prinoiple whioh pervades all things, and whioh in its 
difference from anything known in experience must be 
declared to be indefinable, the name Vasudeva Krsna reveals 
Him, as we shall see, as a God undoubtedly personal 
in charaoter, The Git&'s unique contribution
lies in the thought that the Supreme Being of the 
Upanisads, the all-pervading unxnewjkable One whom the 
philosophers proclaimed has assumed the form of Krsna,Arjuna's 
charioteer. The Unknown, the Incomprehensible, that which 
cannot be described except in negatives^ That Indeed appears 
in human form, speaks through hu&an lips, is concerned about 
human affairs. Revolution in the thought of the Divine can
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hardly be more complete. This is the wonder of wonders,
the "Royal Mystery", hidden from the great philosophers

yTof old, but revealed to the unphilosophic Ayuna by one 
who appears as his human friend and comrade, but is in 
truth Very God of very gods. What attributes the Deity 
as thus revealed is found to pcBsess, we shall now enquire.

Krsna, it would appear, has all the attributes 
hitherto ascribed to the Supreme Being. Hence He is 
spoken of as Supreme Brahman (parambrahma) (X 12),
Highest Person (purusottama) (X 15, XI 3); Great Lord 
(mahe£vara) (IX II); the "Imperishable Being, Mot-belng;(l)That Supreme" (XI 37); Great Self (m&hatmanO (XI 12,20,
37, 50). As Supreme Being, He is Incomprehensible (XI 
17, 42), infinite of form, having no end, middle or be
ginning (XI 16), boundless (X 19), from everlasting (XI 16), 
primal (XI 31), unborn (X 3), changeless (XI 18) and 
Immutable (IX 13). He is all-marbellous (XI II), terrible 
(XI 20), facing every way (XI II), pee sessed of boundless 
strength and infinite might (XI 40), resplendent and 
filled with glory (XI 17,30).

Besides such transcendent qualities which compel 
fear, awe and reverence (XI 20-31), He has also numerous

(1) Quotations are taken throughout from Hillfs translation.
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perfections whioh render Him the objeot of manvs highest 
aspiration and lore. He is the light of lights (XIII 17), 
the di8oernment of the discerning, the brilliance of the 
brilliant (VII 10), the source of memory and knowledge 
(XV 15), the dispellor of doubt (XV 15), the maker of the 
Vedanta (XV 15), omnisoient and unrivalled in knowledge 
(VII 26), the souroe of the seven Great Seers, the four 
Ancients and the Manus (X 6), identifiable only with the
prime and most significant of every species of existence

«
(X 20-58); the perfections of this universe are only a 
fraction of the perfections which belong to His nature 

- (X 41).
Mot among the least of the Deityrs attributes 

isnHis ethical perfection. At His sight the Great Seers 
and Perfect ones (siddhas) in hosts praise Him with hymns 
of praise abounding (XI 21), the monsters (raksas) fear 
and run to every quarter (XI 36). He is without fault 
(V 19) and is strictly impartial (IX 29), To meditate 
on Him has the effect of freeing the soul from its 
passion (V 21, VI 25-27). He always sets the standard for 
men to follow (III 23). He has instituted the eternal 
laws of duty (sasvatadharaam) (XIV 27) and is their un
changing Guardian (XI 18). His chief purpose with Arjuna 
is to urge him to do his duty, for duty must never be
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neglected §111 19). So important it seemB to the Deity 
that the laws of duty must not be violated that, as in 
the present case, He even incarnates Himself in order 
to establish righteousness. HWhenever right (dharma) 
declines, 0 Bhirata, and wrong uprises, then I create 
myself. To guard the good and to destroy the wicked 
and to confirm the right, I come into being in this age 
and that" (IV 7 ft 8 ).

The thought that Righteousness is so all-impar tant 
that the Deity considers even His infinitude of little 
account when righteousness needs to be established is 
a remarkable contribution which the Gita makes to the 
conception of the Divine. Instead of Thought or Con
sciousness, which was the chief attribute of the Supreme 
Being in the Upanisads^Righteousness seems here to become 
His essential attribute. The author of the Gita was 
evidently too much of an ecleotlo to set this view in 
opposition to the view of the Upanisads, and aooordingly, 
the new thought of the Deity here implied does not gain

(1) Thus illustratlng our view that as speculation 
advanoed, the tendency was to move away from pure monism, 
and to make room for moral and religious ideas.
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(1)the pointedness and clarity of expression which it 

deserves. Nevertheless it is clearly a contribution 
of very great significance*

Besides righteousness, another attribute which
_ _

the Oita ascribes to the Deity is love* He is "the 
friend of every being*" (V 29). We notioed in some 
of the later Upanisads the thought that the Supreme 
Being in His grace leads men to salvation, fhat thought 
is further developed in the Gita, as we shall soon see.
As Krsna the Deity appears as Arjuna*s comrade (XI 41).
Nay more, He even stoops to be Arjuna's oharioteer.
So intimate and human is the Deity Krsna'a friendship 
that Arjuna 1b afraid that in negligence or love, he 
has not shown the reverence that is due to Krsna (XI 41 
& 42), and asks that Krsna should bear with him "as father 
with his son, as comrade with his comrade, as lover with 
his beloved" (XI 44). Krsna in His turn declares that 
Arjuna is exceedingly beloved of Him (XVIII 64), and 
because of His love, He reveals Himself to Arjuna in a 
form in which no eyes had ever seen Him (XI 47); and when

(1) Passages occur whioh appear to teach that the Deity 
is beyond good and e(yil. Ihese will be considered in the 
sequel (See pp# l4i-±-fe). It would, of course, be easy 
to explain them as Upani^adic teaching retained inconsis
tently by the author of the Gita. But such a method a t  
Interpretation should not, it seems to us, be adopted 
except when other ways of explaining them fail.
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Arjuna isjfilled with terror and awe at this His glorious 
form, He assumes a shape more pleasant to Arjuna and 
consoles the latter (XI 49 & 50)* The unmanifest and 
the Incomprehensible reveals indeed a heart of love and 
compassion9 and Arjuna bursts forth in adoration at this 
wonderful revelation (XIK43-45).

The Deity which the Gita discioses in one who, 
although in His universal and transcendent nature He is 
unkntiton and has powefs which far exceed human thought 
and imagination, is yet possessed of knowledge as well 
as other perfections, chief among these being righteousness 
and lov6 . So excellent are His attributes that Arjuna 
declares, "There is none equal unto Thee; how could 
there be a greater in the three-fold world?" (XI* 43).
"It is meet that Thy praise should move the unWtee to 
joy and love," (XI 36) .
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2. The Relation of- the Deity to the world,
(1)Assuming that the world is real, the Gita 

teaches like most of the Upanisads that it formB a 
part of the Supreme, being created, supported and 
dissolved by Him." "of the whole universe am 1 the origin 
and dissolution too" (VII 6). "I am the father of this 
universe, the mother, the creator, the grandsire" (IX 17). 
"That also whioh is the Soul of every being am I, O 
Arjuna; nor without me can any being exist that moves

Vor does not move*" (X 59). "In water, I am safcour;
/»

in moon and sun I am the light... pure scent in earth; 
in fire I am the brilliance; life in all beings am I..."
(VXX 8 & 9). While thus accepting the general position 
of the Upanisads that the world constitutes a part of the 
Supreme Being, who is its creator, sustainer and dissolver, 
in short, the very life^principle or Soul on which it 
entirely depends the Gita goes further than the Upanisads 
in the direction of describing the process of creation 
and dissolution, and enumerating the various elements 
involved •

(l) The word, maya (illusion; occurs in the Gita, not as applicable totbe material world as such, but as a power 
whioh the Supreme Being has of employing matter (prakiti) 
to produce illusion (cp. IV 6; VII 13-15).
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The process of creation and dissolution is 
explained as taking place thus, "All beings ••• come 
to my 5&ture (pragrtl) when a Period ends; when a 
Period begins, X send them forth again. Resorting to 
Nature, which is my own, I send forth again and again 
this whole company of beingn, powerless, by the power 
of Nature" (XX 7 & 8 ). Prakrti, then, is a principle 
with whioh the material world is always connected. It 
is that from which the world springe and that into 
whioh it returns. It is accordingly eternal, for while 
the world evolvesjfrom it and dissolves into it in 
periodic cycles, it remains as the material basis of 
the world through all time. It is accordingly said to 
be "without beginning " (XIII 19). It ia a principle 
which the 3uprerae Being employs in creation. It is the 
womb in which Hejlays the germ (XIV 3). He is therefore 
always the ultimate cause of creation, although Prakrti 
is also always involved. Prakrti, however, is not an 
independent principle whioh exists outside of, or side 
by side with the Deity, for as the verse above cited 
clearly declares, it belongs to the Supreme Being. It 
is His own. In what sense it belongs to Him we are told 
in the 7th Adhyaya "Earth, Water, Jire, Wind, Ether,
Mind (Manas), and Reason (buddhi), and Individuation 
(ahmmlkara) - thus eightfold* is my Nature (prakrti) 
divided. This is the lower; but know my higher Nat|ire
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to too other than this - Very Life (jivabhuta), by 
which... this universe is upheld” (VII 4 & 5 ) .  Brahman, 
then, in relation to the world is found to display a 
double nature. In one of Hie natures, He is Prakrti; 
in the otherf He is the all pervading life-iprinciple, 
l.e9, on the one hand He is the material cause of the 
world, and on the other its Instrumental cause. When 
therefore He creates out of Prakrti; He is really only 
creating out of Himself.

The Supreme Being, however, is not to toe identified 
with merely these two aspects which are concerned with 
the universe, for His nature is said to transcend what 
is Involved in the existence of the universe. While 
the universe constitutes the "PerishableM, and the life- 
principle whioh pervades it is the "Imperishable", He 
Himself as the Supreme Person transcends both. “There 
are these two Persons (purasa) in the world, the 
Perishable (ksara) and the Imperishable (aksara)...But 
there is another, a Highest Person; He is called the 
Supreme Self .. Because I transcend the Perishable, and 
am also higher than the Imperishable, therefore am I 
known in the world and in the Veda as the Person Supreme" 
(XV 16—18} . The world, composed as it is, on the one hand,
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of Prakrti, andf on the other, of the world-soul or all 
pervading life-principle (jivabhuta), constitutes then 
only one portion of His unconditioned Self* He is the 
Absolute, not to be equated with the universe, which 
exists in Him, even as the wind dwells in space (IX 6).

Mot only in this way does the Gitarrseek to preserve 
the infinitude and absoluteness of the Supreme Being, but 
also by pointing out that the active relationship in which 
Be stands to the universe as its creator, sustainer and 
dissolver does not indicate any limitation or lack on 
His part* Activity or work, it seems to suggest, is a 
sign of finltude and Imperfection only when it is carried 
on out of a desire for personal profit, but the Supreme 
Being in relation to the universe is active without any 
motive of self-interest (III 22), and hence His activity 
is not one which contradicts His absoluteness and in
finitude* On the other hand, the ceaseless activity cf 
the Deity in relation to the universe should, the Gita 
argues, be understood as the standard, which the 3upreme 
Being sets for all beings to follow, of wholly disinterested 
activity* "For me, 0 son of Prtha, is no work at all in 
the three worlds, that I must do; nor aught ungained that 
I must gain; yet I abide in work. For if I were not,
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tireless, to abide ever in work - zny path men follow 
altogether, son of Prtha - Did I not work my work, these 
worlds would fall in ruin, and I should he the worker of 
confusion, and should destroy these creatures. Just 
as, to work attached, the ignorant work, 0 Bharata, so 
too, but unattached, should the wist work, wishing to 
effsot the guidance of the world" (III 22-25 •>. In this 
way, the Oita does not hesitate to regard the Supreme 
Being as actively related to His universe.

Creation of the universe proceeds, according to 
the Gita, much as in Samkhyan philosophy, except that 
Prakrti is regarded by the Gita as a part of the Deity, 
as already described, and aa controlled by Kim in all 
its developments. Prakrti or avyakta (unmanifest) at 
the time of creation, divides into numerous elements.
These as enumerated in Samkhyan philosophy ore buddhl 
(consciousness) ahaxfcnkara (egoism), manas (mind), the 
five bpddhlndriyas (organs of sensation), the five
karmendriyas (organs of action), and corresponding with

- , h -these five tanmatras (subtle elements) and five matrabhutas
(gross elements). The Gita, obviously uninterested in
such cosmological questions, does not trouble to mention
each cf these elements individually, nor does it observe
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any consistent order in enumerating them. Much lees
does it seek to trace them step by rtep through the 
evolutionary process. The list at XIII 5 mentions the 
mahabhuta (the five gross elements), ahamkara (egoism) 
buddhi (consciousness), avyakta (the unrnanifest), the 
ten indriyas (five organs of sensation and five of 
action), and the one (mana3-mind) and the five 
indriyagooara (the five subtle elements). The list at 
VII 4 mentions Earth, Water, Tire, Wind^nd Xther (which 
may stand for both the subtle and gross elements mentioned 
above), manas (mind-which may have been intended here to 
ctand also for the ten indriyas), buflhhi (consciousness) 
and ahafl£t*ara ^egoism).e

While the SaTtikhyan doctrine of these x>rinciples
is thue very inadequately dealt with by the Gita, the

(1)doctrine of the three gunas - eattva, rajas and tamas - 
or the three ultimate constituents of Prakrti, in their

(1) In Samkhyap. philosophy, evolution is accounted for 
as due to the activity of tne three gunas. The purugas 
in the Samkhyan system are each distinct and naturally 
are inactive, but when they come near to Prakrti the 
gunae of which Prakrti is composed lost their’equilibrium, 
and becoming active in various proportions account for the 
diversity of the evolved universe. Thir cosmic side of 
the doctrine of gunas is not found in the Gita, which 
fixes mainly on the psychological and ethical implications 
of the doctrine (cp. XVII 1-XVIII 41).
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"bearing on conduct is very fully developed by it, as we
shall see in the next seation. Regarding then, it is 
declared that although they ultimately exist, as every
thing must exist, In the Deity, He does not partake of 
their nature. "Know thou that those states nf Purity 
(eattva), of Energy (rajas), and of Darkness (tamas) 
arc from me alcne; but I am not in them; they are in

vU )me" (VII 12) . In this way the Deity is sharply dis
tinguished from Prakrti and its gunas, but not, it must 
be noted, to the point of destroying the reality of 
Prakrti and dismissing it as illusion, on the one hand; 
or to the point of splitting up reality into an un
bridgeable dualism between Spirit and Matter, on
the other. Prakrti with its gunas forms an eternal 
part of the Divine Being. It is hence real, and at the 
same time entirely dependent on Him. Nevertheless the 
Deity does not ehare in its nature nor, as its pervading 
principle, is He "polluted" by contact with it. "Immutable 
is this Highest Self; for He has no beginning, and no

(1) In all other relevant passages, the Gita teafcbes that 
the gupas spring from Prakrti (III 5, XIII 19, XIV 5, XV 2, 
XVIII 40) and that the Supreme Being is without gunas 
(XIII 14, i51). The gupas may, however, as in the passage 
quoted above, be said to be from the Supreme Being in the 
sense that He is the ultimate ground ofPrakrti from which 
they spring.
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fstrands9 (gunas) ... As ether everywhere present la not 
polluted, no subtle it is, even so Self abiding everywhere 
is not polluted in the body* (XIII 31 & 32). The nature 
of the Supreme Being is so different from that of the 
material constituents of the world that he who fails to 
go beyond the material world to discover the Deity who is 
higher than it is, the Gita declarer., befooled, sod under 
delusion (VII 1? k 14).

The world, then, we may conclude, is according to 
the Gita, a conditioned aspect of the Divine Being. He 
is both its material and its operative cause, for Prakrti; 
the material basis of the universe, forms one part of 
Him, while by another aspect of Himself He pervades it.
He repeatedly brings it into existence, sustains it and 
dissolves it into Himself, But this active relationship 
which He bears to the world does not negate Hie infinitude^ 
for His aotivity is not prompted by a desire to overcome 
any lack or imperfection in His nature4 He Himself is 
"higher* than the world and transcends it, for although 
the latter is a part of Him and is pervaded by Him, its

U)characteristics derived from matter are not to be found in Him.

(1) Samkar?ana, Pradyumna, and Aciruddha, who with Vasudeva, 
are in Pancaratra philosophy (See -7 below) four vyuhas
or emanations from the Supreme Being, as He evolves the 
universe out of Himself, are not mentioned in the Gita. Bor 
is the doctrine of §ri or Laksmi as the i3akti or creative 
aspect of the Supreme Being to be found in it.
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3- frhe Relation of the Ttelty to, the finite vslf«

The topic of the relation of the Supreme Being to 
the individual self is not dealt with in the Oita in a 
manner free from ambiguity. When the author is thinking 
in terms of concepts borrowed from philosophical schools, 
the selfgood of the individual as distinct from the 
Universal Self does not gain recognition; but when 
his thought is guided by religious experience, he appears 
to recognise a self in the body different from the Supreme
Self. Thus in II 11-30, where the self is described in(!)Upanisadic language, it seems to be taught that the 
permanent and essential element in all individuals is 
the one Universal Self* "Know verily that cannot be 
destroyed whereby all this is pervaded; of this 
immutable none can work destruction* They have an end,
1tis said, these bodies of the embodied soul; but 
permanent is he and Indestructible, incomprehensible1 
(IX 17 & 18)* The self in the body is declared to be 
* all-pervading (sarvagata), stable, unmoved, from ever
lasting" {II 24), and employing the imagery of the Field 
(keetra) and the Snower of the Field (ksetrajna), the 
Field representing the body, and the Shower of the Field

(1) op» verses 19 k 20 with Xhtha I (2) 18 & 19; rwd 
varse 29 with Xatha I (2 ) 7.
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representing the self, Krsna declares without hesitation
that He is Himself the knower in all fields# "This body,
0 son of Kunti, is called the Field, Him who k#ows it
knowers of these call Knower of the Field# Know also
me to be in all Fields Knower of the Field" (XIII 1 & 2 ).
He is therefore the conscious being which inhabits all
bodies# There is none other, and it is said in imitation
of the Rgvedic idea of the Primal Purusa that the Self is
that which "everywhere possessing hands and feet, and
everywhere possessing eyes and heads and mouths, and
everywhere possessing hearing, abides all-enveloping

(i)in the world," (XIII 13). Besides such a Universal 
Self *hich exists in all bodies as their principle of 
consciousness, no other self is spoken of in the thirteenth 
Adhyaya, which purports to discuss the Knower of the Field 
and the Field, or the self and the body# It would there
fore seem that what we call individual self is nothing 
but the Universal Self which has assumed a particular 
body (cp# XV# 7-10). It exists in all bodies alike, and 
therefore the distinction of one self from another, or 
the belief in a plurality of souls, is fa^se# "Undivided 
yet in beings seeming to dwell divided#.# is That"(XIII 16).

(l) cp. Rgveda X 90# 1# also ^vet. Ill 11-21*j
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When it is believed that no self exists in the 
body beyond the One Universal Self, the experience df 
individuality, change, activity, pain and suffering, 
which seem to demand the existence of an Individual 
self different from the permanent and changelesejpuprerne 
Self, is explained as due to the body. "Know that 
changes and Strands (gunas) are born of Nature (prakrti).
In the production of effects and causes, Nature is said 
to be the cause... The Supreme Person in this body is 
called the spectator*" (XIII 19,20, 22). The Supreme 
Self therefore exists in the body as an inactive conscious 
principle, all activity being due to the body. "Who sees 
that it is by Nature (prakrti) that works are altogether 
done, and that Self works not, he sees indeed*." (XIII 29). 
The Self, however, while in the body, becomes attached 
t p  the body, and hence passes from birth to birth, 
experiencing the good and evil consequences which Inevitably 
follow the good and evil deeds of the body." In the ex
perience of pleasure and pain, the Person (purusa) is 
said to be the oause. T o r the Person, abiding in Nature 
(prakrti), experiences the Strands (gunas) born of Nature; 
his attachment to the Strands is the cause of his birth 
in good and evil wombs (XIII 21), Since attachment to 
the body is what causes His birth in wordly existenoe
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(safnsara), what is necessary is for Him to realise 
His pure non-bodily nature as Universal Self, and to 
renounce all attaclment to the body. Knowledge and 
control are therefore the prime means of winning release 
from the bonds of the body 0*1 49-72). When this is done, 
the Self, knowing its own true Self, draws itself from 
its sense-organs even as a tortoise draws back its 
limbs and becomes the Supreme unconditioned Brahman (II 58) ,

Such according to one tendency of thought in the 
Gita would appear to be the relation of the Supreme Being 
to the existences which we call individual selves. Safnsara 
(worldly existence) with its various centres of experience 
18 real, but it is the Supreme Being who has entered 
numerous bodies and exists as the Sxperiencer in them 
all. When He gives up attachment to the body which He 
at any one time Inhabits and realises Hettls own true 
nature, His birth in satbsara ceases, and He once more 
beoomes the unconditioned Brahman.

But to state this view thus sharply la in 
itself to transcend it, and to pass to the other view 
which, we said, is also to be found in the Gita, and which 
admits of the existence of an Individual self distinct 
from the Universal. For if existence in Satnsara is real,
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as the Gita always assumes, then it would seem that the 
Universal Self in assuming various bodies has really 
become differentiated into numerous individual existences; 
for however much it may be emphasised that it is the same 
Self which exists in various bodies, still so long as it 
is declared that each embodied being has, as it were, 
to work out its own release, it is clear that each in 
some sense is assumed to have an individuality of its 
own, whloh prevents it from becoming Brahman when some 
other attains Brahman, and which makes it necessary for 
each individually by cultivation of knowledgeand control 
to become the Supreme Self, Thus it is obvious that the 
Gita, even while advocating the purely monistic view that 
the Universal Self exists in all beings as their Self,

COT1SCassumes that somehow finite anxious beings have a certain
A

element of individuality in them. This assumption becomes 
quite explicit when our author is not speaking the language 
df Philosophy but that of Religion. Thus in the ninth 
Adhyaya, where the author expounds the "Royal Mystery", 
or the religious view of Krsna as the Deity incarnate 
- a doctrine not taught in the philosophies which he has 
hitherto been expounding - the distinction of the Supreme 
Being from the individual existences whom He pervades is 
so forcibly expressed that were it not for the author’s
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general position that the Universal Self pervades all
existences, we should have to conclude that the author
was a deist, and taught that the Deity was quite external
to the finite self. "Behold my Power ms Lord! Sustalner
of all beings, yet not dwelling in beings, is my Self,
that brings beings to existence,-" (IX 5). This sharp
distinction between the 8upreme Being and individual
existences is maintained throughout this Adhyaya, and
it now appears that there is a plurality of beings, who
are sent by the Deity into worldly exlstenoe, nay more,
that it is the same individuals who are sent by Him frp?
time to time. "All beings, 0 son of Kunti, come to my
lature (prakrti), when a Period ends; when a Period
begins, I send them forth again. Hesortlng to Hature,

forth
which 18 my own, I send/again and again this whole company 
of beings"(IX 7 & 8 ).

That the distinctness 4f finite selves from the 
Deity and their plurality is not purely verbal, arising
from the employment of the language of common experience,

itbut that rtheyj represents the point of view here advocated, 
is seen from the fact that it is now asserted that the 
way to obtain release from samsara (worldly existence) 
i8 not to realise that one is after all the Supreme Self,
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but to worship the Deity with undivided heart. "If one 
worship (bhaj) me with undivided devotion, even though 
he be of bvery evil life •• quickly he becomes righteous 
and goes to everlasting peace^ "(IX 30 & 31). "Whatever 
work thou doest, whatever thou dost eat, whatever thou 
dost sacrifice or give, whatever be thine austere practices, 
do all, 0 son of Kunti, as an offering to me. Thus from 
the bonds of work, from fruits both good and ill shalt 
thou be released" (IX 27 & 38), And such devotion not only 
seems to require the distinction in safnsara of the 
Individual soul from the Supreme, but alBO to demand the(i)continuance of that distinction even after release. 
Accordingly it is asserted that Just as those who worship 
the Lords of Heaven go to their world (svargaloka) and 
"taste the heavenly joys of Heaven's Lords" (IX 20, 25), 
so those who worship Krona will oome to Him (IX 25), and 
find everlasting peace (IX 31). They do not perish (H  31).

If finite selves are thus distinct from the Deity, 
being sent into wordly existence, sustained and finally 
withdrawn by Him at the end of each world-cycle (IX 5-11), 
it is necessary to enquire what attitude He bears to them.
It would appear that primarily the attitude of the Deity 
to finite selves is one of love. He is jealous of any other

(1) This topic will be dealt with more fully later.
See PP. 110 4/ UJLtrx̂ r
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Since He thus loves, He plays an active part in 
redeeming the soul from safhsara (worldly existence).
The soul is not left to work out its own salvation, 
toy knowledge, control, work and devotion, tout maj/ototain 
release toy the grace of the Deity. Thus in the last 
adhyaya, in declaring how the soul nay obtain release, 
all the conditions previoualy formulated are enumerated, 
viz., control of sense and body, work, devotion and oalm 
meditation leading to knowledge, and it is declared that 
when this culminating knowledge is reached, the soul 
enters into final union with the Deity (XVIII 55). But

' .** , . ' * 5 *’ x ' ’’ *** * -\TV * ■ - ' . ‘ r.

immediately, in the very next stanza, it is added, that 
however unworthy a soul may toe, still if it rely on the 
Deity, it also will obtain release. ’•Though he 6 k every 
work at every time, yet if he rely on me, he by my grace 
winB to the realm eternal and immutable/ 1 (XVIII 56).
It is not asserted however that the soul has no part to
play in Salvation, everything being done toy grace, for it
is said, "Cast off in thought all works on me; make me
thy goal; turn to the practice of discernment (touddhiyqga);
fix thay thought ever on me. Fixing thy thought on me,
thou Shalt toy my grace surmount all difficulties/ (57 & 58).
And yet it would appear that the loving Deity is not unwilling
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to extend Hie graoe to the most undeserving, even apart 
from all qualifying conditions, if the latter comes to 
Him for refuge. Accordingly Krsna declares "Abandoning 
every duty (dharma) come to me alone for refuge. I will 
release thee from all sins, sorrow not * (66). But fearing 
that this doctrine of totally unmerited grace may lead to 
misunderstanding and a life of sin, Krsna adds at once, 
"Mover should this, thus taught to thee, be told to one 
whose life is not austere, to one without devotion, to 
one who does no service, nor yet to one who murmurs 
against m e /  (63). God is loving, it would appear; but 
He is also righteous, and does not wish His all-forgiving

(i)love to lead to unrighteousness. That leads us to the 
question of the relation of the Deity to the evil which 
characterises the finite self.

The Deity, whether regarded as the self of the 
individual or as distinct from him, is always said to be 
not responsible for the evil of the individual. Thus we 
noticed that when He is regarded as the Self in all bodies, 
it is proclaimed that He exists in them merely as Spectator, 
and not as worker* (XIII 22, 29, 31), i.e., whatever evil

(1) The relation of God's graoe to the law of karma is 
not discussed. It is assumed throughout that graoe can 
wipe out all past sin and its effects.
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the embodied being does or suffers is not due to the 
indwelling Divine principle. Similarly when the finite 
8elf is regarded as distinct from the Deity, we noticed 
that the tendency is to separate it so much from the 
Divine that it is declared that the Deity creates and 
sustains it, but does not dwell within it. Under both 
assumptions, then, the Deity is freed from responsibility 
for the evil of souls.

If then it is asked, from where this evil curl see, 
the answer seems to be that evil is due primarily to 
the gunas of the body. It is the gunas which inoite 
the embodied self to activity, and it is therefore they 
that are chiefly responsible for the good and evil 
deeds which bind the soul to safnsara. "Purity (sattwa) 
Energy (rajas), Darkness (tamas) - these are the Strands 
(gunas) that spring from Hature (prakrti); they bind •• 
in the body the embodied soul immutable. Of these 
Purity is luminous and knows not sickness, for it is 
stainless; it binds with the attachment of pleasure

, toand with the attachment of knowledge (jnana) .. Energy, 
know thou, is passionate, sprung from thirst, and 
attachment; it binds the embodied soul .... with the 
attachment of work. Darkness, know thou, is born of

(1) jnana is here a faculty of buddhl, part of prakrti (Hill).
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Ignorance, and deludes all embodied souls; it binds 
with heedleseness and indolence and sleep "(XIV 5-6). 
Further, it is declared that the gunas of the body 
determine one's nature (XIV 5-13))one's life hereafter 
(14-430), the kind of faith dne has (XVII 2), one's 
worship (4), one's diet (8-10), one's sacrifice (11-13), 
the nature of one's austerities (14-19), one's acts cf 
charity (20-22), one'e renunciation (XVIII 7-9), one's 
character as agent (26-28), one's moral perception (30-32)) 

one's steadiness of purpose (33-35), one's pleasures 
(37-39), and one's duty in society (41-44). And it is 
not surprising that in Samkhyan fashion, the Oita de
clares that the self is inactive, all work being done 
by the body (XIII 29).

Though the Gita seems tbps to aocept the view 
that the self is entirely powerdess, while the body 
determines all its actsf its assumption throughout 
is that the self has the power of controlling the body.
It is noteworthy that not one chapter is to found in 
the whole of the Gita - except, of course, the first, 
which is merely a preface to the rest - in which Xrsna 
does not either command Arjuna to control sense and 
desire, or extol the virtue of control. Thus it would
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seem that the Gita tacitly assumes the power and the 
freedom of the self to control and overcome the body.
In this connection we cannot pass unnoticed the text 
which 8ays that if Arjuna decides not to fight, vain 
is his resolve, for even against his will Hature 
(prakrti), will constrain him to do what he himself 
does not desire (XVIII 59 & 60). Here we seem definitely 
>o be told that the individual has no power Aver the 
prakrti-constituted body, which will have its way 
whether he will or no. But when we regard these wards 
in the Idght of their context, it appears that Xrsna

A

is seeking, by this exaggerated emphasis on the pcmer- 
lessness of human will, to urge Arjuna not to use his 
freedom to oppose the will of the Divine. tVerses 58 & 61j 
declare that if through thought of "I* Arjuna hearkens 
not, he will perish, and the Deity will have His way.
He will employ Prakrti, it would seem, to constrain 
Arjuna to do what He wishes done. Futile, therefore, 
it is to oppose the will of the Divine. But that at 
the same time the individual does have a will of his 
dwn appears in verse 63, where Xrsna concludes - This 
have I taught thee; "Fully consider this; then, as
thou wilt,so act." In this way, the freedom of the

(1)self seems to be assumed, although on the one hand, it
(l) The problem of the freedom of the will or individuality 
is not faced by the Gita. Hence the unsatisfactory way in 
which it is left. We have sought merely to bring together 
the salient points.
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is deolared that the body is all-deter mining, and on the 
other, that the Deity is all-supreme. If this be so, 
then it would seem that ultimately the responsibility 
for evil is to be traced to the free agenoy of the moral 
individual. At any rate, it is certain that the Deity 
i8 clearly freed from any touch of evil. Evil is to
be traced either to the gunas of the body or to the self,

tobut not .the Deity. Stated positively, the Deity is 
altogether goofl.

If He is essentially good and free from evil, 
then it would appear that the soul who would please 
Him and ultimately win release, may do so only by 
pursuing the good and fleeing from evil. Several virtues 
are accordingly mentioned as leadibg to the "Divine 
Estate", and likewise several vices which lead to the 
"Devilish Estate". "Fearlessness, purity of heart, 
steadfastness in devotion to knowledge, liberality, 
self-restraint, sacrifice, sacred study, austerity, 
uprightness, harmlessness, truth, an even temper, 
abandonment, quietude, an unmaliclous tongue, tenderness 
towards beings, a soul unruffled by desire, gentleness, 
modesty, constancy, ardour, long-suffering, fortitude, 
cleanness, freedom from hatred and arrogance - these 
are bis born to Divine Estate, 0 Bharata. Hypocrisy,
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pride, and self-conceit, wrath, insolence and ignorance - 
these are his ... who is born to Devilish estate. The 
Divine estate is deemed to lead to release, the Devilish

u >  _ _to bondage "(XVI 1-5)- And throughout the Gita Krsna
urges upon Arjuna the necessity to control sense and

(2)desire, and to do one’s duty as unto God.
Unfortunately, however, the author of the Gita, 

in seeking to express himself in the language of the 
philosophers, uses words whioh imply that the Deity is 
beyond good and evil; and since on the basis of these 
it is possible to maintain a view quite opposed to the 
one which we have expounded, it is necessary to consider 
them in some detail, and to show that in spite of them
the main position of the Gita is to uphold the ethical

(3)mature of the Deity. Krona declares, "How that man 
whose delight is but in Self, whose pleasure is in Self, 
whose satisfaction is in ®elf alone, has no work that he

(1) Cp. also the rest of this adhyaga .
(2) Cp. II 55-71; III 7-9; IV 17-24; V 7-10; VI 1,
26-32 etc.
(3) It would, of course, be easy Jfco_dismiss the problem
by saying that the author of the Gita was such an incon
sistent thinker that he retained side by side teaching 
utterly contradictory of each other. It may be he was; 
but it is clearly not legitimate to prejudge the issue, 
for it may also be that in seeking to placate philosophical 
schools ot thought he used their language, but gave it a 
meaning of his own, whioh is to be gathered from the 
context in which they appear, and in general from his own 
distinctive position.
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must do. For him there is no purpose here in work 
dOne or left undone*? (Ill 17 A 18 ).^

  .aene to teach that he who is devoted to
the Deity has no concern with duty* He transcends both 
good and evil. Similarly it is said, "He who hopes far 
nothing .. abandoning every enterprise - that man ie 
ddar to me . He who does not rejoice, ncr hate, nor 
grieve, nor crave, abandoning good and ill - that man 
is dear to me, my worshipper devout. He who regards 
alike both foe and friend, honour and dishonour ... 
blame and praiee .♦ that man is dear to me, xny worshipper 
devout" (XII 16-19)% "Excellent is he whose judgement 
holds as equal the lover ..The enemy .. the hateful •• 
the good too and the sinful" (VI 9). In these passages 
it seems to be taught that he who has definitely 
abandoned good and ill, and has lost all sense of value 
such as that of friend and foe, honour and dishonour, 
praise and blame, the good and the sinful,is dear to 
the Deity. Further J£x Krsna declares "do all... as an
offering to me. Thus from the bonds of work, from fruits 
both good and ill, shalt thou be released" (IX 27 A 28). 
Xt is not only from evil that the devotee is redemmed, 
but also, it would appear,from good. Then again passages
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are not lacking which seem to imply that it is knowledge 
alone which is necessary for release, and knowledge 
cancels all good and evil works. "Though thou art of 
all sinners the most sinful by the boat of knowledge, 
alone ehalt thou pass over all orookednooa. Just as 
a burning fire makes ashes of its fuel, Arjuna, so does 
the fire of knowledge make ashes of all works" (IV 36 A 37). 
All these passages appear to teach that ultimately 
good and evil are transcended by the individual and that 
the one who reaches Brahman has no further use for ethical 
distinctions. In this way, indirectly, it seems to be 
implied that the Deity Himself is non-ethioal. Hot only 
is this implied, but it appears definitely to be taught 
in a passage which seems to mean that for the Deity the 
good and evil deeds of men have no meaning, for He 
neither approves of them, nor rejects them. "He takes 
not to Himself, that all-pervading Lord, sin or gooS deed 
of any man M(V. 15). That the good man and the bad are 
both alike to the Deity seems to be taught by Krena in 
the following words: "All beings I regard alike, not one 
ia hateful to me or beloved/  $.15 29).

Although these passages when torn from their 
context can be interpreted es we have done above, when
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regarded in the light of their context they appear to 
necessitate a very different interpretation. Taking 
them in order, the passage which declares that he whose 
satisfaction is in the 3elf has no work which he must 
do or must not do, appears in a chapter which, far from 
teaching that duty i$eed not be performed, urgeo Arjuna 
to do hia duty (cp. Ill 4-9,) and it is only necessary 
to refer to the verse immediately following the one in 
question, to be convinced that the Gita without doubt 
teaches that one's duties must be performed. The verse 
runs thus: "Therefore without attachment ever perform
the work that thou must do: for if without attachment
a man works, he gains the Highest "(III 19). ?hat the 
passage means therefore seems to be that ultimately the 
soul's sole duty is attachment to the Deity, and that the 
various duties incumbent on the embodied soul, being 
determined as they are by impermanent bodily relationships 
(e.g. by the gunas fcXVIII 41-44), ar6 binding cn the soul 
only while in the body. These must be done without attach
ment to bodily relationships, remembering that Ultimately 
the only duty permanently binding on the soul is attach
ment to the Deity. The soul, then, in release, need not 
be understood as altogether transcending the Goc£d . What
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It transcends would appear to be the impermant form of
the Good which is binding on it in its embodied life.
Similarly, ithe passage which declares that the one
who abandons good and evil is dear to the Deity, occurs
in a chapter which is concerned with pointing out the
merits of whole-hearted devotion to the Deity - a

all
devotion which, abandoning/other things, finds its sole 
happiness in the Deity, abandoning even what man usually 
consider to be good, Everything pales into insignificance 
for the devotee who has found the pearl of great price, 
and the verses which iollow and declare that he who is 
dear to the Deity regards alike both friend and foe, 
honour and dishonour, praise and blame, are, it would 
seem, to be interpreted in this light* Nothing is to 
stand as a rival to the Deity in the affections of tils 
devotee* But that bp this the Gita does not intend to 
teach that the individual who is attached t? the Deity 
should be entirely indifferent to the world, cold and 
deprived of all sense of value, appears from a preceding 
verse which declares, "tie who hates not any being, he 
who is friendly and compassionate, without a thought of 
mine or I • » with mind and reason dedicated to me - that 
man is dear to me" (XII 15). The verse above cited, 
which teaches that he is excellent who holds as equal the
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lover, the enemy, the hateful, the good and the sinful, 
appears in its context to bear the same meaning as the 
above, (cp* verses 4-6), together with the additional 
meaning which is developed in the succeeding verses 
(cp* especially verses 29-32) T that for the sage all 
beings are in the end alike, since the Deity pervades 
them all* This is not, it would seem, to be understood, 
in the sense that the sage loses all sense of value, 
but that he is impartial* He does not attach himself 
to some and despise others* "The man whose spirit is 
controlled, who looks on all impartially, sees Self 
abiding in all beings, and all beings in Self. Who sees 
me everywhere and everything in me, I am not lost to him 
nor is he lost to me*1 (VI 29 & 30)* The devotee is to 
be impartial even as the Deity is impartial (V 16 & 19). 
Regarding the passage in which Krsna declares that the 
soul which is devoted to Him will be released from 
fruits both good and evil, it need only be remarked that 
•fruits both good and evil" refers to the reaping of the 
consequences of one's deeds in samsara (woridly existence), 
and not to good and evil in general, for the verse 
obviously aims to teach that he who has devotion to the 
Deity finds release from birth in this world* If further 
evidence were necessary, it need only be pointed out that 
the chapter in which it occurs is concerned with expounding
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the "Royal Mystery" by means of whioh release from 
Bath#era may be obtained (op. 1-3; 20 f). It would 
seem, then, that these passages, whioh appear to teach 
that ultimately the Individual transcends* the Good, 
have a very different meaning In the light of their 
context.

With regard to knowledge aa the way of ealvation, 
the Gita, as though fearing that knowledge may be 
Interpreted to exclude moral practice, adda immediately 
after the two verses which we have quoted above, "here 
is naught that purifies like knowledge; he that is 
perfected in control himself in due time finds that 
in his self. The singlet-hearted man of faith, with 
senses held in check, gains knowledge "(IV 38 Sc 39),
The knowledge that cancels all one's works, and redeems

. * V: * a I ;
the soul from satrleSra, Is not one, then, which excludes
morality, but one thloh is the ripe fruit of morality.
It is the man who is "perfected in control", the one 
who has kls senses in oheck, that gains this redeeming 
knowledge.

It is thus possible not only to uphold akksx the 
view that in eprt e *>f the passages above cited the Oita 
does not regard the Individual as transcending ethical 
distinctions, but also to maintain that the two passages 
which seem to teach that good and evil have no meaning
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for the Deity have as a matter of faot a very different 
meaning. The one, for example, which declares that 
although all-pervading He takes not to Himself sin or 
good dead of any man, may he taken as either iligl 
signifying that although the Deity pervades the In
dividual self, He Is not responsible for the lattervs 
good or evil deeds, - In which case, it cannot be used 
to prove that the Deity has no use for good or evil 
or as not referring to the Deity at all, but to the 
Individual self, which has been the topic of discussion 
in the chapter so far, in which case again It cannot be 
used to prove that the Deity has no use for good and evil. 
The other passage which we cited and which declares that 
the Deity regards all beings alike, none being either 
hateful to Him or beloved, appears to teaohlng nothing 
more than that He Is impartial (op. V. 19). That it 
does not imply that the Deity does not appreciate the 
love of those who worship Him in spirit and in truth 
is evident in the second part of the verse which we 
cited, and which reads, "those who with devotion warship 
me abide in me, and I also in them" (IX 29), implying 
that thnugh the Deity abides in all beings alike, He 
becomes united in a special sense with His devotee*
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Thus it would appear that in spite of passages which 
seem to imply the contrary, the Gitas main position is 
that the Deity is an ethical Being, and that the in
dividual who would realise Him must therefore also 
be ethical.

The earnest desire of the Deity that righteousness 
should prevail was, as we saw, the chief motive given 
by the Gita for His incarnating Himself from time to 
time. We have already noted the general significance 
of this idea. A few points of particular interest with 
regard to the Gita's theory of incarnation must here 
be mentioned. Virstly, Krsna being indentifled with
Visnu it would follow that he is an incarnation of the

• 0

latter. Besides, he regards himself as an incarnation 
of the Supreme Being (cp. IV 6; XV 17-19). Secondly, 
it is asserted that the Deity incarnates Himself repeatedly, 
and that He has already appeared several times in incarnate 
form (IV 5), but no details are given, as in the Harayaniya

I5T*J - I bland other Vaisnava literature (see pp.^19^-201 below), as 
to what exactly these forms are in which He appeared. 
Thirdly, the work which the Deity achieves in His 
incarnate form is said in the Gita generally to be 
"to guard the good and to destroy the wdoked and to 
confirm the right" (IV 8 ); also, it would appear, to

i
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teach the true doctrine (IV 1 Jc 3). Specific works, 
crude and mythological are ascribed to the Deity in 
His incarnate forms in other Vaisnava writings (See

I bo ’ i fp. 206} below). Of these the Gita knows nothing or if
it knows them it completely ignores them. Fourthly,
the relation in which Krona stands to the Supreme Being
is not considered in the Gita. Krsna undoubtedly
identifies^Himself with the Supreme Being when He
declares that all beings dwell within Him and that He
sends them out into bodied existence from time to time
(IX 4-10), and also when He declares that those who win
Release, even those who win it by contemplating the
imperishable and unmanlfest Brahman, come ultimately
to Him (XII 1 ft), But at times, even after He has
disclosed His supreme nature to Arjuna, Krsna speaks
of the Supreme Being in the third person, as though He
were not entirely identioal with, but only a partial
manifestation of, the Supreme One (cp. V 19-26, VIII 8,
10, 22; XVIII 61 & 62). The later Vaisnava view, as
wxpressed in the Bhagavata Purana (I 3, p. 9), is that 
unlike
mm%±± other Incarnations which are partial manlfestAtlons 
of the Supreme Being, the Krsna incarnation is a complete 
manifestation of the Deity. Such problems as these do 
not exist for the Gita, which in all these ways shows
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itself to reflect an early stage in the theory of 
incarnation among the Vaisnavas.

One more topic remains to be dealt with, and
that is, the relation of the Deity to the soul which
has departed from this life. We have seen thus far
that generally in regard to the soul the Deity is
taught by the Gita to be loving and gracious as well
as righteous and good. Such being His Hature, He
decrees one of two ends for the soul as it passes from
this life. His righteousness demands that good deeds
should be rewarded, and evil deeds punished. Accordingly
the soul which has given itself to such deeds is reborn
to reap their fruits. This may be either in a temporary
heaven, where it dwells till the results of its good
deeds have been enjoyed, and then returns to earth,
or directly, on this earth, in the world of men or of
subVhuman beings according to its deserts; the reason
for such rebirth being that the soul may thus be gradually(1)led to perfection* "He that has fallen from control 
attains the worlds of those that do deeds of merit, and 
after dwelling there for endless years is born againjLn

(1) Although the eschatologlcal ideas here expressed are, 
in essentials, the same as what we found in the Chandogya 
and Byhadaragyaka, they are, it must be noted, given 
special significance in the Gita, by its doctrine that 
re-birth is for the perfecting of the soul. Cep. especially
VIII, 23-26 with ChanW.XV O^sf; Br. VI (2) 15 f)*
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the house of the pure and the wealthy. There he obtains 
that union with discernment which he had in the former 
body; and thence ... he strives once more for perfection " 
(VI 41 & 43). "If when purity (sattva) has increased, the 
bfedy-bearing soul comes to dissolution, then he proceeds 
to the spotless worlds of the most wise. If when energy 
(rajaB) has Increased, he goes to dissolution, he is born 
among men attached to work; and if dissolved when darkness 
(tamas) has lnoreased, he is born in the wombs of the 
witHeos." (XIV 14 k  1 $ .

A

But the love of the Deity leads Him, it would 
appear, to wish to be united with the soul, and accordingly, 
as already noticed, He seeks by His grace to wean the 
soul away from attachment to the finite, till when it 
has succeeded in directing Its entire mind, will and 
devotion to Hiy, He does not send it once more into 
rebirth, but takes it to Himself, never again to be 
separated from it by safhsara. "With thought controlled 
by oonstant practice, and seeking no other resort, one 
goes to the Supreme Celestial Person." "To that asoetlc, 
ceaselessly controlled, who ever ceaselessly with in
dividual thought remembers me, easy am I of access, son 
of Prtha. When they have come to me, great souls win 
not rebirth, abode of pain, unduring; to highest per
fection have they gone. The worlds, even to the realm of
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Brahma are subject to return, 0 Arjuna; but for him who 
comes to me ... there is no rebirth" (VIII 4; 14-16).

In what relation the soul which has reached its
final goal stands to the Deity, we are told in scattered
references. The desire of the Gita to placate philosophical
thought of the advaltic type, and possibly also the
difficulty of describing a state which is beyond present
experience, appear to prevent it from giving us very
definite teaching. But considering all relevant paaaages,
?ne is inclined to think that the view which the Gita
generally X?4T0urs is that the released soul enters into

(1)the being of the Deity, (IV 10, XIV 19, XVIII 55), the 
eternal and immutable abode (VIII 28, XV 5, XVIII 56 , 62), 
which is beyond dealth (II 15, XIII 12, 25; XIV 18, 27), 
and where no sickness is (II 51). Though it thus enters 
into the Deity, it does not become merged in Him, losing 
its individuality completely, for it abides in Him (V 19,20), 
enjoying contact with Him (VI 28), filled with oalm and 
peace (II 72, IV 39, V 12, 24-26; VI 15, etc); having 
attained highest bliss (V 2, VI 28), highest perfection 
(VIII 15, XIV 1), and a nature similar (sadharmya) to that 
of the Deity (XIV 2 ). At a creation it does not come into

(1) Possibly, a metaphorical way of saying that it becomes 
closely united with the Deity.
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birth, nor at a dissolution is it disturbed (XIV 2). In 
this way the Oita teaches that in Belease the soul becomes 
closely united with the Deity, enjoying communion with Him 
and sharing in His peaoe, bliss and perfection.

Although, then, as already noticed, the Gita often 
speaks as though the Supreme Being were one without 
difference with the individual self, its own distinctive 
position, as indicated by its predominantly moral and 
religious character, is that the Supreme Being is distinct 
from the individual whom He pervades and controls.

In conclusion, we may cay that the Deity as revealed 
in the Oita appears to be one who, though in His transcendent 
aspect He is essentially unknwon, is revealed in His re
lation to the universe as Supreme Belf or Pdrson, possessed 
of wonderful powers and excellences. All that exists, 
matter and souls, form a part of Him; and He in one 
aspect of Himaelf bringd them into existence; pervades, 
governs and withdraws them into Himself. Though containing, 
supporting and pervading all things, He does not share in 
their evil nature, nor is He polluted by His relationship 
to them. He is the principle of Consciousness which exists 
in all individuals, but He is not responsible for their 
actions. He is characterised by righteousness and incarnates
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Himeelfr from time to time to establish it. He institutes
TUthe tale that righteousness should be regarded and evil
A

punished, whether in this birth or in others. He is 
also characterised by grace. He loves all beings alike, 
whether good, bad or indifferent, but more especially 
His devotees, whom He wishes to possess completely.
Nothing therefore delights Him so much as their whole
hearted devotion. He is pleased with those who with 
mind centred on Him seek to gain Him by strenuous 
discipline, unselfish work, knowledge or simple devotion. 
He gives of His graee to even the most undeserving, so 
that they may come to Him quickly, and freeing them from 
sin, He finally takes them to Himself, to eternal peace, 
bliss and perfection, never again to return to the weary 
cycle of births and deaths.
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Ammmk m m m m

Vaisnaviam, the religion of Ramanuja, appoara to ha to
ted a long history going book to Tory remote times. Its 
origin and early history are not knoan with any great degree 
of oertainty. For our purpose it must suffiee barely to note
aortain main stages in its histerieal development.

Vaisijavism, as its name suggests, is a religion eenter
ing round the worship of Visnu. The deity of this oult tears also

whloh Ramanuja inherited. We shall briefly lay d o m  what roam 
to ua to have teen its probable development, although From the 
eridsnae so far available, it must be admitted that no oer
tainty can be olalmsd for our eenolualena.

As a sectarian movement, it would seem that the oult 
must be traood to Vasudeva Kisna, a Ksatrlye warrior who fought 
at Kuruksetra. Os belonged to the Vianl or Satvata olan.9 • * 9

1 Under this general heading we propose to d«al with works 
whloh we enumerate on p j p o m  below.

the sectarian names, Visudeva-Kisna, Narayana and Kisna Oepala.
0 9 9 *  0 9 0

These names lndloate the four main streams whloh mingled into 
ana through a period of several oanturles to form the religion
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His father’s nszas was Vasudeva, his mother’s Devaki.
He had an alder brother Balarana ar Samkarjana. Ha lived at
a time when, as in the period of the Brihmanas, religion became
lost in meaningless ritual. His religious instructor, however,

1
sought to preserve the theism of an older day. Ohora Angirasa 
was the teacher’s name. He was a worshipper of a deity mani
fested in the form of the Hun, and presumably identical with

*
Visnu in his post-Vedio character, and instructed Kfsna

» • • +  0

a) that one’s whole life must be regarded as a continual 
sacrifice, b) that virtues such as austerity, almsgiving, 
uprightness, harmlessnens, and truthfulness, are as effective 
as one’s gifts to the priests, c) that at the hour of death 
one should turn one’s thoughts to the Imperishable, the Un
failing and the very Essence of Life, and d) that the highest
goal is to attain Sury* (the S\in), the Clod of gods (Ohand.lII
(l?) d)* Whet is noteworthy in this teaching is the heretic 
belittling of Brahminio ritualism and the implied throwing of 
the way to God to all, the emphasis on the practice of oertaln 
virtues, and on the directing of one's mind to the Deity. It 
is easy to see how this doctrine of oatholooity, of living 
one's life as an offering to God, of the practice of virtue, 
and of having one’s devotion fixed on the Deity, Is to be heard 
now loudly, now dimly in the chequered history of Vaisnaviam. 
How much of this teaching Kisna accepted, or how much he added

V  As is evidenoed by his closing his discourse with verses 
from the Rg«: Veda.
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to It, wo cannot say* But It seems to be fairly well preserved
in the Bhagavadglta, which a) teaohes that everything is to
be done as a saorifioe to the Deity (ix 27), b) mentions the 

1
virtues taught by Ghora, along with others (xvi 1-5), o) em
phasises the importance of last thoughts (viii 5,10), and gen
erally, as we have seen, teaohes that one's mind should be fixed 
on the Deity, and d) also associates its doctrine with the Sun- 
god, here called Vivosvan (iv 1 f). donsequantly, we may believe 
that doctrines similar to what he learnt from Ohora, were what 
Kfsna also taught* His teaching was singularly successful, for 
he became the centre of a theistio movement, which in the course
of time began to worship him along with his friend Arjuna.

2
Reference to this fsot is found in Panini's (400 B.C.) grammar
tV. 3 .98. His being coupled with Arjuna would seem to indicate
that Kisna was at this time revered only as a demi-god. We
have definite ©vidence, however, of his having attained the

5
rank of Supreme God in th© Besmagar inscription (180 B.C. ) whloh
records the erection of a Oeruda column to Vasudava, the God of

*

gods (devadeva). This inscription is also significant for the 
fact thAt Garuda, a bird sacred to Visnu, is here associated 
with Vasudeva, and the inscription adds that ‘three immortal 
steps • • when practised lead to heaven.., self-control,

1. Of these, it must be noted, ono is ’hamlesBness'', 
a characteristically Vaisnava virtue.

2* EWHopkins - Great Epic of India*p. 591. A.A.Vacdone1A, Hist.
of Sanskrit Literature, p. 17.

3, Epigraphia Indies Vol. x? inscription No. 669.
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charity and diligence," - whloh seems very much like an effort 
to moralise the three strides associated with Visnu, even as

• t w

Ohora moralised every state of a man's life. At any rate, 
this Inscription dearly shows that by about 200 B.G.,Vasudeva- 
Klsna was fully identified with Vi$nu. This brings us to the
seoend current which flowed Into the making of Vaisnaviam, Of

•  •

It we must new seek to give a brief aoeount,
Visnu is a Vedic god, and therefore much more ancient

than Vasudeva-Kisna. Although in the Rg^Veda the powerful
personality of Indra seems to put Visnu rather in the shade,

2he gradually rises to importance, till In the Brahoanas he Is 
spoken of as the highest god. Once having attained supremaoy, 
Visnu would in the course of time be thought by the worshippers 
of Vesudeva-Kisna to be th® same as their "Gtod of gods", es
pecially because of some winsome qualities In Visnu1s character. 
He is, for example, in the Rg^Vedc, predominantly the friend 
and helper of Indra, This quality of helpfulness undoubtedly 
Impressed the early worshipper, who began, it would seem, to 
think of Visnu not only as a helper of Indra, but also as a 
helper of mankind. He is accordingly said to have thrice 
traversed the earthly spaces for man in distress (R, V. VI,
49, 13), and in order to bestow it on man for a dwelling 
(R.V. VII 100, 4; VI 69, 5 h 6 ), He is spoken of as a

1. Dr. Barnett's translation) Hindu Gods and Heroes, p. 88
2. cf Ait. hr. I, lj 6at.8r.XIV. 1,1.
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protector of embryos (R.V. vil, 36.9). In the Brahmanss, ho
is sold to have assumod tho fora of • Dwarf in order to gain
dominion over tho oarth for tho gods (&.B. I, 2. 6), and In tho
Mahsbhirata numerous stories aro told of Vlfnu'a aots of graoo
and helpfulness, his assuming various lnoamatlons In order to

1
aid gods and man In distress. It Is not surprising that this

fro printed
god of helpfulness, was gradually ̂ Identified by tho followers
of Vasudova Kisna, vtao aooordlng to tho Bhagavadglta also taught
a Ood of grsoo, who repeatedly Inoamatos Himself,

Further, Visnu was, if not earlier, certainly In tho8
period of tho Brahmanas, regarded by some as tho Spirit of tho 
Sun, end ho hss that ohsrootorlstlo in tho Bhagavadglta (op.x 
81, 81 30). When Visnu was regarded as tho Stan, It would bo 
natural for tho spiritual descendants of (Haora An^glrssa, a 
priest of tho Sun, to worship him as their god. Indeed, It 
Is possible that Otoora was himself a worshipper of Visnu as tho
Sun, and consequently that tho Vasudova-Kisna suit was a sect
which grow up within Visnu-worehip, and iden It deified Its
loader Vasudova Kisna Identified him with tho god Whom ho had• • * w

preaohed.
In the period of tho Brahmanas, Visnu was very definitely 

Identified with tho Saorlflce (8st.Br.xlv 1, 1, Iff, also I, 8,

1 e.g. Mh. Sh. Ill, 108, 8736 ff.
8 of. tho story about Aditya (sun) being Vlqnu's head,Sat.Br.

xlv. 1, 1, 10. Kisna Is mentioned along with tho Adltyaa 
In A.V. xl, 6, 8 but never In tho Rgveda. See Bohtllngk 
Roth's Lexicon under Aditya.
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1 ____5/ff). In the Bhagavadgita, Krsna indentifies himself

with the Principle of Sacrifice (adhiyajua)^ VIII ^
thus again showing the close affinity Between the Visnu-
cult and the Vaaudeva-cult. If they were two, it i3 not
surprising therefore that Before long they Became one*

TdIn the Anugita, which claims to repeat the message de
livered By Krsna to Arjuna in the Bhagavadgita, and is 
hence later than the Bhagavadgita, the identification, 
wnich we noted aa first mentioned in the Bhagavadgita, 
of Vasudeva with Visnu is complete, for the name mostjDften 
used in the Anugita for the Deity is Visnu.

The third clement which contributed to the do
ve lopment of Vaisnaviam was, it would appear, the 
of Narayana. Narayana with Bara io mentioned in some

-/ J (2)passages of the MShaBharetta as an ascetic saint, and(») .tradition alleges that a certain sage, Narayana, composed 
the famous Purusa Sukta of Ng,, Veda X 90. Furuea Narayana 
is said in Satapatha Brafcmane XII Z• 4. to have sacrificed 
himself and Become the whole world. Here it would seem

 _  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(lj cp. Afcvamedha Parva XVI vs. which are an intro
duction to the Anugita.
(2) cp. Mah. Bh. I. 230. 1$; III 12, 45 j 47f 10; V. 48, 
15. etc.

• ' *• > •; 'Jf(3) Bhandarkar - Vaisnanism, Saivism etc. p. 31.
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that the followers of the sage Narayana had begun to 
defj him and to identify him with the Universal Purusa, 
from whose body lie had taught that the universe sprang.

U )Narayana thuo became the Universal Spirit, and when the 
old stories of his great attachment to Nara were remembered 
and narrated, the parallelism of the friendship of Krsna 
for Arjuna was striking, and it is repeatedly declared in 
the Mahabharata that the Universal Spirit Narayana is the 
Bame as the Supreme Being Vasudeva Xrana, and his comrade 
Nara is the 9ame as Arjuna.

Once this identification of Vasudeva with Narayana 
was made, ideas peculiar to the Narayama oult would ‘ 
influence the further development of the Vasudeva sect.
And this it what we find. Puruea Narayana is said in 
Satapetha Brahmana XIII 61. to have planned a Pancaratra
Sattra or continued sacrifice for five days, and it is

(3)quite possible, as Dr. Schrader suggests, that the central 
dogma of one section of the Vaeudeva cult, that God mani
fests Himself in a five-fold form, viz, in His Para (supreme)

(1) Cp. also Tait. Ar. X. XX.
(2) op. e.g. VI 23, 818; VI. 66. 3004j 68;, 3053, etc.etc.
(3) Introduction to the Prncaratra etc., p. 25.
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Vyuha (emanation), Vibhava (incarnation), antaryamin 
(inner self) and Area (idol) forms, arose out of an 
effort to interpret philosophically the Pancaratra 
Sattra of Narayana; and that when this doctrine had 
been established, those who upheld it came to be known 
as the Pancaratriup* It shows how the identification 
of Vasudeva with Narayana was the means of producing 
quite a distinctive tneoiogy within one section of the 
community.

Regarding the date when Vasudeva was identified 
with Narayana and Visnu, if we may judge from the passage 
in T&lt. Ar. X 1*6, in which hymns arc addressed to Visnlv 
Narayana and Vasudeva as t^ree phases of one God, it 
would seem that such identification was being made about 
the third century B.C., which is regarded as the probable 
date of the passage.

While ideas connected with Visnu, Vasudeva and
• s •  V

Narayana thus mingle together to form the religion of 
the Vaisnava* up to about the open:1" of the Christian era,

element is observable, which speaks of Krsna as a cowherd, 
and dwells with great devotion on his birth, childhood,

(1) Berriedale Keith, J.R.A.S. 1915, p. 840. also Garbe- 
Indian ttnd das Christentum pp. 213, 265 . '

soon after the beginning of our era an entirely new

(2) Bhandar Bar -Vaisn*bism-£aivism, etc. pp. 35-38.
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youth, amorous dalliances and feats of strength. It is
(3)possible that, as Bhandarkar thinks, as Vaisnaviam spread, 

it came into contact with a pastoral tribe, the Abhiras, 
who worshipped a cow-hard deity, whom now they identified 
with Vasudeva-Krsna. Stories connected with this deity 
accordingly flowed in and played a great part in the future 
development of Vaisnavism. expressing itself in Puranic

I D  *literature, and in an intensely emotional religion which
dwells on incidents connected with the life of the cowhard,
Krsna Gopala, and is at times led into eroticism by dwelling
on his sport with the he rdŝ ~ women.

Having thus traced briefly the main elements which
during the centuries contributed teethe distinctive

features of the religion which Raminuja inherited, we may
proceed to examine some typical Vaisnava literature prior
to Ramanuja in order to eltoit from it some characteristic
views which it developed regarding the Deity. We shall

_ _  - - -(2 ) confine ourselves to the Harayaniya and the Anugita_________
(1) Such e.g. as the religion of the Alvars, of whoa we shall 
give an account later, and who were not characterised by the 
eroticism of tbme of the later sects.
(2) Harayaniya and Anugita probably belong to a period 
between 200 B.C. and 200 A.D., according to Farquhar (O.R.L.I. 
p. 45). The older 3aibitas, according to^Schrader must have 
been earlier than the 8th oent. A.D. [ I n t .  to Pancaratra p.19); 
Farquhar assigns them to 600-800 A.D. {D.R.L.I. p. 182). The 
Visnu Pur ana is datedby Farquhar as not later than 400 AJ)., 
and the Bh&gavata Purana as not later than 900 A.D. (D.R.L.I.
P« 143 and p* 232). [[o.R.Li. - Ootli*n«. ©f the Religious Lit«*v<xtv;v«. of IwdictJ



sections of the Mahabharata, the early Pancaratra Samhitas, 
and the Visnu and Bhagavata Puranas. Their theology is 
developed in the light of the prevalent philosophies of the 
day, and these are, in the main, the advaitism of some 
Upanisads and the Samkhya-Toga. Our aim will be to focus 
on ideas distinctive of this literature rather than to give 
an exhaustive account which would not only involve repeating 
ideas already mentioned in connection with the Upanisads and 
the Bhagavadgita, but would clearly also carry us too far 
afield.

1• The nature of the Deity.
The qualities which are predicated of the Divine 

Being in these writings are essentially the same as those 
mentioned in the Bhagavadgita; this is only to be expected,

Whofor these writings are the work of men^belonged to the same 
religious cult as the author of the Oita, and like him were 
seeking to express their view of the Deity in the language 
of the than prevailing philosophical schools.

Like the Oita, they regard the Supreme Being as having 
a transcendent nature which must be declared to be incom
prehensible and past human understanding. The Narayaniya says 
of Him that He is one "whom motions are infinite, whose 
bodies are infinite, who is without end and without beginning,
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and without middle, whose middle is unmanifest, whose
end is unmanifest, • • who is beyond the ken of’logic
or argument, who is unknowable^" (339.4 He he 
described at times in terms whloh reeall the language of 
the Upanisads: "lie that eannot be seen with the eye, 
touched with the sense of touch, smelt with the sense

(340.21). Similarly the Anugita declares that "He is 
without symbols and qualities" (34.5), and that it is 
only those who laok proper understanding who "regard 
that entity, through their own ignorance, as invested 
with the pa properties of knowledge and others" (34.6). 
The Samhitas, likewise, recognise the transcendent aspeot 
of the Deity, but just because it is transcendent and 
unknowable, they quite consistently make little effort

fully, as we shall see with the Supreme Being as He stands 
in relation to the universe - His transcendent nature
remaining always in the background. The Visnu and

(1) quotations from the Narayapiya are taken throughout 
from P.O. Hay18 translation of the Mahabharata Vol. 12 
Santi Parva.
(2) quotations from the Anugita are also taken from the 
same authorYe translation, Vol. 14 Aivamedha Parva.
(3) Introduction to the Panoaratra, p. 31.

of soent, and that is beyond the ken of the sense of taste"

to describe it, but deal only, and, in general, very

(3)
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Bhagavata Puranaa also ara not lacking in passages whloh 
describe the Deity aa beyond human thought.

While recognising thus the traneoendant and 
unknowable aepeot of the Deity, emphasised so mueh by 
philosophers , their own distinctive view seems to be 
that the Deity may be known by hie devotees. Thus most 
of the passages above cited occur in contexts which 
reveal a great deal of knowledge of the nature of the 
Deity - this fuller knowlodge being regarded In these 
writings as directly bequeathed to the devotee by the 
Supreme Being Himself. It is true that He m*y not be 
known by the natural processes of sense and understanding 
as the passages above cited deolare; but what is hidden 
from the cold,reasonings of philosophers is revealed, it 
would appear, to devout worshippers. This truth that the 
Deity reveals Himself to those who are devoted to Him is 
taught by means of many illustrative instances In the 
Narayaniya. The Deity "Incapable of being seen by anyone 
else .. showed Himself to His worshipper", king Uparlchara

■ ■ .        i ,

(1) Vit?nu Puraija 1.2; I p. p. 40* I 14, pp. 71 & 72*
I 20. p. lOlt Bhag. Pur. IV. 9,p. 44; ii p. 54* IV 24, 
pp. 108, 111 eto.# Quotations will be taken from M.N.
PUTTfs Translation of these two Puranas in the Wealth of 
India. Volumes I, II & III, and the pages cited mjuui refer 
to pages in this work.



(557*12); taut He was invisible to the priest Brhaepati; 
who performed the great Asvamedha Sacrifice* On the 
priest becoming indignant at this9 he was told that *He 
(God) is incapable of being seen either by ourselves or 
by thee? 0 Brhaepati’I Only he can see Him to whom 
He become8 gracious* (557. 19). Rkata, I vita and Trita 
practised austerities for four thousand years: but were
sent away without a vision of the Deity, with the message;
"That Great Deity is incapable of ever being seen by one

' \-> ' ' - *'9 4
that is destitute of devotion* (He) can be seen only by those 
persons that **suooced in devoting themselves wholly and solely 
to Him" (357• 52 and 53). The Deity, then, though transcendent, 
is not past human grasp*

These w riters, however, arc co eager to identiQr 
their Deity with the 3upreme One of the philosophers, 
that the Deity when He reveals Himself is made to say,
"I am known as Purusa* Without acts, I am the twenty- 

fifth* Transcending attributes, I am entire and indivisible.
I an above all pairs of attributes and freed from all 
attachments’', eto (540 42 f f *). They are eager to 
identify Him with everything which symbolises greatness

(l) This is a reference to the harayaplya ^hich forme 
sections 336ft of the §anti Parva of the Mahdbharata. In 
what follows, referonocb to the llarayaplya, will not be 
indicated by name, but may be recognised by the fact that 
the number of its sections always falls between 336 and 360.
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and perfection; for example, with the Lords* of creation,
with the four-headed Brahman, with the Sun, with the
Emperor or the king, with Indra and Varuna, with the 
eaerifioee and Vedlo studies, with the 3inlkhya-Yoga, 
with the syllable Om, with Yogio perfections and such 
like (339) * But merely to regard the Deity as thus 
identical with what is high and significant does not throw 
light on the Individual perfections which constitute His 
nature* It is these that we shall now seek to discover.

Besides what we might call 91 natural" perfections
such as infinitude, eternity, unchangeability, omnipotence, art 
omnipresence, which the Deity may bo expected to hare as 
the 8upreae Being of the philosophers, He has also, it would 
seem, "spiritual* perfections which may be classified as 
knowledge, beauty and goodness*

That Brahman is Thought or the principle of Intelligence 
was, as we saw, one of the main doctrines of Upanlsadlo 
philosophy* That Is always retained. He is spoken of as

. V

•only mind* as "Lord of Speech^ as "the embodiment of correct
ness of judgement or reasoning* as identifiable with the 
wisdom of the Samkhya-Yoga (339* 4);as "The Preceptor 
of the universe*(340 43)^ the highest Intelligence" (Anugita)
Til Up also Anugita 5477*l0;Yisnii ?uretr)o !• 8 p p V 3 5  X  36; ^ 
9, p. 42;Bhagavata Pur an a 11 5* p* 17. XI* 16* pp. 62 & 63 .
(2) Cp* also Bhagavata Pur ana VIII 7* P* 26.
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52.12). In the Samhitas, Juana or wisdom is spoken of as not 
merely an attribute of the Supreme Being, but as constituting 
His very essence, and the Harayaniya, declares that when 
all thingB have perished, knowledge remains as the sole 
companion of the Deity (340.69) •

The beauty of the Deity is lndiscrlbable and can 
be suggested only by means of Inadequate analogies. "He 
resembled in some respects the feathers of a parrot, and in 
some a mass of pure crystal. He resembled in some respects a 
hill of antimony and in some a mass of pure gold. His com
plexion somewhat resembled the coral when first formed. In 
some respeots it resembled the hue of the blue lapis laxullk 
and in some that of sapphire. In some respeots it resembled 
the hue of the peacock1s neck, and in some that of a string 
of pearls. He had a thousand eyes and was possessed of great 
beauty" (340. 3-6) The Anugita declares^MThe stainless lunar 
light is thy smile. 0 thou of eyes like the (petals of the) 
lotus" (52.11 & 14);and adds that the beauty of creatures is 
really the beauty of the Deity Himself (52.13). The Puranas 
abound in passages which desoribe the incomparable beauty 
of the Lord.

The ethioal perfection of the Deity is proclaimed in $o

less mistakable terms. If earthly morality, consists in
(1) Introduction to the Paicar&tra j - Schrider p. 33; op. also 

Viepu Purana I. p. 101.
(2) Cp VIsnU P. VI. p. 457. Bha^avata P. Ill 8 pp. 38 Sc 39:

15 pp. 78 Sc 79; III 28 ]jp. 134.-136 etc.
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performance of vows and ceremonies and in Yogic restraint, the 
Deity is perfect in these, for He "has completed all the tows

Mand ceremonies mentioned in the Vedas (332*4). He praotioes 
the * severe and flawless vow of Brahmitacarya (Bhagavata 
Purana I* 3, p* 7) . He is "the embodiment of one who has

l» Mnot fallen away from Yoga (339*4).Dharma ie His eldest born 
offspring'(Anugita 54*11). He establishes laws, and in order 
to set the standard for men, conforms to them Himself.‘The 
ordinances I set are followed by all the worlds* Those ordin
ances should always be adored, and it is therefore, that I 
adore them" (342*25). The Anugita declares^ "Purusa is depended; 
on goodness. **. the wi3e believe in the identity of Purusa

(i) •and goodness* There is no doubt in this (48* 7 & 9). Even the 
very names of the Deity have a sanctifying and cleansing 
power (342*2^). The Deity Himself declares "I have never 
uttered anything base or anything that is obscene. The divine 
Sarasvatl who is Truth's self, and is otherwise called by the

ta
name of R represents my speech and always dwells in my tongue"
(343*73). I have never swerved from the attribute of lattva

!»(goodness) (343*75). *1 always hear words that are pure and 
holy, 0 Dhanamjaya>and never catch anything that is sinful*

/ s •*Hence I am called by the name of Sucisrava^ (343*89). The 
discourse of the Deity being indeed the narrator exclaims.

(1) Cp* also Bhagavata P* IV. 3* p* 12* Visbu P* III* 7* p.189* 
8 pp. 191-3 ̂
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"there la nothing holier on earth or in heaven, and nothing 
higher than Narayana. Having listened to thie discourse, 
we feel that we have been cleansed of all our sins and sane-

U)tified entirely (344.16 and 17).
The perfection of the Deity consists, it would appear, 

not merely in suoh Righteousness whloh expresses itself in 
moral laws and institutions, and is strongly opposed to 
sin, but in Love which shows infinite tenderness and graoe 
to the sinner. The quality of friendly helpfulness was, as 
we saw, the characteristic of Visnu, even in Rg Vedic^terms' 
where he appears as a friend of India, helping him in his 
battles. So also in the Mahabharata as we noted as Kisna he 
appears as the special friend of Arjuna, and as Harajana/ 
the special friend of Kara. This quality of the Deity as a 
friend and companion, helping whom He will becomes ever more 
prominent in the writings of the Vaisnavas, till, as we shall
seem it forms the one theme on which the Alvars love to dwell#

_ _ »vIn the Narayanaja, and in the Puranas the graoe and protecting 
care of the Deity are the theme of many a passage. "Through 
Narayana*s grace" king Vasu ascended to heaven"' to a spot that

t > **as even higher than the region of Brahman himself(337.61.62), 
and by His gracer, the king was rescued when cast from heaven 
by a curse of the Rsis (^39). The Deity is the "grantor

(1) Cp. also Bhagavata P. I. 16, p. 69.7isnaP. III. 7,pp.
1884 189. '
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(1)of every wish* (339*4^). Hie "troops go everywhere for 

protecting Hie worshippers" (339*4) . He is "kind to all 
Hie worshippers" "fond of them", "ever aff eotiormte towards

(a)
them"1 (339,4* 344,53 & 54) . He i»"the greatest friend"

 ̂(4) (5),(339*4) ? and "the one sole Refuge of all men" (342*39).
"He dispels the fears of all persons" (347*17). Prom Him

(6)"springs the mttltx attribute of forgiveness (345*6).
He removes the misery of the humble (Visnu P. X* 9 p. 39). He
is "the abode of wonderful grace" (Visnu P* I, 9 p* 43)*

' (?)He is "running over with mercy" (Bhag.7?VIII* 3, p* 9 ).
The Deity that is disolosed in these writings, if one 

pierces behind the veil of philosophical language 
which is used to describe His nature, is an Infinite and 
transcendent Being who is characterised by knowledge, and 
even more especially, by beauty, goodness and love*

Cp, also Visnu* P. I* 12; p. 61.
Uhag. JP* II* 9f p* 36* Visnu* iJ* I* 22^ p. 107. 
Cp* Hhag* P* III? p. 43.
Bnag• P* X* 2 j p• 5*
Visnu* P* I* 22, p* 111.
Bhag. P. VI, 3, p. 15 .
Visnu. P. I. 20, p* 102*
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2# The relation of the Deity to the World

In the writings with which we are here concerned the
universe, with all the celestial and terrestrial beings^ of
which It consists^ is not regarded as an illusion arising from
ignorance, as the Advaitins hold, but aB a real something which

(1)needs to be explained in relation to the Divine Being, 
Consequently numerous theories are put forward to show how the 
universe came from the Deity* We shall not attempt to d eal
with them all for most of them either adopt the Samphyan(2)cosmology^, to which we have already referred iu connection 
with the Bhagavadglta^and regarding the universe as emanating 
principle by principle as in the 8ambhyaM, from Prakytl, which 
however they regard as contained in the Supreme Being and
controlled by Him; or they adopt fanciful mythological accounts

(3)
of creation* To gain some idea of the cosmology distinc
tive Mri of this cult, we must turn to the Panoaratra|Option
fi) Ho effort is made in these writings either to assert

or refute the doctrine of Maya (illusion), but throughout 
a realistic attitude to the universe is maintained* Regard 
ing the 3 ambit as ̂ Schrader remarks that " lllusionism 
(maya-vada) is altogether absent from them" (Introduction 
to the Ffncaratra p. 93).In the Eh&gavsta Purina the 
Universe is regarded as a manifestation of the illusory 
power of the Supreme Being,but not as itself an illusion* 
The Deity is said sportively to assume the diverse shapes 
of the universe s^vjrtue His illusory power (See IX*5*
10. III. 5* IV.17 , etq). _  •

(2 ) 7o£ Samhhyan accounts, see Harayapijfa 340*24*32. Anugita
18*24-27 f: 35* 19-25,' 40;42*2> 50*3<*-56,- Vienu.P. I* 2. 
Bhag. P. II. By III.5; 26 & 27j XX. 24* '* ;

(3) For mythological accounts, see Harayaniya 341*72-101; 
350*16.-61. Visnu. P. I 4: I. 5-7* Bhagavata. P. 11:10
III* 12. 1 '



of tho V&lsn&vas. Its doctrines are found in g e n  in the theory 
of Vyuhas (emanations) mentioned in the Harayaniya, and oome 
to he/fully elaborated in the Pancara^ra Samhitas.

Xn the Harayaniya (340* 33-41) we are told that the 
Supreme Being exists as Vasudeva, and in ereatlng the universe 
enters into union with earth, wind, space, water, and light, 
the five primal elements, and in combination with these 
appears as jlva (embodied soul) and is oalled Sesa or 
Sairicarsana* By Samkarsana's spontaneous act, there evolves 
from him Pradyumna, who is the Kind of all creatures and 
into whom all creatures merge at a dissolution, Trom him again 
arises Aniruddha, who is consciousness. He is the creator who 
creates all things in the universe. Thus the Bupreme Being 
does not Himself create, but goes through a series of emana
tions till Aniruddha the creator appears. Aniruddha creates

U )but the Supreme Being underlies the whole process (340,41),
The doctrine of the Saiohltas is muoh more elaborate

(1 ) It must be noted that the four forms here enumerated, 
Vdbudeva, Samkar9ana fradyumna and Aniruddha,were not always 
recognised in this cult, Tho Harayaplya itself days mo 
(349.57), and this is attested also by inscriptions. Thus 
the Ghosundi inscription (about 150 B.C. Bpigraphla Indica 
XVI p, 25) and the SanAghat inscription (about 100 B.C., 
Arehaeelogloal Survey of Western India pp. 60 f ) mention 
only two forms, Vasudeva And Samkar?apa. This fact suggests, 
that originally only Vasudeva (Kpsna) and Samkarsana (Baladeva 
Krdna's brother) were recognised, and afterwards when, as Dr. 
Schrader suggests, "this original, non-Brahmanic Fanoaratra 
was to be brought into agreement with the Veda and the famous 
saying of the Purusa Sukta (fourth stanza) about the four 
quarters of God, one of whioh only had become the world, two 
more members of the family of Kpspa, namely his son and grand
son were dH^ied, that ii, made aspeots of God", and we thus 
obtain the four vyufcas. Introd. to PAnoaratra, pp. 144 & 145.
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(1) ^  _Here Barayana i n  regarded as dwelling for timeless ages 
In Hie transcendent fora, till the creative aspect of 
Himself, His tiaktl, spoken of figuratively as flic 
consort Laksmi, awakens, as it were by Hie cotrwand, 
and with an infinitely small part pf herself appears 
in har dual aspect of krlya (acting) and hhutl (becoming), 
that is, as formal and material cause. At this stage, 
Harayana passes from His transcendent and undlfferentiated 
fora and oomee to be characterised by six gunas or 
attributes, which are necessary for creation. These 
attributes are juana (knowledge), alsvarya (lordship) 
saktl (Ability), bala (strength), virya (Virility), and 
tejas (splendour). As poeseseed of these attributes and 
as distinct from His Saktir the Supreme Being is called 
Vasudeva. This may be oalled the first tyuha or emanstlon 
from the Supreme Being.

From Vasudeva, characterised thus by six attributes, 
emanates Safnkarsana. Two only of the six attributes are 
manifest at this stage, although the 8upreme Being Himself 
is present with His six attributes in this as in all the 
other stages of evolution. The two attributes which are

(1 ) 1 give a cumary of the very able aocount given by
Dr. Schrader in his"Introduction to the Paribaratra."
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U >manifest in this stag* «re jnarm and bala, and "ncn-pure" 

creation becomes dimly manifest in an embryonic condition.
From Safnk&rs&na comes Pradyumna, where the duality of

sPurusa and Prakrti makes it appearance, i.e. the
Group-Soul called Katastha Purusa, which is the primordial

 /form of all finite souls in the mass, and Maya Sakti or 
Primordial matter. The two attributes that function at 
this stage are aisvarye and virya. The Khtastha Purusa 
begins now to have within itself the sources of the four 
orders of man (i.e. the four castes), and Maya Sakti now 
manifests itself in two forms, the Guna-body (usually 
recognised as Prakrti in Salrikhya philosophy), consisting 
of the three gunas, sattva, rajas and tamas, and the Time- 
body, consisting of Kala (Time) and its subtle cause,
Hiftati (Restriction). These, viz, the Mptastha Purusa and

___the threefold Maya Sakti, are now transferred by Pradyumna 
to the last Vyuha, Aniruddha. The two attributes which 
appertain to Aniruddha are virya and tejas . At this stfege 
the j&itastha Purusa enters into the material elements, 
one by one, as they emerge from Aniruddha in suoce&sion;

(1) Ron-pure creation is the creation of the universe as 
we know it. Pure creation consists of Vasudeva and His 
Sakti, the Vyuhas, the Avataras (incarnations) and 
Vaikuntha (Heaven with all the heavenly beings and objects).
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 / /first Maya Sakti, from Maya Sukti Hiyati, from Niyati

Kala, from Kala Sattva, from Sattva Rajas, and from
Rajas Tamao. In the process of entering into each of
these fattvae (elements), the Manus, of which the
Kutastha Purusa is composed, appropriate successively
the individual faculty which each of these Tattvas is
capable of bestowing. When the Kutastha Purusa has
entered the last of the material principles, viz. Timas,
the three gunas unite to form an undifferentiated mass
called AvyaJcta (unmanifest) or Mulaprakrti; and after

rthat, evolution proceeds much as in Satvikhyan philosophy 
by the mutual relation of Purusa and Prakrti, with this

t „difference, however, that in the Satvkritas the process
is regarded as being influenced by a third principle,

(1)
v i z #  Time, and only one Purusa is recognised at this stage. 
Prom Avyakta proceeds Mahat, and from Mahat AhaftaKara, 
which endows the manus of which the Kutastha Purusa is

0 m

composed with individual!ty (ahaiiiliara), mind (mamas) 
and the ten organa (five of sense, and five of action), 
and corresponding with these the ten elements of the 
material universe. Once these various existences have

(1) In the Vienu and JShagavata Purarjas also, Tine always
occurs aa a third principle besides Puruqa and Prakrti; 
Cp. Vit?: P. 1 2 ;  Bhag 116; 111,5; 2 6 ; 27, XI 24.



come about, they are massed together Into a Cosmic Egg, 
from which Brahman the creator is bcrn, and from him 
descend all things movable and stationary.

There are many divergences in detail in different 
Satiihitas, but the main stages in the evolution oi the 
universe from the'Supreme Being seem to be as described 
above, and serve to indicate how complicated the doctrine

~ U )  _ ^ _of the four Vyuhae , mentioned in the Earayaniye, became in 
this section of the Vaisnava community.

Full of suggestion and interest as are the details 
in this theory of the evolution of the universe from the 
Supreme Being, we must now pass on to consider what 
significance this and other theories cf creation found 
in the writings with which we are here concerned, have 
for a view regarding the relationship in which the Deity 
stands to the universe.

.All our writings agree, we noticed, in regarding 
creation as an evolution or development from one stage to

(1) As already said, the doctrine of the Vyuhas dees not 
occur in the Bhagavadglta, nor in the Anuglta. In the 
Visnu rurana,t^e names of the four Vyuhas appear only es 
the names of Krsna and members of his family*^cp. Vie. P ,v). 
They occur in the same way also in the BhSgavata Puraija 
Book A. Bub often in thisPurana the Deity is greeted as 
having the lour forme of Vasudeva, SaJnhKarsana, Pradyumna 
and Aniruddha^ but what the Deity is or does under thedo 
forms is not elaborated[ cp. I 5, p.IB; VI 16 p 69j X 40 
p. 182; XI 5 p. 20; ill lij except in one passage^£ IV 
24 p.l08)whora Jfeaudeva i3 equated with the trauscendent, 
SafhKarsana with the subtle, Pradyumna with the undoretanding 
and Aniruddha with mind.
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another, either aeeording to the Saliikhyan enumeration 
of principleb, or according to the Paricaratra doctrine 
of V^uhae. The chief merit of this theory, and hence 
its primary significance, is that according to it 
creation is ”a process which, while bringing the product 
into existence, leaves the source of the product un-

(i)changed." The Deity is thus regarded as being quite 
unaffected by the changes which are necessary to bring 
about the universe. He is the unchanging One, who though 
unchanging is the explanation of all change. Further, 
the many stages which are postulated between God and the 
universe seem to make less difficult the transition from 
God to a universe, which is so different from Him in 
character. In this way, an effort is made to relate 
to the Deity a world which appears far removed from Him 
in nature, and we seem able to understand how ”as the 
light and heat cure stronger or feebler proportionate to 
the distance of the spot, so theux energy of Brahman 
is more or less manifest in beings as they are more or 
less remote from Him" (Visnu Purana I 22 p. 110)-

The same desire to preserve the purity and un
changed nature of the Supreme Being in relation-to the

(1 )XC Chat ter J1 - Kashmir S i m s m  , P« 59.
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changing universe gives rise to the view in the Samhitas 
that it is not the Supteme Being who is responsible for 
creation, sustenance and absorption^ of the universe, but 
His Sakti, Sakti thus, in the Safnfcltas, practically 
usurps the place of the Deity in relation to the universe, 
being in one aspect of Herself, as we saw, both the 
material (Bhuti) as well as the instrumental ( Wriya ) 
cause of the universe. But she is prevented from becoming 
the Deity by the fact that she is always regarded as sub*

(i)ordinate to the Supreme Being, What exaotly her relation
to the Transcendent One is, is not very clear, for although
she is personified as Sri or Laksmi, the wife of Visnu,
she seems to be understood only as an aspect of the
Supreme One, and not as a distinct person, for she is

a
said to be related to the Deity as/quallty (dharma) is to 
its subjeot (dharmln) or as sunshine is to sun, that is, 
as attribute to substance^ (cp, Ahirbudhnya Saibhlta IV 
and Laksml Tantra II 2 ff,). And yet, in order to preserve 
the transcendent character of Visnu, Laksml is also regarded 
as a principle eternally distinct from the Deity, As 
Dr, Schrader remarks, "in spite of frequent assurances 
as to the real identity of Lakomi and Visnu. the two are
(1 ) cp. Introduction to the Panoaratra pp. 29 & 30 - 
Schrader,
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actually regarded as distinct: even in Pralaya they do
not completely coalesce but become only * as it were9 
a single principle (Ahir. Sam, XV. 76), the Laksmi 
eventually emerging from the Great light being the old 
LaksmT, not a new one". "Still", he concludes, "the dualism 
is, strictly speaking, a makeshift for preserving the
transcendent character of Visnu: Laksmi alone acts,

0 0 m

but everything she does is the mere expression of the 
Lordfs wishes" (Introd. to the Pancaratra. p. 30).
Thus it would seem that the Supreme Being is related to 
the universe through one aspect of Himself,viz. His £akti, 
which, however, is so eternally distinct from His own 
Supreme nature that, though engaged in oreating, sustaining 
and absorbing the universe, it leaves His essential nature

(i)unchanged•
A similar desire to preserve the Divine transcendence 

and perfection which seem incompatible with His being an 
aotive agent in relation to the universe, gives rise to the 
mythological account, in the Harayanlya and in the Puranas,

(1) In the Visnu Purana, Sri is Invoked as "the Xother of 
all beings" and as "the bestower of the fruit of emancipation" 
(of# X. 9, p ,46) which seem to suggest the Saa^ilta doctrine 
of “Sri as the. creative principle, and also the later Vaisnava 
doctrine of Sri as an Intermediary in the matter of salvation. 
But generally both J,n this Purarja as well as in the 
Bh£gavata Purana, Sri is not a philosophical principle, but 
only the consort of Vlspti. See Vis. P.X. 8 & 9, £hag. P,XI.
2 , p. 6; 9, p. 37; VIII. 8.



that the Deity Himself does not do this work, but
commissions Brahman, who spontaneously rises out of

(l) . ■' . ' ■Him, to create and superintend the^univefsev To
preserve the supremacy of the Deity,; Brahman is regarded
as obtaining from the Bivine Being the, intelligence

(2 )necessary,for his task, as well as his great commission 
which is dramatically expressed in the Harayani^a thus * 
"Do thou, 0 Brahman, duly think of the courses of acts 
which creatures are to follow. Thou art the great 
ord&inar of. all created beings* Thou art the master and 
lord of the universe* Placing this burden on thee, I, 
shall be free from anxiety" {Haray*s 341-89: Bhag.R 8 pp.
44-6). And we are told that "Having unveiled to the 
creator of the cosmos, the objects that had to be evolved 
that Prime Person, furnished with a lotus-naval varnished 
in His native form" (Bhag, p. 8, p* 46), and adopted the 
course of actionless JJivrtfei (Haray* 340* 64 & 5), or* 
YOgic sleep (348f45 & 6).,.

(1) Mythologically Brahman Is aaid to arise from a 
lotus which springs out of the naval of Visnu as He repo 
•on a serpent on the primeval waters. Bhag.'p. III. 8 
pp. 36 & 37; it̂ alpo, Visnu P; .1,8 pj 11.’ - '
(2), op. Harayaniya, 350.16-27; Bhag. p. Ill ,8 . pp 36 & 7 also II D, & 6. '
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However, this way of overcoming the difficulty, 
though seemingly satisfactory, is really no solution to 
the problem at all, for it is asserted that Brahman, who 
creates and superintends the universe, is after all none 
other than the Supreme Being Himself. "The came transcendent 
Lord, assuming the three qualities of matter - purity, 
energy and dulness - wears for the purposes of creation, 
preservation and destruction, the different designations 
of Hari, Virinoi (Brahman) and Hara " (Bhag.P. I 2, p.6 ), 
and Brahman, speaking to an enquirer, declares, "Myself 
thyself «»• and all other creatures ••• are the manifestations 
of that Purusa *♦ As the sun illumines its own orbit as 
well as the outer world, so the universal form of the Great 
God manifests itself and exhibits all inner and outer 
objects" (Bhag. P. II 6, p. 21).

All these theories of evolution, of Vyukas, of 
JSaktl, and of the creator-Brahman, are, it would seem, 
attempts made by these thinkers to relate the Supreme Being 
to the universe* In so far as the mediating principles were 
regarded as distinct from the Supreme Being, they served 
to bridge the gulf between God and the world; but when it 
was realised that they could not be regarded as really 
distinct for then the problem arise of explaining the re
lation of the Deity to them, they were immediately declared
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to be none other than the Deity Himself in one or other 
of His aspects* Their double nature was accordingly their 
chief merit* The elaboration of such principles shows how 
realistically the universe was conoelved by thesm thinkers, 
and how they sought to relate it to the Deity, without 
thereby detracting from the transcendence and perfection 
of the Supreme Being*

3* The Relation of the Deity to the finite self*

Although these writings adopt, as we have seen,
a realistic attitude towards the universe, they seem to
be influenced a great deal by Advaitism in their view
regarding the relation of the Deity to the finite self.
At times they seem to teach that the Deity has Himself
entered into numerous bodies, and exists in them as the
finite self, there being no finite self in the body beyond
Him. Thus completely identifying the individual self
with the Supreme, the Anuglta describes death as a case
of Brahman leaving the body: "Deserted by Brahman the

(1)person is said to be dead" (17*24). The Ssfrfahltis. although
(1) aote also the manner in which the soul is regarded as 
attaining release, viz* by suppressing all its qualities 
till it passes into the Brahman-state of being free from 
attributes (Anugita 19*11-14. 19-426; 42. 48-50; 51.25-35).
It would appear that the individual self is Brahman suffering 
births and deaths because of attachment to the body*. and when 
this attachment is out off, the individual becomes the In
finite Brahman that he always was (31*8-14)."Merging them
selves in their souls (men! succeed in attaining to Brahman" 
(27.22).The released one declares as though he were himself 
Brahman, "By me is pervaded everything that exists in this
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much lass adyaitic in tendency than the Anuglta. are.
(1)as Dr* Sclirader points out, not altogether free from 

advaitlc passages. The Latsmi Tantra declares that
(3)"the atman of the Para and the Ksttrajna are one" (I* VI 15). 

"As the ak£a£a in a pot^noves when the pot is moved, truly 
there is no difference between the Para and the Jiva*
(I* VI 20)^ Even the Puramas at times speak in a similar 
qianner* Thus Prahiada, persecuted for being a worshipper 
of Visnu, triumphantly exclaims, "Salutation again and 
again unto Visnu, in whom all things exist ... Salutation 
to Him who also am X ••• V am all things and all things 
are from me who am eternal. I am undeoaylng, eternal, 
the Asylum of the Supreme Spirit. Brahma is my appelation,

Footnote continued from previous page.
universe" (33*2), and he instructs his enquirer,"WITH thy 
heart intent upon the Real entity, it ia my soul into which 
thou wilt come" (33*6). In a similar vein it is asserted 
that "He that knows him (viz. the released person]) knows
the Veda" 151. 27).____________________________________
(1) Intro*.to the Pancaratra* p* 49. footnote 3;
cp. also pp. 91 & 123; chapter 31 of Ahibudhnya Sanhlta*
(2 ) Quoted in P.T. Srinivasa Ai vaiicrft Rs Outlines of 
Indian Philosophy pp. !€$*>& 5.

Vb-V*
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(1)that Is at the beginning and end of all things."

While these thinkers tend thus at times to blur 
all distlnotlon between the Deity and the individual 
they seem on the whole, as will be evident from that 
follows, to distinguish between the Supreme and the 
individual self, and to indicate how the two are related 
to each other. We shall seek to describe the relation 
in which in these writings the Deity is conceived to 
stand to the finite self in the three forms of its 
existence, that is, prior to safnsara, in embodied form, 
and in Release.

The Harayaniya and the Anugita say nothing about 
the existence of souls prior to satasara. The Samhitas, 
on the other hand, incline to the view that souls exist 
eternally, and therefore prior to creation, in a subtle 
form within the Deity in one of His aspects. According to 
them, souls and the objects of the universe form an 
eternal part of Shut! Sakti, which is one aBpect of 
Laksmi, and Bhutl Sakti is said, by way of contrast with 
Kriya Sakti which is ’•undivided'1 (niskala), to be divided 
in many ways (nanabhedavatjt) which would seem to indicate

(1) Visnu Purana I, p* 100,cp. also VI 7 p. 458; 
Bhag. P IV. 22, p. 97; XI 3 p.9
(2) Ahirbudhuya Sanhlta, Ch. XIV 9; cp; V 9-11; 
Schrader - Intro, to Paricaratra p. 30,and footnote 5 
on the same page; also p. 114.



that the plurality of the universe is retained in a 
subtle form in it. Consistently with this, Laksmi, to 
whom Bhuti £akti belongs, declares that prior to creation, 
she exists as inseparably one with the Deity "with all 
the world taken into her lap", and adds, "All jivas 
are established in me; all of them are in me*,
Similarly the Hutastha Purusa, which exists prior to 
gross creation as that from which souls come into 
embodied existence, and that into which karma-bound souls 
pass at the dissolution of the universe, is desxtlbed 
in the Ahirbudhuya Samhlta as "an aggregate of souls , 
similar to a bee-hive, the pure-impure condition of
Bhuti - such is the Purusa piled up by s o u I b blunted by

, - - )2 ) beginningless Germ - impressions (vasana)" VI 33-34.
The Bhagavata and Visnu Pur anas also assert that the
Deity contains all souls within Himself in a subtle
form prior to creation. "When this^universe was under
waters at the time of dissolution, the Deity alone reposed
on His mighty serpent couch; His eyes were closed
though He did not do away with the power of understanding#.

(1) cp. Laksmi Tantra II 12-35,XIII 18-29, quoted in 
P.T. Srinivasa Iyengar, Outlines of Indian Philosophy; 
also Schrader Introd. to Panpratra p# 86.
(2)^t.Schraderfs translation in the Introd. to the 
Panaratra p. 69; cp# also Laksml tantra VII 11-12#
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arc iiamutable, which are .friends, and,-..which should be
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which is unintelligent, 1300051180 conversant with’ that ■ 
which iu above ffeture, thon understanding that Ksetra f 
and' endued’with an intelligence which transcends all- 
qualities -and apprehends everything, (it) becomes 
released from all sine” ’{47 16 & 17).

In the Sat«hitae‘, the difference of the embodied
self from the-Supreme1Being is so clearly perceived that,
as we have seen, the individual in hie,-embodied form is
regarded as derivable from the Supreme Being only.after
a., long series of - emanations, during which he . acquires
step by step the properties of.matter, and thus becomes
further- and further removed from the nature of the
Supreme Self. How‘different from the Deity the individual
thus becomes is seen from, the- three t̂aints** with which he
is now afflicted, with regard to’his form, power and ■'
knowledge: I) atomiulty as compared with the omnipresence -
of the Deity, 2) impotence as compared with'Divine
omnipotence, and 3) ignorance as compared with His perfect .(1) __ v . - '
knowledge* - Besides, the individual is subject to passions 
arising from the Gunas, of which the Deity.* is characteristic-

(1)' Cp* Ahirbudhunya Samhita XIV* Schrader Intro^d. to the
Pancaratra, ^  115# .
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writings V -//// ;Wh41e: the .'Bteghv'adgi1tS */and;f o 1  low ing; it, /the///./;;- / / 
/Abiugifa, ’ilej.ely/4ay;̂ ddwn/ the / do ctrine. .of/ ‘repastted;/ incarnation, "/; 
/the other/ writing^ ; ih/:d e&il all fhe/inbarnationb/ / ;
//gf//the//t}eî  to ’ come,and
' al'Achn^ each/i ncar nat io n /

( X )-/ See-H&^anija^ 351,25-/352-^^//352a4a5-also Visnu 
Z;y / D * I, 19 p * / 100;Btfg*/;••)?.* IV# II A/p* 54 V C-/!'/ ■;■ ■/■>'/
( 2 ) - Abirhudhuya Samhlta ch. 38; Oclpader̂  'In trod . to the '; //C;; ‘ 
///:;///pan car^ #/:aisdd‘Bhag>'--D̂."-Vl-#'':;l:x;p*/b:| ■ 15 .p .67 *
( 3) Ba»ayaniya/:540 .-74-102; v341/ 89/90 ,e’tc.7A h ugita 54 # 12-22;/ / 

for Baihitas Aim SAchrader,Introduction to the Panoaratra 
/ pp. 42-49. Visnuf P. I. 4# PII.2' IK 177 etc . - Bhag>1.3/

•••/•; " - /  e t c #  / / / ; ■ / / . ; - / : ' /  /  / / / / \ C - / ■ ■ ; . / ^ : -  /   ̂ ' , ■ c V ' 7 ' .
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pfogfe,■ t In; the,:Narayatiitfay : the Deity 
- Vi o; said; to absuine the f om  of a boar 'to/ hfitg/ba-c& ;. the Earth 

C^'C froni/'thejwaters'/:"fo'r/̂ ê ,;goo;d'- of .!;all;/'c^^
//-o '/as/ra /mansion;/to delay /Hirahyakasiph/f (jr.- the/be hefit/bf’/the':4' 

duties (76 )V-ap/ Ajditya to /defeat whd ;ap|)rdpriates:v
/ / the/ sovereignty, of//theA/^ (79); \as: ̂ • / ..

/•// '/ /Rama of. the race 0if Bkrjgu to exterminate the JCd£ir iyas V■ ;;;// 
; / . who ;iieeome/; as Rama, ppon/pf /feBaraiha^^

;//'• the/Lord /bf the /Raks/iasas', / that;̂ thorn:A'fv./all: the wbr Ids,11V '//
/• /.. (85 ); / as fr&na.//to'//playv/femsa,/'and the,/inptmierafale Panavas // ■;
-vh-'y/: A;. / i- r i "V.tthe 4/p' ± de  s.: ’’ 0 f / /t i i e si w y '' 'a :.‘/Dv -

...;:C’/ all sUGh:/as ,liavev don /f orM/pf'/injury/or.;. dther to . v "/ ••.

v

Others //(86. &,//7;) *//:;iie ̂ with/Arjuha/wil nsume/h /large.. v//-/
; • ://7:-numper//Qf//iIsat̂  /the worid,?, ' and ; in . :P
;■:/'.:/:; the a e/ y  air i d  ia/s /ways will// lighten, t h e  earth/ // V;

%//;:// '; /' /C/97 <§£// ^;*\'/•'/-'//' //C!?'" A ;/ C _  / .'/''""--'"''f' ■ O'" -V/V /■
'■;/'/:-;';///// "■//■■ '— ft./is-'thJ/be'/hbtiGed:fhow;/tlie/:'iriterMt:is/fixed in / :'r.

yf hip/on .>,the'/;Deitŷ :s;/destte/to-'.dp'/.gpodr/to/thp'be/: whom/C-^
He. loves,* /JfaagAvadg^
;/bmphasfe chieif/Mtive . of Ain/dâ  / • '/'7'/:://
ooaupies the// chief;place.hGreV ;.//'• ;./'.•■■•;/ •" //' //■';V-•.-■//._.,.c/•/;/•/•/'/ /•/;/ ■/;/•///' 
'/■ ';’:;//'/f. $he Pura/nas/Add/t'o;the.=/-iistvp£;• jtnpar.hat’ib.nsj~.g 1 v.e.h/;-■ /..A. 
I p / t h e / t h e / t ^  as''many///:---
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astwenty-two, and adds that the incarnations of the Lord 
are "numberless" (I 3). The Samhitas generally erfnumerate

(i)thirty-nine incarnations.
The Visnu and Bhagavata Puranas distinguish themselves 

in their elaboration of the Krsna-incarnation among the 
cow-hards of Mathura ^Visnu P. V; Bhag. P. X). The tenth book 
of the Bhagavata Purana - the longest and most popular 
section of that work - is devoted $ entirely to the birth, 
life, amours and miraculous deeds of Krsrxa among the herdsmen 
and herdswomen of Mathura.

What, we ■ sey ask, is the significance of this theory 
of incarnation, which plays so great a part in our writings!
The belief 1* non-human forns, such as that of boar, fish, 
tortoise and such-like, which the Deity is said to assume, 
probably indicates the function which the theory of incarnation 
originally performed, viz.that of relating the Deity to 
the primitive worship of an earlier day, or to contemporary 
worship among some classes of the people. By this means, it 
would appear, peace was made between worshippers of different 
gods. He who worshipped the Deity in the form of a Boar was 
a worshipper of Visnu no less than he who worshipped the high 
souled Krsna. All were in the end worshippers of the same

(1) cp. Schrader - Introduction to the Fancaratra. p*42.



Deity, and accordingly there was little need for eutarian
A

animosity. This is indeed the function which the theory 
consistently performs in later Hindu thought, when 
heroes such as Rama and Krsna or philosophers of great 
renown, such as Buddha and Kapila are raised to incarnations 
of Visnu (op Bhagavata Purana I 3), and thus their 
followers are reconciled with the devotees of Visnu.

Besides this, the theory of incarnation, as 
developed in the writings with which we are dealing, 
seems to have had also & more particular significance, 
arising from the peculiar moral and religious fervour 
of the followers of this cult. The only Supreme Being 
that the philosophers knew anything about was the 
Transcendent One, who, though immanent in the universe, 
was still so far removed from it in character that He 
not only was incapable of being described in terms of 
anything kioov/n in experience, but was also incapable 
of being regarded as actively telated to it. It was 
necessary therefore that the Supreme Being should assume 
finite form for the sake of His worshipper, who however^ 
full of devotion, found it hard to worship the Unmanifest. 
Accordingly in the Samhitas, it is declared that the primary
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purpose for the finite manifestations of the Deity is 
that He may become the object of the devotee1* worship

(i)and meditation. For this purpose, He la even said to(2)enter Inanimate objects and become incarnate in idols.
The function which the theory of incarnation performs 
seems accordingly to be, in addition to the general one 
mentioned above, to bring the Supreme One of the philosophers 
into living and loving touch with the moral and religious 
life of His devotees.

The Safiihltas distinguish between primary and 
secondary incarnations, the primary being the Supreme 
Being appearing in a body which is non-material (aprakrta), 
while the secondary are the Deity entering into and
possessing the body of an ordinary finite being in order

(3)to carry out some particular purpose.

(1) Schrader, Introd. to the Bancaratra, p. 49.
(2\ Five forms of the Deity are recognised generally in 
Pancaratra literature 1) Para (or Supreme form), 2) Vyuha 
(emanation), 3) Vibhava (incarnations), 4) Antaryfimin 
(Inner Ruler), and 5) Area Avatara (incarnation in idols). 
See Schrader, Introd. to the Pancaratra, pp. 25 & 49.
(3) See Schrader, Introd. to the Pancaratra. p. 47.
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It i8 generally believed that the incarnate being 
is a portion of, or emanation from, the Supreme Being,
Thus the Vienu Purana declares, "He who is the soul of

• • * '

all,., descends for the preservation of the earth in a 
small portion of His essence to establish righteousness 
below” (V. I, p.519), and speakin^g of tne incarnation of 
the Deity as Krsna and his brother, Samhar^aga, declares, 
"the Supreme Being plucked off two hairs, one white and 
one black, and said to the celestials - ’These my hairs 
shall go down upon earth and shall relieve her of the 
burden of her distress’ (V.l, p. 321), which indicates 
that the incarnate beings are a small portion of the 
Supreme Being. This is generally conceded by the 
Bhagavata Purana also, which, after enumerating the 
twenty two incarnations of the Deity, declares, ’'All 
these are either portions or emanations from the Person", 
although making an exception in the case of the Krsna- 
incarnation, it adds, "but iCrsria is the Lord Himself*
(I 3. p. 9) .

The Samhitas, however, with their elaborate
cosmology and an entirely transcendent Supreme Being,
regard the incarnations as either all springing from
Aniruddha. or some only from Aniruddha and the rest
(1) Vijvaksena Satchita and Laksml Tantra II 55 - See 
Schrader, Int, to the Pancaratraj p, 48.



-  (,)from the other three Vyuhas, But since the vyuhas are 
themselves only manifestations of the Supreme Being, the

-d-tionf of th
incarnations may ultimately also be regarded as manifest^ 

The love of the Deity, according to our sources, 
not only leads Elm to assume finite forms for the sake 
of His worshippers but also actively to concern Himself 
in seeking to free them from sefuoara. This work is, 
in the Saifchitaa , allotted to the Sudar&ana portion of 
Laksmi, the Supreme Being (too transcendent to be engaged 
in such matters . It functions as Grace, lsadi ng the 
3oul in numerous ways to Release. It *awakens" the soul. 
"That person upon whom Narayaru looks with compassion
succeeds in becoming awakened. No one, 0 king, can

7ybecome awakened through his own wishes1* (Narayana, 349
75 & 6)/ (it) causes the soul to discern its goal

(3)(Liberation) and to strive after it". It sometimes 
deprives a man of wealth and friends in order to wean him 
from attachment to the finite (Bhag. Purana X.88, p.398). 
It leads the Deity to reveal Himself, Hid attributes and

(1) PadmaTantra I. 2. 81. ff. See Schrader, Introd. to 
the Paricaratra. p. 48.
(2) Ahirbudhnya ganhita Ch. XIV. Schrader - Introd. to 
the Pantcaratra. pp. 114-6.
(3) Schrader, Introd. to the lancaratraf p. 116.
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His purposes to the devote©, a© already seen, in order 
Mto set a keener edge” on the eagerness of the devotee, 
and to arouse in him "a holy yearning” after the Deity 
(Bhag. Purana I. 6, p. 21). It makes the past karma of 
the individual null and void," for with regard to a soul 
seized by the grace of God, they are as powerless, and
consequently as indifferent, as robbers towards a traveller(2 )
guarded by a strong-retinue". It preserves the faith
of the devotee so that it may never flinch (Bhag. Purana
I• 6| p * 21).

Although the Deity thus works for the salvation
of the individual, the individual has his part to play,
for "Hari never casts a kind eye upon the person subject
to birth (and death), that is endued with such a mixed

ofnature "as that which part4kes (a rajas and tamas 
(2349* 76 & 7)* Salvation, therefore, though "entirely 
dependent on Narayana” (349*70), is conditioned by the 
soul renouncing the evil qualities of rajae and tamas, 
and pursuing the good qualities of eattva, for "emanci
pation is regarded as made up of the attribute of sattva” 
(349.70). "The grace of God is the crown and consummation 
of religious duties piously practised*" (Bhag, Purana

(-arj See- pp. & 4> above v
(2) Ichrader, Introd* to the Pancaratra? p# 116-
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(1) (2)I, 2 p. 5 ♦ Other qualities such as knowledge and

IPYogic practice are also mentioned as required before 
the Deity can grant release, but above all is demanded

(3)the devotion of one’s whole soul to Harayana, for it
has as much merit as the knowledge or yoga advocated
by the Saitikhyas (349, 74). Indeed in one passage -
the Narayaniya cants off all fear3 of opposition from
the recognised schools of philosophy and asserts, "Without
doubt, the religion of devotion seems to be superior (to
that of knowledge) and is very dear to Narayana, The
end that in attained by Brahmanas, who attending to due
observances, study the Vedas with the Upanisads and
by those that adopt the religion of Yatis (ascetics]), is
inferior, I think, to that attained by persons devoted
to Hari with their whole eouls* (349, 4 & 5), ^ith
greater force and certainty, the Bhagavata Purana declares,** • *
"Neither the fact of being a twice-born one, a celestial 
or an anchorite, nor character nor experience, nor charity 
nor religious austerity, nor sacrifice, nor purity, nor

(1) Cp; also Visnu P. Ill 7, p. 189.
(2) Cp. Barayaqiya, 349-72; Visnu P. I. 22, p. 109;

Bhag. P. VII.II. pp. 64 * 5,- VIII 3 , p. 10.
(3 ) <• NaSUr 34».74; visnu P. I. 20, p. 10e:

Bhag. p. VII, 7, pi 38.
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observance of vows, is capable of bringing about the 
satisfaction of Mukunda. Hari is pleased only bji means 
of unalloyed devotion. Shorn of devotion, the other things

l4 >recited are mere mockeries," (VII, 7 p. 38).
While thus the soul has its part to play in 

securing Release, it is aided in all its efforts, as we 
have seen, by the grace of the Deity, Whether in its 
efforts to rescue man from samsara graoe encroaches upon 
the freedom of the soul and becomes irresistible, is not 
considered. Nevertheless the conditions mentioned above, 
which are regarded as necessary for the soul to fulfil, 
would seem to Indicate that grace functions only along with, 
and not in spite of, the individual.

(l)m It is to be noted that the heretic and oathollc element 
in Ohorafs teaching asserts itself even at the time of the 
Shagavata Purana, and this in spite of efforts on the 
followers of this cult, right through its history, to make 
terms with the orthodox.

It must be remarked that Devotion, as inculoated in the 
BhBgavata Purana, tends to become highly emotional and 
eostatlc. It is said that under the influence of devotion, 
a man'8 "heart melts away; be then like a maniac, having 
no control over his self, sometimes laughs aloud, weeps, 
cries, sings, and dances" (XI 2, p. 7). In the Visnu 
Purana, on the other hand, devotion is restrained and con
templative, and consists of calm meditation on the Supreme 
Being. See VI. 7 pp. 452-4, also I. II. p. 54.

The Bhagavata Pirana distinguishes Itself also by teaching 
that the preceptor (guru) is to be regarded as the Deity 
(XI 3, p*10) and worshipped (X 86. p. 387) - a doctrine not 
found in our other sources. It further advocates uttering 
the name of the Deity (III.9» p. 42), singing and hearing His 
praise, and reciting His deeds, as ways of winning His grace 
It ft, p 5; 1.5, pp.16 & 17; III.5, pp. 21 & 22). In all 
these respects, it seems to reflect the religion of the 
Alvars, of whom we shall give an account later.
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Besides anugraha or the work of furthering the soul
on its way to release, the Deity (spoken of in His active

j[l)aspect as Sudarsana) is said in the Ahirbudn^tfa Samhita 
to have also nigraha or the power of obstructing the soul 
"at the beginning0by contracting its form, power and 
knowledge, and making it atomic, impotent and ignorant,
thus^ibringing about the imperfections whioh bind it to
Samsara, Such a view suggests the doctrine of Predestination; 
aocording to which the Deity predetermines souls to salvation 
or condemnation; but it is in conflict with the view 
usually advocated that the evils which the soul suffers

(3)are always due to its own past deeds . All that is 
meant therefore is probably that prior to each creation, 
the Deity determines the soul to adopt the "contracted” 
form which it has merited by past deeds.

If Release is then what the Deity is his love fftr 
embodied souls seeks to bring about, we may next consider 
what relation the Deity bears to the soul, when it lias 
attained Release, Hie teaching on this point is not free

(1) Chapter XIV, See Schrader, Introduction to the Fancar&tra, pp, 114 & 5.
(2) Cp4 Schrader, Introd. to the Pancaratra. p. 88.
(3) Ah ir bud hay a S. ftch. XXXVIII. See Schrader " p. 189.
The Puraqas do not explicitly assert that karma is beginning- 
less, but they assume it to be SO. cp. Bhag. P. VI I. p. 5;
XI.3, p. 9; Vis. P. 1,3, p. 25,
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from ambiguity. In consonance with the advaitlc attitudeaAnea4i 
described - aocording to which the individual soul is 
nothing but Brahman Himself in finite form - it is 
sometimes asserted that Release is the return of Brahman 
into His own true nature. HHe who sees his soul devoid of 
the attributes of the five elements/though enjoying them, 
becomes emancipated. Abandoning with the aid of the 
understanding all purposes relating to body and mind, one 
gradually attains to cessation of separate existence, like 
a fire unified with fuel" (Anugita 19# 11 & 12). Likewise 
it is stated in the Narayaniya that "The cessation of 
separate conscious existence by identification with 
Supreme Brahman is the highest attribute or condition for 
a living agent to attain" (343. 79). To enter into Brahman 
and become merged in dim is more to be desired than all 
other ends, (335. 42 & 3).

And jTet what exactly such entering and merging.
-  -  -  (1)which are often declared in the Narayaniya to be the 

goal of men, involve, it does not seem easy to determine 
conclusively. The elements involved in this process are 
thus described. "The path that is theirs... that are

(1) 337. 27;— 340, 25, 42, 48, 125; lility 341.8;
344.14; 345.19; cp.349. 66, 75; 352.12; 363.16; 365.8.
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stainless*.* is fraught with auspicious ness and felicity. 
Surya (Sun), who is the dispeller of the darkness of all 
the worlds, is said to be the door (through which the 
emancipate must pass). Entering Surya, the bodies of 
such persons become consumed by his fire* They then 
become invisible for after that they cannot be seen by 
anybody at any time. Reduced into invisible atoms, they 
then enter into Narayana (who resides in the centre of 
Surya). Passing out from him also, they enter into the 
form of Aniruddha. Losing all physical attributes al
together and transformed into Mind alonef they then enter 
into Pradyumna* Passing out of Pradyumna, those foremost 
of regenerate persons... then enter into Samkarsana who is 
otherwise called #iva. After this, divested of the three 
primal attributes of sattva, rajas and tamas, those fore
most of regenerate beings quickly enter the Supreme Soul 
otherwise called Ksetrajna, and which Itself transcends 
the three primal attributes* Know that Vasudeva is He 
called Ksetrajna. Verily shouldst thou know that 
Vasudeva is the abode or original refuge of all things 
in the universe11 (345. 13-18). The stages of Aniruddha, 
Pradyumna, and Samkarsana, through which the soul passes 
before it enters Vasudeva, the Supreme Being,are readily
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recognised ae the same as those gone through in the 
evolution of the individual soul and the material universe 
from the Supreme Being, the order being reversed because 
the process now described is the return of the soul to 
the Deity. In this process, we are told that the in
dividual loses gradually all his material qualities till

-ly
finally he is complete/free of anything material and enters 
the Supreme Soul.

Side by side with this, the description of the
U )emancipated beings, found in the White Island suggests 

that, though souls released from Samsara are very similar 
to the Deity in their effulgence, glory and freedom from 
material qualities, they are quite distinct from Him, and 
are engaged in devout worship and adoration of Him. "We 
beheld a number of men of auspicious features. All of 
them were white and looked like the moon, and possessed 
every mark of blessedneBB. Their hands were alwaya/fjoined 
in prayer. They were engaged in silently thinking on 
Brahman." "The effulgenoe that was emitted by each of 
these men resembled the splendours which Surya assumes
when the time comes for the dissolution of the universe"

-ed
(357. 52. 53 & 35)* 'They are divest/of senses. They do
(1) That they are "emancipate" is declared by the Deity 
Himself (340.19).
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not subsist on anykind of food" (337*28). "Worshippers
of that foremost of all beings, they are devoted to Himall
with their whole souls. They mxm enter thatjbternal and
illustrious Deity of a thousand rays" (337.27). The fact
that such "emancipated ones" are said as in this passage

(1)to "enter", or, as in other passages, to be "competent to 
enter", the Supreme Being, shows that although emancipation 
was not regarded as the same as entering into the Deity,
8till it was assumed to lead to such a consummation.

What the relation of the soul to/the Deity is, 
in this ultimate end, is never carefully considered, nor 
perhaps could it be. At times, the oneness which the soul
attains with the Deity is emphasised to such an extent that(2)it is explicitly said to involve "cessation of existence" 
for the soul. At other times this extreme view seems 
somewhat modified. Thus a pictorial representation of a 
soul entering the Deity is given in 363. 11-18, where it 
is said that the soul, "piercing through the firmament, 
entered into Surya*s disc. Mingling then with Surya*s
^  ' b t  - f t .  'V - *  i f  * L* * ’  .* 5 *  v  ■ * i f f  ‘ *v  ’i - venergy, he seemed to be transformed into Surya*s self.
When the two energies thus met together, we were so con- 
founded that we could not any longer distinguish which was
(1) 340.20? 125; 341.8.
(2 ) 341. 8rll; 343.79 .
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which" (363* 16 & 17). The assunption underlying this 
description seems to be that, though the soul becomes 
practically identical with the Deity, making it im
possible for us to distinguish it from the Deity, it is 
not entirely identical with Him. This general Impression 
is confirmed by the earlier part af this section, which 
reads, "The divine Surya is the refuge or home of 
innumerable wonders* Innumerable munis (saints), crowned 
with ascetic success, together with all the deities, 
reside in the rays of Surya like birds perching on the 
branohee of trees^" (363 2 & 3).

The same difficulty i n  understanding how exactly 
the liberated soul was conceived as related to the Deity

(i)is pointed out by Dr. Schrader with regard to the Samhitas. 
He remarks that the relation between the individual and
highest soul is described in several Samhitas in language

(2 )which is "thoroughly advaitic". He believes, however, 
that such passage represents merely a "formal" borrowing 
from advaitic sources, for "the general trend of the 
Pancaratra is clearly non-advaltic. Besides the non- 
advaltic passages which he, cites in evidence, his reason 
for thinking so is that "all Pancaratra Samhitas recognise
(1) Introduction to the Pancaratra, pp. 91-93*
(2 ) p. SI.
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the existence of the Hityas or •ever-ffee* beings 
'VisVaksena etc) and cannot, therefore, admit that a 
previously bound soul should become more inseparably

U )united with the Lord than these are”
It is interesting to note that the Narayaniya, 

which is the spiritual predecessor of the Saiahitas, raises 
this problem An the form that, since the deities and the 
denizens of heaven continue in existence, they seem to 
be ignorant of the way of securing an annihilation of 
conscious existence”, which is here assumed to be the 
highest end (341. 11), for turning away from the religion 
of emancipation, which is absorption into the Deity, they 
have adopted the religion of Pravith, "which leads to 
conscious existence that is measured by time” (341.12).
The problem is said to relate to a "deep mystery” (341.16 )y 
and it is solved by saying that these eternally free 
beings are created by the Deity for certain functions that
they have to perform (e.g. Brahman to create and govern(2)the universe) (341.54 - 76). They therefore continue 
in existence to perform them, while the released soul 
attains the highest end of cessation of conscious existence. 
It seems thus to be definitely admitted that a previously

(1) p. 92.
(2) Cp. also Schrader, Introd. to the Pan^caratra, 
pp. 56 & 57.
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bound soul does attain to a greater union with the Deity 
than the denizens of heaven, who have never suffered 
samsara, so that it does not seem necessarily to follow 
that, since the Samhitas assume the existence of 
eternally free beings, they must also believe in the 
continued separate existence of released souls. And yet 
it is likely that this problem and solution arose from 
the need of reconciling the belief in a heaven inhabited 
by freed souls - which, being more naive, no doubt represents 
an earlier view - with the advaitic tendency of later times. 
But even so, it Beems doubtful, if we may judge from the 
Narayaniya, whether the borrowing from advaitlsm was merely 
formal, for, as we have tried to show, the Harayanlya seems 
consistently to hold that the soul does Attain to a closer 
unity[with the Deity (even perhaps complete absorption 
into Him), than a life in heaven implies. Hor is the idea
of attaining unity with, and becoming lost in, Him so

(1>entirely foreign to theffprvent mystic temperament of the 
followers of thio cult, who regarded complete devotion to 
God as man’s chief duty, as to necessitate the conclusion 
that advaitic passages regarding the ultimate goal of the

(1) As illustrated, for example, in the case of the Alvars. 
See p. |̂ cj below.



released, soul nnst always be regarded as merely cases of 
borrowing* It seems, therefore, that if we ere to do 
justice .to both advaitic and non-advaitio passages, which 
occur so frequently together,' we must, think that these 
philosophers regarded the soul in 'release as'-attaining 
v e ry;;; cl o s qo;un i o n ■■ wit h<: th @ ̂Bb1 ty y t al t hough t ale or ma int&ins '
some form of distinction from Him, 'not capable of being

■h (1 )defined, or conscious^grasped* Thus in the Dadma fantra
it.is asked,- uWhat is-the difference, 0 Highest 'Spirit,■
between Thee and the .liberated, soul1' ? and it is replied,
”I4iey (the liberated) become I;. there' is/no difference
whatever;” but this plain :'uclvaitic teaching is modified
by the ,assertion which is now added, Haa X live (viharaiai)
just jae live the liberated souls", which may mean either '
that the liberated souls continue to live, us Dr, Schrader 

. (2 ) . ‘ , * ;
iaterprets.it, ox that they live only in so far as the
Deity, lives, that is,'only in-His living and not with
any distinct existence of their own. This same ambiguity

‘ '/ ■ * , -■ - ( 3 ) ”  ■ • -characterises -otter, naosagos as well, ■ and indicates that-
(1 ) 1,4* 14-15, quoted in. Intro duct* to tlie Xianouratra by Dr. 
Schrader, p. 91 :

(2) Introd* to the Pan#caratraj p* 91* ' '
(3) Cp. eg., fPadma_T*3ntraL I,VI, 15* f* \vkiQli Dr* Schrader . 
uses (introd* to Pancaratra pp. 92 & 963) to prove non- 
advaitism as the-teaching Of the ‘Samhitas J^vhioh Mr.' P.T. 
Srinivasa uses (dutlines of .-Indian Philosophy pp.184 
&" 6, ) to establish advaitlsm as the iiiew towards v/hich
the Samhitas incline.



the relation of the Deity to .the soul in 'Release was 
not clearly grasped by these men., They certainly teach 
that the released soul becomes much more one with the 
Deity than the soul in eamsara, for, as already pointed 
out, they regard the highest end as ^becoming'5 Brahman 
or "entering into Sim, but whether they believed that 
in this process the soul completely lost its individuality, 
it is not.easy to say* It is possible, however, that they 
believed-generally that the soul ih Release becomes 
closely united with the Deity,, without completely losing 
its distinctness - much more closely united, it would - 
seem,, than existence^ with other free spirits in a 
heavenly abode implies, but also somehow distinct* u,Tust 
as gold in the midst of fire, shines separately, as though 
it were not in contact (with the fire) even so he who is
clinging to Brahman (brahmani lagna) is seen to exist in

a- * (1)the form of ,gem (mani)u (Vianutilaka II.100) . ■ ,lHe who
has become attached to the Jewel of gems (iaani~ratna)
is said to’ ha&ve attained identity (with the Loro)” £

(2 )
(Visnutilaka XI.54). Or even, more explicitly, nJ'ust as

(1) Translated and quoted .by Dr*Schrader in Msdhitrod* to
Pdn^caratra p*



by means of gates of various kinds, people go forth from
a town. even so the souls go forth from Brahman - this is*
called creation; and as, through those gates, the in-

sohabitants of that town enter it again, Just^ae (the souls) 
go (back) to that Brahman - this is called *'^rithdrawal,,

S (1)(Visnutilaka II. 95) .
In the Visnu and Bhagavateljhiranas a similar 

doctrine regarding the relation of the released soul to 
the Deity is to be found. In lino with what probably was 
popular belief, they speak of a heaven, where the soul(8)lives in bliss with the Deity and all hiB celestial host.
But they do not seem to regard this as the final state of
Release, for it is said that souls who have become free(*)from sin dwell here till the end of a Kalpa, and then 
proceed through other states till finally they become
immersed in the greatfGoul11 . Accordingly the Visnu Purana

• • •

(1) Translated and quoted by Dr Shrader in his Introd. to the 
Pancaratra,p. 95. It muet be remarked that this passage 
is not of direct value, for it speaks, not of souls in 
release, but of bound souls at the period of dissolu
tion, when the universe is withdrawn,

(2 ) Cp. Vis?nu. P. II. 6 .p• 144. 11.2 , p. 119.JBhag.P. II.
2, p. 8 . 9> p. 36*111. 15. '

(3) Cp. Vispu. P. II. 8 , p. 144; Bhi^. P. II. 2. p. 8 .
(4) Bhag. P. II. pp. 8 & 9.
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Reaches. as the \&tate ;pf the . gpds. is a thousand times
su p e rio r to th a t  of pious men, ,ao the s ta te  of liberated • 
so.uls; ,is thousand times super ior to thhi of: the gods of \ *n
heaven3>^e^lihg as the gods in heaven is oniy 
a staged in obtaining final emancipation^<;which he who 
remembers Kari obtains at once without the necessity of ' 
going through the intermediate stages/ ’lie obtains finals 
emancipation considering even heaven as impediment. He 
opiijlit'4® ^  'even the^dighity of Indfa as an;
obstaplett’o f jpaivliberation* -AS'̂  Simtlpri^^ Bhagavata :
Purina Biva declares that the devotee reaches directly the 
state of. Visnu, which he and other deities finally attaiii^

thus again making it clear that the final state of .Release 
is different from dwelling with the deities on free souls in 
heaven* . ’

;release...is; which,
.■.is'?̂ /superip:r;:;eyen:i:to the state of the deities, we are not told 
pre;pi¥̂ Xy+ - i c  described,as in our other sources, as a 
merging ̂ihtd.VthevDe-ity*: whenthe ere a tur e-soulbecomes one .v 
wi th the All-Soul * - ■ ~

Visnu. P. 11 *£> p. 152- ■ ■ -
&) Vi^nu. 3? # XI. 6>P, 155,
Z) See references Z & 3 on previous page.
4) Bhag * P. IV* 24. p.. 107. . ,
 ̂ ;Vishu* 109 & 110* XI. 14. p. 164;VX*7* p^p«

: 453i9!ShSfe. P*I. 3 p. 10. XIX; 7. -to. 52. VIZ. 12. ,>. 72;
7 - '/ ’ XV. 22 j spp. 98 & 9. • : 3

(5
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\Yhat this merging impleo is loft as ambiguous as ip the 
other writings, for at timea.it is said to involve an 
extinction of sense as in sleep (Bhag* X-\ III* 7̂  p* 32)  ̂ the 
Cessation of the .idea•'of ego, and with it the 'disappearance of

: . . ■ ■ V  . - ’(1)all distinction ’between subject and object, Beer and seen, iir
’ . (S)*eliort, the rejection of the idea of duality and of all

........ ■... - ’ „ ... ‘  ■  (3) ..differences between the individual and Universal Soul*„ At
other times,,some kind of a distinction between the soul and
the .Beit.v is assumed as in the account" of Prahtada 1 attaining*
mn 1 ty with :the.;Supreme;Beirig> v*when. we:■ arew;to 1 d*,that..l!He forgot
’’his Individuality , and was not conscious of anything* And he
thoughtthat-ho..himself, was the, endless undecaying Supreme .; v
Soul* And op account of,this efficient notion of identity the
undecaying Visnu* appeared in his mind whi ab was wholly .
purified from sintJ (Visnu Purena i* 201 pp.*. 100 & 1). Accorditg
to this account it would appear that the soul, in its beatific
experience of union with the,Deity, forgets itself or loses*
consciousness of‘itself, not that it ceases to exist* 'Ibis

N y\  i * .• i  v'yV-"' ^  ’ .-‘V1 v‘l w;-v \ \ , ,f •’ * 3 —v v * -  A,- ' y ■ ‘ X v . -v -' r - ''^7  V-X  ̂:. x :77'  -v ; ' ' : ' .7‘7- "X  •* -- i,' " X  -by ; . v  V- V-vX 1 “d ’d ‘'>N'ilmpreaslo»̂ .:'-,8aitt»'d<NOnf;'!tihe-"'bit»iaW:ai'4e-»ifKOja:̂*h9v.-expeelei9'Cft.'-(Of:'.;,aj*'' 
soul which had attained unity with the Pi vine,’ is' confirmed' 
also on the Divine side by the words of the1 Deity Himself, "I 
do riot..love my /(own) soul o* tl.p̂ extremely.‘beloved Lakeim*.....

(1) Visnu, 'P/II y  14, p. 164: yi . 458. Bhag, t>. IV. 22, p
' ' , ’ ■ • • ' 1 ’ 98.

(2 ) w " I. 22, p, 109, BhSg, J?. VII, 12, p. .72.
(3) "  " VI, 7, p. 458.



(so muchVas. Ivlove); ;.;:tiose deyotod: tO:me, and (are) good, 
wl>om: ©';e.'iysl'fc 1'oxi'« Uow .cap I abandon those who, having . 

renounced uif e, house;.;’;Chi-ldirejî ^
&bul§\^d,.. wealt a* ...ft&vn.'. he copft d by’ptedXf b: 'jM  xi whoyiaifttirus 
abSQftrteftx?bft':̂ i ^ t u a h f t ' a r e . | | a o t e n Q ' d  unto me,

) have en
thralled raft.. cts a good Xdf e . Cbinds and enthrals) a good 
h u s b a n d t h e  heart of the 
yibtiioud # ;She yirft^ EVbside me (nor) ^
dft-ftknow a particle apart from them!*.;'(Bhag. Bur an a ‘IX„4^p.l7).

-*Dhe view, therefore, towards, which these writers tend 
on the- whole ■ oeerne to be that in Release the soul becomes 
:i.hiiimately but not completely one v/lthtthftikftty-. $he love 
of :;the'Bdity-v/oiild seem to require both the? continued 
ekih ten'de of ntho intiiy id'^ an7 in t in ̂ fee and
inseparable union with him. -
: .*6 '̂ ckvii-/'\1s i a e . 0f';ito;::.exis'tence, .vis, in-' 
the period ?)ri6r to worldly existence; in the state of embo- 
d oftRelbas ft: fcot^h; mu •: 3
;olhhelft;reft^%dXlft the'lieitft^ is ’ ’:
hbft itftwlftbeem^xbniik.elfth^ He, in one
aspeot;:of:;biirisell a etvdS;-;it.piht̂ o!-;v)o:rto exis|ein o f t n nd dwells 
witbinvi:ft;&s;lts:; iot love - for.,it, ,He . -
inaarnfti®ftiias.elftjfrom time to time, assuming finite forms



f t ' X  7,;.; for i ^  ^purposes; oft its medi tation and > ftft-ft’ ' ; V — ,

7;ft;ftorehftxBy -;Hiftftr-â  ̂ to 3Qa.ES;b.xiie'v-, ; p̂ft7Ŝ;ia>3'ja3rap into >
tt;' \-ftvh'i:ch;.i^ deeds, a n d who ri, the he cess a r y

knowledge and goodness, and more especially xhiole-hearted 
ftftftft̂ ftftfotion to the Deity, ere attained‘by it; He rescues it by 
■ft 7 77\-,;]SisXgr ad^ r ingwi'ntQ̂ '̂ ih. timat epft d- ft ftegoiable.;; union

witu it, makes it practically a part of t3ir. ovn being* 
ftft;;:!'■ X f t w f t ; t h e  ,. : ^..

• 7' . wdrcls of the • fti s mi Buranay: .?*He,7ftveiie;th ntbrh-aily;; in i&ilf.r ftPftft 
boings and all things dwell in &im; and thonco the Lord Vasudeva

XX'' 7 -viv ftftfthe 7'cfeatft;;;and,; p refterye x * / : 'o  f,7the;;;i.yor .Ul ft-PA '-though--’ id eriti pal": ft*;. 
f t f t f t f t x ^ f t lb x h l lX ) ^  A&pftea;  ̂ -natuift^XxM
.7; 7  7; 7 f r o m  its;, . p r o d u c t s ,  ; f r o i a sp r p p e r t i e ' s ; ' 3a n d :

: ■; 7 7is bey 0 n d ;. f hyeat 1  n'ft ftubftt'an' oft 7I ft tin tv e r s al 8 0  uljj" al 1  the ;:ft ft; v 
ftftftftftiftteftftĉ  ftftftiie uhiversft areXM Him* 7 He is vone : ft-ft

with allvftoqftftiualfttrlftftftftrid̂
■'ft;,-, Xft with'' aftftall vpqrtibnftf; xhs Indiytdhality * , f t s surainft various. ftXftft 
|ft-•'• fthbpeq ;Hft ftebtoy/ft bene:fito on7 1liftvftol©..•;worlet,; which..was-;ftis: •- XX.7 :. 
ft; ft-ft wqfkif'Slory;7'mghX/';dpmini6nt/''Mibftm;7enftgftXftbwezftandftqtherft., 

attributes are collected in Him* Supreme of the supremq-ftift'x-ftftft 
ft • ft:., 7. ;: whom no I m p e r f u r f t  infinite, .' 77ft = 
ft.-ft'.. Go cl .1 n'7 iftdl v 1 dualft; a p ft ‘uni v e r.si Al f t  ftfti s i.b l dftap d‘ •• •: i n,yi p ible,j ; '7 f t f t vX 

ftftftv 7 ■■■ pmnipqihrift:ft omhifttetenftbmnlsbientVtvXftyft* 446)- ‘;

S :-..v
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C H A P T E R  IV.

Tho Religion of the Alvare.

The Alyars, of shorn twelve are mentioned, art Tamil
u

Vaisnava saints, who lived bofore tho tima of RanantoMa. Ona
A

of tham, Tiruman^gai, whom tradition ragards as tha last of tha
Alvars, is baliayad to haya liyad in tha first half of tha

1
alghth oantury. Their intanao raligious experience is reflect- 
ad in tha Naiayira Prabandham, a oollaotion of 4000 yoraag 
attributad to them, and uaod in Vaisnava worship ayan at tha 
praaant day. Thaaa yaraaa aro valuabla not for any now philo- 
aophioal oonoeption of tha Daity that thay haya to disolose, but 
for tho foot that thay rayaal tha dapth of raligious fooling to 
whioh tho yiow of tha Daity as incarnating Himself out of lays 
for Hia oroaturos and doairing thair whola-heartad davotion 
gave riso. Ona of tha Alvars, Andal, was a woman, and soma
of thorn waro of low birth. Thus Nammalvar, the greatest of2
tha Alyars, was a Sudraj Tirumax&gai, also ona of tho more

TO ^ _oelebmted of them, belonged to tha thief caste, and Tiruppan
was an outoaato. Ona of tham, Madhurakayi, taught and praotised

4
tha worship of tha guru (raligious teaeher).

1 British Museum Catalogue of Tamil Books, p. vi; Madras
Covarnmant Epigraphist!s Report for 1908* p. 69 j Epi
graph^ a Indies Vol. 8, p. 294.

2 S.KrimasvSmi Aiyar^gar • Soma contributions of South India,
etol p. 266.

9. A.douindabfiTya.Holy Liyas of the Ayhvars,p.l46 A p. 136 rasp.4. " « n ft " p .  225.



Of all tha Alvars, Nammalvar appears to have bean the
most philosophic* At any rate, it is in his hymns that we
find expressed anything like a philosophic conception of the
Deity, the other Alvars direoting their attention almost ex-
clusively to His characteristics in one cr other of His avatars*
Nammalvar declares of the Deity, "It is impossible to say that
He has this, not that* He oannot be reached by any thought
either on earth or in the heavens* He has a form; He has no
font. He is closely connected with the objective world yet

1
He is apart from it (Tiruvaymoli c. 1. 1* 3)* ”He is the 
material cause of substantial visible expanse, air, beat, water 
and earth. He is pervading them all* He, in the form of life, 
is pervading all bodies and in all places* At times He 
swallows all these up” (o.1*1*7). ”He destroys the world in 
the form of Hara. He recreates it in the form of Brahma” 
(©•1.1.8).

Though ”it is impossible even for gods to know His real 
nature,” end ”He is beyond the beyond” (©*1*1*9), Nammalvar 
declares triumphantly ”yet He is to me of a definite nature” 
(c.1.1.6). ”H© is very easily accessible to His devotees*

1, This and other passages of the Tiruvaymoli cited below are 
taken from N*Kurattalvar A.iya»lgarts’Free Translation of 
Tiruvatmoll of $a^hakop&'• The abbreviation o*l*l*3 stands 
for 'first centum, first tenth, third stansa", eaoh^Kelng 
divided into ten Tens, and each ten into ten or fewer 
stansas.



His way* ar* vary myatarloua to others" (e.1*2.1). What Ha
revaala Himself to ba la aa follows. "Bo la tha highest goal
*f virtu* and la higher than tha highest” (a.i.2.9). "In
Him, wisdom, Strength, Powar, Lordship, Prowaas and anargatlo 

1
Uplandour, attain thalr perfection. Bo has nalthar beginning 
nar and," and has "lnnuaarabla good qualities" (o.1.2.5).
Tha Lard's natur* la vary dasp. Zt la vary aid* and vary high, 
and It la vary awaat and It la abeva notarial existence"
(o.1.2.8). "Ha la parfaot goodness... Bla natur* la to glva 
wisdom and to ba blissful" (a.1.2.2). But nar* than all thasa 
quslltlas what tha Alvar moat appraelataa la that tha Daity la 
loving and graolaus, not spuming a von tha m a t  dagradad • "To 
ba oondasoandlng la His natur*" (o.1.2.2). "My Lord la of
auoh a natur* that any man of any knowledge oan undaratand 
that my Lord la vary oondasoandlng" (o.1.2.3). "Ha la tha
Lord who doas not oast out tha undaaarvlng nar daao H* taka 
UP only tha dasarvlng" (a.1.6.9 * 9). Tha thought that tha 
Daity In Hla lav* deaa not rajaet tha undaaarvlng fills tha 
soul of th* Alvar with aostasy and h* daolaraa, "My tongua 
sings to ms divine songs. My body danoas aa If It Is 
possess*d by a daity, worships th* Lord and ravarts to m « T 
Th* angala and tha gods dlsouss about His natur* and real as 
If thalr brains war* darangad. H* doas not taka a faw

1. Th* six qualities which play an important part, as ws have 
soon. In Panoaritra philosophy.



deserving only* He does net leave off the undeserving. He 
is met vexed with sinners ner dees He love the geed only. He 
is unseoended neotar te these that join and love Him (e.l.6.3-5).

It is this love and foendeseending nature9 ef the Deity 
that chiefly appeal to the Alvars# and oonsequently it is on 
the Deity in His inoamate forms that they delight te dwell 
for the most part. So completely do they do this that in 
meditating on incidents connected with His earthly life as 
the oewherd Kfsna, they identify themselves with individuals 
who are said to have berae special love for Kisna and address 
the Deity aoeerdlngly. Thus Nammalvar regards himself as a 
gepl ef Klsna and is ceneerned lest the Deity should oeme to 
grief at the hands of the asuras (demons). "0! My Lord!
do mot Thou to tend the cows. Many asuras set up by Kamsa

T
take alluring farms and wander abeut in &hy meadows and entloe 
Thee. If they sueeeed many evils will oeme upon Thee. I 
implere yeu te listen to me" (e.10.3.9). He also longs like 
a gopi (herdswoman) to be embraoed by Klsna and orles "Thy 
soething wards burn my soul as I breed over them. Them went- 
est te grase the oows in the daytime. 0 Klsna the night came 
with the oool wind .. Thou embraoest us so closely that the 
jasmine wreath and glittering gem Kaustubha on thy breast are 
pressed upen me# and perfume my bosom. Thou glvost tho 
ambrosia of Thy mouth and plaeest Thy hand upon the heads of
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us Thy poor maids. Thou plaoost Thy fair foot on our headsj 
wo are Thy poor maids. 0 beautiful Kisna, on Thy way there 
are many bettor maids to hold Thy foot and serre Thee in tho 
resting plaoes. Lot that bo. Our momma's nature yields to 
Thee. Our lovely ayes will not oeaso shedding tears. Our 
minds will have no rest. Therefore Thy going away to tend 
the oattle is unbearable to us. Our souls burn like wax in 
the fire" (s.10.3 5 & 6). Likewise in the Tiruvlruttam, a
poem eonsisting of a hundred stanzas, Nammalvar represents 
himself as a maiden disconsolate and pining for Kisna, her 
absent lever. Similarly Aiidal in her Tlruppaval 
herself a gopi, who rising in the morning wakes up other 
herdswamen (of. verse 16) and gees with them to arouse the 
sleeping Kisna. The picture is evidently one ef Andal 
assembling her friends at dawn te worship at the shrine of 
&ri Ranigam, where the image is of the god in a lying posture) 
and throughout the poem there is no traoe ef sensual love, 
Kisna's eharaeter as the supreme Deity Visnu not b A n g  for
gotten in the thought of Him as a herdsman.

In their love for the Deity in His incarnate fora as 
Kisna, they net only identify themselves with gopls but else 
with Yasoda, Kisna's foster-mother. Thus Periyalvar calls

1. ef. e.g. verses 17, 20 and 21 of the Tlruppaval.



the moon to com* to his infant Klsnaf who wishes to play with 
it. "My little one, precious te me as nectar, my blessing,
Is calling thee, pointing, pointing with his little hands!
0 Big Moon, if theu wishest to play with this little black 
ene, hide not thyself in the olouds, but oeme rejoicing*"
"He calls thee in his baby speeoh, prattle unformed, sweet
ened with neotar from his pretty mouth. 0 big Moen, if thou 
heedest him not, whose name is Srldharan, who is se friendly
to all, when he oalls and calls, 9twero well for thee if thou

1
wert deaf" (Tirumoli 1,4, 2 k 5).

They dwell with lore net only on the Deity as incarnate2
in lndlrlduals like Kisna or Rama, but also as Incarnate in 
images. They gase at the image, and with hearts filled with 
emotion they shed tears ef Joy.

"0, dewy tears of Jey, why soreen my gase 
When hungry eyes of mine are feasting en 
The matohless charms ef Him, the lotus-eyed 
And earmine-mouthed se tempting sweet, reclined 3 
On Ananta great .... "t (Tirumarilgai-Tirumalai, y.18) .

like Andal they lore te go to the shrine, even before the 
temple-doors are opened, to wake the Deity and to greet Him 
with flowers.

1. Mr. J.S.M. Hooper's translation in'Hymns of the
AlTars1', pp. 37 * k 8.

2. Cf. for Rama avatKra, Tirumah\gai-Periya Tirumoli I, 2, 2;
V, 8, 1 k  2 ; 9 Andal - Tlruppfiwal 12; Nammalrar- 
Tirurlruttam 36, ete. Tirurfiymoli e. 11, 4, 10; 
Toz^daradlppedl-TirumHlal 7, 11; Tlrupalli Yeluohi 4.

3. Prom the translation in the Visistadvaitin Vol.l Nos.10 k 11t /



” pray awake# 0 Lord#
That sleep*st*the aaorad KaVri midst#
And hasta to bloaa this worm, my puny self,
Who waits Thy doors with loads of Tulsi wreaths."

2
(Tondaradippodi-Tirupalli Yeluehi, 10).

They call upon all to sing His praise*
"Oh# join the dorotoos who hymn Narayan1 s nano,
Oh hasto# till town and country with your song resounds*”
"And hail his thousand names; oh oome, his foot adore!”

(Perlyalvar-Tlruppallandu,4 & 5)
So dearly do they lore the temple in whioh the imago is on-

fshrined that Kulasjpkjara Alvar# who was a king in Travanoore#
doolaros that rather than bo a king in this world or in heaven,
ho would fain bo a orane or a fish in the temple-tank# a tree
in the temple-garden# a road upon the temple-hill# a atop at
the threshold of the temple, or anything whatsoever so long
as ho is in the vieinity of the shrine (of* Perumal Tirumoli o*4).

Besides incarnations auoh as Rama and Kisna# and images
at Vaisnava shrines# stories connected with Tisnu and his groat

5
acts of helpfulness are dwelt upon with groat devotion*

Thus referring to the rescue by Visnu of the elephant 
from the crocodile# Tirumaxftgai sings* -

1* The imago being in a sleeping posture*
2* Translation - Viiistadvaitin^ Vol*l Nos*12, 13, 14.*'
3* Hooper - Hymns of the Alvars# p. 35*
4* T.Rajagopataoariar-Vaisnaviti Reformers# p* 139*
5* of. e.g* Nammtlvar-Tiruvaymeli 0.1.8; c.1.9; c 2,6#



"The elephant by nighty crocodile 
Was seised, se that Ita end was night 
He thought upon the shelter ef thy feet*.
Knowing the nighty wrath theu hadst,
Such that the life of that beast, oruel-mouthed,
Was shaken, I, tee oone to thee.
Thy slave, the refuge ef thy feetf I seise."

(Periya Tirumdi V, 8, 3 - Hooper) 
Slnllarly he sings ef the snake Sumukha being resoued from 
the kite Oaruda, and ef Markandeya being delivered from the
power of Xama, the god of death (V. 8. 4 & 5)( and he ex
claims that just as they received help from the Deity by 
crying to Him in their trouble, so he also would fly to Ged 
for refuge. Frequent allusions are made to other deeds of 
Vlsnu undertaken in the Interests of men and gods against 
demons, e.g., his delivering Prahiada from the demon
Hiranyakasipu, his securing the earth for the gods by taking

2
three strides, his swallowing the seven worlds to preserve

5 4
thnm at the time of the Fleed, his churning the eeean, his8
rescuing the earth in the form of a boar, and from all this
it is concluded that he is the mighty All-powerful one who

6
helps those who flee to Him however unworthy they may be.

1. Tirumahtgai-Pariya Tirumoli 1, 2, 4) Periyalvar-
Tirupallandu 6; Nammalvar-Tlruviruttam 46; Tiruvaymoli
II. 6. 6. _

2. Tirumanlgai-Periya Tirumoli 1. 4. 8; Andal-Tiruppavai 17;
Nammalvar-Tiruviruttam 38,58,61; Tiruvaymoli 1.8 6> & 10.

3. Nammalvar-Tiruviruttam 20,56, Tiruvaymoli 1.8.7.
4. Nammalvar-Tiruviruttam 51; Tiruvaymoli'10,10.7.
5. Tiruraazrigal-Periya Tirumoli 1.1.4; NamrallvaF-

Tiruvhymoli 1.8.8.
6. Tor^aradippodi-Tirumalai 9-12, as well as references

cited above, especially those from Namaalvar.



"What merey in Thee pray, who when of yore,
Through aeons and aeons, Brahma, the latua-barn.
And Rudra of the Ganges-dwelling oreat.
Fiery penanee made ta seek Thy feat.
Relentless yet to them; while shamed they stoed,
An El9phant9s cry ta head, in fer9rlsh haste 
Thau plunged wrath adewn, while angels stared!"

(Ten4ara<Jlppodi-Tlrumalai 44 
ViAistadvait, Vol. l;Nos. 10 k 11),

It is then the personal qualities of His aratars* the 
risible manifestation ef the Deity in His image, and His sots 
ef graee that chiefly ereke the derotion of the Alrars and

r •

determine their conception of the Deity, although, as already 
noted in the case of Nammalrar, the transcendent character ef 
the Deity is not ererleeked, and remains in the background*

If there is anything which may be fixed en as the pro* 
dominant eharaoteristie of the religion of the Alrars, it is 
their passionate derotion to the Deity. Like a lorer pining 
for his belored, the Alrar steals into the darkness ef the 
night, when all the world is asleep, and seeing a heron flit 
by he asks if it too like him is unable to sleep beeause of 
its great lore for the Lord. Similarly he addresses the 
andril bird 1 whoso tunes are thick with sorrow9, the sea whioh 
mourns and is restless, the gentle breese which untiringly 
searches hill and dkle, sea and sky, the dark rain-bearing 
aloud which weeps, the languishing moon whioh has lost its 
brilliance, the thick darkness whioh covers the earth, and



the flickering light which la at pains to keep allre its 
feeble flame of lore. All these speak to him of a soul-

* V  : . l' * •. . * A '<. /*. k ‘ . . . * * *

consuming passion whioh is restless till it finds its rest in 
God (Naxsmalrir-Tiruraymeli II. 1).

The derotion of the Alrars is so all-absorbing that 
everything beside the Deity seems to them utterly worthless.

MNo kinship with this world hare I - 
Which takes for true the life that is net true.
•For thee alone my passion burns1, I cry,
•Rarigam, my Lord!*"

(Kulatfekharan-Perumal Tirumoli 0.3.1. 
- Hooper).

"Where shall I go and lire?
Sarc for thy feet, like a great bird am I
Whioh gees around and sees no shore end comes at last
Back o’er the tossing sea and perches on shipfs mast!"

(Kulaiekharan-Perumal Tirumoli C*5.5-Hooper).

Such single-minded devotion expresses Itself, as already 
noticed, in worshipping at the shrine, offering flowers to the 
Deity, singing His praise, joining with others in uttering His 
names, gazing at His image, reciting His great and glorious
deeds of grace, meditating on His incarnations till finally

1
the soul is filled with eestatie joy.

But it must not be imagined that this was all that was 
required of the devotee. Moral qualities are necessary, and

1. Of. Periyalvar-Tiruppallandu; Namraalrar-Tiruvaymoli 
C.II.6.*3, 4 & 6; X.l; X.2.
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without thorn no man can bo a true worshipper of the Deity*
"To leave off wicked deeds and the blackest sin* and to be en-
gaged in good deeds and to rise, is to go to the grove where

1
God resides" (Nammalvar Tiruvaymoli C.II.10.4). He must be
rid of all self•interest • "Go to the Lord* rooting out all
ideas of you and yours completely" (Nammalvar-Tiruvaymoli 

1
C.I.2.3). He must not be a sensualist* eager te gratify his 

2 3
appetite* He must be without flaw. He must spread the name

4
of Narayana by means of his good oonduct* Andal mentions 
austerities whioh lead to control of appetite, ind the aban
doning of self-love and vain-glory as neoessary as well as 
good deeds and oharlty.

"Hearken, ye happy dwellers in the world,
The deeds that we mpst do to keep our voy/,
Singing the feet of him* the Lord supremo.
**• Bathing at break of day
Nor ghi nor milk we'll eat; we v/ill not paint
Our eyes with blaok; flowers shall not deck our hair;
No deeds unfit we111 do; no evil words
We'll speak* but give kind alms* and muse with joy
Upon this way." _

(Tiruppavai 2 - Hooper).

1* Translation by_N. Kurattalvar Aiyangar; of. alae Periyalvar-
Tiruppallandu 5 H .

2* Kulatpattu nindrtrkalai yeiVgal kuluvinir pukatalottom 
(Tiruppaliapdu, verse 3).

3* Pallpitd (Tiruppallendu, verse 3).
4. Nalvakaiyal namo narayana vend ru naraam palaparavi

(Tixmppallandu, verse 11). _
I have taken the texts 2, 3A 4 given above from the NityanWs- 
anajfnam Series edited by Srinivasa Aiyaqigar* and have trans
lated them as above to bring out their full ftlgnifloanoe*
In transcribing I have followed the system indicated by Mr.
Hooper in the"Hymns of the Xlvars"



Tondaradippodi finds that so long as ho is stooped in sin* 
ha has no communion with the Deity(Tirumalai, vs* 16 k 17j 
23-35). Tirumao\gal likewise contrasts throughout the first 
ton stansas of his Periya Tirumoli his previous state of utter 
moral depravity when ho know not God* and his present one when 
by the grace of God he is transformed and feels fit for heaven. 
Similarly Nammalvar sings joyously of the victory which he has 
obtained over sin, for it enables him to enter the service 
of the Lord (Tiruvaymoli C*II.6.5).

Although it is necessary thus to obtain mastery over
sin, to discipline oneself* to root out self-love and sen
suality* and to practise goodness* the sinner who knows no 
virtue* and is despised and rejected ef men need not fear 
that he will be rejected by God.

"Ye, hardened so&ls, judge ye our Lord by this,
Fierce JCqatra^bandh* the feileat sinner in
This world, from all his teeming evils hard
Was freed but utt'rlng His three-lettcr'd name*
Sweet Govinda! Most loving Rarifa Lord*
Whose yearningjjfceart, e'en darkest sinners saves!"

(Tondaradippodi-Tirumalai 4*
Vl£lst. Vol. 1 Nos.10 *11).

•  0 9

Though a man who is steeped in sin is thus accepted 
by the Deity, he is required when he has become a devotee to 
flee from sin, as already pointed out* and to practise 
righteousness. Indeed the Inevitable result of worshipping 
the Deity in truth is to shun evil and choose the good* for



the very thought of the Lord suffices to make one renounce
evil#

” horrid murderers and fierce 
Who terror-shrouded, burn and kill 
And make universal havoc - even they 
If they but would firm eenoentrate Thee in 
Their hearts - how efen their rankest sinninge flee!”

(Tendaradippedi-Tirumalai 40 (1)
'Vi6#st. Vei.f.Nos. 10 k  11).

Moral purity then is a quality whioh necessarily characterises2
him who cherishos the Deity in his heart.

CO. Of. also Kammalvar-Tiruvaycioli C. 1.7.1.
2. As against all this, it is true that there la the

story of Tirumaiftgai and his several acts ofjanserupuleua-
ncss, even after conversion (See A. OovindBcarys - Holy 
Lives, etc. pp. 173-186). But it must be remembered that
if he was unscrupulous after his conversion it was beoause 
ef hia overpowering seal to carry out what he believed te 
be aodfs will, 3uch_e.g. as the repairing and rebuilding 
ef the temple at Sri Rangam, for which work he felt himself 
divinely commissioned (p. 173). The end seemed to him to 
justify the means. , But this does not mean* as Mr. Hooper 
thinks, that Tlrumartlgai’s bhakti left his charaoter 
"entirely unaffected" (ttymns of the Alvars, p. 29), for 
whereas before his conversion the Alvfir is said to have 
lived entirely for himself and the pleasures of the body 
(Holy Lives, pp. 147-58), after his conversion he is said 
to have gene north end south visiting shrines* composing 
hymns and preaching his Lord (pp. 169-72). It is true 
that the ethics he practised, of the end justifying the 
means - an ethics not by any means outgrown even at the 
present day, e.g., with regard to war - does not appear 
to us to be the highest, but it is hardly fair to con
demn the conduct of a man who lived a thousand years age 
as unethical because it fails to conform to the require
ments of what seme of us to-day believe to be ethical.
The question is whether his bhakti led him to live up to 
what he regarded as the best, and to that the answer mubt; 
it seems to us, be clearly in the affirmative, for all hia



(Footnote continued from previous page)
motion la prompted by a Aeslro to do what he oonoelved to he 
God'a will (of. pp. 173-186). If that he ao surely the Alvars 
Bhaldtf la more than a "fervent glow of emotion'^ to whioh 
Ur. Hooper in the end reduoes It (Hymns of the Alvdrs P.30), 
for It appeara to have transformed the whole oentre of the 
Avar's life, and to have led him to attempt great things for 
hia Lord.

That Vignu la not regarded as correcting the Alvar 
as Ur.Hooper complains (p.29 ) Is only to say that the Alvar 
knew no better, for rightly or wrongly man regards the dictates 
of hia own moral perception as the voloe of God. That the 
XlvSr's later followers also do not cMticlse him (p. 89) may 
prove only that also they did not rlae above the ethioa of the 
ILvar. It need not prove that their bhal^tl had no neoessary 
connection with oharaoter.

That the stories which grew up around the Alvars suggest 
that apparently "the power of a mantra, the repetition ef the 
saored name, or even the use of the right ceremonial, are aa 
effective as right living and true thinking", may only reveal 
the total failure of those of a later day to understaal the 
deep devotion, of whioh these acts were for the XLvars only 
external expressions. That the Alvara themselves"sang hymns 
of praise, uttered the saored names of the Deity, a«s called 
upon others to da the same, as an expression of their devotion, 
we have seen. But the mere heartless repetition of a mantra 
or meohanieal preformanoe of ritual Is so antagonistic to the 
slnoere devotion which finds expression In their hyms that it 
seems Impossible to asorlbe such teaching to them.

That they regarded XJnpa's Improprieties with the 
gopie as so many signs of his infinite condescension, regarding 
which Ur. Hooper writes that "If God can so eondesoend, 
morality Is Indifferent to Him" (pE9), appeara to reveal their 
essentially moral attitude towards God, which attitude leads 
them to make this Ingenious attempt to find a mSral motive for 
that what otherwise they oould not morhpOLly approve.

That In the partial incarnations of Tlsqu "There is no 
recognition ef morality as a requisite" (p.29.) does not 
reflect so much the religion ef the Alvars as the conceptions 
which they Inherited from an earlier day, and which again 
they moralised by dwelling, as we saw on His helpfulness and 
oonsesoenslon in these avatirs.

Ur. Hopper's contention that "In the symbols at the 
great srl Rangam temple as at other temples, there is much of 
what anywhere else would have to be called Indecency; but there 
Is no suggestion that this Is repugnant te 71,nu" is an 
argument from silence. Besides, it is a debatable point 
whether the figures In the temple at Sri Bangan or any of the 
other temples at whioh the Alvars worshipped are indecent.



Hven If they are, It Is probable that these indecencies 
like the aterlea about Klbna with the Oopis were given a 
spiritual signification and were understood by the Alvars 
only in a spiritual sense, in whioh case it is not surprising 
if they did not evoke the same disapproval as they do In 
one to whom the symbols have no meaning beyond what appears 
to the eye.

That"deliverance from sin, after all, is not what is 
chiefly desired; sin Is not the problem, but life itself”
(p.S9), need not prove that deliverance from sin was not 
recognised as a condition to be fulfilled for Kelease. Xndded 
we shall see that it was believed that no soult can be 
released from salfesara and ta be united with the Deity till 
all its sins were consumed. One reason at any rate that life 
Itself Is their problem rather than sin is, as we whan b o w  
see, that their heart was set on the Deity, with whom they 
found that perfect communion was net possible in this life.
They longed for the Deity himself, and not merely for morality, 
which may be regarded as only one aspect ef Him.

Worldly existence on^life in sainsara is regarded by 
the Alvars with great homer and hatred.

"Like sailors oaught in midst ef storm X timid am 
Lest la the pit of birth again I plungdd am".
"Like sharing but with serpent mate Z timid am 
Lest Into doleful births again I plungdd am".

(Tirumanlgai-Periya Tlrumolf XI • S.3»Hboper).
The reason for wishing to flee from satnsara is not

V)>
merely that it la Itself evil, but also beoaase It separates the 
:oul from the Deity, while the Alvar longs to be with the Lord 
or to be merged In Him. Thus lammalvar Impatiently cries,
” I do not know when 1 shall be able to join the company of his 
servants" (Tiruvaymoli 0.11.3.10. Hfeattalvar fciyangar),• and 
imagining himself a love-sick maiden, weeping day and night,

& Tand wastin,away for her lover, he expenses the yearning of hisA f\

heart to be united with the Lord* (^Tiruvaymoli. Cell.4).
(i) Sec foot->10be I o *  s u c c e e d i n g



Tirumar^gai, whose words expressive of dreed of worldly ex
ist enoe we eltod above, prays that Bo may never leave the 
Deity t

"That the great grace Thou further purposed him 
- Never to leave Thy aaered feet - 
May also eoae to no, Thy foot I seise."

(Tlruaat^ga1-Poriya Tirumoli V. 8. 6 - Hooper).

And the hope expressed st the oloso of the Tiruppallandu Is 
that souls will gsthor around Ood, and there 'Naaonarayana' 
unceasing cry. Kulasekhara Alvar will not rest oontent with 
anything short of entering into the Deity.

"With gathered waters all the streaas ashlne
Must spread abroad and run 
And enter the deep sea
And eannot stand outside. So refuge mine.
Save in the bliss of entering Thee, is none,
Vitruvakodu's Lord, thick cloud-hurd, virtuous one!"

(Kulattkharan-Perunal Tirumoli,O.V.8 - Hooper).
a

And the stories oonneoted with sons of the Alvars relate that 
they nerged in this fashion into the Deity. Thus it is said 
of Andal that in the preseneo of all aasaabled she, "asoending 
the soft Sesa bed of the Lord, more and more pressed on to Bis 
side} and lo, where was sheT she had passed into Hia. Her 
distinct person was no more cognisable to aortal ken. Olory

1. ef. e.g. Tiranarigai oited above) Nanaalvar-Tlruviruttaa lj 
Tondaradlppodl-Tirumalai 3, 18 fc IS. 

a. Perlyalvir, Andal and Tlruppin. see A. Qovindaeaya.
Holy Lives, fp. •*,3^ , Sk ■* tkh
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merged in glory.” And yet it is not as though in this prooess
of merging, the soul hooomos extinct. for. as It is said of tho
union obtained by the Salva saint Manlkka Vasakar. it aeems to
be assumed that "the soul retains its personal ledntlty. sinee
the union is the union of love. not of identification or annl* 8
hllation." It is then either to lire eternally in the pre
sence of the Divine Beloved, unceasingly singing His praise, 
or to beoome Intimately united with Him. that the Alvars 
passionately desire) and sinee worldly existence comes in 
the way of their aohlevlng this end. they long to be rid of 
it. A day in saiilsara seems to them accordingly like the 
dark and joyless night, a thousand ages long, for it separates 
them from their Loved One for whom they beoome pale and 
languikh.

"Like days, months, years, and ages - crowding nights 
Have come, to make me pale for tulasi 
- Sweet garland on the head of heaven's Lord 
With the curved discus! How to destroy me quite 
Comes this one hight, a thousand ages long!"

(Nammalvar-Tlruviruttam 70 - Hooper).

- X1• A« OoYlndaofya - Holy Lives, p* 54c
- - _rSc Slddhc Dip# p. 90, Vole V, quoted in A. aovlndmeava's 

•Holy Lives9, p. 144, foot-note 2.
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For reaching this goal, thoy believe, as already 
suggested, that neither aseetleisn nor ceremonial, neither 
knowledge nor high birth is required. Tirumai^gai, who 
belonged to the thief caste and could not clain any of these • 
distinctions - not even the distinction of a virtuous life - 
is loudest in proclaiming Godfs mercy whioh stopps to aoeept 
the simple devotion of even the most degraded. Thus e.g. 
in Periya Tlrumol^i Y.8 he dwells with great feeling on Qod's

Tgrace shown at Sunday tin. to thoa. of low estate, and 
regarding himself ha says

" Aoarya sought I none, the Veda to oon;
On matters needing senses five
Their use alone, I bent my mind* Henoe wretoh
1 am, failed to be alive
I'the wisdom real. Intent but how to wreck
fell pains on all my fallow man
That dwell this world, I roamed. Tat graos

hath oome 
And stainless shins I now* So than 
To moke attain, I've caught that matohless nans 
Karayana, the universes claim." r(Periya Tirumoli 1.1*8*- Vislst.Vol,Ho*9).

In similar vein, Tendaradippodl declares that avan the
lowest of the low, if they have devotion, are dearer to the
Deity then man ef high oaste, deep in learning*

"0 Thau, whose orown fresh tulse fillets wreathe! 
Pretentious birth, but vain I ween to gain 
Thy bliss,if bhakbti weds it not. Tor Lord!
Dost not esteem Thou more those blessed souls 
Whs though human 'ty's lowest ranks inborn 
Tet in rapturous affeetion sweet thy feat 
Close-set adore, than those the high-born priests 
Who though well-versed the Vedio lore the four,
Tet hearts_set not on service high of Thee! "

(Tirumalal 39,Vi*ist.Vol.ltHos.lO ft 11).



""hen, then, auoh simple derotion Is found, It would appear 
that the Deity in Hia Infinite meroy destroys all sin and 
takes the soul to Himself. "first He outs off the two kinds 
of sin In as, . Then wipes off the residue. Then leads the
* v ’ ‘3 ? X T ?  ' V  -• ^ A s-*** ’.&% £  *.*' S  X ‘ »\Y *.* r. ^  j j V  £ . -1 . V

mind towards Him hy degrees. Then gets the hearen deeerated 
and takes me there" (Nammalrar-Tlruraymoll C.1.6.10 - 
liurattalvsr Aiyanlgar). Andal likewise deelares.

"When thus all pure we come, strewing fair flowers. 
Adoring, and with songs upon our lips.
And meditating In our hearts on Hia - 
... - faults past and faults to come
Cease like to ootton that within the fire 
Flames Into dust." (Tirupparal 5 - Hooper)

Whether In redeeming man from sin grace operates in 
such a way as to make man's efforts In that direction super
fluous, Is not oonsldered. The Alrars, oonsoieus as they 
are of their own weakness and unworthiness, are apt to asorihe 
all the transforming work to the Deity's graoe. Thus

1
Tondaradippodl who was lost In a life of sin till,.as tradition

• * I d

has it, the Deity Himself Interraned and Redeemed him from it,
•T* m ?  V ' “ V t j j S v '* m i  ■’ *• * '̂ ;• -Va V * 1*-* V v f .'' * ' i? T & f o i v '  f '* V ispeaks of graee as operating on him in spite of himself.

"0 gracious Lord! my days would ne'er I spend 
In deeklng sweet Thy golden feet with blooms j 
Nor flute in pure and holy tunes Thy fame.
And rites apart, hare I Thee e'er with lore 
Impassioned lovedV Oh, no. Nothing I own,
0 Range bright! Tet e'en Thou triest draw 
Me to Thy holy feet against my wlll.n

(Tlrumsial 36, ViSist. Vol. l,Nos. 10 11)-
1. A. Oorindacarya. Holy LIt o s , pp. 4-16.



Hia heart's devotion, ha declares, was forced out* ef him*

"Is not Rangam the glorious shrine of Him 
... Who gracious oped my darkened heart and there 
Enthroned, forced the current of my love 
To Hia ... t" (Tirumalai 16, Vl6l*t.Vol. 1 ; Nos, 10*11).

Nevertheless In living the life of a true devotee great effort 
was also neoessary on the Alvarvs part, as Is shown by his 
earnest prayer for grace against besetting sins.

'0 truth have I forsworn! caught in the snares 
Of wily dames of flowing looks, eoae I 
An erring soul. Refuge for all the sins 
That teem the world. 0 gracious Sire, Range! 
fTi3 but my certain hope Thy graoe will save 
Which bold me makes to walk to Thee and wait."

(Opus olt. verse 53).
1

Repeatedly he prays thus for graoe - he who only a few stances 
earlier declared that grace drew him even against his will.

Nammalvar deolares that th. Pelty takes the Initial 
at., in the work of salvation. "It ia not on ray request Ha 
aoaaa and resides in my mind* H. took abod. there of His 
own aooord ... First He infused His spirit int. my flesh, then 
into ray life, and bsoam. one with my soul." (Tiruvaymoli
0.1.7.7. • Kurattalvar Aiyangar). Residing in th. soul,
"He will not allow the five senses of His refugees to go in 
their own way. H. takes up all souls of all plaoes to the

1. ef. verses 29, 30, 32, 33, 36 .to.



higher and higher stake of goodness gradually#" (C.I.7.2).
He destroys "all the cruel sins in the period of a moment" 
(C.X.6.9) and drives away the ignoranoe of the devotee (C.X.7.4). 
He produces the love whioh He requires of the worshipper.
"Thou keptst me. Thy servant, in Thy service, creating in me 
lave to it even when I was ignorant and planted (rooted) in 
mattert what a great wonder is this!" (C.II.3.3). Although 
the Deity seeks in all th&se ways aotlvely to redeem the soul, 
it would appear that His grace is not irresistible, for "He 
leaves him who goes away desiring other things" (0.1.7.10), 
so ouch so that the Alvar ddolares that "it is difficult to 
enter into Him" (C.1.7.10).

From all this we may conclude that though the Alvaro
e •

regarded the work of salvation as being done by the Deity, 
and 3ome of them even declared that it is done in spite of 
themselves, they generally assumed that the soul's efforts 
were also necessary.

Such in outline appear to be the ideas whioh find 
expression in the religion of the Alvars. The Deity is abeve 
all graolous, and though in His transcendent fora He is beyond 
human conception, He has manifested Himself in incarnate fora, 
e.g., as Hama and more especially na the heart~entranoing 
herdsman Ktsna. In times past, as Vianu, He came in diverse 
finite forms to help those who cried to Him in trouble. In
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Hia infinite meroy He exists in images* delighting the hearts 
of men and receiving their worship. What He desires from His 
devotees is their entire devotion* expressing itself in loving 
worship at the shrine* uttering His name* meditating on His 
sots of graoe* and joining with others in singing His praise* 
till they lose themselves in eostasy of unbounded love. He 
Himself aids them in this by His graoe* however ignorant* 
morally depraved* down-trodden or unworthy they may be* and 
entering into their hearts He wipes out their sin and ignorance* 
and making them morally pure* He takes them to Himself.

Hote.- The relation of the Deity to evil is not considered 
in the hymns we have examined. Judging from scattered 
references in the utterances of Nammalvar* the most philo
sophic of all the Alvars* it would seem that the dootrine 
of Karma* that evil results Inevitably follow the evil 
deeds of the soul (ef. Nammalvar-Tiruvaymoll C. 1.4.2)* 
and further the view that karaan is beginningless (C.1.3.8)* 
are assumed. With re^rd to matter (prakrtUf it is de
clared that the Deity transcends it* and is not touched by 
its evil qualities (C.I.2.6* 1.3.7; X.10.10). In these 
respects* the Xlvars assume the general philosophical be
liefs expounded in the previous seotlons* with this dif
ference that the elaborate cosmology of the Samkitas with 
their aoocunt of the Vyuhas is apparently unknown to the 
Xlvars. Cosmology has no interest for them* for their 
one all-absorbing passion is the Deity in relation to 
themselves.



l
Th* A w r i M . Th* Intense religious experience of th*
Alvars reoelved intellectual championship In the hands of 
th«ir successors, th* Aoaryas (teachers), among whom Ramanuja 
was ohi*f. unlike th* Alrars, who oomposed la Tamil, th*
Aoaryas w*r* l*arn*& man who w*r* well-versed In Sanskrit.

2( ? di*d 920 A.D.) was th* *arll*st of 
th*m on record an* it is to him that w* owe th* ^therlng to
gether of th* various hymns of th* Alvars extant in his day 
into th* Kataylra prabandham. Hs is also said to hav* sat 
them to musio and iatrodue*d th* system of th*ir regular 
recitation in Valsnava temple*. His philosophical works - 
the Nyapa Tattva and the Toga Rahasya-do not app*ar to bo 
extant.

His successor was his grandson ( ? died 1040 A. B.)
otherwise called Alavandar. Yamuna appears to hav* b**a a 
worthy pr*d*o*ssor of Ramanuja, who as tradition has it, re
garded it his mission m*r*ly to propagat* Yamuna's teaohlng. 
Ramanuja was not mistaken in th* ohole* of his spiritual loader.

1. I follow in th* main th* aooount given by Hr. X.
RdjagopStacarier in'Vaisnavita Reformers' eto. pp. 1-49.

2. X. Rdjagopitaedrlar - Vaisnavlta Reformers of India, pp.l
* 4 9  respectively. The datss are uncertain. Mr.
Rajagopafaoarlir will not own any responsibility for them 
for ho gives them merely as "what is said*. W* may be
lieve however that the Aoaryas lived after the Alvars and 
before Ramanuja.



for Yamuna waa a great religious teacher and philosopher, who 
appears to hare combined within himself the fervent religious 
experience of the Alvars with a deep knowledge ef classloal 
philosophical literature, suoh as the Upanlyads, the Bhagavad- 
gita, and the Vedanta-sutras, as well as of commentaries and 
works both advaltlc and visistadvaitio, on the Vedanta sutras. 
In hia Slddhl Traya, he seeks te establish the exlstenee ef 
the Individual soul as distinct from the Supreme Soul, and re
futes the advaltlo doctrine whioh regards the individual soul 
as the aero product of illusion. In the Agaoapraaanya, he 
aims te establish the orthodoxy of the Bhagawata or Paaearatra
sect
butxas against the advaltin, who olasslfles it as a heretical
seheol condemned by the Vedanta-sutras. in his Oltarthasafn-
graha he seeks, as the name lndioates, te give a summary ef the
teaching of the Bhagavadgita, and we may believe that Hamaauja
obtained mueh help from these works.

Besides these, Yamuna aloe oomposed a devotional hymn,
the stetra Ratna, whioh shews hew deeply he drank ef the
religion ef the Alvars. He longs, as did the Alvars, for
the Deity. "When shall I see with ay eyes tty lotus-feet,
my soul-treasure, whioh playfully strode over the worlds of
both the high and the lew, and whioh took no pains to euro

1
the pains of those that bowed in submission." (V.30)

1. This and ether oitatiens which follow are taken from the 
translation of the Stetra Batna in the Brahaavadin,
Vol. IV, pp. 696-700.



"AM Thou Thyself out ef oompaBSlon has roused in me this know
ledge ef being eternally Thine, so too, D herd, grant me that 
love whioh is ef the nature ef enjoying no ether than Thee."
(V. 54). "Sewn with me who am unolean, insolent, ruthless 
and shameless. Suoh a notorious person like me, 0 Lord, de
sires the status of Thy servant. 0 Saviour, out of sheer 

4 • mercy make me thine own*" (vs. 47 & 8).
It is this religion of passionate devotion, as well as 

its philosophical formulation in the light ef ooneepts derived 
from elassieal philosophical literature, that Ramanuja in-
*v- ' * • , '■* ' i' . \ -
herited from his immediate predeeessor.
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P A R T  II.

RAMANUJA’S CONCEPTION OF THE DEITY

(1)ABBREVIATIONS .

H. - Ramanuja.
Vs.- Vedanta - sutra.
Bhg . - BhagaYadgI ta .
• .2 'TV .A' - 'P VjJ? 4 ift p> vjjGrV A-* ‘ #7 ’ ■' »** *>V»W A

Bhg. Bh. - Bhagayadglta Bhasya.
S.Bh. - Sri Bhasya.

(l) Only abbreviations not easily recognisable 
are here enumerated*
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EJLB-JE IX*

Ramanuja**! Conception of the Diety.
#Introduction.

The Plsoa of empirical Reason in matters pertaining to tho
2M1Z-

A thought f̂iiioh may he said to have come down to 
R.without break from the time of the Upanisads is that 
tha Supreme Being la not knowablc in terms of ordinary human 
experience* We noticed how in remote times Y&j'lpavalkya 
exclaimed that if one seeks to describe the Imperishable 
one can do so only negatively, that is, by denying of Him 
the qualities known in experience* This scepticism with r egard 
to the capacity of human thought to grasp the nature of the 
Infinite, far from declining with the development of 
speculation, became mere and more pronounced, as we saw, 
in the later Upanisads* It is true that the later thinkers 
ascribed numerous perfections to the Supreme Being, but 
they nevertheless deol&red that He is more subtle than the 
subtle, and was to be seen only by "subtle seers*, or by 
hmm whom the Deity chooses* In the Bhg. this idea was further 
developed, and elaborate conditions in line with Samkhya Yoga 
were laid down, whereby knowledge of the subtle Atm&n may 
be obtained, and the doctrine that the Deity may be seen 
only by the one whom He chooses was practio&lly demonstrated
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by the faot that through the graoe of Krsna Arjuna was 
given a speoial eye (XI 6) whereby he was able to eee the 
universal form of the Deity* In the Narajanlya wo woro told 
that Narayana was invisible to Bkata, Drita and Trlta, but 
was eeen by His devotees in the White Island; and the Saahitas 
postulated a Para or Absolute form of the Divine Being, and 
refused to describe it in terms of m y  known (polities*
It was thus the oonviction both of philosophy and roligion, 
for a long time prior to R, that the Supreme Being cannot 
be apprehended by the ordinary powers of the hunan mind*

This conviction R. shares,"Brahman is not manifested by 
other means of proof, for Scripture bays is form is not to 
be seen, no one beholds Him with the eye* (Ka.Up* II* 6*9)" 
(S.Bh. III. p. 617*) . Reason in the sense of empirleal 
argumentation cannot,ho holds, of Itself yield knowledge 
in the nonemen&l realm* Henoe, as we shall see, he 
mercilessly refutes arguments whioh seek purely on the 
ground of experience to establish the exlstenee of God* What, 
he asks, are those empirical sourees whereby knowledge 
ef Brahman may be gained? "It cannot, in the first plaee, be 
Perception* Perception is two-fold, being based either on 
the sense-organs or on extraordinary concentration of mind 
(yoga)* Of Perception of the former kind there are Again two

(l) Sometimes Ifera was not regarded as the Absoluto.but as the Supreme manifestation of the Absolute,and only tnen it 
was described* As the Absolute it was indescribable* See 
Scrader* Int* to the P&ncaratra pp* 55 A 5*



sub-speoiesf according as Perception takes place either 
through the outer sense organs or the internal organ (Manas), 
How the outer sense-organs produce knowledge of their
^1*%. • * *v r t ■ -'$r£ ‘r. 4jr ***£ r-4> ' y vi • • * ’<  ' v 1 v* -l- * v i / *. •*/’ . v  '

respective objects, in so far as the latter are in actual 
contaot with the organs, but are quite unable to give 
rise to knowledge of the special object constituted by a 
supreme Self that is capable of being conscious of and 
creating the whole aggregate of things, Hor can internal 
perception give rise to such knowledge; for only purely 
internal things, such as pleasure and pain, fall within its 
cognisance, and it is incapable of relating itself to external 
objects apart from the outer sense-organs. Hor, again, can 
perception based on Yoga; for although such perception - 
which springs from intense imagination - implies a vivid 
presentation of things, it is, after all, nothing more than 
a reproduction of objects perceived previously, and does 
not therefore rank as an instrument of knowledge; for it 
has no means of applying Itself to objects other than those
perceived previously. And if, after all, it does so, it is

/(not a means of knowledge but) a source of error" (S.HH. 1,1.
p • 162),

Hot only is perception unable to give us knowledge of 
the Deity, but "also inference either of the kind which

(1) Thibaut’s Translation S.B.M, Vol. 48, Page references are 
to pages in this volume.



prooeeds on tbs observation of special tasti or of the kind 
which rests on generalisations. Hot inferenoe of the fonner 
kind, beoauee such inferenoe is net known to relate to 
anything beyond the reach of the senses* Hor inferenoe ef 
the latter kind, because we do not observe any oharaterlstle 
feature that is invariably aecanpanied by the presenoe of a - 
supreme Self capable of being oonsoious of, and oonstruetlng, 
the universe ef things*■* (S.Bh. Z* 1.3, p. 162). It is 
this last point that 1. thinks it necessary to establish, 
for the others assert the quite obvious truth that the Deity

( *v .-Vsi
cun not be proved bor arguments whioh ultimately depond on the 
werdlot of the senses* Xe accordingly seeks to show 
that no reasoning whioh Is based merely on characteristics 
exhibited by the material world ean suffice to prove the 
exietenoe of a Wise and Perfect Greater*
Rofutat ion of arguments for the sxlstonoe of Ood.

H, considers In the main two arguments whioh may be 
put forward to establish by empirical means the existeaoe
of God. (1) Zt may be argued that just as from the exlstenoe

*

of a living body, we infer the exlstenoe of a soul er 
intelligent prlnelple whioh animates it, so from the exlstenoe
of nod-sentient matter in the world, we may infer the

*

exlstenoe of an Intelligent prlnelple which animates m d  
supports Itjp (S*Bh* !• 1.3y p. 163).
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This argument R. refutes by pointing eat that the 
analogy on #iioh it is based 1b insufficient to support it, 
for a) the soul does not bring into existence the body which 
it animates, and yet this is what we wish to prove regarding 
the Creator in relation to non-sentieat matter; b) the soul 
does not entirely ef Itself support the body, for the latter 
depends on wife, mother or other persons for its sustenance, 
but what we want to prove is that matter depends for its 
support entirely on one Being the Creator; c) the fast that 
the various parts of a body cohere together may be due to 
other forees than to the fast that it is animated by a seal, 
in which case again, the analogy becomes entirely incapable 
of proving the conclusion; d) "The existence of animated 
bodies, moreover, has for its characteristic mark the proeess 
of breathing, whioh is absent In the case of the earth, sea, 
mountains, etc1! e) If it i s  argued that motion in the inani
mate world, oven as motion of the body, requires an animate 
intelligent principle to explain it, it may be pointed out 
there is nothing in the analogy to establish the existence ef 
only one suoh principle, for even as there are many souls,
animating many bodies, the mptlon in the inanimate material

•

world may be traced to many intelligent principles (SJttu 
I.1.3t p. 163). For these reasons then we ra^ dismiss this 
argument as Incapable of establishing the existence of a 
Supreme intelligent Being*
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8) Mother argiment may he hr ought forward, based on 
"the world's being an offeetod thingl it being a matter 
of ocmmon experience that whatever is an offset or product, 
is duo to an agent who possossos a knowledge of the material 
cause, the instrumental cause, the final end, and the person 
meant to make use of the thing produeed M as is exemplified 
by the ease of jars and similar things^) (£.Bh. X, 1.3,pp.
102 and 3).

To this R.objects by pointing out that we hare no 
right to infer a Supreme Oreator till wo hare shown that 
lesser beings, with limited Intelligenoe but with religious 
merit, and knowledge of instrumental causes such as sacri
fices tad the like, are inoapable of bringing about the 
material m e r l d . ^  As we bothajhait the existence of 
individual souls, it will be the more economical hypothesis 
to ascribe to them the agency implied in the construction of 
the world. 8or must you objeot to this view on the ground 
that such agency cannot belong to the individual souls 
because they do not possess the knowledge ef material causes, 
etc., as specified above; for all intelligent beings are 
capable ef direct knowledge of material causes, such m  earth 
and so on, and instrumental causes, such as saorlfioes and the 
like# Earth and other material substances, as well as
—.........I ■■■■ ■■ I ■■■■■■■ ■■■■■, I. II. > ■ 111, ■ I, , , ■ II——■ I—

e
(l) It la only with the material world as a produet like a

jar that the argument la concerned.
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sacrifices and the Ilka, are directly pefeelved by individual 
beings at tbs present time ( and were no doubt equally 
pereelved so at a former time when this world has to be 
planned and constructed)# lor dees the fact that intelligent 
beings are not capable of direct insight into the unseen 
prlnolple - called " apurva" or by similar names - which 
resides in the form ef a power in (sacrifices and ether in
strumental causes, in miy way preclude their being agents 
in the construction of the world# Dlreot insight into 
powers is nowhere required for undertaking work: what is 
required for that purpose is only direct presentatlve know
ledge of the things endowed with power, while of power itself 
it suffices to have some kind of knowledge. Potters apply 
themselves to the task of making pots and jars on the strength 
ef the direct knowledge they possess of the implements of 
their work - the wheel, the staff, etc. - without troubling 
about a similar knowledge of the powers inherent in those 
Implements; and in the same way Intelligent beings may 
apply themselves to their work ( to be effected by means of 
Baoriflees^ete.) if only they are assured by sacred tradition 
of the existence of the various powers possessed bysaerlfloes 
bad the llte*" (s'.Bh. X. 1.3, p. 164), If to ttaia objeotlon 
it is replied that individual souls o&nnot have constructed



the material world, "for on the testimony of observation 
we must deny to those souls the power of seeing what is 
extremely subtle or remote in time or plaoo (while such 
power must necessarily be ascribed to a world-constructing 
intelligence"(P. 167) ) R. points out that even so, it is 
net inconceivable tha t individual souls oonstruoted the 
material world, "for we observe that individual beings 
acquire more and more extraordinary powers in consequence 
of an increase of rsllgleusmerit; and as we may assume that 
through an eventual supreme degree of merit they may in the 
end qualify themselves for producing quite extraordinary 
effects, we may have no right te assume a highest soul ef 
infinite merit, different from all individual souls'(8.9h.
Xi 1.3, p. 170) ♦

further, R,points out that '‘experience teaches that 
agents having a knowledge of the material and ether causes 
must be Inferred only in the o*se of those effects which 
oan be produced, and the material and other oauses ef 
which can be known; suoh things, on the other hand(as the 
earth, mountains, and oceans, can neither be produced, nor 
can their material and other causes ever be known; we 
therefore have no right to infer for then intelligent pro* 
duoers• Hcnoe the quality of being an effected thing can be 
need as mn argument for proving the ^existence of an 
intelligent oajsbal agent, only where that quality is found
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In things, the production of which, and the knowledge of the 
causes of which, is possible at all” (i3*Bh. 1*1*3, pp.
164 & 5). This, however, not being possible in tie case of 
the the material world, it is impossible to establish a

• . Y? .W* + ’* €5" „ • 'r'l 4T i h  ♦i'* mi v ** *• * ^ 4 * ^-.i \ * ■/T‘ ‘ "*~*v • t *

Supreme Intelligent Being as its cause*
”Sxperienoe further teaches that earthen pots 

and similar things are produced by intelligent agents 
possessing material bodies, using implements, not endowed 
with the power of a Supreme Lord, limited in knowledge and so 
on; the quality of being an effect therefore supplies a 
reason for inferring an intelligent agent of the kind described 
only, and this is opposed to the inference of attributes 
of a contrary nature, viz, omniscience, omnipotence, and those 
other attributes that belong to the highest soul - whose 
existence you wish to establish” (S*Bh* 1*1*3, p. 165). R. ajdmits 
or at least raises no objection to the view - that inference on 
the basis of finite agency need not necessarily establish that 
the Creator of the material world suffers fran all the 
limitations of a finite agent (cp. pp. 167-9). nevertheless, 
he contends, it cannot warrant our predicating of the 
Creator perfections to which there is no analogy in what 
we know of finite agents*

Besides, he argues, empirical proof proceeds by testing 
what logivally follows from some one idea, in the light 
of considerations obtained from other sources than mere 
inference, (e.g* from sense perception or experimentation);



tat t U i  is (dearly impossible in the ones ef s ooneept 
snoh as that of a Supremo Creator, for it rests purely an 
inference, ami oannet he tested hy empirical methods. "Where 
the thing to he inferred is known through other means ef 
proof aloe, any qualities ef an opposite nature vhleh m y  he 
suggested hy the inferential mark (linga) are opposed hy those 
ether moans of proof, and therefore must he dropped. Zn the 
ease under discussion, howsrer, the thing to he inferred is 
something net guaranteed hy any ether means of proof, via* a 
person oapahle of oonstruoting the entire universeJ here there 
is nothing to interfere with the ascription to such a person 
of all those qualities whioh, on the has is ef nethodloal in
ferences, neeessarily belong to it." taplrioal proof of the 
existence ef a Supreme Creator is therefore clearly impossible 
(s.Bh.I. 1,1, p. 165).

laving thus considered arguments uhioh olalm empirically
to establish the existence of a Supreme Creator, 1. summarily

(1)marshals all his objections to such efforts "that the world is 
an effected thing because it consists ef parts; and that, as 
all affoots are observed to hare for their anteoedents certain 
appropriate agents competent to prodnee them, we must infer 
a oausal agent competent to plan end construct the universe, 
and standing towards it in the relation of Material and 
operative cause - this would he a conclusion altogether unjustl-

Tt(1) We shall in what follows enumerate only the mo$\ 
significant of these.
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fled. There le no proof to show that the earth, ooeans etc*,
.

although things produced, were ereatod at one time hy one 
oreator. Bor can it he pleaded in favour of such a conclusion 
that all those things hare one uniform character of heing 
effects, and thus are analagous to one single jar; for we 
observe that various effeeta are distinguished hy difference 
of time of production and difference of producers* lor again 
may you obtain the oneness of the oreator on the ground that 
individual souls are incapable of the oreatlon’ of this wonder* 
ful universe, end that if an additional principle he assumed 
to account for the world - idxloh manifestly is a produet - it 
would be illegitimate to assune more than one such principle... 
Bor also oan it he proved that all things are destroyed and 
produced all at onoc; for no such thing is observed to take 
place, while it is, on the other hand, observed that things are 
produced and destroyed in succession; and if we infer that all 
things are produced and destroyed because they are effects, 
there is no reason A y  this production and destruction 4iould 
not take plaoe in a way agreeing with ordinary experience*
If, therefore, A a t  it is desired to prove is the agency of 
one intelligent being, we are met hy the difficulty that the 
proving reason ( viz: the oircunstanoe of something heing an 
effeot) is not invariably connected with what it is desired to 
prove; there, further, la the fault ef qualities not met with 
in experience being attributed to the subjeot about which some*
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thing has to bn proved; and lastly there is the fault ef 
the proving collateral instances being destitute of what 
has to be proved - for experience does not exhibit tk 
to us an agent capable of producing everything'1 (S.Bh^lS^ 
pp. 160 and 171) . *

•Moreover, if you use the attribute of being an effect 
(which belongs to the totality of things) as a means to pzove 
the existence of one omniscient end omnipotent creator, do 
you view this atl£.Vufce as belonging to all thiggs In so Tar 
as produced together, or in so far as produced in succession?
In the foxmer esse the attribute of being an effeot Is net 
established (for experience does not show that all tiings 
are produoed together); and in the latter ease the attribute 
would really prove what is oontrary to the hypothesis of 
one oreator(fer experience shows that things produoed in 
succession hare different causes) . In attempting tt prere 
the agenoy of one intelligent creative heing only, ve tius
enter into eonfliet with Perception and Xnferenoe"> (s.lhJtyli 3 p.

A171)•
"Consider the following point also. Does the Lord 

produce his effects, with his hody or apart from hie hodyt
*» V.-*’ t %
Vet the latter, for ve do not observe causal agenoy on tie 
part ef any bodiless heing; even the aetivitiee of the internal 
organ are found only in beings having a hody, and although 
the internal organ he eternal ve do not know of its producing
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i • • . v - •
any effeots In the ease ef released disembodied souls. her 
again la the former alternative admissible; for In that 
ease the Lerd*e body would either he permanent or non per* 
manent. fhs former alternative would Imply that something 
made up of parte ie eternal; and if we onoe admit this we may 
as well admit that the world Itself is eternal and then there 
is no reason to infer a Lord. And the latter alternative 
is Inadmissible because in that caae there would be no oanse 
of the body, different from it (which would eeeount for the 
origination of the body). lor oould the Lord himself he ass mod 
as the oause of the body, since a bodiless being cannot he 
the oause of a body. Sor oould it be maintained that the Lord
can be assumed to be 'embodied* hy means of some other hody;

. /for this leads us into a regressus in Infinitum" (S.Bh.I#
1.3, ppe 17£ & 3) -

"mould we, moreover^ represent to oureelres the I*ord 
(when productive) as engaged in effort or not? - fhe former is 
inadmissible, because he la without a body. And the latter 
alternative is excluded beoauoe a being not making an <f fort 
does not produoe effeots; And if it be said that the effect,
i.e. the world, has for its causal agent one whose activity 
consists in mere desire, this would be to ascribe to the subject 
of Hie conclusion (l.e, the world) qualities not known f zom 
experience; and moreover the attribute to be proved would be
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absent In the case of the proving instances (suchaji jars, 
etc., which are not the woxk of agents engaged in mere

if
wishing/ (3Bh. I. IS, p. 173).

"Thus" X.oonolud.s “the inf.reno. of a oreative Lord) ) #
which claims to be in agreement with observation is refuted 
by reasoning whloh itself is in agreement with observation M 
(s.Bho I* 1.3. p. 173) Whether, then, on the analogy ef the 
faot that a body presupposes a presiding intelligent prinel- 
pie, or on the analogy of the faet that a produet prc- 
supposes a producing agent, R. contends that it is impossible 
empirically to establish that the world presupposes the 
Supreme Being an its Creator and animating principle*

If then enplrieal reasoning ef Itself oannot give us 
any certain knowledge ooncamlng the Deity, we must ask, on 
what, according to Rt)we may rely for this knowledge*7 
Toll owing the opinion of the Sutra Kara (I. L3. ) K. declares 
that Scripture is the souroe ef our knowledge of Brahaan* 
"Brahman, being raisedjabove all oont&ot with the senses, is 
not an object of perception and the other means of proof, but 
to be known through Scripture only" (^*Hh* I. 1.3, P. Idl) * 
Scjrlnture- as,the Sourca for knowledge ef Brahman:

This seems so much like abandoning Be a son in the 
interests of the written Word, that we must enquire what exaotly 
R. means by regarding Scripture as his souroe in mattexs per-
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r . . <• 
twining to Brahman* His Yiav becomes intelligible whan at
consider it in relation to the eoznriotion, to which we
ha Ye already r ef erred of philosophy and religion prior to
hie day9 that Brahman it not to he known exoept hy “subtle
seers11 and hy these whom the Deity chooses* Accepting this
position in prinoiple9 R. declares that Brahaan may not, as
demonstrated above be known hy natural processes of thought9
hut hT Bhakti or Upasana (dewout meditation) and through the
grmwe of the Deity“V'Whfrt we have to understand hy knowledge
in this connection has heen repeatedly explalned9 vis: a
mental energy different in eharaoter from the mere oognitlon
of the sense of texts9 and more specifleally denoted hy
such terms as Dhyana or Upasana9 i,e . meditation; which is
of the nature of remembrance (i*e* representative thought)t
hut in intuitive dearness is not inferior to the clearest
presentative thought (Pratyaksa) which hy constant daily

»• t ^

practice he eases ever more perfect* (S*Bh* III* 4.26 p. 699)^ 
“Steady remembrance of this kind is designated hy the word 
“devotion* (bhakti ) for this term has the same meaning as 
upasana (meditation) (s.Bh* I* 1*1, p* 1#). "Such meditation 
is originated in the mind through the grace of the Supreme 
Birson, who Is pleased and oonolliated hy the different kinds 
of aots of sacrifice and worship duly performed by the devotee
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day by day" (s.Hh.III. 4.26, p. 699). "It Is only In the state 
per ect eone illation or endearment, i.e. in meditation bearing 
the character of devotlon9 that an intuition of Brahman takes 
place* not. in any other state" (S^Bh. Ill* 2* 23 p. 617).

If, then, knowledge of Brahman requires on the part of man 
devotion, meditation and the doing of His will, and on the 
part of ^rahaan levlng grace! it is not surprising that 
the mere logical understanding or empirical ^eaaon does not 
auffioe for a knowledge of ^rahman. The Scriptures, being a 
record of the vision of God granted to holy men in the past, 
must be our guide in matters concerning Him. Yam&devaand 
others vsawv God by means of bhakti( devotion) (S.Bh. III.2.
24^ p. 618)̂ and out* doctrine with regard to God must rely on 
the religious intuition of suoh menf as that is recorded 
for us in the Scriptures. But that X.does not mean byftils to 
imply that Divine revelation is confined to the Scriptures 
and that we can never know God first hand, is clear from the 
words above oited, which declare that Upasana whereby 
Individual realises Brahman, ̂ lu point of directness, lb and 
intuitive cleverness not inferior to the dearest presmitatlve 
thought (Pratyaksa). His contention that Soripture is our 
souree for knowledge of Brahman, when taken in the light of this

(l) That is £rutl (Vedas,Upani^ads and Ve4anta sutras) and 
Stopt! (i.e. authoritative works such as the Bhg) which do 
not contradiot Sruti (§tfp. 411 S.Bh. ) . R.regards portions 
of the Kahabharata and the Vlsim Purina also as authoritative 
(op. p. 91. and p. 126 S.Bh.)/
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fact, must 1m  understood it would seem in the sense that 
^ultimately we must rely for matters oonoerning the Deity 
on religious experience, Whether that be of men of the past, 

as that is reoorded in the Seriptures9 or of one9s own direct 
▼ision of the Deity* But since both are revelations of ths
Supreme Being, they oannot vary in essence, and since

criScripture provides us with an objective interion, we must• *

regard scripture as our guide. But Scripture H,makes it quite 
clear, is only a means to the high*? knowledge which consists 
in dlreet intuition of Brahman, "The lower knowledge is the 
Bg, Teda;, eta*.; this knowledge is the means towards the 
intuition of Brahman* while the higher kind of knowledge, which 
is called 'upasana9 h^s the dharioter of devout meditation 
(bhakti) and consists in dlreot intuition of Brahman" (p *2®4) •
It is dlreot religious experience therefore that gives us true 
knowledge of <*r&hman. But Scripture provides the necessazy

_  -u Kcnctpreliminary infomatlon regarding "rahman, and is (never authori
tative.

If then Scripturer or religious experience io to be our 
primary guide in matters concerning the Deity, we have still 
to ask, >hat part empirical reason or the logloal understanding 
muy legitimately play in developing a systematic view regarding 
God and His relation to the universe* It is clear that its
function iu not that of determining what one must believe and
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what one must not believe in regard to the Deity* for* as R. 
indicated in his criticism of the arguments for the existence 
of a Supreme Creator* Reason is quite unahle of itself to 
establish anything in this realm. But* for this reason* 
argumentation is not to he discarded* It is to be used to 
support revelation* "The conclusion from all this is that* with 
regard to supersensuous matters* Scripture alone is authorita
tive* and that reasoning is to be applied only to the support 
of Scripture (S.Bh. II. 1.12* P. 426) .

The place which R.thns assigns to Reason in regard to 
doctrines concerning the Deity is not in practice as scholastic 
as it seems in theory for* as we have already seen* Revelation 
is not confined by him to Scripture* b$rt is admitted as possible 
to the individual in his own direct experience of the Deity. 
Moreover* the Swriptures* that is* the Upanisads and the Vedanta 
sutras, teach no clear or consistent body of doctrine. Con
sequently* as it happens* Reason in the case of R. is not bound 
by any hard and fast dogma* which it is its sole task to defend* 
Indeed* so free does R.feel in the Employment of Reascn* 
that he at times employs reason*not to support Scripture* but 
to make Svripture support him. nevertheless it must be admitted 
that the function which R. assigns to Reason in matters pertaining 
to the Deity is that of supporting revealed truths.

Since however the Scriptures give no definite and consistent
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guldanoe, th« truths upon #xleh BamanuJa relies are, as ve 
shell see, those which osme to him from his ova sectarian 
religion, TalsnaTisn. It is the ▼alsnava vlev ef Deltgr, there-
*•' I ' ' ' ‘ •• * ■ . , ' . *4 « __ ' * " • * '• '•» • ̂
for# * that ultimately Reason must seek to support* but It must 
do so* in the words of the Scriptures. Consequently ssotarian & 
details * whioh naturally are not found in the Scriptures* are 
to be omitted* but few the main doctrines of theism are to be 
retained and defended in the light of ioriptural teaching.
This* then* is Reason*s special task in V b system* and in 
performing it* it is needless to say* it will be ooncerned 
mainly with quoting chapter and verse from the Scriptures; but 
it must also seek to defend itself by independent argummts.
It is on these arguments that we shall chiefly fin our 
attention* for the others - and unfortunately they constitute 
the major part of Rcosanuja9# arguments • being purely teatual* 
have no philosophical value.
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Chapter I.
The Hature of the Deity.

Since R's chief purpose in philosophy is to 
Justify the religious view of life as against the pure 
monism or advaitism, which Samkara had made popular among 
philosophers, and aooording to which the basic assumptions 
of religion were to be regarded as ultimately false, his 
doctrine regarding the nature of the Deity is developed 
in opposition to, and by way of a criticism of, the 
advaitic view of the nature of Ultimate Reality.

Braftnan is not pure unity.
^ -In his Sribhasya, in which R.is concerned with 

laying the philosophical foundations of his faith, he 
examines carefully the advaitin's view that Brahman or 
Ultimate Reality is advaita or one without a second, 
that is, a pure One which excludes all differences. His 
contention is that such a pure non-differenced Being cannot 
be established by an appeal to experience, for the verdict 
of (a) consciousness in general, and in particular, in 
(b) speech (sabda) (o) perception and (d) inference is 
that the experienced is always a content characterised 
by differences.
a) Bo proof of non-differenced substance in consciousness.

Should any one, taking his stand on the reoeiveM
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views of his sect, assort that the theory of a substance
free from all difference (does not require any further
nans of proof but) ie lowedlately established by one*®

fown consciousness; we reply that he also ie refuted by 
the fact, warranted by the wltneesjtof the Self, that all 
eonaoloueneee Implies difference: all states of con-
eeioueneee nave for their object something that is marked 
by some difference, as appears in the case of judgments 
like '1 saw this1*1.

If to this it is replied that appeal to direct'■S;' V? V .: 'vv - y . -• V v : - Q -  : r *"•

consciousness is of little value, for the verdict of 
isnediate consciousness may often be falsified by in

vestigation, R points out that suoh is not the case in 
the matter under dlsousslon, for in order to prove the 
falsity of the view that consciousness reveals differences 
it would have to be shown that consciousness reveals some
thing different from differences, and in that very fact 
it would be admitted that consciousness docs reveal 
differences. "Should a state of consciousness - although 
directly apprehended as implying difference - be determined 
by some fallacious reasoning to be devoid of difference, 
this determination oould be effected only by means of some 
special attributes additional to the quality of mere Being;
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and owing to these apodal qualities on whioh tha deteminatlcn 
depends, that state of consciousness would dearly again be 
characterised by difference. Tha meaning of the mentiond 
determination oould thus only to that of a thing affeeted 
with aertain differsnoee some other diffarenaee are denied; 
hut manifestly this would not prove the existence of a ftilng 
free from all dlfferenoes.*

further, consciousness .attributes such, for example* aa 
self-llluminatbd ness,and thus itself pre~supposes dlfferenoea* 
"To thought thore at any rata belongs the quality of being 
thought and self illumlnatedness* for tha knowing prlnolple 
1b observed to have for its essential nature tha illumining 
(making to shine forth) of objeets... Moreover you yourself 
admit that to eanaoiousnsss there actually belong different 
attributes sueh aa permanency (oneness* self-lumlnousness eto) 
and ef these it eannot be shown that they are only Being 
in general.*

"And" he oontinues,"even if tha latter point were 
admitted* we obeerve that there takea plaoe a dimension ef 
different views,and you yourself attempt to prove your theory 
by meana of the dlfferenoea between those views and your own.
It therefore must be admitted that reality ie affeeted with 
difference well established by valid means of proof."
(s.Bh.I. 1.1* pp. 39 * 40)-



(b ) Ho_ proof of non-diffcrenced substance An aoeeoh .
As to sound (speech; oabda) it i s  specially apparent 

that it possesses the power of denoting only auch things as 
are aifooted with difference* Speech operates with words and 
3«nteaoee; Hem a word (pad.) orlglnateB from the combination

... A  > > .: - y  •  v  '

of a radical element and a suffix, and as these two elements 
have different meanings it necessarily follows that the 
word itself can convey only a sense affected with difference* 

And further, the plurality of words is based on 
plurality of meanings; the sentence therefore whioh is sn 
aggregate of words expresses some special combination of 
things (meanings of words), end hence has no power to denote 
a thing devoid of *11 difference.*

Speech, therefore, whioh consists of words (composed 
of roots and varying suffixes) said of s entences (composed of 
several words) clearly cannot testify to a thing devoid of all 
differenoe (S.Bh* I. l.lfpp. 40 and 41),
c) So proof of non-differenced substance in perception

Perception, according to R.is of two kinds - determin
ate and indeterminate* determinate perception is the appre
hension of an object, for example, a cow as having numerous 
qualities, and as similar to other cows already perceived. 
Indeterminate perception, on the other hand, is the appre
hension of an object, for example, a comet, which is the 1
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first pf its olass to be perceived, and whioh, though 
perceived as having definite qualities, is not perceived in 
relation to othef members of the same class. In both oases, 
it is obvious that the object is perceived as having various 
qualities, and therefore perception, whether determinate er 
indeterminate, R. concludes, is only of objects characterised 
by differences, and never of pure Being. "All apprehension by
a  •. -y ♦ • *• «•* 1 * ~ ̂ ikJ T  ’ '■ /’ • • J t .consoioueneso takes place by means of some distinction.
"This is such and such" Nothing can be apprehended apart 
from some special feature of make or structure, as e».g. the 
the triangularly shaped dewlap in the case of eows. The true 
distinction between non-determinate and determinate peremption 
is that the former is the apprehension of the first individual 
among a number of things belonging to the same class, while 
the latter is the appreheM.on ef the second, third, and so on,

* - ’ . • . • u  . ' ■ v . . . *.• \ ' / . \  . , r  vt; ijr • ' }  '

individuals. On t he apprehension of the first individual
cow the perceiving person is net conscious of the fact feat
the speslal shape ■which constitutes the genuine character
of the class ’cows' extends to the present individual also;
while this special consciousness arises in the oase of the
perception ef the second and third oow" Von-determinate per*
ception, or perception ef the first individual ef a class, is
never B.emphasises of aa object free froa all determinations.(1)"That it is such (i.e. non-detexmlnate) is not due to non-

 .... i ■ — ■■■■■■■■ mmm .... ..... . ...
tl) Words in ( ) are mine ,
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apprehension of structure, colour, generic character and so 
on, for all these attributes are equally objects of eensuons 
peroeptlon ( and henoe percelred as belonging to the first 
indlYlduals also) . From this X. oonoludes that peroeptlon - 
"with its two subdivisions of non«determin*te and determinate 
perception - also cannot be a means of knowledge for things 
devoid of difference11 (s.Bh, Z, 1.1, pp, 41 and 42).

The conclusion is so important for the metaphysloal 
atructure which he hopes to erect on it,/Ris not content to 
leare the matter thus. He wishes to make it perfectly dear 
that the experienced real - in this case, the pereeived real - 
is always a content characterised by differences. And it is 
the differences, thus always found to cohere in the unity of 
the experienced real that^, would emphasise. Accordingly, not 
satisfied with demolishing the idvai tin's non-differencsd 
Substanoe, he proceeds to attack the Bhedabhedavadln, who goes 
half way towards admitting the reality of differenoes, but is 
afraid to go all the way and to say that differences are 
differences. The bhedabhedavadln is, according to X, one who 
says that differences are differences and yet also aro not 
differences. The qualities are, and yet also are not, different 
from the objeots in whioh they are found. This view/finds 
to be quite unacceptable, "Take the judgement "This is such
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and such9 how can we realise here the non-difference of
vhelng thus1 and 9being such and such9? The 9such and such9

a.denotes a peculiar make characterised e*g. by ̂ dewlap, the 
9this9 denotes the thing distinguished by that peculiar make; 
the non-difference of these two is thus contradicted by 
Immediate consciousness11 - To state R 9s view in modern philoso
phical language the 9that9 is not the same as the 9what9*

In insisting thus on the difference of the 9what9 from 
the 9thaiC R» it is necessary to note, does not mean to 
assert that the What9 as generic quality falls entirely outside 
the 9that9 or object to i&ich it belongs. Indeed, his whole 
contention has been that the 9that9 as already demonstrated, 
is never a pure 9th&tv as the Advaitin according to him,main-

*v 7 * lH ■ Vtains, but always and only a 9that-what9f so that the vwhat9 is 
found contained in the 9that9* But, and this is quite important 
for his Ifetaphysies, the 9what9 is essentially different from 
the 9that9 although it may be contained in the 9 that9, It is 
this essential difference between the vwhat9 and the 9that9 that 
R.wishes to emphasise as against the bhedabhedavadln, when he 
declares that "wherever we cognise the relation of distinguish- 
ing attribute and thing distinguished thereby, the two c?learly 
present themselves to our mind as absolutely different*"

It must however, be admitted tha t R. is willing to carry 
his distinction between the 9what9 and the 9thatf further 
than this* For he claims - again, one suspects, in the



inter*8ta of hie motaphysical theory - that the 'what* 
may laoludt, besides generio qualities, other things

■■ I ’ - • •
which are capable of existing independently of the vthatv to 
which they belong, "Some things }-e,g, staffs and bracelets - 
appear sometimes as having a separate, independent existence 
of their own; at other times they present themselves as 
distinguishing attributes of other things or beings (i,e, of 
the persons carrying staffs or wearing bracelets). Other en- 
titles - e,g, the generle cha racter of oows - have a being 
only in so fftr as they constitute the form of substanoes 
and thus always present themselves as distinguishing attri
butes of those substances. In both cases there is the seme
relation of distinguishing attribute and the thing dis-

# *< .. .
tlngulshed thereby, and these two are apprehended as 
absolutely different. The difference between the two classes 
of entities is only that staffs, bracelets and similar 
things are oapable of being apprehended in s operation f m m  
other things, while the gonerlo characteristics of a speoles 
are absolutely incapable thereof (S«3h# I, 1.1,pp, 42 * 3).

4 ‘ ' ' ' f
V'hether H.ie justified or not In atretohlng the substaae, - 
attribute relation to cover oases whioh are not generally 
regarded as oases of that relationship, his point is dear  
that the distinguishing attribute is quite dlstlnot from the 
substance to idxich it belongs.
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Bat in ttafti establishing as against the bhetfabhedaradin 
that peroeptlon always reveals attributes which are entirely 
different from the substance to whioh they belong, X.finds 
himself exposed to two objeotions. Zt might be said that, If 
the attribute is entirely different from the stibstanoe, then 
a third tern is required to relate them to each ether, and that 
term needs still another and so on ad Infini tun. Besides, it

• >’; ' i- . *1?' .

might be said that we are eammitted to a logical see-saw, 
for we doelare that the qualities are known by knowing the 
object, and at the sane tine ue also declare that the hing 
is known by knowing its qualities (3 Bh.I.ll, p.32).
R.meete both objections by pointing out that they rest on an
artifloial separation of qa&litlss frau thisj in reality*
qualities and the objects in tUdh they Inhere exist 
inseparably united together. Coneequently at the very moment 
that the quality is perceived, the object is also pereeiwed 
abd at the very moment that the objeet is perceived the 
quality ie also peroelved. There la no question, therefore, 
of either bringing the quality and the objoot together,
I . • • , ' V-* < ’ A ' ■ *

by means of other terms ad inf ini tun or of apprehending ene first
• % -  ̂•' . • * «. V '* ' 7\'** • ' * * f v - ' *. * ■ V , * • ' ' » V».

and then by means of it apprehending the other. AoeordlngLy 
in answer to thoss who miss such objections H, replies 
•Be point out that these eharges are completely refuted by 
the fact that the only objeets of perception are thifcgs
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DXSTTOUISflKD by generic character and b o on, and that 
generlo dharaotor and b o  on • aa being rclatire things -
give at onoe rise to the judgment ai to the dletinetden

•

between themselves end the things in which they inhere*
You yourself admit that in the ease ef knowledge and in that
of colour and other qualities this relation holds good*
▼ls> that something which gives rise to a judgment about
mother*things at the erne time gives rise to a Judgment
about itself | the same may therefore be admitted wifi(1)regard to difference. Ter this reason the eharge of a 
reeresaua in infInitial and a logical seesaw oannot be upheld 
for even If perceptive cognition takes place within one 
moment, we apprehend within that moment the generio eharaoter 
which constitutes on the one hand the differs nee of the thing 
from others, and on the other hand the peculiar character 
of the thing itself, and thus there remains nothing to be 
apprehended in a second moment** (rf.Bh. X. l.lfp. 44).
Zn this way *■ emphatically maintains that thou^i the 
attribute is quite distinct from the substanoe;newsrtheless
■ " ' ..... ■■m ane mi mwm ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  m . — a— — ■■■■ -<■     . ■ ■■ . —

(l) Thibaut explains in a foot-note - "Colour reveals Itself 
as well as the thing that has colour; knowledge rereals 
itself as well as the objects known * so difference mani
fests itself as well as the things that differ* (p.44), 
i.e. difference or attribute in manifesting Itself 
manifests in that very faot also the objeot tc whi oh 
it belongs#
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what is experienced is always a substance -attribute, and 
never a bare substance with whioh an attribute has later 
to be artificially united# R,regards this conclusion as 
so Important that he piles CTldenoe upon evidcnoe to support 
it.

• If pereeption made us apprehend only pure Being, judgmmfe 
dearly referring to different objects - such as *here is a 
Jar* *There is a piece of doth' - would be devoid ef all 
meaning."

"If through pereeption we did not apprehend differ
ence - as marked by generio oharacter etc., constituting the 
structure or make of a thing - why should a man searching 
for a horse not be satisfied with finding a buffalo?"

"If mere Being only were the objeot of all our 
oognltlons, why rihould we not remember, in the oaoe of each 
particular cognition)all the words whioh are oonneeted with 
all our oognitlons?* Why, in other words, do we not cognise 
all Being at onoe at any one time?*'

XLt the cognition of a horse and that of an elephant 
had one objeot only, the latter cognition would oause us 
to apprehend only rtiat was apprehended beforehand there being 
thus no difference (of objeot of cognition) there would be 
nothing to distinguish the later state of cognition from 
remembrance."Since all objeots are assmed to be one, later 
cognition can only be a remembrance of what has already been
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cpgnised; and this is manifestly absurd."If on the other 
hAnti a difference is admitted for each state of conscious
ness, we admit thereby that perception has far its objects 
the things affected with difference

“If all acts of cognition had one and the same object 
only,#rit would follow that there are no persons either deaf 
or blind, for reality being something which is void of 
differences# it can make no difference in cognition to be 
without ear or eye.

wHor does, ac a matter of fact, the eye apprehend 
mere Being only; for what it does apprehend is colour’and the 
coloured thine;}and thote other qualities (viz* extension 
etc) which inhere in the thing together with colour. Hor 
does feeling do so; for it has for its object things 
palpable, Hor have the ear and the other senses mere Being 
for their object; but they relate to what'is distingiished 
by a special sound or taste or amell. ^nce there is not 
any source of knowledge causing us to apprehend mere Being** 

“Pram all this we conclude that perception has lb r its 
object only what i3 distinguished by difference manifesting 
itself in generic character and so on, which oonstitute the 
m  ke or structure of a thing** (S.Bh. I.l.ltpp. 44 3c 4 5) -
d ) Ho proof of non-differenced substanoo in inference *

How that it has been shown very fully that perception 
reveals only what is characterised by differences, and never 
something which is pure qualityless Being, it is easy to show



that iafercno* also does the same, for Inference rests on 
knowledge obtained through pereeptlon. "feroeption thus 
haring for its objectonly what is Marked by difference, 
inference also is in the s u e  oase; for its object is only 
what Is distinguished by connection with things knom 
through perception and other means of knowledge* And thus, 
even in the oase of disagreement as to the number of the 
different instruments of knowledge^ a thing devoid ef 
difference could not be established by any one of them 
since the instruments^ of knowledge acknowledged by all have 
only one and the smae object, viz: what is marked by

*idifference *
But if it is said that, though perception reveals

differences as real, still Inference may establish in
*

opposition to perception that differences are unreal, R. 
has already pointed out that in the matter under dispute 
inference cannot do this, for to do so inference would have 
to establish that Reality is different from what it is 
revealed to be in perception, and in that very feet it would 
be admitted the reality of differences* Moreover, he new 
points out that it is impossible to say th t, though per* 
caption reveals differences as real, inference may oome to 
a contrary conclusion; for to do so inference would have to 
contradict itself* Itv/ould have to establish that differenoes 
are unreal on the ground that they are real, l*e* on the
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ground of perception on which inference ultimately rests* 
Accordingly he declares that "a person who maintains 
the existence of a thing devoid of difference on the 
ground of differences affecting that very thing simply 
contradicts himself without knowing what he does*:* (S.Bh. 
I.\l, P. 43)

Prom all this R,concludes that there is no proof anywhere 
in experience of a substance unqualfied by differences, 
or, stated positively, that the only Real revealed in 
experience, is one which is characterised throughout by 
differences*
BKAHMAH is not pure Thought

The Mvaitin maintains that the pure qualityless 
Being which is according to him the only ultimate Reality 
iB identical with pure thought or consciousness, for 
whileoll other^ things are seen to exist in relation 
to consciousness, which thus explains or illuminates all 
things, consciousness alone iB not explained in relati on 
to anything other thn n itself, for consciousness is 
self-illumined. It therefore proves itself as well as all 
other kinds of being, end is hence supremely real. And since 
on the Advaitiris assumptions differenoe^ is ultimately 
unreal all things other than pure non-differsnced conscious
ness are ultimately unreal* Hence Brahman or ultimate 
Reality is identical with pure thought or consciousness^ 
$8*Bh* I* l.l^pp* 33^35).
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Such a view which deprires the Supreme Being of per
sonality and reduoes Kin to bare qualitylese thought is the
very antithesis of tlie soul-entrancing God of the Alvars, 
tot of the intensely human Krona of the Bhagavadglta. H. 
mu3t therefore show that the view of Brahman as pure thought 
is false, and that the Supreme Being m^y be, nay more, must 
be, oonoeived as Self or Person.

To do so, R. draws upon what he has already established
* ’ V * V  | * )v -J • •’ ‘ "  b'S *»,• « W  4 * '*' * 1  ,• * * * *'

with regard to the experienced real as always characterised 
by differences. Since everything experienced is found to 
display differences within Itself, and since all proof 
rests on experience, the advaitin cannot prove his 
non-dlfferenced pure thought to be real. If he attempts to 
prove it, it will begin to display attributes, for all things 
capable of proof have attributes and if he does not prove it, 
it is reduced to a mere fanciful hypothesis, contradicted by 
experience. He therefore confronts the advaitim with a dilenma. 
’(Sonsciouaness is either proved (established) or not. If it is 
proved, it follows that*it possesses attributes*, if it is 
not, it is something absolutely nugatory, like & aky-flower, 
and similar purely imaginary tilings* (S.Bh. I. 1.1 ,p. 35).

Moreover the advaitin himself predicates certain attri
butes ouch as eternity,oneness and self-luKinousness of 
ultimate Thought,se that even on his hypothesis Brahman is 
not pure attributeless thought. "Nor may you urge against this
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that all that# allaged attributes are In reality mere
consciousness or ^knowing* for they are essentially distinct" 
For example, eternity means fbeing present in all time*; one
ness means *being defined by the number onê s and these are 
not the same as what consciousness means* Similarly self- 
luminousness is not the same as lnmlnousness or knowing; 
for while luminoueness means the oapaoity to Illuminate other 
objects, self-luminousnees means the oapaoity to illuminate 
itself. Consequently the Thought which the advaitin claims to 
be ultimate is not after all qualityleso. Zt has several 
distinot attributes. Further R.adds, even if it is said that 
these qualities are not positive attributes existing within 
the nature of thought, but merely indloate the absence in 
thought of qualities opposed to them, and hence are to be 
described as negative attributes "you still cannot avoid the 
admission that they are attributes of consciousness"; for as 
negative attributes, they qualify the nature of consciousness 
ae being the opposite ef non-eternal, non-one, and such like* 
That they disqualify the nature of consciousness, and henee 
are attributes, 16 proved by the fact, that otherwise it 
would be possible to asoribe non-eternality, non-oneness and 
such like to consciousness. (S*Bh* T.1,1. pt 58). For these 
reasons, then, it must be admitted that even the advaitin 
does not regard Brahman ae quailtyless Thought*
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It
So f a l i a s  been shown that Brahnan cannot be regarded

as pure non-differenoed consciousness. How it remains to 
establish as against the advaitin that Brahman must be regarded 
£a Self or Person, We may do so by considering what is pre
supposed by consciousness, with which 1fce advaitin equates Brah
man.

Consciousness is regarded as proof (siddhi) itself. If it 
is proof then it must be proof o f something to someone; that is 
consciousness inevitably presupposes a self on the one hand 
and objects on the other. And if it thus presupposes a self to 
which it belongs, it Is clear that it is this self which is 
the Agent in consciousness, and not consciousness itself.
41 To explain** the essential character of consciousness or 
knowledge is that by its very existence it renders things 
capable of becoming objects, to its own substrate, of thought 
and speech. This consciousness (anubhuti), whidh is also termed

to everyone on the testimony of his own self- as appears from 
ordinary judgments such as "I know the Jarf, fI understand this

you yourself admit; for you have proved thereby its self-

isjnana, avagati, samvifl^a particular attribute belonging to a 
conscious self and related to an object* as such it is known

matter1.,. That such is the esjrntial nature of onnsoiousness

luminousnesa. flf this oonsoiousneas which thus clearly presents 
itself as the attribute of an agent and as related to hi
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object it would be difficult Indeed to prove that at the Bene 
time it is itself the agent, as difficult as it would be to 
prove that the object of aotioft is the agent ,”That is, since 
consciousness is only the activity or function of a self, it 
is the self that is ultimately not consciousness•

That consciousness is the aotivity of a self which is 
other than its conscious states is seen from the fact that 
consciousness consists of momentary mettal states which 
require a permanent self: as their substrate a nu relating 
principle. Beoognition, for example would clearly be impossible 
unless there were a permanent self, not to be identified 
with any of its mental states, but persisting through ell its 
experiences and relating its present state of consciousness 
with its previous conscious states, “for we clearly see that 
this agent (the subject of consciousness) is permanent 
(constant), while its attribute# i.e. consciousness, not differ
ing herein from joy, grief, and the like, rises persists for 
some time, and then cones to an end. The permanency of the

i —conscious subject is proved by the fact of recognition. This
y

very same thing was formerly apprehended by me. The non- 
pcrmaneney of consciousness, on the other hand, is proved by 
thought express! ng itself in the following formes 91 know at 

present9 ; 9 X knew at a tins9 , 9I, the knowing subject, no longer 
have knowledge of this thing9 . How then should oonsoiousneas 
and the conscious subject be one? If consciousness which



changes every moment were admitted to constitute the 
conscious subject, it would be Impossible for us to reoognise 
the thing seen today as the one we saw yesterday, for what 
has been perceived by one cannot be recognised by another... 
for recognition implies a conscious subject persisting 
from the earlier to the later moment, and not merely 
consciousness*(S.Bh. I, l.l^pp# 56 & 57)* Therefore we may 
oonclude that consciousness presupposes a conscious self 
whiah is not Identifiable with consciousness itself.

"In general we may say that where there is light it 
must belong to something, as shown by the light of a 1 asp.
The Self thus cannot be mere consciousness.The grammarians * 
moreover tell^ us that words such as ^consciousness*, •know
ledge*, etc. are relative; neither ordinary nor Vellc language 
uses expressions such as *h* knows* without reference to an

Vobject known and an agent who knows. "All which shows tb*t 
the self-luminous Self is a knower, i.e. a knowing subjeetf 
and not pure light (non - personal intelligence ) '(S.Bh.I.I,p.6 

His andLyoio of ooneoiousnesb thus leads R.to the con* 
elusion that consciousness presupposes a conscious self, 
and that this self cannot, as the advaitin claims, be 
identified with mere consciousness. Applying this conclusion 
to Brahman, it is clear that if consciousness is predicated 
of Brahman, He o&nnot be mere non-differenoed consciousness,
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but must be a self which is characterised by consciousness* 
Further R.points out that the consciousness which the 

advaitin is anxious to predioate of Brahman is impossible
tn d hence unreal and that therefore Brahman is in the end;
reduoed by the advaitin to scmething not unlike the unconsoious 
Pradhana. For the advaitin predicates of Brahman diBtinotlow^* 
less consciousness; but can consciousness exist where all 
distinctions are unreal I On the theory., of a Brahman that is 
nothing but distinctlonless intelligence even the witnessing 
function of eonsciousness would be unreal*, t o  be intelligent 
means to possess the quality of intelligence; a being devoid 
of the quality of thought would not differ in nature f ro m  the 
Pradhana*'"

"Further, on the theory of Brahman being mere non- 
differenced light it would be dlffloult to prove that Brahman 
1b 8 elf-luminous. For by light we understand that particular 
thing which renders Itself, as well as other things, oapable of 
becoming the object of ordinary thought and speech; but as a 
thing devoid of all difference does not, of oourse, possess 
these two characteristics, it follows that it is ae devoid of 
intelligence as a pot may be**

"Let it then be assumed that although a thing 
devoid of all distinction does not aotually possess these 
characteristics, yet it has the potentiality of possessing them!
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But if it possos8G8 the attribute of potentiality, it
is clear that you abandon your entire theory of a substance 
devoid of all distinctiont.... Moreover, potentiality means 
capability to produce certain special effects, and hence 
can be determined on the ground of thoso special effects 
only. But if there are no means of knowing these par£- 
Jfioular effects, there are also no means of cognising 
potentiality.M

wIt therefore remains a settled conclusion that the 
Brabman to be known is nothing else but ski the highest 
Person," (S.Bh. I. 1.12, pp. 207 & 8).

So far we have sought merely by empirical reasoning
to show that Brahman cannot be qualityless Being nor pure

\
Thought, but must be a Self characterised ty thought as 
well as by several other attributes. But empirical 
reasoning cannot of itself avail, as we have already shown, 
to establish anything with regard to Brabnan^ for, in 
regard to such matters Scripture is our ultimate authority. 
If, therefore, Scripture teaches that Brahman is pure 
qualityless Thought, we must agree that all our reasoning 
is futile, and that the advaitinfs view regarding the 
nature of Brahman is the only one that can be accepted.
But what does Scripture teach? And herein we come upon 
our supreme and final argument against the advaitin, for
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his view regarding the nature of Brahman is contradicted 
by Scripture.

Bralroan is hi ghee t Self characterised by excellent attributes

The advaitin seeks to maintain his view that Brahman 
is pure non-differenoed substance by fixing on Scriptural 
texts suoh as ’Being only this was in the beginning1, ’one 
only without a second f, and suoh like. K. declares that 
to fix only on such texts and to overlook or explain away 
texts |:whioh predicate attributes of Brahman is entirely 
unjustified. What is necessary, he contends, is to arrive 
at a view where all texts receive a consistent interpreta
tion, but where none are sacrificed for the sake of up
holding teaching derived from some texts to the exclusion 
of others. The principle which he lays down for inter
preting scriptural texts is "that the qualities attributed 
in all Sak^ps to Brahman ... should be taken over into 
the passage under discussion also” (S. B&. I. l.lfp.80).
That is, no passage should be interpreted purely in the ' 
light of what it Itself seems to say, tkal but its meaning 
should be gathered also from the general teaching of the 
scriptures, ae that is obtained from a consideration of

'  '.'r V  . /
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all other texts. This principle the advaitin also accepts; 
but, R. complains, he makes wrong use of it (p.80), for 
though he also interprets individual texts in the light 
of what he regards as the general teaching of the Scriptures, 
his view as to what is the general teaching of the Scriptures 
is based on a consideration of only some texts to the ex
clusion of all others. Wor example, the advaitin interpeeta 
the text, ’one only without a second’, to wan that Brahman 
is a pure unity devoid of all differences. But R. asks, 
if this be true, what about other passages which predicate 
"eternity and other attributes of Brahman which you yout- 
self assume"? When these passages are al30 taken into

i t ™consideration, the text that Brahman is yonly without a 
second* will have to be viewed as teaching, not that
Brahman is devoid of qualities, but that He is one, like
whom there is none other, "What the phrase ’without a 
second’ really aims at intimating is that Brahman possesses 
manifold powers, and this it does by denying the existence
of another ruling principle different fTom Brahman....
The clause ’Being only this wae in the beginning, one only’, 
teaches that Brahman when about to create constitutes the 
substantial cause of the world. Here the idea of some
further operative cause capable of giving rise to the
effect naturally presents itself to the mind, and hence wc
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underatand that the added clauaef twithout a Beoond1 ia
meant to negative euch an additional cause’’ (S .  Bh. I.
1*1; p. 80).

Similarly when some texts declare that lira liman is 
free from qualities, the advaitin makee the mistake of 
Interpreting them in isolation, without considering other 
texts which describe Brahman as having several qualities. 
When these texts are also considered, R. says, we ohall 
have to conclude that the passages which declare that 
Brahman is without qualities” are meant to negative the
•C-Vll qualities depending on Prakrti," and not all quailtiea 

ae suoh (S, BU. I. 1.1 T p. 81). We may therefore conclude 
in the light of both sets of passages, that what the 
Scripture means to teach is that Brahman has many excellent 
qualities, but is devoid of all evil qualities.

Further, R. argues, the advaitin himself admits 
that the Scripture teaches that Brahman has some qualities, 
for he accepts the text which declares, ’true knowledge,
infinite is Brahman,’ and ’’the co-ordination of the terms(2)of which it (viz. this text} consists explains itself
in so far only as denoting one thing distinguished by

(1) Cp. also Me long comment on Bhg. XIII 2. pp. 411 & 12
in Govindaoarya’s Translation.
(2) The words' ) are mine.



several attributes. Tor oo-ordination (samanadhikaranya/ 
lit, ’the abiding of several things in a coamon substrate9) 
means the reference (of several terms) to one thing, there being 
a difference of reason for the application (of several 
terms to one thing). Tow whether we take the several terms fTrue 
’Knowledge ,9 Inf ini tej in their primary sense, i.e. as demoting 
qualities, or as denoting modes of being opposed to whatever is 
contrary to those qualities; in either case we must needs' 
admit a plurality of causes for the application of those 
several terms to one thing. There is however that differs use 
between the two alternatives that in the former case the terms 
preserve thsir primary meaning, while in the latter oas# their 
denotative power depends on eo-oulled ’implication’ (laksana). 
Tor can it be said thtt the opposition in nature to non*
knowledge etc (whioh is the purport of the terms on the hypo*
thesis of leksana) constitutes nothing more than the essential 
nature (of one non-differenoed substance; the three terms 
thus having one purport only); for as such essential nature 
would be sufficiently apprehended through one tezm, the

. . .  - " • 4 * ' '  * * .

employment of further terms would be purposeless. This view 
would moreover be in conflict with co-ordination, as it would 
not allow of difference of motive for several terms applied to
one thing. On the other hand it cannot be urged against the

Iformer alternative that the distinction of s everal attributes
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predloated of on* thing implies a distinction in the thing
* ww *■%_»•' ^ i*. x?"» - *'*vr' #►. iT aj** > • w v#̂\. *v,. • .* > , Jk * >

to itoish the attributes belong, and that frcm this it 
follow that the several terms denote several things • a ' 
result which also could not be reoonoiled with 9co-ordina»

A ^  3 A Vp' . .tionf; for what 9co-ordination9 aims at is just to eonvey 
the idea of one thing being qualified \by several attributes* 
Yor the grammarians define fco-ordinationf as the applloa* 
tion, to one thing, of several words, for the application 
of eaoh of whioh there is a different motive1*. Soripture, 
therefore, must be admitted by tbn advaitin to teaoh that 
Brahman is not a pure non-differenoed unity, devoid of all 
attributes*

Bor may the advaitin claim that Scripture teaches 
that Brahman is pure thought or knowledge. wThose textoff. 
which refer to mere knowledge declare indeed that knowledge 
is the essential nature of Brahman, but this does not mean 
th t mere knowledge constitutes the fundamental reality.- 
Th£ t Brahman is a knowing subject all soriptural texts declare 
op. ^He who is all knowing9. (flfu Up. I. 1.9).. gThis divine 
being thought9 (Ch. Up* VI* 3*2.)...He who arranges the 
wishes - as eternal of 1hoce who are not eternal, as thinker 
of (other) thinkers (Ea* Up. II. 0.13) ■ "Let us know Him 
the highest of Lords, the great Lord, the highest deity of 
deities, the master of masters, the highest above the God, the 
lord of the world, the adorable one9 (Svet Up. VI. 7)j
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So one is seen like unto him or better, his high power is 
revealed as manifold, forming his essential nature, as know* 
ledge strength, and so tion ' (Svet Up. VI, 8), *Ttet is the 
Self, free frcmjsin, ageless, deathless, griefless, free from 
hunger and thirst whose wishes are true, whose purposes are 
true1 (Ch.Up, VIII 1,5*). These and other texts deolare that to 
Brahman, whose essential nature is knowledge, there belong 
many excellent qualities - among whloh that of being a knowing

•i *
subject stands first ( S.Bh. I. l.lfp. 81)-

Hor may the advaitin say that Scripture teaches that 
Brahman is pure Bliss* 11 Your assertion that the text *Bllss is 
Brahman '(Taitt.Up. III, 6,1.) proves pure Bliss to constitute 
the essential nature of Brahman is already disposed of by 
the refutation of the view that knowledge (consciousness) 
constitutes the essential nature of Brahman; Brahman being 
in reality the substrate only of knowledge, For by bliss we 
understand a pleasing state of consciousness* Such passages as 
'consciousness, bliss is ^rahmun' therefore mean 'consciousness 
the essential character of which is bliss • is Brahman'* On th> 
Identity of the two things there rests that homogeneous character 
of Brahman, so much Insisted upon by yourself, And in the same 
way as numerous passages teach that Brahman, while having 
knowledge for its essential nature, is at the same time a knowing 
subject; so other passages, speaking of Brahman as something 
separate from mere bliss, show it to be not mere bliss but a
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subjeot enjoying bliss; op. *That is one bliss of Brahman9 
(Taitt. Up. IX. 8.4); “he knowing the bliss of Brahman9 
(Taitt. Up H # 9.1.) . To be a subject enjoying bliss is in 
fact the same as to be a conscious subject" (£.Bh, 7,1.1,p.84) 

Moredber, Redds, the bliss of Brahman may be said to 
indicate His excellent qualities, for In the Scriptural 
seotlon which speaks of the relative bliss enjoyed by souls 
in different worlds, the highest bliss is said to be the 
bliss of Brahman-, that is, the soul which realises Him finds 
Him to have auspicious qualities which fulfil all its desires 
and thus produce in it siq>reme bliss. Accordingly H.writes:
**the section lone hundred times thfc t human bliss* etc., 
makes statements as to the relative bliss enjoyed by the

'  *• ’  , » y  i • * . ' '

different classes of embodied souls; the concluding passage 
*He who knows the bliss of that Brahman from whence all speech 
together with the mind, turns a way unable to reach It9, hence 
must be t£ ken as proclaiming with emphasis the infinite 
nature of Brahman’B auspicious qualities. Moreover, 
IxKMtsxjtoxMrtam af xMxahanaaKandttDTxmkiixkwxtiril xsafraxJbbi 
sxnw**swtxqnailfcUi a clause in the chapter under discussion - 
viz* 9he obtains all desires, together with Brahman the all# 
wise fTaltt. IX.1.).which gives information as to the fruit 
of the knowledge of Brahman clearly declares the infinite natuj 
of the qualities of the highest all-wise Braha n. The desires
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are the auspicious qualities of Brahman which are the objects
• . • '  V  . '  * .  •

of desire; the man who knows Brahman obtuins, together with 
Brahman, all qualities of it. The expression ftogether with' 
is meant to bring out the primary importance of the qualities* 
(S.Bh. 1,1,1 , p. 82). Thus when iJrahman is spoken of as bliss, 
reference is to the many bliss-producing, auspicious qualities 
which belong to the nature of Bpahman. Par fran teaching 
that Brahman is void of qualities, Scripture is thus found to 
maintain that Brahman has many excellent qualities.

But it may be asked hew, why if Brahman is known to have
Ŝ SficiovS

suchj^qualities does Scripture nevertheless teach, as in the ease 
Kena Upanisad fBy whom it is not thought, by him it is thought1 
‘not understood by those who understand9 (11,3,). In answer 
Raman tty a declares t h a t  the passage when understood in relation 
to the Tiittiriya text above discussed explains itself thus.
"We are informed by the passage *from whence speech together 
with mind turns away, being unable to reach it9  ̂that the 
infinite Brahman with its unlimited dxcellencescannot be 
defined either by mind or speedh as being so or so much, and fran 
this we conclude the Kena text to mean that Brahman is not 
thought and not understood by those who understand it to be 
of a definitely limited nature. Brahman in truth beingi
unlimited, (S.Bh. 1,11. p. 93),
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S i m i l a r l y  i n  com m enting  on th e  B rh & d a ra n y a k a  t e x t  which 
d e c la r e s  t h a t  B rahm an io  f n o t  s o ,  n o t  g o * a rg u e s  t h a t  th e  

p a s s a g e  i s  n o t  in te n d e d  t o  t o a c h  t h a t  B rahm an has  no q u a l i t i e s ,  

h u t  o n ly  t h a t  He i s  n o t  t o  he r e g a r d e d  as l i m i t e d  t o  th e  q u a l 

i t i e s  a l r e a d y  e n u m e ra te d . "T h e  p a s s a g e  d e n ie s  t h a t  l i m i t e d  

n a tu r e  o f Brahm an w h ic h  w o u ld  r e s u l t  fro m  B rahm an h e in g  

v ie w e d  as d i s t in g u i s h e d  h y  th e  p r e v io u s ly  s t a t e d  a t t r i b u t e s  

o n ly .  The w ord so r e f e r s  t o  t h a t  l i m i t e d  n a tu r e  and th e  phrase 
n o t  so t h e r e f o r e  means t h a t  B ra h u u n  i s  n o t  d is t in g u ia h e d  h y  

th e  p r e v io u s ly  s t a t e d  modes o n l y . T h is  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  i s  

f u r t h e r  c o n f ir m e d  h y  th e  f a c t  t h a t  a f t e r  t h a t  n e g a t iv e  p h r a s e , 

f u r t h e r  q u a l i t i e s  o f  Br&hm an are  d e c la r e d  h y  th e  t e x t :  * ? o r

th e r e  is  n o t  a n y th in g  h ig h e r  th a n  t h i s  n o t  s o . T h en  cone a th e  

nam e, th e  T ru e  o f th e  T r u e :  f o r  th e  prnnaa a r e  th e  T r u e ,  and  

he i s  th e  T ru e  o f  th e m 1 . T h a t  m eans: Than t h a t  B rahm an which
is  .e x p re s s e d  h y  th e  p h ra s e  * n o t  s o 1 t h e r e  i s  no o th o r  t h in g

h i g h e r , i . e .  th e r e  i s  n o th in g  m ore e x a l t e d  th a n  B rahm an e i t h e r
/

i n e s s e n t i a l  n a tu r e  o r  i n  q u a l i t i e s .  And o f  t h a t  B r-h ru an  r i t k i i

th e  #iame i s  f T ru e  ,of t3:ie th u s  th e  c o m p le m e n ta ry

p a s s a g e  d e c la r e s  B rahm an to  he c o n n e c te d  w i t h  c e r t a i n  q u a l i t i e s  

th e  c la u s e  ’ n o t  s o , n o t  s o 1 ( t o  w h ic h  tlfc it p a s s a g e  i s  

c o m p le m e n ta ry ) c a n n o t d e n y  t h a t  B rahm an p o s s e s s e s  d i s t i n c t i v e  

a t t r i b u t e s ,  h u t  o n ly  that B ra h m a n ^  n a tu r e  is  to  he c o n f in e d  

t o  th e  a t t r i b u t e s  p r e v io u s ly  s t a t e d ^ "  x  H 7* ^   ̂ v  ̂n )  .



A c c o r d in g ly  i t  w o u ld  seem t h a t  t h e  t e a c h in g  of Scripture 
i s  n o t  t h a t  B ra im ^ n  i s  a  s u b s ta n c e  v o id  o f  q u a l i t i e s ,  n o r  

th o u g h t ,  v o id  o f  a t t r i b u t e s ,  b u t t h ^ t  He i s  h i g h e s t  Self, 
whose e s s e n t ia l  a t t r i b u t e  i s  kn o w le g e  c h a r a c t e r is e d  by bliss, 
who i s  p o s s e s s e d  o f  an  u n l im i t e d  num ber o f  a u s p ic io u s  q u a l 

i t i e s  b u t e x c lu d e s  a l l  e v i l  q u a l i t i e s ,  and s i m i l a r  t o ,  or 
h ig h e r  t h a n ,  idiom th e r e  i s  no o t h e r ,  E m p i r ic a l  r e a s o n in g  

p o in t s  to  a v ie w  o f  R e a l i t y  as c h a r a c t e r is e d  b y  differences; 
S c r ip t u r e  c o n f ir m s  i t  as d e s c r ib in g  Br&hraan as h a v in g  

e x c e l l e n t  q u a l i t i e s .  Hence t h i s  v ie w  i s  u n d o u b te d ly  true*
But i t  m ay bo a s ked  -  Whence d id  R. o b t a in  t h i s  

d o c t r in e ?  He c la im s  t h a t  S c r ip t u r e  ( i . e .  i p  t h i s  c a s e , t h e  

U p a n is a d s )  te a c h e s  i t .  But o u t ac c o u n t o f  th e  U pan ia  ads h as  

a l r e a d y  shown t h a t  nc such c l e a r l y  fo r m u la t e d  d o c t r in e  i s  to 
be fo u n d  i n  th e m . M o re o v e r ,  R.h im s e l f  i c  aw are  o f t h i s  

f a c t ,  as is  d e a r  f r a n  th e  g r e a t  p a in s  he t a k e s ,  as we h a v e  

b r i e f l y  in d ic a t e d  a b o v e , to  e x p la in  U p a n is a d ic  t e x t s  w h ic h  

c o n f l i c t  w i t h  h ia  v ie w ,  P u r t h o r ,  th e  IJ p a n is a d ic  p a s s a g e s  w h ic h  

h e  c i t e s  (C p . S .h h . ’ P p . 8 1 - 8 4 )  us t e a c h in g  h is  v ie w  of th e  

n a tu r e  o f  B ra h m -n  a re  s o  fe w  and u n c e r t a in  i n  m e a n in g  t h a t  

we may oe s u re  t h d  he d id  n o t  d e r iv e  l i i a  d o c t r in e  from th e m « s 

B e s id e s  h ie  v e r y  e a g e rn e s s  to  c la im  su p p o rjr  f o r  h i s  v ie w  fran 
S c r ip t u r e  s e an s  to  r e v e a l  th o  f a c t  t h a t  he  o b ta in e d  h i s  d o e -  

trine from o t h e r  s o u r c e s , - h a t  th e s e  s o u rc e s  w e re , w e  h a v e
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already suggested, viz: the beliefs of the religious sect,
Vaisnavism to which he belonged* In this view we are now 
confirmed, for after showing that his doctrine regarding the 
nature of Brahman is taught by Scripture, R.prooeeds to show 
that it is also taught by the Visnu Pur ana, and the passages 
which he cites so fully reflect the view which he advocates

X -throughout the S r ib h & s y a , that Brahman is highest Person, 
characterised by the most blessed attributes, and free from 
all evil qualities, that it is not by any means improbable
that it is to the Visnu Purana in particular, and to Vaisnavism• • * w * •

in general, 1hat R. turned for his doc trine regarding the 
nature of the Deity* He at any rate found in the Visnu Purana 
a description of the blessed qualities of the Deity,which 
description he failed to find except in very meagre f o m  in 
the Upanisads* He accordingly depends, chiefly on the Visnu 
Purana for an enumeration of the attributes which belong 
to the Divine nature* What these are we shall see if we follow 
R.in his citation o f passages from the Visnu Purana*

‘"He transcends the fundamental matter of all beings, its 
modifications, properties and imperfections. *.all auspicious 
qualities constitute his nature* The vhole creation of 
beings is taken out of a small part of his power* Assuming 
at will whatever form he desires he bestows benefits on the 
whole world effected by him. Glory, strength, dominion, 
wisdom, energy, power and other attributes are collected in 
him, Supreme of the supreme in whom no troubles abide, ruler
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over high and low, lord in collective and distributism form, 
non-manifest and manifest, universal lord, all-seeing, 
all-knowing, all powerful, highest Lord* The knowledge by 
which that perfect, pure, highest, stainless homogeneous 
(Brahman) is known or perceived or comprehended - that is
knowledge; all else is ignorance" (Visnu Purana VI* 5*82-87).9 • •

*To that pure one of mighty power the highest Brahman to . 
which no term is applicable, the cause of all causes, the name 
Bhagavat is suitable* The letter bha implies both the 
cherisher and supporter, the letter ga the leader mover and 
creator. The two syllables bhaga indicate the six attributes 
dominion, strength, glory, splendour, wisdom, dlspassion*
That in him - the universal Self, the Self of the beings - 
all beings dwell and that he dwells in all, this is the 
meaning of the letter va* Wisdom, might, strength, dominion, 
glory, without any evil qualities, are all denoted by the 
word bhagavat * This great word bhagavat is the name of Vasu- 
deva, who is the highest Brahman - and of no one else*
This word which denotes persons worthy of reverence in 
general is used in its primary sense with reference to 
Vasudeva only; in a derived sense with regard to other 
persons1 (Vi.Pu. VI. 5*72)-. ..
'Him who is of this kind, stainless, eternal, all pervading, 
imperishable, free from all evil, named Visnu, the highest 
abode1 (Vi.Pu I* 22.53) • *He who is the highest of the high,



the Person, the highest Self, founded on himself*, who is 
devoid of all the distinguishing characteristics of colour, 
caste and the like; who is exempt from birth, change, increase 
decay and death; of whom it can only be said that he ever is* 
He is everywhere and in him everything abides, hence he is 
called Vasudeva by those who know. He is Brahman, eternal 
supreme, imperishable, undecaying, of one essential nature and 
ever pure, as free from all defects*..9 (Vi,Pu*I* 2.10-14).

"These and other texts^ R.concludes "teach that the 
highest Brahman is essentially free from all imperfection 
whatsoever,(and) comprises within itself a l l  auspicious 
qualities" (S.Bh* 1*1.1,pp* 86-88) •

There are two points which are worthy of note in 
connection with the qualities above enumerated, for they 
reveal ideas not to be found in the Upanisads, and hence are 
to be regarded as distinctly sectarian* R.accepts them, though 
there is no warrant for them in the Upanisads, and they form a 
fundamental part of his view regarding the Deity* One of them
is the enumeration of six qualities - glory, strength,%

dominion, wisdom, energy and power - as belonging to Brahman. 
It is significant that in the few citations given by R* 
from the Visnu Purana, these qualities are repeated as many as 
three times* It will be remembered that these six qualities
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play an important part in Panoaratra philosophy* R.refers to(i)
them repeatedly in his works f and it Must therefore be 
oonoluded that they formed a fundamental part of his con
ception regarding the Deity. The othef point worthy of note 
is the description of the Deity as assuming various forms 
for the benefit of the world. This again, as we have seen,is 
a doctrine of long standing among the Vaisnavas, and very 
central in their thought of the Deity, but not to be found in 
the Upanisads. The attributes which it presupposes in the 
Supreme Being is love^&nd R.;as we shall see,does not hesitate 
to dwell with great feeling on this attribute of the Deity, 
when he deals with the topic of incarnation.

Another point is also noticeable, though it cannot be
said to be peculiarly Vaisnava, for, a s we have seen, it is

• •

not lacking entirely even in the Upanisads - tt je  v ie w , namely
that the Deity is a Perfect being, in wham there is no evil*

UBut whieh in the Upanisads this doctrine is never clearly
r  •

or consistently formulated the S.Bh. passages we have cited 
show R.consistently maintaining that Brahman has o i y  
auspicious qualities, and that He is entirely free from evil 
qualities. It is significant that the passages from the Visnu 
Purana which he selects^ to support his view also make it very

(1) Cp. e .fe .  S.Bh. Pp. 324; 608; Bhg. B h ^ ,  221,236,331,349, 
357,301,385, 568 (Govindffcaryu#s Translation ).
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clear that Brahman is free from all defects, and that nothing 
but auspicious qualities constitute His nature. So oertral 
in R ,e view a t the Deity is the doctrine that Brahman is 
altogether perfect and excludes everything that is evil^ 
that he introduces this teaching wherever possible, even far 
example when he is discussing passages which by no stretch 
of imagination ean be thought to imply it. Thus in regard 
to Upanisadlc passages which describe Brahman as "made of 
Hind" he writes, "made of mind4 means to be apprehended by 
a purified mind only. The highest Self can be apprehended 
only by a mind purified by meditation on that Self.. This 
Intimates that the highest Self is of pure goodness, precluding 
all evil, and therefore different in nature from everything 
else; for by the impure minded impure objeots only can be 
apprehended1" (S.Bh.I. 2.2.p.261).In regard to texts which 
deolare that Brahman has light for his form, R.sayB that that 
light is not to be confused with any quality belonging to 
matter (Pr&hlte) .*Whose form is light1 means "who is of supreme 
Bplendour, his form being a divine one of supreme excellence

(l) H*s unwillingness to regard Brahman as ’made of mind* 
arises from the factthat vmind (manas) was regarded by him 
in accordance with Samkhyan philosophy as a material principle; 
and, of course, Brahman according to R.,oannot be regarded as 
made of anything so evil as matter. The Upanisadlc passage 
is apparently innocent of this implication of lianas.



peculiar to him, and not consisting of the stuff of Prakrti* 
To^iwhom all wishes belong9 R. similarly interprets to mean 
"He to whom all pure objects and mean^ of desire and enjoy
ment belong**. He to whom all odours and tastes belong9 
he says means "he to whom there belong, as objects of enjoy
ment, all kinds of uncommon, special^perfeot, supremely 
excellent odours and tastes * ordinary smells and tastes 
being negatived by another text, viz. *That which is without 
sound, without touch, without taste etc (Ka. Up. Ill.15)” 
(s.Bh. I. 2.2,p. 262). Similarly in regard to meditating 
on Brahman as bliss, R. says it is not enough to think 
of Brahman a s bliss, for bliss when ascribed to Him must be 
purged of; all grossness. "The apprehension of a thing means 
the apprehension of its specific charaoter. But mere bliss 
and so on, does not suggest the specifio character of 
Brahman, since those qualities belong also to the Individual 
soul. What is speoifioally characteristic of Brahman is tti 
bliss, and>so on, in so far as fundamentally opposed to all 
evil and imperfection... How being fundamentally opposed to 
evil implies having a character the opposite of grossness and 
all similar qualities which belong to the empirical world.,He 
therefore who thinks of Br&hm&n must think of it as having 
for its essential nature bliss, knowledge, and so on, in so

asfar^distinguished by absence of grossness and the like 
( Bh. III.3.33j pp. 653 & 4), In this way R.brings to full
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fruition the tendency of sane of the Upanisads to asoribe 
numerous perfections to the Supreme Being. His inspiration in 
this regard probably came from his religion, which a e we saw, 
throughout its history was inclined, in spite of its alliance, 
with advaitism, to regard the Supreme Being as characterised 
by several perfections, especially the perfection of goodness 
and love. R. was one of the first, it would appear iftio 
clearly perceived that if all that waB distinctive of his 
religion, especially as itjezpressed Itself in the intense 
God-devotion of the Alvars, was to be preserved, the unholy 
alliance of hia sect with adTaltiam of however long standing,

j ♦ . * 4\ A Vf* U T r ^  Ww • V 4 i’** 0 • \ -‘g l»»K" + t 0 <• .*4, v 4* •** ’ *' %L ̂  £
must be terminated* He accordingly set himself to thisR*
task,and in breaking away from advaitism it wbuld seem/is enabled 
#0 teaoh in clear, unmistakable language, unlike any of his 
predecessors, that Brahman’s nature is constituted by an 
infinite number of blessed qualities, entirely exoludes all 
evil, and is above all characterised by love*

So far we have followed R.in establishing as gainst 
the advaitin that Perception, Inferenoe, Soripture and 
works of authority like the Visnu, Purina, indicate^ 1h t 
Brahman is not pure Being, nor pure Thought, but a highest 
Person, characterised by knowledge and bliss, as welljas by
an infinite number of exoellent qualities* We have also seen 

how in the light of the distinctive tenets of his reli£ on R.
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was enabled to go beyond the teaching of the Scripture, that 
Is, the Upanisads, and to enumerate six qualities of Brahman 
as In Panoaratra philosophy, as well as to ascribe to Him the 
qufclity of lor*, which leads Him to aBsune various forms for tie 
benefit of the world. But so far we have confined ourselves
to the Sribhasya, where R, is manifestly concerned to expound*
Vedanta philosophy. It is true that he does not hesitate to 
read his own view into texts, so that even in his £ribhasya 
he succeeds as we have seen, in presenting his main tenetsJ •

regarding the nature of the Deity. If however, we would
llobtain a further idea of his own sectarian beliefs regarding
n

the nature and attributes of the Deity we must turn to his
Wcommentary on the Bhagavadglta, for dealing as he does there

with a literary work of his own sect, he is at liberty to(2)
give expression to sectarian ideas without let or hindrance. 
One or two typical passages should suffice by way of illus
tration.

R tbegins his commentary on the Bhagavadglta with a 
description of the Deity, His attributes, Hie ornaments, His 
oonsort Sri, Hie heavenly abode with a host of celestials 
hymning His praise, and a brief allusion to His incarnations. 
All this is essentially Puranic, and has little philosophical

(1) Passages cited here and elsewhere from this work are 
taken fr cm A. Uovlndacaryi's translat ion .Page r eferences 
are to pages in the translation.

(2) Cf. also the description of the Deity given in the 
§aranagati-gadya. Brahmavadin.Vol• 1, p. 221 *



significance* We shall therefore concern ourselves merely with^ 
pert of it whioh describes the nature and attributes of the 
Supreme Being, It runs thus: "The Lord of Sri, whose a seen-
tlal nature Is the being the sole Beservolr of all Illustrious 
attributes, the antithesis to 8ll evil (heya) • such attributes 
as Wisdom (Juana) and Bliss (ananda); - eho Is the great 
ocean of the legions of ̂ the boundless, exalted and oountless 
glorious qualities, behaving His nature, such as Omniscience 
(j&ana), Strength (bala), Sovereignty (Misvarya); constancy*. 
(Virya), Power (£akti) and Lustre^(TeJas)) whose Divine form 
is a mine of effulgence, beauty, comeliness, youth and other 
perfections of the Person (Bhg* Bh* pp. 6 & 7). /gain, 
commenting on Bhg. IX* 34, where Krsna says to Arjuna 
Fix the heart on H. imagines Kksna to mean, Fix thy heart 
on me • * me, the sole asylum of all excellencies, exempt 
from fault; me, the omniscient; me, of Indomitable will; 
me ,of the lotus-llke dear and large eyes, and of uniform blue 
cloud-hue; me, of a respeidence as if a thousand suns had 
simultaneously shone; me, the nextar-ocean of loveliness, of 
arms four * * . me, again, the ooean of infinite meroy,' m
compassion, beauty, sweetness, dignity, bounty, affection, etc. 
(Bhg, Bh* pp. 314 & 315) « Also later, in regard to a similar 
passage (XIII 9) he writes: "Me, the natural boundless ooean 
of all the exalted oountless glorious attributes, such as
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beauty, compassion and condescension, lore and clemency, 
sweetness and dignity and bounty, courage, valour, and 
daring, wisdom, lordship; me, the antithesis (or antidote) 
of all vice/" (p.385).

What these passages reveal are the same two sectarian 
doctrines already noticed in connection with the Yisnu

r $

Parana texts cited above, viz; that the Deity is character* 
ised by the six attributes enumerated in Panoaratra philo
sophy, and that He is full of love and tender meroy. The 
love of the Deity is, however, as we should expect, mare 
particularly emphasised, and in addition the beauty of the

*• ' y V  . .  *  * ** 1
Lord, (envisaged as Krsna) receives special mention, and
once again R,reiterates his belief that the Deity is all-
perfect and free fran all evil*

We may oonclude, therefore, by saying that according to
R* the Supreme Being is not, as the advaitin asserts, pure
non-dlfferenoed Substance, nor characterless Thought, but
highest self, characterised essentially by thought and bliss
as well as by the six attributes of wisdom (Juana) strength
(bala), lordship (aisvarya), might (wirya ); energy (sakti)
and glory (tgjus), of great beauty, absolutely unrivalled,
free from all evil,filled with an infinite number of(i)exoellent qualities. and abounding In love.____________________

(l) It la obvious from the foregoing that R. obtains most of his
doctrines regarding the nature of the Deity from his own 
religious sect. That part of his teaching however which may be 
said primarily to reveal Upanlsadlc influence is that which 
describes thought and bliss as'constituting the essential
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(Footnote continued from previous page)
JL- ’* 1 .. „ *\.i .nature of Brahman, although, as our account of the Upanisads 

shows; the conception of brahman as an all-pedfect Being 
characterised hy grace is not altogether absent even in the
U|>a.Tii $ ad s.
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new meaning, arid y6o ̂ Ltlie buildi ng app ears, yf i rm and 
impregnable,

with
6; A^eynotlced^Bhat-::while;d;e.hiin^the:'::advaltin>a ::;y>l̂ A y ;  A"

y fewPf reality ab aftributeiess substance/ R, prepared'-Ay; 
ihey^ppillbyAtelling us thatXt&e;;^
'ielaiionsi^ :y;./

the; generic qualities which they pos sess, but also / in 
the case of two dis tinct obj ects such as man and -"the. A ' AA'' 
/staff/Bh^  ̂ les AA: (JfoeA&ta'̂  ' ,l ’
BheAqual i tyAof A;t%A&an ̂Af h;; spAf aryas Alt IpA'iS eperident; /A;' 
on buta s A  a

staff-bearing man, even as a man who is qualified by 
strength ;is not just many but a strong man * yThe/difference 
i n the two :Bas.eb9An8^ Ay A
.exis t apart frdm/ him,ywhpre'asyih^ Rpw:as/;:A;• y
aware ofy-A.but; he d e c lar e d that the: p if f p re no e 6. id not-''. Ay a 
-■alter ■ the re la t ion ship, for in both cases it was nymatter/'/-' 
of one thing dependirig on and qualifying anotpei • Grant 
this ■ and you gran'tAallAthat'/R *- wahtsAfo r :■ establishing AAl- y 
the reality of _ the world and its iralatiqnS^
Bel ty;: f p'ijs eei rig ' that it has be e ri"shoW'''bliab ABrahmpn'A a i/• AA 
•mus t be r egar ded / as a subs tan c e qualified-',-, by - atir ibutb s >



and ■ ■» eel ng that-Ait./i^f/npwAg^anted ,,-;that.: an, attr ibite ne ed 
not necessarily mean onlyfal^^ >euchybfii;;were
pre d i cated. of Brahman in • theA ias t chapter, there can be 
no objection to saying that the world is an attribute or 
mode of Brahman, :though it̂ . even>like; the■staff, is in 
a sense substantive, and not merely qualitative. In this 
way, the world with all its plurality ma^be accepted as 
real, and yet at the same-time, it may be regarded as 
not endangering the unity of ultimate Reality, for it 
stands to the latter in the relation of attribute to: 
substance* . _

Here again; asinthe; lastchapter, ft.Ai.s; clear.;':;-';' A;y;> 
that R* is seeking to -prpyidb-v'what is essehi'iulA’ioAAÂ  
religion as agairiat tlieAadybi'ritinwhpydiPWbsPaythe worldA! 
;.and.all that is thereinyap> ultimately/am 
A world -is'; illusion;. 'theyaoul'v/hibĥ lbeib
■;;,ari'd’ if :’the soul is ■ iiibp.ipn, religion i s v ; - i ^ u % i b n A ;  
necess ary;l ty i s1,; therefo re,...;: for R. to d i sc over jaAway ;■ b f A ; A Ay 
conceiyirig Athe unity of Brahmancompatible wifh • the.•;/ 
Areal-lty/ bfA’theAw^ this
a d va it in * s methbd of re Ip, t in ĝ -Br a hman to ... t he;;;. wof Id ,:A  AAAy' AAA 
''whereby;:. as al r ,e ad y said, the wo rid i s ■ pro claimed uit imate iy 
to be unreal, must first be refuted. R, uses all his in- 
genuity.agai ns t the unfortunate advaitin, and employs



s everal forbeful arguments, of which we may mantion a 
few.

- - I D  *Refutation of the Doctrine of Maya. ........ ,t,.., ;a'"
The advaitin's position according to R. is

Athi-s .:;g/:n'The’-v entir e;;W6;rld::jA’:w0hAitb':̂ ^
gbds; irien, animals/ inanimaie mattbr, and sois^;i'A'xA:"a 
owing to an imperfection, wrongly imagined in the 
highest Brahman whose substance is mere intelligence, 
and therefore is false in .so far as it may be subieted 
by the cognition of the nature of the real Brahman.
What constitutes that imperfection is beginningless

, /which
feiyes r ibb to man if old i liusiohs,A arid • carihot. be def î  
either .as something that is or as something that is 
hot” (&..:/:BhA-^p* ), 11 this Nescienbe comes 'toA/AA' 
ari; endAttirbugĥ  .coghitipn;of^theA^^
the Self with Brahman / which is nothing Abut npn-dif fere need 
substance" ̂ (S,Bh* . I. l.iy pv S3). The appearance of the 
world, then, 1b due to Nescience, and since nothing really 
exists .Abeyond Brahman, the nes cience must be regarded as

(1') lAbbnfiheAm^ s argirients Ain ahls.,pthe5?:;Works:;' AevgA;AtheAybd^ta^
essenoe;̂ theApame /as; those deVel^ the S , Bh.



■i'/Wnvimgbr faction 'Brutoah'̂  efAsbraehô ^̂
:as Q/qipl'̂ t'e'&A-withAfî ^
A- le x is teiace of the world .A When this . Neso.ience is broughtA/‘Y 
:.;:A%b:': Â-xi A ’■© ri 4. y A ;. iiif' bt3C s-e-' -■■ ̂P38_ © air Axi p e\: .O.fYtheY^ ceas e. ;
:A:l'tA..isvp.hv sinoe :;the theory see.ks; iqrelate -A"/ A/
A Brahman A toA; the ',.wo!-r l:d ;by Ameans; ofANesb.^
Him, as it were, to .pro j e ct a: phe homenal wo rid, a AaaA. :Y A. ■ 

Y qfiti-^ the pos tulat e d
:A’f elatipnshipAbetvrpen ;Brahman Aarid 'hesicibncb' AAltf f s;oh'AA;;
■' / thibalone that/we As hall fix our attention i hAtlie As equal, A: 
;/pi though;^ attacks/, the/th^^^ ible
A angle shpwing (S.Bh.//afecr437-ii;I* 1 vi'.?;̂AA;i03;̂ /for.;' Yl %../ 
example, that Nes ci en cpYqanno t belong to A tile; ind i vi dual A; 

v Asquljcannevqr beAau objpciAqf :■ knowledge 
; 1,1; pp; 109A)/ .and:, ifAa^phsitive Aexisfenaef Cam never ’.;• 
a b e . A t b r ^ i n a t e d ' . A b y A k n o w l p d  I / y 1 i : 1 ; A ^

/ ABraj^an;^ vasA-pufb-AInteiiigenceA,G.an ■;■
have no thing to d o with ARes oience« . He cannot Abe its ;,'A  

substrate),; :Yfbr ABrhJ&a^
// inteliigence, - and hence: contradictory in nature to A A . 
; ; N e s . c i b n ; b e i )  #, :Y ■ ; A; v’ YY' -A-A ?' a ; AAaAa'Z ;: • AY';A'-V

WiM Yl

; (: 1) A Pag e; prefer eric esAlnwhat'Af oiiowsY preYto/- pages in :.A AThibant*-.s translation" bfvthe--̂ i;.Bhv'AinASiB;.BY Series ,;::,V61.A.4&^^ Aa AAAa A:>A;;YAAA^ - \ .

A  A ';1'1 • v.V'.-



  Nor can Nescience be -admitted as Becpricl
fYYpri ricipIqAbh ' tiie' advaitaA hypOthesis . ' "AEf ' noh-duality . 
:'Y'A-AConstitutes the ,true;/b.a.tur©̂
•Y:’A by Bralimanf s . own .bprisb’lo'usriess;Athere': is/' x-oom/ heither A-AA 
A// /fo r; what AisA; corit̂ adibbq'r yYtoA'-it f;:yi2#:At hat-/ribn.Â h 

'̂ wiiiGh /co'ris'ls'ts;̂ '̂ /?̂  ̂/.view/o^ 
YAY^subiaiiohAbiYthhtYnohC^ 
i':; be taken . for an attribute (not tlie'essenbia 1 nature ) Y;/H/Y Y Y AZ'YaaA/YA Y>Y/Y,:A' A

Y; A//of; Bf ahmah- Ai w too we refuse to admit; for/yoû  Y Y .; 

^ /Y 'y o u r s e l fA h a y h A p r q y e h ^ ih a tA B ^  Y a Y 'i

AYvAscloi^ ./frpfiAht tribute.© AAA'./a
A AAA;A:Y A Y Y *T O e ri, / : in//the/;next/place, ypu'Amaintai''n that ; . /  Y / . / ,  : ' i ;' 

; Brahman, whote nature is to ihtelli^ /
Yihves^ by Nescience, .youAfhere^
Y the ;destruction of ''Brahman1 s' os senii&IAnUtur;ey:/0ausin g;- A./././' 

A ^ f i g h f , tpYdIs&ppear means either obotructing the origiriation 
; Y/:9 £ A light, //or; ifra '' e is e A'd e s troy i ng the”’ light _ that exihf sAYY-;/ 
Y/;^ /lî it :/(ponsciousness f- aannof A.;aYA’A.,'
/ -i o r i g i n a t e ■ , Y ( f b r A - t o n t o ^  a h d A 'b e g ir ir i in g ie t& A -

Y " :v';A YYYYA /•  v/ 'X l : ) vA/.;//".AAAY;/;/^^ \vYY--';:;>.>-:;.;::-;--^:A Y/A’--'"’Y^.:
;;; v s.ee;\ppYA3h;^
v / Y  :of Y t ig h t  Y'ceifejpn iy ;  J meari A lW ; rd qs I f ^ P  -;5 ( -P * A;v;; Y/;r‘: ■ A :A:!.v:Y.^

’The A Wordsvih"'(YA /)Â areAmirit
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''Consider the. following point also* Your theory;A:YA
-A'A'y-;:

AAYAAAAbb'jeciYaridAwi^bht^ 
a •A. :Av.A:qf ;ari fj&̂ frfeotip̂ ^
Â; AAAAitselfas/ co nnected;AwithA IrinuriibrouYb aYa Y: AY- /

. innimierous'>qbj;eĉ !A'Y;:Is _ then, we-Aasky'A'that irriperfedtio h 
AA'A AAf esidi.rigwitliih AbonsblousnetsAbbmbtM 
^A.AMAurifealfY-vibaYfh^^
•: .YbdmiifedA'-by/;yp)ir©'eXf A: A Nor/bbriAwe accbpt€theA-laitera’alt,erna-
AA AAYAt;iye^ eg&r dAttibA  ̂ Y a,

A A ; a in; Co ris c i ous nesjB̂ fie itse IpYayA'.'bomb'"f arm; of co ns c iousness f
AAA, which while unr re8ides in Cori« cibusriee s, - we should A Y a;

A Y/AYhave ;to a,dmitAitwo kinds • of cbnsciousness: arid thia . is;-Ya A AA/- AY;A 
A,.<A"';YAAbP.ritfairy -bqA|neYfu^ the oneness of
Y. AAA• bonsciousRess;-Y,//if ,A' on the other hand, -;We AsbpfchatA

•;; /;b o ns ci o us ne s s A i ri; wh i ch f he -A i mp e r f k 61 i bnA i rihe r e s Yi s’.Ao fAYY/AAA 
the same ri at ure as the 1 aiter, i*e, unreal, vfe are landed 

■AVy:-YAA;ln;;AtheVyi^ unrealityp (pp. 105 & 6),
A/'Av-Aa; YFurtlier, A the theory leads to an infinite/- rejgress.
A/-;/.YpAltpostulates"thatAByahm Aimperfection A;.. A;
A/ AY A. residing within itself ̂ becomejSAcp^^ v/or Id of

(1) The.wordsAinYY'-A- , ;A * arbA!Thibant’s in a footnote 
bxpiairiirigA;thb.;text; pY X06. . ..Y:::A Ay, ‘ A,.-AA'AYyAAAA;Ay .AAY
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y A'y AY-A/ plurali ty• "The Aimpetoe c tiori then is the-cause of the
"AA-y IA-A ‘/uto.eaiyWcifrld̂
AAA. A/::;./hdvaitiriViS; uni|uaX.rA;;f:f:;̂-, ano t he r imperf e c t i o ri would, y _ 

'/'A/-A- have to' ho postulatedin; order to' account'" for-y this'unreal 
YY Y.y: -/existence', Yaalleri Almptof y so Qri' ad Afrif in it urn Y .A

A/y (pp.-YipS;. & Y)Y/A;// "To avoid this /difficulty,Ait might now .: 
'YAYA A heAsaidA'ttofythai/ rehlycprisciqusnesa/ltse,if;/;%ich-cbri-.yA
AYy/YAY' rihibu%riAB£&hmriYsA/rihtt̂

AA/ify-Brahm^ /constitutes the impeiibction, then
///. Brahman A is the basis of / the/ appb araric.e /h.f > A' .wbf Idf/hnd A;

A/A;/;Ayit/ -iriv̂ ratuitqus//tO' - assumeAan,;addf tipnal avid&S/y.toAY--; 'AY/ . Y 
\ AA::;;YYto for the world• A Moreover, as Brahman is eternal, /

;/ A A //it v/ouid/vfollov̂ -' f rom thisA.hypd;&he8xs that = noArblehse A/AAA. a•;
,: Ay -.y, / /bo uld;:;eyer.y taicqA jlaceA;:/; UnletoAA therefor eA/you yadmx t A a/Y A A. 

■A,1 ./A.;A;..real ̂ impeffectihn/’/^ to ,Y
//■: a/A ,' A 'accountAi'pfAhhbAgr.e^ ■ ..A" YYAAAA

"Fto the if \ y o tov 1 ewY iiiipiies bn A^heA one ban d ' that,/ - A. A 
Ay-yA Ythisyrip'rî krip̂  concealment ’/

,/// AAA/yyof" BrabnanYYhhttop ■.hideh- 'h rh^to i':: iriAsoyfatAto.ahmanAis,A;A-■;// 

A///;A:/-/: conscibusl/pfyitjY/ph^ /handyl^
•/A a;//-, a .Brahman/ it hecQmes the ohj eat of cons'eiohsness ;pn the/,
AA/;y A -p to t Aol: Brahman; . arid this evidently constitutes a.-Y A AYA AA; 

•A/ yyA'A -logical see-^aw* Û';wfil;;pe;ffi&pto

" , i
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Brahman in so far only as Brahman is conscious of it. 
But, we point out, if the consciousness of ajnaria takes 
place on the part of a Brahman whose nature is not 
hidden, the whole hypothesis of the ’hiding’>|of 
Brahman’s nature loses its purport, and with it the 
fundamental hypothesis as to the nature of ajnaria; for 
if Brahmau may be conscious of ajriana (without a 
previous obscuration of its nature by ajriana)tit may 
as well be held to be in the same way consoious of the 
world, which, by you, is considered to be an effect of 
ajriana" (pp. Ill & 112).

"Let it then be said that ajriana having first 
hidden Brahman then becomes the object of its conscious
ness. This, we rejoin, would imply that ajriana - acting 
like a defect of the eye - by its very essential being 
hides Bralman and then ajriana could not be sublated by 
knowledge", *anfr^more than a real defect of the eye can 
be cured by a mere act of knowledge Jp. 112).

us then put the case as follows:- Ajriana, 
which is by itself beglnningless, at the very same time 
effects Brahman’s witnessing it (being conscious of it), 
and Brahman’s nature being hidden; .. But this also we 
cannot admit; for Brahman is essentially|consciousne88



.Y o f /  S e l f ,  ,;/tod::Aparinp.:tSbe ?.?■Hj5; yitô ?b<3 tp>X̂ /Y.,C’̂ A ̂ ' *1? Y A / Y

: Abe'eeriey/cqnse’i b u s A d f Y ^ . h t o a ) A A u n l p b s ' Y i t s A r i i t u r i • Y . Y / i  

Y ,pr;ev ip u s ly  hiddeh; -  Theti le t;  Brahmani; be hidden//by .■ '//Y  / A■./AY 

AA-bbmbAothe:r...,eaup.eY/Y/^

f roaYAijff^ ngles 3hea a, and further /y'Y .

wouidYals'o:'--Xê !ib;Atô
AAA/YYYYAyYifmoreover^Y/iBratoapYiPY^
' ■ it'^thenyho^J shine forifchA&tYtô
;;;A t qAaomey-extent ? On-i'tiYaAforKier' a l t e r n a t i y e j t ^

': Y' forth:/ o f Brahman - who ae/';hatufe';'':'is' ■' mere iiphty-Y reduce s A - y Y/ 
/A ;it;/tp |/ an y&bqpiut e , norî ritityii... Regarding... the Alutter/ A , A y Y ;/ 

;YalttonativeYwe 'abkYA’of Brahman, which isAbifAtoyASbspijitely 
. J  ̂ n̂eous;/ pature> which par tydoyo u ; conpibe r- tp/.:be ■;
/ A.c6hcealed,Y'ahd/!,whto to  shine yforth?^ ■: WqYthqtAsi^ 
-v:;whichyisYp^^ ally di vis io:nvto^
’Y therey-cainhhtYto ;o f *be ing ;Y and ;-h:en / / A /

-.s.bufatiQto-jindr.lijgtô ^
"Let ua: then say thtoA^rahmupYYh is homogeneous 

-bei^ VhtoYiJsAritô
af idya, : and hence is seen indistinctly as it were/\Y/But/x Y Y
how, we askA /are we .jtb - conceive the distinctness orvinY

/: /y:yyy YAYyYA/YyYYAAYAAY^A Y Y Y  Y;yy Y /Y A /y ;^  .\/-v-■•'•;/ /•: Y/AY.y.
distinctness of that whose nature is pure light? When

(1) Words in ( ) mine.
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■A" /;V/-''A'y;;Y;:gao-/ V^Y'V/Y/Y- '^^^Va T a 'Ŷ A'I-x-ZŶ iYA;-

fAy/A  A/’ian./obj-ebtAbfAli^ht/^hich^haO' /par to y and-;d t o  ■ A-

;■ Ahttributesy^pea^ totality, ■ we spy that it : .A.Ay,. A'. 'AA/'Y
-Y Ay AA;/'AAYPPe^ s' d.lstinctly; while Aw.ey;BayA^
A y .y y A /y y y . iY y tn d io ;b in a t;w h e n r 's 'O H © y o f^ A its /;a ;U to iM te ^^^^  A/A’ ; ,r 'Yy

A A/a; ;, app ear; .. * But. iriA:BraMari,A‘̂  :6bj;ect> .Y A AAA/:’1
A.;/. : A w i t h o u i y a n j ^  a t t r i b u t e , ' ^ ' ;/p u 're ; - l i ^ t Y A t h e A ■■ . { A;

Y ;- -../AA;:/Yes.pentiYlAnattoe<./ofy which1 t-vis . to' shine forth, i n A : A ■’ A A Ai'AyYy;
•■/.> A: A/A:dib.tiri/cthesŝ whioh cqhs is t s A  in/ the,Andp -^ p x b h e n s ib n A A :,  ■ ./A/ a//

./,,.. .//•/:'-of: GertainAqttrihutes/ bto/::iriAnq/;w'to'::h^A;cohceiYedy:,A.(̂ ;-ll3)'yA./Avy
ÂAA- A ■ YA.-//' A'A’: YA A far : we have contonep tied A burs elves with/ ••showing . : ‘ / Ayy- ■
'•‘‘•v ‘. - YAihotY tlie'/;6oncep.t/.of /-'ITes-cienp̂  ■ toxe'ntirell^ A A A,

/'A;:. . of the / non-duali iy Abf ABrahman /hndAEihAhature /hsYpure / A- /■/';/Y / AAA
v/' ..•■>-;// ACons ciousneosy/:. it/ may j; now- beYshown; that /'the / concept: / •••y:Y ;
/;. AAy>yYyi is/elf xisYuMnteliigibleyto /A-y; A'

A: 'Auoed/;:as Aa'AprX-toipi.̂  o f ■J exp la n a t i o n y A A No lengthy argument 
A'AA:/''/Ah tie ces sary in this conn ectioh j /f or/the A;ad̂  y'.y
/:YA;'AAbetorf^toA bexpilb'&bley_(an /A
Ay / that it is dif f I S ^  t i r i  '’nature; from.:that which is, /as A A,: '- ■'/, Y - v -' ;,

y-Y 7 :A■/;'WhlX':'/abr/frbin /that whibhA:jg / ftotlY  ‘"A /thing /of -:q uch: kind AY■ //AvY/Ay; ■ 
A Ay! /.A-would^inexplicable /indeed j A yiotA npheAbf /the/means yof '"A.A-̂ y/ ;AA 
-A'iAAA;AA■{yÂ -i:nowXeflge,./̂ .pxylLyA"*ho;: it>*'/̂ Aj[pY 106) . A . AA 'AA Y;. y,:AAA’A'-//-.:A /A.AAA.yy.AA/• 

AAAyy/' • - Btit/they/advaitih replies A that,;. thoug'n Ntocienc'ey' "/.A 
y/i;s -ineixplicable.,-/itAtoptAhP'/'adjnltted:. as a/fact, on the y:’: ■ /:. A
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ground of erroneous apprehension, as for instance, when 
a man mistakes shgll for silver, and by further knowledge 
sees his mistake, or in other words becomes aware of his 
former Nescience. Nescience, therefore, however, inex-

^ ' - T' ' , ... - ■ , «V.

plioablo, is attested in experience (p. 107), To this R. 
answers that even in erroneous perception there is no 
evidence of any such thing a9 Nescience, for when a 
man mistakes shell for silver, there is judui an apprehension 
of the qualities vfaioh the shell has in ooteaon with silver. 
The apprehension is regarded as erroneous, bot because 
it is a case of non-apprehension or Nesolenoe, but because, 
though it apprehends some qualities of the shell, it does 
not apprehend all; and the mistake is terminated, not 
by substituting knowledge in the place of Nescience, but 
by perfecting the former knowledge." We observe that 
shells are similar to silver; thus perception Itself 
informs us that some elements of the latter actually 
exist in the former. Sometimes it happens that .... 
the silver-element only is apprehended, not the shell- 
element, and then the percipient person, desirous of 
silver, moves to pick up the shell. If, on the other 
handf .... he apprehends the she11-element (also he) then 
refrains from action. Hence the cognition of silver in
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the shell is a true one. In the same way the relation 
of one cognition being cublated by another explains itself 
through the preponderant element , according as the pre
ponderance of the shell-element is apprehended partially 
or in its totality, and does not therefore depend on one 
cognition having for its object the false thing and another 
the trpe thing" (p* 120). Nescience, therefore, is not 
only inexplicable in theory, but is also not vouched for 
as a fact of experience.

Consequently we must conclude that the theory of 
Nescience whereby the advaitin claims to relate Brahman 
to the world is not capable of being defended by any 
means of argument,RMesoience being undefinable, not 
warranted in experience, and quite in conflict with the 
advaitin1s definition of the nature of Brahman.

Nor may the theory of Nescience claim support from 
Scripture, Smrti or Purina (pp. 124-129). It is true that 
Prakrti is in some texts declared to be Maya, and Maya 
may be synonymous ^ithya* or falsehood. But, R. declares, 
'^Maya1 does not in all places refer to what is false; 
we see it applied e.g. to suoh things as the weapons of 
Asuras and Raksasas, which are not false but real. fMaya,# 
in suoh passages, really denotes that which produces
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various wonderful effects, and it Is In this sense that 
Prakrti is called Maya. This appears from the passage 
(Svet. Up. IV 9): ’From that the Mayin creates all this, 
and in that the other one is bound up by Maya9. For this 
text declares that Prakrti - therecalled Maya - produces 
manifold wonderful creations, and the highest Feraon is 
there called *mayin* because he possesses that pow^p of 
maya; not on account of any igflorance or nescience on 
his part • • All this shows that Scripture does not teach 
the existence of a *principle called Nescience, not to 
be defined either as that which is or that which is not *"
(pp. 125 A 6 ).

Again, when in oertain texts it is said that 
•Then there was neither nonWeing nor Being* (R.. Saah.
X. 129. I) the terms vbeingf and * non-being* denote 
intelligent and non-lntelllgent beings in their distributive 
state" (p. 125), that is, souls and material objects, and 
there is "no reference whatever to something *not definable 
either as being or non-being*" or nesoience (p. 125),

Nor when Scripture describes material objects as 
non-being, does it mean to teach that the material world 
is fake and non-existent, as the advaitln wrongly concludes.
It means to assert only that the material object is changeable
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and perishable, and hence while existing it does not have 
that permanent, unchangeable existence which characterises 
Brahman. "By fthat which is not* or *which is untrue1, 
we have to understand not what is undefinable, but that 
Which has no true being, in so far as it is changeable and 
perishable. Of this character is all non-intelligent matter 
This also appears from the Instance adduced in si. 42: the 
jar is something perishable, but not a thing devpid of 
proof or to be sublated by true knowledge. •Hon-being* 
we may call it, in so far as while it is observed at a 
certain moment in a certain form it is at come other moment 
observed in a different condition. But there is no con
tradiction between two different conditions of a thing 
which are perceived at different times; and hence there 
is no reason to call it something futile (tuccha) or 
false (mithyM)i etc,"(p. 129). R fs view here is significant 
as disclosing the kind of reality which he is willing to 
concede to the material world as compared with that of 
Brahman, and also as offering a very telling criticism of 
the advaltinfs view regarding the complete unreality of 
the world. We may therefore be allowed to dwell on it 
a little longer. Hie contention here must be understood, 
it would seem, in the light of a previous passage (pp.46 A 7),



where he ie concerned to refute the advaita view that 
plurality ie unreal. He there makes a distinction between 
•eublation1 and •non-persistencef, and claims that it is 
the failure on the part of the advaitin to make this 
distinction that i e  responsible for his view that the 
world of plurality ie entirely unreal. By •sublation* 
ho means the prooess whereby one element in our experience 
is contradicted by our wider system of experiences, and 
is thus proved to be unreal or false, for example, the 
rope that is mistaken for the snake. Ag the moment of 
perception the rope appears to be a snake, but this 
judgment of ouro ie ?sublatedf by further experiences of 
that object, when we discover that what we took for a 
snake was only a rope. The Judgment, 'This is a snake1, 
is thus proved to be unreal|and false. But B. points out^ 
such oublation is very different from non-persistence of 
an object in experience. A real object, for example, 
the rope, may exist in our experience for only a brief 
period of time; nevertheless it is real, so long as it 
is not 'sublated* or contradicted by the wider whole of 
experience. That an object exists thus only for a short 
time in experience does not, H. claims, condemn it as false. 
The world of plurality may be fleeting and changeful, but
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that does not mean that it ie on that account mere 
illusion. Accordingly R. writes, "As to the assertion 
that all difference presented in our cognition - as of 
jars, pieces of cloth and the like - is unreal heoause 
such difference does not persist. This view, we maintain, 
is altogether erroneous, springs in faot from the neglect 
of distinguishing between persistence and non^perslstence 
on the one hand, and the relation between what sublates 
and what is sublated on the other hand. Where two 
cognitions are mutually contradictory, there the latter 
relation holds good,and there is non-persistence of what 
is sublated. But jars, pieces of cloth and the like, 
do not contradict one another, since they are separate 
in place and time. If on the other hand the non-existence 
of a thing is cognised at the same time and the same pl&oe 
where and when its existence is cognised, we have a 
mutual contradiction of two obgnltions, and then the 
stronger one sublates the other cognition which thps 
comes to an end. But when of a thing that is peroelved 
in connection with some place and time, the nonexistence 
is peroelved in connection with some other plaoe and time, 
there arises no contradiction; how then should one 
cognition sublate the other? or how can it be said that 
of a thing absent at one time and plaoe there is absence
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at other times and places also? In the case of the 
enake-rope, there arises a oognition of non-existence in 
connection with the given place and time; hence there 
is contradiction, one judgement sublates the other and 
the sublated cognition comes to an end. But the cir
cumstance of something which is seen at one time and in 
one place not persisting at another time and in another 
place is not observed to be invariably accompanied by 
falsehood, and hence mere non-persietence of this kind 
does not constitute a reason for unreality(pp. 46 A 7). 
Thus R. admits that the material world may, as compared 
with Brahman, be described as non-being although it is 
existent. This according to him is what Scriptural 
texts also mean by non-being.

It would be ridiculous, he further memarks, for the 
Scriptures to teach that Brahman beoame many, as is 
evidenoed by texts which declare that Brahman thought,
•may I become many1 (e.g. Ch. Up. VI 2, 3), if they believed 
at the same time that the many do not exist. "It is an 
altogether laughable assertion that Soripture should at 
first teach the doctrine, difficult to comprehend, that 
plurality as suggested by perception and the other means 
of knowledge belongs tc Brahman also, and should afterwards 
negative this very doctrine!" (p. 85)



Accordingly even those Scriptural texts which 
appear to negative the existence of plurality, R. argues, 
do not really mean to do so. "What all these texts 
deny is only plurality in so far as contradicting that 
unity of the world which depends on its being in its 
entirety an effoot of Brahman, and having Brahman for 
its inward ruling.principle and its true Self," (pp. 84 A 5).

Scripture, then, when rightly understood, gives no 
support to the doctrine of Neeolence or the view that the 
world of plurality ie an illusion. We have already seen 
that reason aleo gives no support to that theory. "We thus 
see that there is no cognition of any kind which has for 
its object a Nescience of 'inexplicable* nature" (p. 117). 
Consequently we o^st conclude that the advaitin's device 
of relating his pure non-differeuced Brahman to a world 
of plurality by declaring the world to be an unreal product 
of beginningless Nescience is void both of reason and 
Scriptural authority.

Scriptural teaching regardln,, the relationship of Brahman
to the world.

Now that we have shown as against the advaltin 
that the world is something real, we may proceed to consider 
how Brahman may be regarded as related to it. Two points
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aLhave "been established ae far, both fundamental to religion,
A

> '* **' * *-. ' ‘ ‘ *'* •’ 1 * * . . i

one, namely, that Brahman is highest Self characterised 
by every perfection, and the other that the world with 
all its change and multiplicity is real. Whatever view 
we might adopt regarding the relationship of the Deity 

. to the world, both these points must be preserved at 
all costs* R. accordingly seeks for such scriptural texts 
as relate Brahman to the world without sacrificing either 
the distinctive nature of Brahman or the reality of the 
world. Although generally the Upanisads, ae we have 
seen, naively assured the reality of the world, and 
regarded Brahman as the subtle principle which pervades 
it, philosophical speculation had not advanced sufficiently 
at that time for those early thinkers to trouble themselves 
over the question which perplexes R.. Accordingly, as we
paw, they often** tended to overlook all distinction

for
between Brahman and the world. Fortunately/R. not all 
of them did this, for some, as we noted, began increasingly 
to distinguish Brahman from the world; and the view which 
they advocated, though not very clearly or consistently, 
was that Brahman is not Himself the world but that He is 
the Soul of the world. The earliest, and indeed the 
clearest formulation cf this vie?/ is the one attributed 
to Yajnavalkya and found in the Antaryamin Brahmana of 
the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (III 7), where principle after
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principle belonging to the world is enumerated and is 
proclaimed to be the body in which Brahman dwells as the 
Inner Ruler (antaryamin). Here all that R . is looking 
for to found. The plurality of the world 19 recognisedf  

the supremacy of Brahman is taught, and both are brought 
together into a unity where the distinctive nature of 
Bralxnan is preserved and the reaTity of the world is 
accepted . What more can R. want? He therefore fixes 
on it and, as v;e shall see, makes it a fundamental part 
of his teaching regarding the relationship of the Deity 
to the vrorld.

This was not all the help which the Upanieads could
give R.^ in his attempt to oonoeive the relation of the

£ -/Deity to the world. The Svetasvatara, noted, was 
essentially thfc'rskic in sentiment, and R. might without 
doubt expect help from that quarter. He finds it in theX
view of the Svetasvatara that Reality is ultimately a

• * x

triad, consisting of the Lord, the material world and the 
individual 30ul, where the distinction of each is retained^ 
and at the same time Brahman is regarded as containing the 
two elements of the world, matter and soul, within Himself.

These two, then, the idea that the world forme the 
body of Brahman, who is other than it and controls it from 
*ithin, and that ultimately Bra liman is a triad, holding 
matter and soul within Himself, provide R. with the general



framework Of hie syetem, the details being worked out in 
the light of teaching to be found in the Upaniaade and the 
Ehagavfldjita, Of these details, two may hero be mentioned, 
namely, the dootrine of repeated creation which he takes 
from Bhg. I X *  7*8 (See 3 , B h .  p p .  13 9  & 4 0 ) ; which is taught 
also in the Svetasvatara Upanisad (Cp III. 2, IV.lf V#3); 
and which possibly goes back to ancient teaching about world 
cycles; and the view that creation proceeds in the main 
according to the stagee enumerated in Samkyhan philosophy 
and taught also, as we saw, by pome of the later Upanieads 
and the Bhagavadgita. In conpcnance with his contention 
that Scripture is our ultimate guide in such matters, he 
brings together numerous texts which, it is not unlikely, 
provided him with hie nain ten^fce.

! The whole matter" he raye " may be summarily stated 
as follows, Some texts declare a distinction of nature 
between non-intelligent matter, intelligent beings and 
Brahman, in so far as matter is the object of enjoyment, the 
souls the enjoying subjects, and Brahman the ruling princi-

»ipie; and all the texts which he cites in support of this,
<  —  /it must be noted, are from tna Svatasvatara, Having thus 

obtained one of hie fundamental doctrines,he proceeds,
*Smrti expresses itself similarly, - *Thus eightfold is my 
nature divided.Lower is this Hature; other than this and 
higher know that Yature of mine which constitutes the
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individual soul, fay whiah this world is supported’ (Bhg.VII 
4»), All beings at thiUi end of a Kalpu return into my 
Nature, and again at the beginning of a Xalpa do I send them
forth. Resting ©n my own nature again and again do 1 send for
this entire body of beings, which lias no power of its own,

* ' Xv'** tt. ' • * i  : <  K i ' i . 4 - fSSW.\jĵ 4 i ** * [YlT - ^ L jJ- ** V* * A  »*/*v ' ’ ; ’* iŜ . *•«being subject to the power of nature* (J9hg»PL9 ^  7.8);
lWith me as supervisor Nature brings forth the movable and the 
immovable*’(Bhg. IX*1C)t CThe great Brahman is my womb, in 
which 1 place the embryo, and thence there is the origin 
of all beings (XIV.3*) , This last passage means - the womb 
of the world is tne great Brahman, i.e. non-intelligent matter 
in its subtle state, commonly called Prajtrti; with this I 
connect the embryo, i.e. the intelligent principle. Prom 
this contact of the ncn-intelligent and the intelligent, due 
to my will, there ensues the origination of all beings 
from gods down to lifeless things (pp. 138-40).

• ‘ .2 r.'V * jl *t-i\ - T; ' 1 ' '' ' r* * / * •*
Matter and souls, which ere the constituent elements 

of the world, exist then in Brahman. Matter is composed of 
various parts, and Brahman creates the world by connecting 
the individual eoul with matter, which under Hie supervision 
ivolvee and produces all that is. What the relation of matter 
and souls is to Brahman is next stated "Non-intelligent 
matter and intelligent beings - holding the relative position 
of objects of enjoyment and enjoying subjects and appearing 
in multifarious forms - other scriptural texts declare to be
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permanently connected with the highest Person in so far as 
they constitute his body, and thus are controlled by him; 
the highest Person thus constituting their Self, Compare 
the following passages: fHe who dwells in the earth and
within the earth, whom the earth doos not know, whose body 
the earth is, and who rules the earth within, he is thy

C Sr. Uf> y.'});
Self, the ruler within, the immortal Wintered within, the 
ruler of creatures, the Self of All1 (Taitt. Ax. III. 24)". 
H. has thus obtained the doctrine that the world with its 
various forms of existence is not only contained in 
Brahman and evolves in all its complexity from Him, but 
that He exists in it as its inner Self while it stands 
to Him in the relationship of body.

Since Brahman, as already noted, repeatedly creates 
the universe out of Himself, sending the world out into 
its manifest firm, withdrawing it back into. Himself, and 
then sending it out again, two distinct states of Brahman 
in relation to the world are recognisable, one in which 
Brahman has the world within Himself in its manifest or 
evolved state, and the other in which He has it within 
Him in an unmanifest or subtle state. R. finds support 
for this doctrine in texts which teach that prior to 
creation, Braftaan was one only, without a second. As a
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matter of fact he is not here concerned so much in finding 
support for his theory as in defending it in advance 
against possible attacks, For it might be said against 
hi? view that if the world eternally forms a part of 
Brahman, whether in manifest or unmanifast state, Brahman 
is never Being Cnl), while this is what some Scriptural 
passages actually teach. As against this R. declares that 
texts v/hich speak of Brahman as Being only in the beginning 
refer to a state of Brahman when the world does not exist 
except in a subtle or potential form, and texts which 
speak of His becoming many refer to the state of Brahman 
in which the world appears in its actual form. By re
cognising these two states of Brahman, R. seeks to ward 
off possible objections and to prese into his service texts 
which describe Brahman as a pure unity as well as texts 
which regard Him as having become a plurality. He 
accordingly continues, "Other texts, again, aim at teaching 
that the highest 3elf to whom non-intelligent and intelligent 
beings stand in the relation of body, and hence of modes, 
subsists in the form of the world, in its causal as well as 
in its effected aspect, and hence speak of the world in this 
its double aspect as that which is (the Real); so e.g.
•Being only this was in the beginning, one only without a
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second - it desired, may I be many, may I grcm forth’,
etc*.. (Ch. Up. VI. 2-8)** - also Taitt. Up. II. 6.
"The sane process of evolution of names and forme ia
described elsewhere also, ’All this was then unevolved;
it became evolved by name and form’ (Br. Up. I. 4,7). 

is
The faict/that the highest Self ie in its causal or in 
its ’effected’ condition, aooording as it has for its 
body intelligent and non-intelligent beings either in 
their subtle or their gross state.... A term which denotes 
the highest Self in its causal condition may therefore be 
exhibited in co-ordination with another terra denoting the 
highest Self in its ’effected’ state, both terras being used 
in their primary senses. Brahman, having for its modes 
intelligent and non-intelligent things in their gross and 
subtle states, thus constitutes effect and cause/* (pp.140-2) 

In other words, R’s teaching, as derived from 
authoritative works1, in regard to the relation of Brahman 
to the world, ie this: The world, consisting of matter
and souls is the body of Brahman. He is distinct from 
it and forms its Soul. It ia, however, not always in its 
evolved condition^ for from age to age Brahman withdraws 
the evolved universe into Himself, and then it exists in 
Him only in an undifferentiated subtle form. After a tine, 
combining the eoul with matter, He again sends out the world
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of objects and souls. The details in this process of 
emanation of the world from Brahman may now be set forth.

Creation.
When the time for creation draws near, Brahman who 

has the world with its distinction of matter and souls, 
within Him in a "form so extremely subtle that it hardly 
deserves to be called something separate from Brahman • 
forms the reeolve ’Kay I again possess a wcrld-body con
stituted by all sentient and non-sentient beings, dis
tinguished by names and forms as in the previous aeon1***
(p. 405). This thought or will is indicated also by texts 
which speak of Bra i ana n as ’brooding* prior to creation.*r 
"'rntoan 8 we lie through brooding*; through breeding, i.e. 
thought - in agreement with a later text, ’brooding consists 
of thought* - Brahman swells, i.e. through thought in the 
form of an intention, viz., ’may I become many’, Brahman 
becomes ready for creation11 (P. 285). This brooding, consisting 
of thought and intention, we may here remark, signifies two 
things with regard to Brahman in relation to creation.
Brahman creates out of free choice, there being no external 
force constraining Him to create. We shall speak of this(i)at greater length later. It also signifies that this creation

(1) See page below*



upon which Brahman enters entirely according to H1b 
desire, io not arbitrary and irrational but intelligent 
and rational. \Yhat Brahman broods on R. tells us :
"The ’brooding* referred to in this text denotes knowing 
viz# reflection on the shape and character of the previous 
world which Brahman is about to reprpduoe... The meaning 
therefore is that Brahman, having an inward intuition of 
the characteristics of the former world, creates the new- 
world on the same pattern" (p. 405). "When the period of 
a great pralaya draws towards its close, the divine 
supreme Person, remembering the constitution of the world 
previous to the pralnya, and forming the volition ’may I 
become manifold*, separates into its constituent elements

* 4).tha whole mass of enjoying souls and objects of enjoyment" (pp.133, 
Why it io so necessary that Brahman should create the new 
world in accordance with what existed in a previous

(i)creation, we shall see later. It suffices here to have noted 
that creation is always preceded by intention and thought 
on the part of the Supreme Being.

Brahman, then, having thought, proceeds to create 
the world. This He does by means of Prakrti, which rests 
in Him in subtle undifferentiated form. At this stage it

(1) See pp.3US'-7-, below.
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begins to acquire the three gunas which it did not have 
in its subtle state. Speaking of these two states of 
Prakrtif one in which it does not have tho gunas, and the 
other in which.it comes to be characterised by them, R. 
writes; "Buring a pralaya it (prakrti) unites itself with 
Brahman and abides in its subtle state, without any dis
tinction of names and forms; it then is called the 
’Unevolved’, and by other similar names. At the time of 
creation, on the other hand, there reveal themselves in 
Trakrti Goodness and the other gunas, it divides itself 
according to names and forms, and then is called the 
•evolved’, and so on" f p . 568) .  In thin manner some texts 
which declare that Prakrti is unoriginated are to be re
conciled with others which teach that Prakrti is originated.

When Prakrti has acquired its three gunas, creation 
proceeds much as in Samkhyan philosophy, by the mutual 
Influence of matter and soul, but animated and controlled 
ct every stage by Brahnan. First, there is Prakrti with 
its three gunns, Sattve, Rajas and Tamas. Then there 
follow the "seven Principles which are the effects of 
Prakrti and the causal substances of everything else; 
these seven are the Mahat, the aharakara, the subtle matter 
(tanmatra) of sound, the subtle matter of touch, the 
subtle matter of colour, the subtle matter of taste, and
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the subtle matter of smell. The ahsmkara is threefold, 
being either modified (vaikarika), or active (taijaaa), 
or the originator of the elements (bhutadi). The 
vaiKarika la of sattva - nature and the originator of 
the sense-organs; the bhutadi is of tamas-nature, and 
the cause of those subtle matters (tanmartra) which in 
their turn are the cause of the gross elements; the 
taijacra is of the nature of rajas, and assists the other 
two. The five gross elements are the ether and so onf 
the five intellectual senses are hearing and so on; the 
five organs of action fire speech and so on. With the 
addition of the internal organ (raanas) these are the 
sixteen entities which are mere effects* (pp. 480 & 1),
It is true that R. gives the above as an account of the

^  iprinciples enunciated in Samkhyan philosophy. But he 
definitely declares that the Saiakhyan principles are to be 
accepted, and modified only by the view that Brahman under
lies all the processes enumerated in Samkhyan philosophy. 
"The Sarlraka Bastre (i.e. the Vedanta) does not disprove 
the principles assumed by the Somkhyas, but merely the
view of their not having Brahman for their Self *(p. 531).

of
This is not merely the teaching/the Vedanta according to 
him, but alto his own view. "We by no means wish to 
deny unevolved matter and all its effects in themselves,
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but in so far only as they are maintained not to have their 
Self in the Supreme Person. For the fact is that they 
constitute His body and He thus constitutes their Self; 
and it is only through this their relation to Him that the 
Fradhana, and so on, are capable of accomplishing their 
several ends. Otherwise the different essential natures 
of them all could never exist - nor persist, nor act.
It is just on the ground of this dependence on the Lord

«pot being acknowledged by the Samkhyas jud that their system 
is disproved by us" (pp. 358 A 9).

Although in the main H. accepts the Samkhyan account 
of the evolution of the universe, with the important proviso 
that Brahman is the author, sustainer, and controller of 
the whole process, he sometimes tacks on to this the idea 
of a cosmic egg in which all the elements of matter and 
souls after they have been evolved are combined together, 
and in whloh is born the creator - Brahma, who brings 
about the world as we know it. Thus in upholding the 
eternity of the Veda he writes; the Supreme Person 
nemits the entire world just as it had been before, from 
the so-called Jfahat down to the Brahman-egg,and Hiranyagarbha 
(Prajapati). Having thereupon manifested the Vedas in exactly 
the same order and arrangement they had had before, and 
having taught them in Hiranyagarbha, He entrusts to him the

t



new creation of the different classes of beings, gods, 
and so on, just as it was before; and at the same time 
abides Himself within the world so oreated as its inner 
Self and Ruler" (p. 334). Tor this view he quotes as his
authority Svet. VI. 18* which runs,9He who first creates 
Brahma and delivers the Vedas to him,9 and also cites 
passages from Manu Start! and the Purinas which speak of 
Brahma being born in a golden egg, or springing nut of a 
lotus from the navel of Narayana reposing on the waters 
(pp. 334 & 5). The reason why the various elements when 
once evolved need to combine into an egg he borrows from 
a Smrti text which says, ’possessing various powers these 
(elements), being separate from one another, were umable 
to produce creatures without combining* But having entered 
into mutual conjunction they, from the Mahat down to 
Individual beings, produoe the Brahma egg9 (P. 731).

It is significant that, although this doctrine with 
regard to the evolved elements combining to form an egg 
out of whloh the creator-Brahma is born to create the
aotual world, is to be found in the Pancaratra Samhitas,

r  j * ■as we have already seen, R. does not seek their support.
With regard to the relation of the Supreme Brahman 

to the creator -{lBrahmaii, R. makes it quite plab that
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Hiranyagarbha the creator- Brahma^ is only as it were the 
instrument of the Supreme Being, who dwells within him 
and uses him even as the soul uses the body. So, 
ultimately, it is the Supreme Brahman who creates. In 
this connection he says, M(D| question now arises qith 
regard to the creation of the world in its discrete aspect 
(vyastl), which consists in the differentiation of names 
and forms (i.e. individual beings)* (Bs this latter creation 
the work of Hiranyagarbha only ...; or, fundamentally the 
work of the highest Brahman having Hiranyagarbha for its 
body?,.. The Purvapaksin maintains the former alternative.. 
Against this view the Sutra declares itself. The 
differentiation of names and forms belongs to .. the 
highest Brahman; since it is assigned by Scripture to 
the latter only .. The work of differentiating names and 
forms thus belongs to the highest Brahman which has for 
its body Hlranyagarbha.%. (pp. 578-80).

Obviously then the theory of world-creation by the 
god Brahma or Hiranyagarbha has little philosophical 
significance in Rfs system. If the Supreme Being Himself 
creates through Hiranyagarbha, the theory of the oreator- 

Brahma may as well be dispensed with. But the theory was 
long in vogue in Pancaratra philosophy. It is to be 
found, as we saw, in the Narayaniya, the Pancaratra Saataltas
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and the Puranas, and R. saw little reason to dlseard it.i

especially since he could find evidence for the view outside 
Pancaratra literature. But he could not in the same way 
Introduce into his cosmology the Pancaratra doctrine of 
the four vyuhas, Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and 
Aniruddha, for this is entirely sectarian, not found outside 
the Pancaratra fold, and R» wished to make his philosophy 
as non-sectarian and cathollo as possible. Accordingly 
although he speaks approvingly of the Fanoaratrius 
(pp. 524-31), he accepts the^vyuhas only as forms assigned 
by the Deity out of tenderness to His devotees for purposes 
of worship (pp. 525 & 6), and makes no use of the Pancaratra 
doctrine of the vyuhas as principles through which evolution 

of the universe proceeds. As a matter of fact R. shows 
little interest in cosmological speculation, and is willing 
to obtain his information regarding the various stages of 
evolution of the world entirely from second-hand; He is 
merely concerned with pointing out that, whatever order 
evolution follows, it is Brahman who underlies it. In this 
respect he contrasts very strikingly with the philosophers 
of the Samhitas, who, as we saw, promulgated elaborate 
cosmological doctrines. Rfg Interest is too definitely 
oentred round the Deity for him to trouble much about the
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various stages through which the world passed "before it 
arrived &t its present state. Accordingly he aocepts in 
the main the Samkhyan account, especially as germs of 
that teaching are found in the Upanisads; but the religious 
character of his thought leads him to see God in and through 
the whole prooess.

Little interested as R. is, in details regarding 
the process of creation, he shows great skill and 
originality in facing problems which arise in connection 
with the relation of the Deity to the universe, implied in 
creation as well as in all His other dealings with the 
world* Since the world with all its change and multiciplicity 
is real, the advaitinfs easy method of getting over the 
difficulty by calling the world an illusion is not possible 
for R. Moreover the problem is heightened by the fact that 
according to R. Brahman is highest Self, characterised by 
every perfection. If the Supreme Being is all-perfect, 
and if the world with all its imperfeetions is real, how 
are we to understand the relationship between Brahman and 
the world? Do not the imperfections of the world argue 
imperfections in Brahman, on whom it completely depends?
How then do we say that He is all-perfect? R. realises 
that if the religious view of Brahman is to be maintained, 
this problem more than any other must be faced. He 
accordingly difends his view regarding the relation of the
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Deity to the world, stated dogmatio&lly and in general 
terms above, always in the light of this one problem.
We shall do well, therefore, in seeking to give an 
aooount of R vs view regarding the relation of the Deity 
to the world, to make this problemjthe basis also of axx 
our exposition.

Brahman as cause, world as effect.

The fact that Brahman creates the world, as 
desoribed above, establishes that Brahman stands in 
causal relationship to the world. In what sense Brahman,

\jthe perfect One, may stand in oa^ljal relationsip to an 
imperfect world, is what we must consider. One fact, however, 
must first be made clear, although it is implied in the 
account af creation given above, for R. as a monist is 
quite emphatic about it, viz# that when Brahman creates 
He does toot build out of materials existing externally to, 
and independently of Himself, as an architect builds a 
house, but that He evolves the universe out of Himself.
This is obviously an inheritance from the Upanisads, which g 
often describe the emanation of the universe from Brahman 
on the analogy of the sparks which proved from fire, or the 
threads which are emitted by the spider. He accordingly
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maintains, in ppposition to the theietic Safhkhya, which 
recognises a Supreme Being but regards Him as working on 
given materials, that Brahman is not only the operative
but also the material cause of the universe. "Brakrti, i.e.• 9

the material cause, not only the operative cause, is 
Brahman only; this view being in harmony with the promissozy

And the i l t u s t r i l r i v e  t s . The ©y ^ d c f l i r a - t i o n
declaration^is the one referring to the knowledge of all 
things through the knowledge of one, ’Did you ever ask 
for that instruction by which that which is not heard 
becomes heard*? etc. (6h. Up. VI. 1.3).And the illustrative 
Instances are those which set forth the knowledge of the 
effect as resulting from the knowledge of the cause, fXs 
by one lump of clay there is made known all that is made 
of clay; as by one nugget of gold, etc**.* (Ch. Up. VI.1.4), 
If Brahman were merely the operative oause of the world, 
the knowledge of the entire world would not result from the 
knowledge of Brahman; not any more than we know the pot 
when we know the potter" (p. 398). But, it may be asked, 
"how then have we to understand texts., which declare 
Prakrti to be eternal and the material oause of the world?"
To this R. replies, "Prakrti*. in such passages denotes 
Brahman in its causual phase when names and forms are ' 
not yet distinguished. For a principle Independent of 
Brahman does not exist" (p. 399). "Im addition Soripture
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directly states that Brahman alone is the material as well 
as the operative cause of the world* 'What was the wood, 
what the tree from which they have shaped heaven and 
earth? •» Brahman was the wood, Brahman the tree from 
which they shaped heaven and earth*5- Here a question 
is asked, suggested by the ordinary worldly view, as to 
what was the material and the Instruments used by Brahman 
when creating; and the answer »• declares that Brahman 
ltself^is the material and the instruments11 (pp. 401 & 2).

But if Brahman is thus responsible both for the 
form and for the matter of the universe, the problem of 
how the perfect Brahman can be the oause of an imperfect 
world arises in all its bewildering complexity. R. 
imagines his opponent saying, "Perception and the other 
means of knowledge show this world with all itB sentient 
and non-sentient beings to be of a non-intelligent and 
impure nature, to possess none of the qualities of the 
Lord, and to have pain for its very essence; and such 
a world totally differs in nature from the Brahman, 
postulated by you, which is said to be all-knowing, of 
supreme Lordly power, antagonistic to) all evil, enjoying 
unbroken uniform blessedness .. The general rule is that 
an effeot is non-different in character from its cause;
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as e*g. pots and braoelets are non-different in character 
from their material causes - clay and gold. The world 
cannot, therefore, be the effect of Brahman from which 
it differs in character, and we hence conclude that, 
in agreement with the Samkhya Smrtl, the Pradhana which 
resembles the actual world in character must be assumed 
to be the general cause" (pp. 413 & 14).

The argument, it will be granted, is forceful, and 
R. therefore examines it closely. In the first place, he 
will not resort to the device of some who, when thus 
driven into a corner, assert that Brahman is the cause 
and the world is really not different from Him in character, 
for potentially it has the same nature as Brahman. Such 
high-handed treatment of facts in order to support a 
theory R. condemns: *it might possibly be said that as 
Brahman is ascertained from Scripture to be the sole 
cause of the world, it must be admitted that intelligence 
exists in the world also, which is an effect of Brahman.
In the same way as the consciousness of an Intelligent 
being is not perceived when it is in the states of deep 
sleep9 swoon etc., so the intelligent nature of jars and 
the like also is not observed, although it really exists; 
and it is this very difference of manifestation and non- 
manifestation of intelligence on which the distinction of
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intelligent and non-intelligent being* depends.— But to 
thi^we reply that permanent non-perception of intelligence 
proves its non-existence. This consideration also refutes 
the hypothesis of things commonly oalled non-intelligent 
possessing t|ze power of potentiality of consciousness.
For if you maintain that a thing possesses the power of 
producing an effect while that effect is never and nowhere 
seen to be produced by it, you may as well proclaim at a 
meeting of sons of barren women that their mothers possess 
eminent procreative power" (p. 415). Ho, R. will not escape 
from the difficulty of explaining how there can be any 
caus^ial relation between two things ao different from 
eaoh other as Brahman and the world, by meanB of this 
subterfuge. He will face the objection squarely, and in 
order to do so begins by asking, "What sameness of character, 
again, of causal substance and effects, have you in mind 
when you maintain that from the absence of such sameness 
it follows that Brahman cannot be proved to be the material 
oause of the world? It oannot be complete sameness of all 
attributes, because in that case the relation of cause and 
effect (which after all requires some difference) could not 
be established. For we do not observe that in pots and jars 
which are fashioned out of a lump.of clay there persists 
the quality of ’being a lump' which belongs to the caus^tal 
substance. And should you say that it suffices there should 
be equal!V in some or any attribute, we point out that such
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1b actually the case with regard to Brahman and the 
world, both of which have the attribute of 'existence* 
and others*1 (pp. 415 & 6 ). R • is aware that if the 
objection is to be taken seriously it should not be 
understood in this fora, in which it is so easily 
refuted; and l*e accordingly proceeds to make clear the 
real foroe of the opponent's contention* "The true state 
of the case is rather as follows. There is equality of
nature between an effect and a cause, in that sense that
those essential characteristics by which the causal 
substance distinguishes itself from other things persist 
in its effects aleo: thoat characteristic features, e.g.
which distinguish gold from olay and other materials, 
persist also in things made of gold - bracelets and the 
like. But appyllng this consideration to Brahmen and the 
world we find that Brahman's essential nature is to be 
antagonistic to all evil, and to consist of knowledge, 
bliss and power,while the world's essential nature fes to 
be the opposite of all this. Brahman cannot, therefore, 
be the material cause of the world" (P. 416).

To the objection stated thus, R. points out that 
it may be replied "that even things of different essential 
characteristics stand to each other in the relation of cause
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and effect. From nan, e.g. who ie a eontient^thlngs; 
the sentient scorpion springs from non-sentient dung; 
and non-sentient threads proceed from the sentient 
spider." This reply, however, he says, may he regarded 
as invalid, "for In the Instances quoted the relation 
of cause and effect rests on the non-sentlent elements 
only (i.e. it is only the non-sentient matter of the 
body which produces nails, etc") (p. 416) .But even 
conceding this, R. points out that cases may be found 
of oausal substances which differ even in essential 
oharaoterlstics from their effects. "The assertion that 
Brahman cannot be the material oause of the world because 
the latter differa from it in essential nature, is un
founded; since it is a matter of observation that even 
things of different nature stand to each other in the 
relation of oause and effect. For it is observed that 
from honey and similar substances there originate worms 
and other little animals•_ But it lias been said above 
that in those cases there is sameness of nature, in so 
far as the relation of oause and effect holds good only 
between the non-intelligent elements in both!_ This 
assertion was indeed made, but it does not suffice to 
prove that equality of character between cause and effeot



which you have io view. For, being apprehensive that 
from the demand of equality of character in some point 
or other only it would follow that, as all things have 
certain characteristics in common, anything might originate 
from anything, you have declared that the equality of 
character necessary for the relation of cause and effect 
is constituted by the persistence, in the effect, of those 
characteristic points which differentiate the cause from 
other things. But it is evident that this restrictive 
rule does not hold good in the case of the origination of 
worms and the liice from honey and so on; and hence it is 
not unreasonable to assume that the world also, although 
differing in. character from Brahman, may originate from 
the latter. For in the oase of worms originating from 
honey, scorpions from dung, etc., we da not observe - 
what indeed we do. observe in certain other cases, as of 
pots made of clay, ornaments made cf gold - that the 
special characteristics distinguishing the causal substance 
from other things persist in the effects also1* (pp.417 & 8 ). 
Hence R. declares that it is not unreasonable to conclude 
that the world, though differing in character from Brahman, 
may prooeed from Him,
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"But an objeotion is raised, if Brahman, the cause, 
differs in nature from the effect# viz# the world, this 
means that cause and effect are separate things, and that 
hence the effect does not exist in the cause, i.e.# tk m  

Brahman;" and we may as well say "that the world originates 
from what has no existence. _ Hot so, we reply. For what 
the preceding SWtra has laid down la m e re ly the denial of 
an absolute rule demanding that oause and effectjshould 
bs of the same nature; it was not asserted that the effect 
is a thing altogether different and separate from the 
cause. We by no means abandon our tenet that Brahman the 
cause modifies itself so as to assume the form of a world 
differing from it in oharacter. For suoh is the case with 
the honey and the worms also. There is different? of 
characteristics, but - as in the case of gold and golden 
bracelets there is oneness of subctancet"(pp. 4$G & 9).

That the world is different in character from
Brahman, who is postulated as its cause, 1b obvious;
but that the world is one in substance with Brahman is 

so
not/evident. It is as a matter of fact t k x t  the point 
in dispute, for does it not follow that if the world is 
one in subctance with Bralvnan, then all the imperfections 
of the world are really the imperfections of Brahman? R. 
io aware of the difficulty, and he states it in the form of



an objection that ha must feat. "If we accept the doctrine 
of the oneness of substance of causa and effect, then 
absorptionf creation etc., of the world would connect 
themselves with Brahman, and the latter would thus be 
affected by all the imperfeotione of its effect; in the 
same way as all the attributes of the bracelet are present 
in the gold also" (p. 4iq). It remains therefore to enquire 
in what sense we may say that the world is one with Brahman, 
its cause. It is obvious that in order to find an answer 
we must analyse the causal relationship which we postulate 
between Brahman and the world. fl. accordingly devotes 
several pages to a discussion of the oausal principle, 
examining the theories propounded by various schools of 
thought (op. pp. 430^-4; 445-7), and concludes with a state
ment of his own view, which is that the effect 1b nothing 
but the causal substance whloh has passed from one state 
of existenoe to another. Thus the effect, jar, Is the 
causal substance:, clay, whloh has assumed another condition 
of existence than that of mere clay. It is one in substance 
with clay, and yet it has attributes which are different 
from those of d a y  In its causal state. Tor purposes of 
aotlvity, so HI tells us* "the material claj... touches 
(enters into contact with) an effect (vltaara) i.e. a



particular make or oonfiguration, distinguished by haying 
a broad bottom and resembling the ehape of a belly, and 
a special name (namadheya), viz pitcher, and eo on, which 
le applied to that effect; or, to put it differently, to 
the end that certain activities may be accomplished, the 
eubstance clay reoelves a new configuration and a new name, 
Hence jars and other things of clay are clay (mrttika), i.e. 
are of the eubstance of clay, only; •• only (era) because 
the effects are not known as different substances. One 
and the same substance therefore, such as clay or gold, 
gives occasion for different ideas and words only as it 
assumes different configurations; just as we observe that 
one and the same Bevadatta becomes the objeot of different 
ideas and terms, and gives rise to different effects, 
aecording to the different stages of life - youth, old age, 
etc. - which he has reached^ (pp. 454 ft 5). The effeot 
therefore is one in substanoe with the cause in the sense 
that it is potentially contained in the causal substance 
as a state whloh this substance is capable of assuming.
This then is the light whloh we derive regarding the nature 
of the unity which exists between cause and effect.

But before we apply this result to the case of 
Brahman in relation to the world, we may note a significant



point in regard to the last sentence of the paasage
there

just cited, for R./introduoes into the idea of eauee the 
conoept of growth borrowed from the organic world. He 
finds that the relationship between olay and jar, while 
illustrating his point that the effeot is one in substance 
with the cause, fails in one important particular when con- 
sldered in the light Of what he is wiahli^ to establish with 
regard to the relationship between Brahman and the world,
For olay is only the material cause of the jar, and it re
quires the external agency of a potter to give it the form 
of a jar. Such external agency cannot, of course, exist 
in the case of Brahman in relation to the world. It becomes 
necessary, therefore, if we would understand all that is 
implied in regarding Brahman as the cause of the world, 
to pass from the mechanical or inorganic to the vital or 
organic realm for our illustration. "The case of the 
cause and the effeot is thus analogous to that of the 
child and youth: the word * effect* devotes nothing else
but the oausal substance which has passed over into a 
different condition" (pp. 463-4}.

Applying then the result of our investigation to the
ease of clay as standing in causal relation to the jar, and
of the child in causal relation to the youth, it would seem
that Brahman as the cause of the world must be thought to
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be one in substance with the world in the sense that He 
holds the world within Himself in potential form, and 
that creation is only the passing over of Brafrnan from 
one state of existence, where the world exists potentially, 
into another state of existence, where the world exists 
actually, much as a dhild passes over fran childhood to 
manhood when its potentialities become actuallsed. The 
crudities of a theory of creation, aooording to whloh the
Deity first exists by Himself, and then suddenly lytixac*

by a mere fiat of His will brings about the world, as it 
were, from nowhere, are thus avoided, and it is 3hown at 
the same time in what sense the wodld is one with Brahman. 
nIt is in this way that we prove, ... that the world is 
non-different from the universal cause, i.e. the highest 
Brahman. Brahman only, having the aggregate of sentient 
and non-sentient beings for its body and hence for its 
modes (prakara), is^denoted by all words whatsoever.
The body of this Brahman is sometimes constituted by 
sentient and non-sentient beings in their subtle state, 
when - just owing to that subtle state - they are incapable 
of being (conceived and) designated as apart from Brahman 
whose body they form: Brahman is then in its so-called
causal condition. At other times the body of Brahman is
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constituted by all sentient and non-sentient beings in 
their gross, manifest state, owing to which they admit 
of being thought and 3poken of as having distinct names 
and forms; Brahman then is in its ’effected* state.
The effect, i.e. the world, is thus seen to be non- 
different from the cause, i.e. the Highest Brahman"
(Pf.£r>8 & 9). B. is thus convinced that, however much 
the world may differ in character fro m  Brahman, it must, 
if Scriptural teaching regarding Bralman as its cause be 
true, be one in substance with Hiu , in the sense that it 
exists potentially within Him as a state which he is 
capable of assuming. The world as effect i s  Bralman who 
has actual!sed this potentality.

But it may be said that if the world 13 thus a 
form which Brahman assumes, all the imperfections of the 
world must belong to Him. To this R. replies, as we noted, 
that it is not necessary for the oausal substance to have 
the same characteristics as its effect, for a worm may 
arise from honey. Thus he sees no difficulty in thinking 
that the world is one in substance *ith Brahman as its 
cause, and yet also different from Him in character 
as effect^.

We have spoken loosely, in the foregoing, of 
Brahman ’assuming’ the form of the world, or of His ’passing
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o v e r *  f r o m  ou r s t a t e  o f  e x i s t e n c e  t o  a n o t h e r .  We have  

nom t o  e n q u i r e  w h a t  e x a c t l y  t h i s  i m p l i e s  w i t h  r e g a r d  t o  

t h e  ch ange u n d e rg o n e  by Brahm an i n  e f f e c t i n g  t h e  w o r l d .

To do t h i s ,  we s h a l l  have to  make a  d i s t i n c t i o n  in  th e  

n a t u r e  o f  B rahm an, and c o n c e iv e  H im  f r o m  t h i s  p o i n t  o f  

v ie w  as h a v in g  tw o e s s e n t i a l  a s p e c t s ,  v i z 4 body and s o u l ,  

t h e  s o u l  r e p r e s e n t i n g  H is  own p e r f e c t  n a t u r e  and t h e  b ody  

t h a t  p a r t  o f  H im  w h ic h  i s  th e  w o r l d .

Brahman as S o u l ,  w o r ld  as bod.y.

T h e r e  i s  a b u n d a n t  e v id e n c e  in  th e  U p a n is a d a ,  as 

we saw , f o r  th e  v ie w  t h a t  Brahman p e rv a d e s  t h e  w o r ld  as 

t h e  s o u l  p e rv a d e s  th e  b o d y . The c l a s s i c a l  f o r m u l a t i o n  o f  

t h e  v ie w  i s  to  be fo u n d ,  as a l r e a d y  n o te d ,  i n  t h e  

A n ta ry o m in  B rahm ana o f  t h e  B r h a d a r a n y a k a  U p a n is a d ,

M o re o v e r  i t  was a  common a s s u m p t io n ,  even a t  t h e  t im e  o f  

Y a jn a v a lK y a  and A j a t a e a t r u ,  t h a t  th e  s o u l  i s  a  c o n s c io u s  

p r i n c i p l e  w h ic h  i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  d i f f e r e n t  f ro m  t h e  body  

w h ic h  i t  i n h a b i t s .  As s p e c u l a t i o n  a d v a n c e d , we saw t h a t  

t h e  l a t e r  t h i n k e r s  o f  th e  U p a n is a d s  te n d e d  i n c r e a s i n g l y ,  

i n  th e  l i g h t  o f  t h e  i m p e r f e c t i o n s  o f  em bodied  e x i s t e n c e ,  

t o  d i s t i n g u i s h * ! !  Brahman who p e rv a d e s  i t  as  s o m e th in g

q u i t e  d i s t i n c t  f r o m  i t  and u n c o n ta m in a te d  by t h e  i m p e r f e c t i o n s
_ .

o f  t h a t  w h ic h  He p e rv a d e s  . M o re o v e r  th e  germ s o f  Samlchyan



philosophy which acts body in Opposition to soul, are to 
be found, as we saw, in some of the later Upanisads and 
the aharp distinction which it makes between body and soul 
ia taught in the Bhagavadgita, as well aa in Pancaratra 
literature. A H  this could be used profitably by R. to show 
how Brahman may be one with the world without thereby being 
involved in its imperfections. He accordingly seizes upon 
this idea to explain how Brahman may be related to the 
change that ia Implied in the creation and reabsorption of 
the world. The difficulty to be faced ia this: "it appears 
that Br&bnan is essentially free from evena shadow of all
the imperfections which afflict all sentient and non-sentlentI r< t JSSfy £ iV W p*v y,-\. ’ 1̂ 5..
beings, and has for its only characteristics absolutely
supreme bliss and knowledge. How then is it possible that
this BraUnan should...actually became manifold, by appearing
in the form of a world comprising various sentient and
non-eentient beings - all of which are the abodes of all
kinds of imperfections and affliotions?" (p. 402). How in
other words are we to understand the change whereby the
perfect Brahman becomes the imperfeot world?

A . replies: NThe modification taught In our system 
is not such as to introduce Imperfections into the highest 
Bralman, on the contrary it confers on it limitless glory.
For our teaching as to Brahman's modification is as follows. 
Brahman - essentially antagonistic to all evil, of uniform
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g o o d n e s s ,  d i f f e r i n g  i n  n a t u r e  f ro m  a l l  b e in g s  o t h e r  th a n  

i t s e l f ,  a l l - k n o w i n g ,  endowed w i t h  th e  p ow er o f  im m e d ia t e ly  

r e a l i s i n g  a l l  i t s  p u rp o s e s ,  i n  e t e r n a l  p o s s e s s io n  o f  a l l  

i t  w is h e s  f o r ,  s u p re m e ly  b le s s e d - h a s  f o r  i t s  b o d y  t h e  e n t i r e  

u n i v e r s e ,  w i t h  a l l  i t s  s e n t i e n t  and n o n - s e n t i e n t  b e i n g s , . . .  

and c o n s t i t u t e s  th e  Z e l f  o f  th e  U n i v e r s e .  How, when t h i s  

w o r ld  w h ic h  fo rm s  B ra h m a n 's  body has b e en  g r a d u a l l y  

r e a b s o r b e d  i n t o  B rahm an, e a c h  c o n s t i t u e n t  e le m e n t  b e in g  

r e fu n d e d  i n t o  i t s  im m e d ia te  c a u s e , so t h a t  i n  th e  end  

t h e r e  re m a in s  o n ly  th e  h i g h l y  s u b t l e ,  e l e m e n t a r y  m a t t e r  

w h ic h  S c r i p t u r e  c a l l e  D a r k n e s s ;  and when t h i s  s o - c a l l e d  

D a rk n e s s  i t s e l f ,  by a s su m in g  a fo rm  so e x t r e m e l y  s u b t l e  

t h a t  i t  h a r d l y  d e s e rv e s  to  be c a l l e d  s o m e th in g  s e p a r a t e  

f r o m  B rahm an , o f  w h ic h  i t  c o n s t i t u t e s  t h e  b o d y , has become  

one w i t h  B rahm an; th e n  Brahman i n v e s t e d  w i t h  t h i s  u l t r a -  

s u b t l e  body fo rm s  th e  r e s o l v e ,  ’k a y  I  a g a in  p o s s e s s  a  

w o r ld - b o d y  c o n s t i t u t e d  by  a l l  s e n t i e n t  and n o n - s e n t i e n t  beings 
d i s t i n g u i s h e d  b y  names and form& j u s t  as i n  t h e  p r e v io u s  

a e o n , '  and m o d i f i e s  ( p a r i n a m a y a t i ) i t s e l f  by g r a d u a l l y  

e v o l v i n g  th e  w o r ld - b o d y  i n  t h e  i n v e r s e  o r d e r  i n  w h ic h  

r e a b s o r p t i o n  had ta k e n  p l a c e "  ( p p .  4 0 2 - 5 ) .

The i d e a  o f  Brahm an m o d i f y i n g  H i m s e l f  to  become 

m a n i f o l d  i s  n o t  new . R . b a ses , h is  v ie w  c h i e f l y  on the 
T a i t t i r l y a  p a s s a g e  w h ic h  d e c la r e s  r e g a r d i n g  B rahm an that
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'He desired, nay I be many, may I growth forth' . He
brooded over himself, and having thus brooded, he sent
forth all whatever there is. Having sent forth he entered
it. Having entered it he beoame sat and tyat, defined and
undefined ... real and unreal'. This certainly implies
a great deal of modifying activity of the part of Brahman.
But what is not found in this passage, and what R. chiefly
deserves ctedit for is to apply this doctrine of modification
in such a way as to show how in all this modification the
perfect nature of Brahman remains ever the same. He does
this by bringing the sharp distinction which as we have seen,
philosophers through several centuries were in the habit of
making between body and soul, to bear upon the Taittirlya
doctrine of modification. "The sense of the Taittirlya text
therefore is as follows. The highest self, which in itself
is of the nature of unlimited knowledge and bliss, has for
its body all sentient and non-sentlent beings... is so
subtle a form that they may be called non-existing; and
as they are his body he may be said to consist of them (1)(tan-maya). Then., he, by a series of steps beginning with 
Prakrti and the aggregate of souls and leading down to the

(1) Perhaps this word may be better translated in the light 
of its context as "possessed of them", i.e. the perfect 
Brahman possesses the elements of the world in a subtle form, 
his own nature being different from theirs*



elements In their gross state, go modifies himself as to 
hare those elements for his body - when he is said to 
ooneist of them - and thus appears in the form of our 
world •••When the text says that the Self having entered 
into it became sat and tyat, the meaning is that the 
highest Self, which in its causal state had been the 
universal Self, abides, in its effected state also, as the 
Self of the different substances undergoing changes and thus 
becomes this and that" (p. 405). It is significant that thus 
he systematically reads into the Taittiriya doctrine of 
modification the distinction between body and self. Why 
he does so is obvious from the sentences which immediately 
follow. "While the highest Self thus undergoes a change - 
in the form of a world comprising the whole aggregate of 
sentient and non-sentient beings -î all imperfection and 
suffering are limited to the sentient beings constituting 
part of its body, and all change is restricted to the non- 
sentient things which constitute another part. The highest 
Self is effected in that sense only that it is the ruling 
principle, and hence the Self, of matter and souls in 
their gross or evolved state; but Just on account of 
being this, viz, their inner Ruler and Self, it is in no 
way touched by their imperfections and changes" (pp.405 & 6),
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the one Brahman, then, when considered in relation 
to the modification that is necessary for effecting the 
world, iB found to disolose a distinction within itself, 
namely, the distinction of body and soul, the body 
representing the changing iroj>6rfeot element in Brahman, 
the soul representing His unchanging essential nature, 
which remains eves perfect *11 thfck modification that is 
undergone o* Bralman in effecting the world is merely a 
modification, as it were, in His body, which passes from 
a subtle to a gross state. But this modification leaves 
His soul, i.e, His^own essential nature, entirely untouched

.6 'V'*•' ; 4 ’ '\>t ’ ) * * f c * ~  a  V 1' + t r*• v’wlU * t* v ' .»* ’ :*V ■ ** £•'*i T/l : > *In a true sense, therefore, Brahman Himself, i,e. His own 
essential nature, remains unmodified in all the modification 
that i8 undergone by the world in creation and reabeorption. 
In RTs day, owing to the sharp distinction which philosophers 
were wont to make between body and soul, there could be 
little objection to the view that while the body or the 
world, undergoes changes, the soul or Brahman in His 
essential nature, remains unchanged.

But while the distinction of body and soul is helpful 
as suggesting a way of thinking of Brahman in relation 
to the changes implied in the creation and reabeorption 
of the world, there are certain ideas long associated with
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the body in Indian thought, which compel R. to make clear 
what exaotly he means by regarding Brahman as possessed of 
a body. If we follow him in this, we Bhall be able to go  

behind R fs metaphor of body and soul and gain a clearer 
understanding of his conception of the relation of 
Brahman to the world. As usualf  he states his problem 
in the form of an objection raised by an opponent who 
declares: *It is not, we say, possible that the intelligent 
and non-intelligent beings together should constitute the 
body of Brahman. Tor a body is a particular aggregate 
of earth and the other elements, depending for its 
subsistence on vital breath with its five modifications, 
and serving as an abode to the sense-organs which mediate 
the experiences of pleasure and pain retributive of former 
works: such is in Vedic and wordly speech the sense
connected with the term 'body1. But numerous Vedic texts... 
declare that the highest Self is free from karman and the 
enjoyment of its fruits,fes not capable of enjoyment 
dependent on sense-organs, and has no life dependent on 
breathf: whenoe it follows that he cannot have a body
oonstitited by all the non-sentient and sentient beings'^
(■p. 420^• To this R« replies, "In ordinary language the
word 'body' is not, like words such as j_ar, limited in its 
denotation to things of one definite make or character, but
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is observed to be applied directly (not only secondarily 
or metaphorically) to things of altogether different make 
and characteristics - such as worms, Insects, moths, 
snakes, man, four-footed animals, and so on. We must there
fore aim at giving a definition of the word that is in 
agreement with general use. The definitions given by the 
Purvapaksin (opponent) - 'a body is that whioh causes the 
enjoyment of the fruit of actions' etc. - do no* fulfil 
this requirement; for they do not take in such things as 
earth and the like which the texts declare to be the body 
of the Lord. And further they do not take in those bodily 
forms which the Lord assumes according to his wish, nor 
the bodily forms released souls may assume, acoordlng to 
'tie is one', etc. (Ch. Up. VII 262); for none of those 
embodiments subserve the fruition of the results of actions. 
And further, the bodily forms which the Supreme Person 
assumes at wish are not special combinations of earth and 
the other elements; for Start! says, 'The body of that 
highest Self is not made from a combination of the elements'. 
It thus appears that it is also too narrow a definition to 
say that a body is a combination of the different elements. 
Again, to say that a body is that, the life of which depends



on the vital breath with its five modifications is also 
too narrow, viz, in respect of plants; for although vital 
ain is present in plants, it does not in them support the 
body by appearing in five special forms. Hor again does 
it anowet to define a body as either the abode of the sense- 
organs or as the cause of pleasure and pain; for neither 
of these definitions takes in the bodies of stone or wood 
which were bestowed on Ahalya and other persons in 
accordance with their deeds. We are thus led to adopt 
the following definition - Any substance which a sentient 
soul is capable of completely controlling and supporting 
for its own purposes, and which stands to the soul in an 
entirely subordinate relation, is the body of that soul..
In this sense then, all sentient and non-sentlent beings 
together constitute the body of the Supreme Person, for 
they are completely controlled and supported by him for 
his own ends, and are absolutely subordinate to him*
(pp. 423 & 4). In the light of this definition we are 
enabled to see what exactly R. means by regarding the world 
as the 'body' of Brahman. It is something which Bralman 
whlle|abldlng in His own essential and perfect natpre, 
controls and sustains for His own ends. The world is thus 
quite distinct from Brahman. Creation and absorption affect 
the world, but His own essential nature remains unmodified.
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Hot only does the distinction between body and soul 
thus help us to understand how the world may undergo 
change and modification in creation and reabeorption, 
without Brahman's essential nature being involved therein, 
but it also serves to show^as R's definition of 'body' 
makes^ clear, how completely the world is dependent on 
Brahman. So absolute and vital does the dependence of 
the body on the soul seem to MT that,as we shall now 
see, he declares that the relation of body to soul is the 
same as the relation of attribute or mode to substance.

Brahman as substance, world as attribute or mode.

Here we come upon H's own distinctive view of 
the relation in which Brahman stands to the world. That 
Brahman is cause, and the world is effect was, we may 
ca$, the first philosophical conception of Brahman's 
relation to the world. The earliest ooemogonies, it will 
be remembered, were concerned with the question, Whence 
came all this? And the answer of the Upanisads in the 
main was, Brahman is the cause. Similarly the view that 
Brahman is the soul and the world His body, ia one which, 
as we have seen, can claim long descent, going back at
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lesLet to a time as remote as that of the Antaryakin Brabmana 
of the Brhadaranyaka Upaniead. R., we noted, adopts both 
these ways of thinking of Brahman's relation to the world, 
and defends them chiefly in the light of the fact that, 
while Brahman, according to him, is a perfect being, the 
world is characterised by imperfection. But the view which 
may be said to represent his own contribution to a conception 
of Brahman's relation to the world is that Brahman stands 
to the world as substance stands to attribute. In criticising 
the advaltin's view of substance as pure Being, we saw how 
k. came to the conclusion that any substance of which we 
know anything in experience is always characterised by 
differences, and against the bhedabhedavadin he found that 
these difference® were real differences which nevertheless 
were somehow held together in the unity of the substance.
Here then we find, even within the realm of everyday ex
perience, a unity which holds together and supports real 
differences, and it la precisely such a unity that Brahman 
must be in relation to the diversity of the wofld, for we 
have found that the Scriptures teach tr that Brahman is one, 
and yet that He is the cause end the soul of the many, 
which are different from Him in character. Hence we may 
think that Brahman is the Substance of which the world is 
an attribute. The difference of the world from Brahman,
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and at the same time its complete dependence on Him, will 
thus be explicable. Accordingly R. maintains, as we shall 
see, that the world is an attribute or mode of Brahman.

But before we do this, it is necessary to Ehow 
that even the relationship whloh we in accordance with 
Scriptural teaching have postulated between Brahman and 
the world - viz#thut Brahman is the cause and the soul of 
the world - ultimately reduces itself to the relation of 
substance to attribute, and in that finds its explanation. 
This is easily done with regard to causual relationship, 
for did not our analysis of causal connection show that 
the effeot is nothing but the causal substance which has 
passed from one state or mode of existence to another?
The im  effect jar, we saw, is nothing more than a mode or 
modification of the causal substance, olay; so that in 
the end what we find to happen when an effeot is, as we 
say, produced by or originated from a cause is that a 
substance now characterised by a certain attribute, state 
or mode of existence assumes another attribute, state or 
mode of existence, which it always held potentially within 
itself. ”A substance enters into different states in 
succession; what passes away is the substance in its 
previous states, what originates is the substance in its



subsequent states. As thus the substance in all its states 
has being, there is nothing irrational in the satkarya 
theory" (p. 456), which ia the theory just expounded, 
according to which the effect is nothing more than a mode 
of the causal substance.

Hot only does the relation of effect to cause reduce 
itself thus to the relation of attribute or mode to substance^ 
but so also does the relation of body to souj; for what 
after all is a body but a state or condition assumed by 
a soul? It is so completely dependent on the soul that 
it ceases to exist when separated im x from the soul, even 
as an attribute or mode ceases to exist except when supported 
by the substance to which it belongs. It thus proclaims 
Itself to be nothing but a mode or attribute of the soul.
So n. writes, "The relation of bodies to tho self is strlotly 
analogous to that of class characteristics and qualities 
to the substances in which they inhere; for it is the self 
only which is their substance and their final cause 
(prayojana), and they are modes of the self. That the self 
only is their substrate appears from the fact that when tho 
self separates itself from the body the latter perishes; 
that the self alftne is their final cause, appears from the 
fact that they exist to the end that the fruits of the actions
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of the self may be enjoyed; and they are modes of the
n>ereself appears from the fact that they are/attributes of 

the Self manifesting itself as god, men or the like*
(pp. 136 & 7). But to tfcie an objection is raised. It

• * j> ■* ’ - *• * - " ■ t ** ... *" ' * * ’S-. ‘ »,.* . - s v* ‘ o -* * -  ̂*'•' < s % Vr
ie said that the body cannot be an attribute or mode of
the soul, for it it were so, it would, even as an

only
attribute, be apprehended/alcng with the substrate to
which it belongs; but as a matter of fact we apprehend
the body by itself, and this would never be possible if
it were a mere attribute* "If it is supposed that ...
the body of a man, god, etc., stands towards the self
in the relation of a mode, in the same way as ... the
generic characteristic and the quality stand in the
relation of modes to the substances to which they are
grammatically co-ordinated; then there would neoessarily

be simultaneous cognition of the generic character and
the individual. But as a matter of fact this is not the
case; w© do not neoessarily observe a &uraan, divine, or
animal body together with the self*" fp. 136).
R, has little difficulty in meeting this objection. He
pointB out that we do apprehend the self otf a human being
^hen we apprehend his body, our reason for thinking that

an
ne do not is that the self is not/object that oan be 
perceived by the eye. "That class characteristics and
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individuals are invariably observed together, is due to the 
fact of both being objects of vi3ual perception; the self, 
on the other h*nd; is not such, and hence io not apprehended 
by the eye, while the body is so apprehended •..That two things 
are invariably perceived together, depends, as already 
observed, on their being apprehended by means of the same 
apparatus, visual or otherwise, Earth is naturally connected

\ Ciy 1 a ?  J. ' ' • •'♦i . -  ■■ V' \ * «:*

with smell,teste , and so on, and yet these qualities are 
not perceived by the eye* In the same way the eye which per**± 
-ceiveB the body does not perceive that essential character
istic of the body which consists in its being mere mode of the 
self; the reason of the difference being that the eye has no 
capacity to apprehend the self. But this does not imply that 
the body does not possess that essential nature’’ (p, 137).
We must conclude, therefore, that since the body is completely 
dependent on the soul, and cannot exist except in relation to 
the latter, it is only the mode or attribute of the aoul*

But to this it may be objected that one thing cannot be 
regarded as -an attribute of another. it will be remembered)
anticipated this objection, and told us that although attribute’
is usually understood to refer only to qualities, not to 
things, things may also be regarded as attributes if they 
completely depend on something else for their existence. If we 
restrict the word attribute, as in general use, to abstract
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qualities we shall understand R*s meaning best if in Splnozls- 
tie fashion we speak of objects which are entirely dependent 
on something else for their existence as modes (or concrete 
attributes ) ,

We axe now ready to apply the results of our investiga
tion to the case of the relationship between Brahman and the 
world• She effect, we found, was nothing but a mode of the 
causal substance; the body also, we have just seen, is 
nothing but a mode of the self* Hence it follows that all 
Scriptural teaching with regard to Brahman as cause and the 
world as effect, or of Brahman as soul and the world as body,
imply in the end that Brahman is Substance and the world is

aHis mode* " A H  things thus are predicates to, or modes of, 
Baramapurusa; hence Paramapurusa alone exists (the substans)f 
adjectivated by everything else* All terms are thus con
notations of Him by the rule of Samaniadhlkaranya, or the rule 
which expresses the inseparable relation existing between 
substance and attribute, or the invariable co-existence of

(i)subject and predicate*
But, hew it may now be asked, if the world is a mode of 

Bralman, how can imperfectlon exist in the world without 
affecting the nature of Brahman ? The answer is easy*

(1} Bhg* Bh* VII* 7. Oovi^acarya's translation^ p. 236.
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1 .provided for it in his definition of attribute in relation 
to substance, "Wherever we cognise the relation of distinguish
ing attribute and thing distinguished thereby, the two

«clearly present themseliaps to our mind as absolutely differ- 
ent (pp# 42 & 3) . The difference^ in characteristics of the 
mode from thf substance therefore need not alarm us, for 
that;H assures us is quite the usual characteristic of modes* 
What males a thing a mode is not sameness of character with 
the substance to which it belongs, but as he have seen complete 
dependence; and that it cannot be denied, is precisely the 
relation in which, according to the Scriptures, the world 
stands to Brahman. "From all this it follows that the entire 
aggregate of things, intelligent and non-intelligent, has its 
Self in Brahman in so far as it constitutes Brahman’s body; 
and as thus, the whole world different from Brahman derives 
its substantial being only from constituting Brahman's body, 
any term denoting the world or something in it conveys a 
meaning which has its proper consummation in Brahman^only:in 
other words all terms whatsoever denote Brahman in so far as 
distinguished by the different things which we associate with

(ithose terms (p. 134) •
‘ This being so, it appears that those as well who hold the 

theory of the absolute unity of one non-differenced substance 
as tho® who teach the doctrine^ of bhadabheda (co-existing dif-JH4. iff trance
ference^) ?and those who teach the absolute difference of
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several substances, give up all those scriptural texts which 
teach that Brahman is the universal self11 (p• 134). The fact 
that the scriptures proclaim; rthat the entire world forms 
the body of Brahman19 (p. 135) shows that they teach* that the 
plurality of the world, though differing from Him in character 
is completely dependent on Him, and stands to Him in the 
relation of mode. For as genus (jati) and quality (funa), 
so substances (dravya) also may occupy the position of deter
mining attributes (viseeana);ln so far namely as they constitt 
ute the body of something else" (p, 135). All Intelligent and 
non-intelligent beings are thus mere modes of the highest 
Brahman, and have reality thereby only** 4 (p, 138).

Thus starting from the view that Brahman is the cause cf 
the world, we found it necessary in the light of the modifi
cation that is required for the cause to pass into the effeot, 
to make a distinction within the nature of Brahman in His 
causal aspect, and to restrict change and Imperfection to one 
aspect of Him, which we cabled His body, and to regard the 
other aspect of Him which is unchanging and perfect and may 
be paid to represent His own essential nature, as Ills soul.
But even this, we found, was not entirely satisfactory owing 
to certain ideas associated with body. Ultimately therefore m 

wexe led to regard Bralman as the unitary Substance on whom 
the world completely depends for its existence,different



though it is from Him in character* In this sense it is an 
attribute or mode of Brahman, Brahman holds the world within 
Himself as something quite distinct from H1 l o.vn essential 
nature, even as a substance holds within itself the mode or 
attribute which is quite distinct from itselfj and even as a 
substance passes from one mode of existence to another, so 
the Supreme Brahman passes from a state of existence in which 
the world exists in a subtle form to anfctoher state in whioh 
it exists in its affected' form* Whether in manifest or 
unmanifeBt form, whether in creation or reabsorption; the 
world is distinct from Brahman, but completely dependent on 
Him* He is therefore the one Substance, self-dependent and 
supreme, and all else is but a mode of Him*
Braiiman in_relation to Mutter (Prakrtl) .

Having thus described in general terms the relation fcn 
which Brahman stands to the world, we may consider one or two 
special problems that arise in connection with Brahmanfs 
relation to the world* The world, we have already noted, is 
aocording to R.composed of matter and souls* The special rela
tionship whioh Brahman bears to souls will be considered in 
the chapter that follows* Here we must bring together R fs 
teaching with regard to Brahmanfs relation to natter on the 
non-sentient world, considered from the point of view of the 
characteristics peculiar to Prakrti *

We have already seen that Prakrti is a principle whioh
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Brahman employs in creation. It is that which produces 
manifold and wonderful effects under the supervision of the
Lord, This is the teaching of the Sweta/vatara, the BhagavadgJta

V '’Ait'r* 1 ' i
and the Pancaratra Samhitso, and R.accepts it, Prakrti then

V. ‘ L 4 1  jJhfY ’ , * “ s  dll -v * * r ’ 4 .  t- | ^̂ *->1 .*v  , ,  -j* 4\ . * i

is essentially the principle of change and differentiation.
It is capable of passing from one form to another, all 
equally periohable and non-permanent. Accordingljt it 
may be said to have no t f w  being/’Mon-intelligent matter, 
as entering into various Btatee of a non-permanent nature, 
is called 'non-being1.. We say ’it ie1 of that thing which is 
of a permanently uniform nature, not connected with the 
idea of beginning, middle and end, and which hence never 
becomes the object of the notion of non-existence; while 
we say fit is not' of non-intelligent matter-jwhich constantly 
passes over into different states, each later state being 
out of connection with the earlier state” (p. 128]. "By 
* that which is not' or 'which ie untrue1, we have to 
understand.,, that which lias no true being, in so far ae 
it is changeable and perishable.. Of this character is all 
non-intelligent matter,. ’Ron-being' ox we may call it,
K i n  so far as while it is observed at a certain moment 
in a certain form it is at some other moment observed in
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a different condition” (p. 129). Prakrti, then, is not 
non-being in the sense that it does not exist, but in the 
sense that it is ever changeful, and that its forms are 
never permanent# Even the three gunas of whidh Prakrti is 
ultimately composed are lost,as we saw, when it passes into 
its s u b t l e  state of union with Brahman during the period of 
absorption. Hence it is capable of complete modification, 
and its very nature is change.

Besides this, a characteristic which R. associates 
with Prakrti is that it is evil in the sense that it is the 
principle of pleasure and pain meted out to a soul bound 
to world/existence as the result of its acts. It is hence 
spoken of as "the object of fruition" (p. 299). It is the 
sweet fruit which the embodied soul, compared in the Mundaka 
and Svetasvatara Upanisade to a bird, eats, immersed in 
grief. So at any rate R^ understands the metaphor of the 
two birds (p* 299). The Svetasvatara and the Bhagavadgita 
teach rxkvuhfcp that Prakrti is a principle whereby the soul 
is made to reap the fruits of its acts, and R. base3 his

tlfview chiefly on their authority." There are two unborn 
ones, t£e one knowing and a lord, the other without knowledge 
and lordly power; there is the one unborn feifiale on whom 
the enjoyment of all enjoyers depends* (Svet. I. 9). ’The 
soul abiding in nature experiences the qualities derived
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from Hature, the reason being its connection with the
qualities in its births in good and evil wombs • (Bhg. XIII
20 & 21 )n (pp. 364 & 5). By the qualities which Prakrti 
produces as the result of the deeds of souls, it further 
binds the soul6 to action and hence to worlUy existence.
Thus in commenting on the passage from the Bhagavadgita 
above cited, R. writes "This soul, born in a series of 
retrospective births among devas, man etc. - all variations 
of matter - forms - delights in guna-eated pleasures etc.y 
varying in their sattvika and other characteristics 
according to the incidents of such births ; and in so doing 
launches into activitiesr good or evil, in order to procure 
for itself such pleasures. In order then to reap the

ŷrrd. o\. cxnX. a-C&>f it L$ (m*t*- â CLA~ ̂  ****"
fruits of such^wombs (respectively). Born, he acts again; 
acting he is born again" . Prakrti thus metes out to 
souls the fruits of their acts, and in so doing binds them
ever more to the world of samsaric existence.

These then are according to R, the two chief 
characteristics of Prakrti. It is the seat of all change, 
and it is intrinsically connected with karma.

In the light of these characteristics of Prakrti, 
it is necessary to ask whether Brahman shares in them. To 
(1) p* 431 Govindacarya's translation.
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this R U  answer is unmistakable. We have already seen 
how with great pains he showed that all change and 
modification is restricted to elements of the world, 
Brahman Himself remalaing essentially unchanged. He is . 
equally clear that Brahman does not possess in His own 
nature, "the evil qualities depending on prakrti” (p.81). 
The three qualities of matter belong, as we saw, to its 
'effected1 state (p. 368), so that when Prakrti is united 
with Brahman in the period of a pralaya, it has none of 
its own characteristics and abides in Brahman as a bare 
potentiality11 without any distinction of names and forms" 
(p. 368). Brahman Himself has a divine form, peculiar to 
Himself, "not made of the stuff of Prakrti and not due to 
Kansan”(9. 256). Scriptural texts, he tells us, "deny of 
Brahman all oonneotion with evil ^qualities and inferior 
bodies spring from Prakrti, and all dependence on karman, 
and proclaim His glorious qualities and glorious forms” 
(p. 240) . And Is if this were not enough to show that 
Brahman has none of the characteristics of matter, he 
compares Brahman in relation to souls and matter, to a 
three-coloured piece of cloth, where the thread of each 
colour remains ever distinct. "Of some parti-coloured 
pieoe of cloth the material cause is threads white, red,
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black, etc., all the same, each definite spot of the doth 
is connected with one colour only, white e.g., and thus 
there is no oonfusion of colours even in the * effected9 
condition of the cloth. Analogously the combination of 
non-eentient matter, sentient beings, and the Lord con
stitutes the material cause of the world, but this does not 
imply any oonfusion of the essential characteristics of 
enjoying souls£ objects of enjoyment, and the universal 
Ruler ... There is indeed a difference between the two 
cases, in so far aB the threads are capable of existing 
apart from one another, and are only occasionally combined 
according to the volition of men ... while non-eentient 
matter and sentient beings in all their states form the 
body of the highest Self, and thus have a being only as 
the modes of that... But the two oases are analogous, in 
so far as there persists a distinction and absence of all 
oonfusion, on the part of the constituent elements of the 
aggregate. This being thus, it follows that the highest 
Br&hman, although entering into the 'effected* condition, 
remains unchanged - for its essential nature does not 
beoome different," (p. 142)*

But if Brahman is thus quite distinct from Prakrti 
and shares none of its characteristics, and yet maintains it
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as His mods, ws may enquire for what purpose, if any,
He keeps it in existence. Since Prakrti, is, as we 
saw, the principle of change, the principle whereby the 
manifoldness of this world is effected, it would seem 
that Prakrti exists for the purpose of bringing about 
change and plurality. But it may be asked, why is the 
manifoldness of the world necessary? What purpose does 
it serve? It is obvious that it is only by discovering 
the general purpose of tregtion that we shall discover 
the ultimate reason why Psakrti, which Brahman exqploys 
for creating the world, exists. But here we are faced 
by a difficulty. What purpose may Brahman have in 
creating a world? In the first place, the very idea of 
a Perfect Being entering upon a line of activity in order 
to fulfil a purpose is self-contradictory, for it argues 
a lack or imperfection in Him which He is seeking to 
overoome. In the second place, if it be said that though 
Brahnan being perfect can have no motive of benefit to 
Himself for creating the world, still He may be motivated 
entirely by desire for the welfare of finite souls, it 
is only neoessary to point to the pain and suffering of 
souls^ in the world to show that this cannot be His motive.
R. is aware of both these difficulties. He states them thm :
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■ In the case of all those who enter on somt activity after 
having formed an idea of the effect to be accomplished, there 
exists a motive in the form of something beneficial either 
to themselves or to others. How Brahman, to whose essential 
nature it belongs that all his wishes are eternally 
fulfilled, does not attain through the creation of the 
world any object not obtained before. Nor again is the 
second alternative possible. For a being, all whose wishes 
are fulfilled, could concern Itself about others only with 
a view to beneflttlng them. No perciful divinity would 
create a world so full, as ours is, of evils of all kind^ - 
birth, old age, death, hell, and so on; - if it created 
at all, pity would move it to create a world altogether 
happy " (p, 477). It is in facing these two difficulties 
that R, following the teaching of the Vs.(II I, 33-35), 
discloses his view regarding the purpose of creation.
"The motive which prompts Brahman - all whose wishes are 
fulfilled and who is perfect in Himself - to the creation 
of a worldtrcomprlsing all kinds of sentient and non- 
sentient beings dependent on His volition, is nothing 
else but sport, play. We see in ordinary life how some 
great king, ruling this earth with its seven dvipas, and 
possessing perfect strength, valour, and so/on, has a game
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at tells, mr the like, fro® no other motive than to 
amuse himself; henee there is no objection to the view 
that sport only is the motive prompting Brahman to the 
creation, sustentation, and destruction of this world 
whioh is easily fashioned by His mere will*1 (p. 477).
The reason that sport is given as the mptive of creation 
is confessedly to preserve the supreme perfection of 
Brahman. It must not, therefore, be understood in the 
sense of childish play, but rather in the sense of joyous 
and free activity, entered into by the Supreme Being 
as a spontaneous expression of His manifoli powers♦
Sport, we may therefore think, Implies joyousness, 
freedom and superabundance of energy on the part of 
Brabnan in creating the world. There is no laok or 
external constraint forcing Brahman ltto creative 
activity. Hence, as we saw earlier, creation was said 
to follow on the mere will, or free choice, of Brahman.

But it was also noted earlier that creation not 
only Involves will or free activity but also thought; 
and thought implies that the free activity enteredjupon 
by Brabnan injcreating the world is not meaningless, 
as the word sport or play might suggest. If therefore 
we would discover what meaning creation has for Brahman,
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we must t±M enquire what It is that He thinks ahout in 
creating the world. We were told, It will he remembered, 
that what the Supreme Being considers prior to creation 
is "the constitution of the world previous to the Pralaya’ 
(P. 333); and why it is necessary for Him to do so becomes 
obvious when we pass on to consider Rfs answer to the 
second objection raised above. The objection was that 
Brahman could have no benefioient motive in creating a 
world Involving pain and suffering for finite souls. To 
this the Vs. II. I. 34) replies, Hot so, ’on account of 
there being regard’, and R. explains, "i.e. ‘on acoount of 
the inequality of creation depending on the deeds of the
Intelligent beings, gods, and so on, about to be created’.
✓’Sruti and Smrti alike declare that the connection of the

0

individual souls with bodies of different kinds - divine, 
human, animal, and sen on - depends on the karman of those 
souls; compare ’He who performs good works becomes good, 
he who performs bad works becomes bad... (Br. Up. IV. 4,5). 
In the same way the reverend Parasara declares that what 
causes the difference in nature and status between gods, 
men, and so on, is the power of̂ ithe former deeds of the 
8ouls about to enter into a new creation” (p. 478). In 
further disousslon of this point, R# writes, ”If it were 
not admitted (that the distinctions in the new creation
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are due to karnan), it would moreover follow that souls 
are requited for what they have not done, and not requited 
for what they have done* (p| 479),If then it is necessary 
that souls should in the new creation have a^ature in 
accordance with their deeds in a previous creationf 
it is not surprising that Brahman needs to remember and 
have regard to the constitution of the universe in a 
previous creation. This not only explains the pain and' j * * ’ ’* *■ ** * 1 * 'a. * /
suffering of souls as due to their own previous deeds, 
but also suggests that the purpose of creation is somehow 
concerned with the deeds of souls. How this is we shall 
see when in the next chapter we are concerned with the 
relation of the Deity to the individual soul. Suffice 
it here to have discovered that the general purpose of 
creation relates to the deeds of souls.

fhis being so, we may expect that Prakrti, which 
Brahman employs in creating the world, finds its significance 
also only in relation to souls. And this is what B. 
actually teaches: "all non-intelligent things, bodies 
human and divine, hills, oceans, etc...♦. have their root 
in the actions springing from the volitions of men, gods, 
etc...and since non-intelligent matter is subject to 
changes corresponding to the actions of the individual souls, 
It may be oalled 'non-being' , while the souls are 'being'.,;
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khen the works which are the cause of the distinction 
of things are destroyed, then all the distinctions of 
bodies, human or divine, htllc, oceans) etc. - all which 
are objects of fruition for the different individual 
souls - pas8 away" (p. 128). And even more explicitly 
he declares that "Prakrti ie/a non-intelligent principle, 
the causal substance of the entire material universe, 
and constituting the means for the experience of 
pleasure and pain, and for the final release of all 
intelligent souls which are connected with it from all 
eternity," (p. 370).

If so, it would seem that what significance 
Prakrti has is entirely in relation to the release of 
souls. Its ceaseless change and all its manifold 
productsf its evil qualities producing pleasure and 
pain and binding the soul to activity, are all to be
explained.it would seem, in relation to souls. Brahman;
we may therefore conclude, maintains Prakrti withva 
special purpose. Its nature, quite different as it is 
from that of Brahman, is required for the release of

w.. I  - f  « * *  r ’ i. * r  *1 *  j f  ’ »* *  • > ‘ - f  *"  r  . T* . O f  V *  J j b i i ' r i f * *  « L

souls, and hence Ho supports it.
But how, it may be asked, is it possible for 

Brahman, who is absolutely different from Prakrti, to
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support it? R. considers the problem of the relation of 
non-sentient objects to Brahman in his discussion of certain• • « • . . * f> ’ • . » . * * * •” * 1
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Vs. texts (III. 2 26-29). He asks: “Is the relation of the 
two like that of the snake and its coils; or like that 
of light and the luminous body, both of whioh fall under the 
same genus; or like that of the individual soul and 
Brahman, the soul being a distinguishing attribute and for 
that reason a part (amsa) of Brahman?11 Regarding the 
first alternative according to whioh non-eentient things 
are "special forms or arrangements of Brahman, as the 
coile are of a coiled-up snake", he writes: "If Brahman 
itself appeared in the form of non-eentient things - as 
the u x  snake itself only constitutes the coils - both 
sets of text9, those which declare difference as well as 
those which declare the unohangeableness of Brahman, would 
be contrary to eenee." If therefore we adopt the saoond 
alternative and "hold that the case under discussion ia 
analogous to that of light and that in which it abides, 
i.e. the luminous body. The two are different, but at 
the same time they are identical in so far as they both 
are fire (tejas)," R. points out that in this case 
"Brahma-hood (Brahaatva) constitutes a genus inhering in 
Brahman ae well as in nor^entient matter, just as fire



constitutes the common genus for light and luminous 
bodies. But on this view Brahman becomes a mere abstract 
generic character inhering in the Lord (isvara), sentient 
souls and non-sentient matter, Just as the generic character 
of horses (asvatra) inheres in concrete individual horses; 
and this oontrldiots all the teaching of Wruti and 
Smrti (according to which Brahman is the highest concrete 
entityf. Brahman must not, it would seem, be reduced to 
a ghostly abstraction, frond in all things, and therefore 
found in the material world also, for according to R. the 
Scriptures teach that instead of Brahman being an abstraction 
characterising all concrete existences, He is the most con
crete of realities, of which other things are only abstractions 
or attributes. So he holds that this second way of under
standing the relation between Brahman and material objects 
is likewise inadmissible, and states the third alternative 
mentioned above as representing the acceptable view,

-*1 y* .* V; v?*4 • W--V / ' • * ♦.- * ] * „ -  * v* ,

according to which Brahman is related to the material world 
as substance to attribute, or as whole to part, "We therefore

„• M ,  Y ' "  * * * ‘ ivW  ' * ■ ' * ' *>' ' * «* f t  * «' * ' ' r , • ;<4 j  •*. / ’hold that non-eentient matter stands to Brahman in the same
v ' * ?r . "relation as the one previously proved for the individual 
soul in Sutra II $, 43; 46 \ vis*, that it is an attribute



incapable of being realised apart from Brahman and hence
f/is a part (amsa) of the latter. The texts referring to 

the two aa non-different may thus be taken in their
!

primary sense; for the part ie only a limited place 
of that of whioh it is a part* And the texts referring 
to the two aa different may al&o be taken in their primary 
eense; for the distinguishing attribute and that to iftloh 
the attribute belongs are essentially different. Thus 
Brahman*e free^rom from all imperfection is preserved. - 
LuStre ia an attribute not to be realised apart from 
the gem, and therefore is a part of the gem; the same 
relation holds good between generic oharacter ane^in- 
dividuale having thatfcharacter, between qualities and 
things having qualities, between bodies and eouls. In 
the same way souls as well as non-eentient matter stand 
to Brahman in the relation of parts’1 (pp. 619 £ LC).

Prakrti# then, and all its products are supported 
by Brahman even as an attribute or mode ie supported by

>  /  *  f  • .

a substance to whioh it belongs, but from which it is 
quite distxlnct, or as a part is supported by its ?hole^
Thus the relation of Prakrti and its products to Brahman
is only an illustration of the relation^ already formulated,

- • ’ ■■ ' ■ • ' * of the world in general to Brahm&o. The world, composed of
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matter and souls, is quite distinct from Brahman, and 
their dietinctfieos is never lost* But Brahman ia one 
and supreme in the sense that it is on Him that matter 
and souls completely depend* He is therefore the one 

only true Substance, of which the elements of the world 
are eternally distinct modes. He is Perfect, but the 
world is imperfeot. nevertheless the relation between 
Him and the world is such that His perfect nature ie not 
sullied to the slightest extent, and tne distinct reality 
of the world is not in any way destroyed. Both it is 
neoessary to^maintain if religious experience is not a 
11* and a mockery, and tooth R. finds himself atole to 
Bapport toy ooncelving the relation between Bratiman and 
the world primarily on the analogy of the relation between 
substance and attribute.
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CHAPTER III
• Reia t ion of y 'the Pei tv to the f a nite sel f ♦.
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ble because the advaitin regards the essential form of the 
soul as Br&hman Himself, and nesoienoe, whioh is contradictory 
to the nature of Brahman, cannot be ascribed to Him. Nor oan 
the second alternative be accepted, for the only other form 
of existence besides Br*hman admitted by the advaitin is 
nescience, so that the fictiously Imagined form of the soul 
must itself be nothing else than Nesoience; and this being so, 
to ascribe nesoienoe to the soul in its fiotitiously imagined 
form is to ascribe Nescience to Nescience, and this explains 
nothing. A third alternative is conceivable, namely that 
Nesoienoe ix abides in the essential nature of the soul 
qualified by its fiotitiously imagined aspect. Jut if the soul's 
essential nature is qualified, it oan according to the 
advatin be qualified only by nesoienoe, and if it is qualified 
by nescience, it does not carry us further in trying to explain 
It to asoribe nescience to what is already qualified by it. 
These are R's words: "If, as a first alternative, you should
maintain that the abode of Nescience is constituted by the 
soul in its essential, not fiotitiously imagined form, this 
means that Brahman itself is the abode of nesoienoe. If, in 
the second place, you should say that the abode of Nescience 
is the 8oul, viewed as different from Brahman and fictitiously 
imagined in it, this would mean that the non-intelligent 
(jada) is the abode of Nescience. For those who hold the
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view of the nonduality do not acknowledge a third aspect 
different from these two (i.e. from Brahman which is pure 
intelligence, and the non-intelligent fictitiously sups r- 
iraposod on Brahman)* 4nd if, as a third alternative, it he 
maintained that the abo^e of Nescience is the soul in its 
essential nature, this nature heing however qualified by the 
fictitiously imagined aspect, we must negative this also, 
since that which has an absolutely homogeneous nature cannot 
in any way be shown to be qualified, apart from Nescience*
The soul is qualified in so far only as it is the abode of 
Nescience, and you therefore define nothing% (3P.437).

"Moreover", R.points out^the theory of Nescience 
abiding within the individual soul is resorted to for the 
purpose of establishing a basis for the distinction of bondage 
and release, but it really 1b quite unable to effect this.
For if by release be understood the destruction of Nescience, 
it follows that when one soul attains Release and Nescience 
is thus destroyed, the other souls also will be released.

Xcavca, K*rtr /Lelt-o-4 ! —

^Well then the one soul also is not released since Nescience 
is not destroyed- - But we assume a different Nescience for 
each soul, that soul whose Nescience is destroyed will be 
released, aid that whbce Nes cience is n°t destroyed will remain 
in bondage!—  You now argue on the assumption of a special



avidya (nescience) for each soul# But what about the distinction of 
souls implied therein? (p. 438). R.has already pointed out that
that distinction c*tn neither be r.ecribed to Mescience in Brahman■
nor t o  Nesciehce in souls.

Besides, he continues "We further put the following question- 
When the Nescience abiding in the individual soul passes away owing 
to the rise of the knowledge of truth, does then the soul also 
perish or does it not perish^ In the former case Release is nothing 
else but destruction of the essential nature of the ooujj in the 
latter case the soul does not attain Release even on the destruction 
of Nesoienoe, since it continues to exist as soul different from

H .
Brahman (p. 439).

"It would, moreover, be necessary to define who is the 
imaginatively shaping agent (kalpaka) with regard to the b o u I as 
formed from Nescience. It cannot be Nescience itself, beotuse 
Nescience is not an intelligent principle. Nor oan it bo the soul, 
because this would imply the defect of what has to be proved being 
presupposed for the purposes of proof; and because the existence 
of the soul is that which is formed by Nescience#! just as shell- 
silver is, /tnd if, finally^ you should say that Brahmen is the 
fictitiously forming agent, we have again arrived at a Brahman that 
is the abode of Nescience (p p. 440 <& 4l) .

Similarly R.urges that the distinction between Maya mad 
Nescience must be given up. For even if Brahman possesses Maya, i.e.



dUfr̂ . illusive pov/or, it ogrnot, without Nesoienoe be conscious 
of souls. And without b*ing conscious of others the lord of Maya 
is unable to d elude them by his Maya. Moreover, if Brahman 
recognises all beings apart fran himself a.s false, he does not 
delude them; for surely none but a madman would aim at deluding 
beings known by him to be unrealK p. 441).

For such.reason3 R. finds unacceptable the advaita view tint
souls Are related to Brahunn as ditim&tely identical with Brahman
but seeitingly different, the illusion regarding their reality
as individual existences being due to the limiting adjuncts produced
by Maya or Avidya with which the Brahman 1b associated*

Seeing that they cannot be dismissed as an illusion
they myst be accepted as real. Their reality is given^as R.showed,
in the fact of consciousness, for consciousness, which ie ever

a \:y
changing, requires/substrate (pp. 56 & ?) . It is also given in
the fact of memory and recognition "for recognition implies a con
scious subject persisting from the earlier to the later moment”

„  j J ^  f  .%• * i  / T ’ ',* *» . v ' *v  >, *  *,1^* V *  * .  I P .  • . . '  ' % , . * * .■-% * . * 1 1 ^  »;

*for otherwisef "it would be impossible for us to recognise the thing 
seen today as the one we saw yesterday, for what hao been perceived 
by one cannot be recognised by another*^ p. 57) . It is implied also 
in inference^for inference ’presupposes the ascertainment and remem
brance of general propositions*|(p. 509). If there were no per
manent self, inference and reasoning would be impossible" for the 
speaker perishfiB in the very moment when he states the proposition 
to be proved, and another person is unable to complete what has been 
begun by another and about whioh he himself does not know anything"
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(pp* 5C9& 510 ). Moreover the fact that a person la able to 
remember after sleep what happened before he feel asleepj R. 
declares is proof that the self persisted through slee$ 
though consciousness hed come to an end* (p. 60). To such 
empirical arguments R.adds the testimony of the Scriptures}whioh 
abound in passages relating to the self, and which would Indeed 
be strange if the self were a mere illusion (p. 60) . The 
individual then is a real self.

But, it may be asked, if the individual self is aooepted 
as real, how are we to understand Scriptural texts such as Thou
art That* which equate the soul with Bradman? R.points out that

a. .in all oases of predication what is predicated is not a bare
identity but a substance whioh is characterised by different 
aspects or attributes, so that the ’Thou* cannot be entirely 
identical with the ’That’.'ln texts ... such as *Thou art that* 
the co-ordination of the constituent parts if not meant t> 
convey the idea of the absolute unity of a non-differenoed 
substancQ,* on the contrary, the words ’that1 and fthou* denote 
a Brahman distinguished by difference. The word ’that1 refers 
to Brahman, omniscient, etc,.., the word ’thou’ which stands in co
ordination to ’that’ conveys the idea of Brahma in so far as 
having for its body the individual souls. This is in accordance 
with the general principle that co-ordinatdbn is meant to express
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one thing subsisting in a twofold form. If such doubleness of
form were abandoned, there could be no difference of aspects
giving rise to the application of different terms, and the
entire principle of co-ordination would thus be given up4*
(p. 150). The text, therefore in R's view, onljr establish©#
what he has 3hown the relationship of all things of this world

orto Brahman to be^vis. that they are His m0dosh^attributes dis
tinct from Him and not capable of being completely identified 
with Him. It does not intend to deny the reality of finite 
selves •

Besides, R.declares that the reality of individual souls 
and their eternal distinctness fron Brahman are taught by the 
Beity Himself in His incarnate form as Krcna to Arjuna* Thus 
in giving the meaning of Bhg. II. 12. R. represents Krsna as 
saying: MAs for me, the universal ^ord (Carves vara) 
there is never fnayf to my having been in all the eternity 
antecedent to the present. I always was. So is thyself m d  all 
these in thy front; - all souls under my control (isitavyah) 
and informers of bodies (ksetrajnas) . 3*or are all of us - 
rayself, thyself and all,- not going to be in the future ...
As indubitably ever-existent tun I - the universal Lord, the 
supreme spirit (paramatml) so also should you all, the matter- 
informing 30uls,be understood as ever-existent. And R.comment 8, 
"It is thus evident that (Xv) the fact of the soul being 
distinct frcm Bhagavan Sarvesvara (God), and (2) the fact of the 
multeity of souls, have been declared by Bhagavan Himself.
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For this ia an occasion when eternal truths are imparted to one
with the object of removing the cover of all his ignorance. And 
on such an occasion, the distinctions euch ae I thou, we all. etq;
ere made (thus showing that souls are many and they are different

» •  ,

from ftocL.yjhg* Bh. p. 54) . ‘
As for Upanisadic authority for the view that the soul 

is a real Belf, quite distinct from Brahman, H. x̂ inds it isady to 
hand in the antaryamin Brahmana and invSvet.Up. "He who 
dwells in the self and within .the self, whom the self does not
know, of whom the self is the body, who rules the self within.
He is thy aelf, the Ruler within, the Immortal .(Br. Up. III.7.22),. 
One of them eats the sweet fruit; without eating the other looks
on" (3vet. Up. IV. 6) /There are two, the one knowing, the otheri
not knowing, both unborn, the one a ruler, the other not a
ruler11 (Svet. Up. I. S) . "Knowing as separate the self and the
Mover..." (Svet. Up. I. 6). The plurality of sculs R.finds

sto be definitely taught in Svet. passages such as ’He is the 
cause, the Lord of the lords of the organs’ (i.e. the individ
ual souls) (Svet. Up. VI.5j); ’the Master of tha Pradhana 
\  and* the souls./ (Svet. Up. VI. 16); and more especially, the 
Sternal among eternals, the Intelligent among the intelligent,

> . /  ' , (i)who one, fulfils the desires of many (Svet. Up. VI. 13).

(l) Quoted in S -Bk. pp. 468and9. The last, quotation i.e.
Svet. VI. 13. is found alBO in the Bhg.Bh. p. 35 in 
connection with Bhg. II. 12 above referred to.
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Both reasoning Based on mxperlenoe and Scripture, 
according to R.^lead thus to the Ylew that finite selvss are

creal existence, not to he dismissed as illusory manifests-
A

tlons of the unitary non-differenoed Absolute.
The dlstlnotlTe nature of the aoul as an Individual 
characterised by thought and aptlTlty.

Since then the soul Is a real existence not Identifia
ble with mere consciousness nor capable of being equated 
without difference with Brahman, w e  must enquire what its 
distinctive attributes are In order to discover howj

Brahman is related to it, considered from the point of view 
of its peculiar nature. In discussing V b . II. 3. 19, B. 
states that the essential nature of the soul is to be a 
knowing subject. The doctrine that the self is essentially 
a conscious principle may be said to be Upanisadlc in 
origin. Brom early times in the Upanlsads we saw that the 
Atman was identified with that within us which perceives 
sees, hears and understands. R.himself bases his view on 
passages such as *He who knowf, let me smell thus, he is

• A *

the s e l f ,etc.(Ch. Up. VIII 12. 4-5,1.8. 12.3.) . *H« who is 
within the heart, surrounded by the Pranas, the person of 
light, consisting of knowledge (Br. Up. IV. 5.15) and+ r

such like (p. 546) , It is true that 1hese passages axe 
ambiguous, and may or may not refer to the Individual self, 
aa R,understands them. Nevertheless they reveal the
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prevailing assumption that, whether it be the individual
self or the univeroal Self which p e r f o r m  these conscious
functions, that is the real self which Is the knowing
principle in the body. While accepting tfci3 view, H.that
makes it abundantly clear as we have seen,/the self 
is not mere knowledge but an individual who has knowledge 
as his essential characteristic. He is thus eager to 
emphasise the individuality of the soul as against the 
advaitic tendency, so prevalent hitherto in philosophic 
circles, to overlook all distinction between the finite 
self and Brahman. The same desire to preserve the in
dividuality of the soul seems to underlie his vigorous 
polemic (pp. 545-63), against the idea that the self is 
omnipresent and all-pervading. He declares that the self 
is ’atomic*, that fe, limited each to its body and not 
confused with that of any other body. According to him,
the Vfe. II 3.20 declares that the self is atomic and not
omnipresent by pointing out that the Scripture speaks of 
the latter as passing out of the body, going and returning -
all which movement on the part of the soul would clearly
bo meaningless if the soul were omnipresent (P. 546}. He
finds direct support {p. 546) for his view that the soul

; Vio atomic, in the passages from the Svet. which declare that
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’The individual soul is to be known as part of the 
hundredth part of the point of a hair divided a 
hundred times, and yet it is to be infinite1 (V. 9):
(that lower one is seen of the measure of the point of 
a goad’ (V. 6), and also in many Upanisadic passages 
which locate the self as abiding within the heart 
(p. 546). His chief pbjeotion to the view that the 
self is omnipresent is that if it were so, there would be 
* everywhere and at all times simultaneous consciousness 
and non-cons clousness* (p. 552. II. 3.32), but this is 
never the case. "On our view, on the other hand, the 
actually perceived distribution of consciousness and 
non-consciousness explains itself, since we hold the 
self to abide within bodies only, so that naturally 
consciousness takes place there only, not anywhere else"
Op. 552). Moreover, he points out, aB against the 
Vaiseslkaa that if the self were omnipresent, all the 
selfs would be in permanent conjunction with all organs; 
and besides, the sgjrstas due to the aotions of the 
different bodies would be entirely confused, for all 
selfs would then be in contact with all bodies (pp.552 &3)- 
It is against all such confusion between one self and 
another, and hence in order to maintain the Individuality
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Of each calf, that R. seems to insist that the soul is 
atomic. Bach individual, it would seem, has hie own 
distinctive centre of experience.

There is still another characteristic which R.
• e > -v' *>, J .'11' i, 7- 7,' d V f1*,. /V*'- " ** ; t Sr » ■ * -• u fv- Q W- w

finds to he peculiar to the soul. It is not only a 
knower with a unique centre of experience, but also a 
doer. The view may have been implied in the doctrine 
of karma, which, os we have seen, was held even by 
philosophers of the earlier Upanisads, and according to 
which each soul reaped the fruit of its deeds. Although 
the doctrine of Karma would seem to require that the 
soul should be regarded ao a free agent responsible for 
its own actions, the ambiguous position of the eoul in 
the earlier systems did not lead to any clear formulation 
of doctrine on this point. Besides, advaltism with its 
doctrine oi Brahman as constituted by pure Intelligence, 
and as the only real, could certainly not favour the 
view of the eoul as a free agent; nor could the Easakkya 
with its doctrine of the inactive purusa; and as we have 
already aeen it was precisely these two influences under 
♦ iiich philosophers oame from the tine of the Bhg. onwards. 
By hib break with advaitisn and by hisfdesire to abide by
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moral and religious experience, R. is enabled to see that 
the cell is not only a knower but aleo a doer; and thus, 
the 30ul according to him becomes a true self or person, 
characterised by thought and activity. In die cue sire 
the Vs. II 3.33, R. developes the vie*' that the self is 
ar« agent, although he is aware that works, such se the 
Bhg. are not very clear on the point, and often speak as 
though the self were inactive, all activity being due to 
the gun&s of the body. He says, "It has been shown 
that the .individual eelf is a knowing Subject and atomicr 
Hew the question erisec whether that self is an agent or, 
being itself con-active, erroneously escribes to itself 
the activity of the non-sentient gunae. The primn facie 
answer is that the individual self is not an agent, since 
the sacred texts concerned with the self declare that the 
self dcee not act, while the gunns do act ... and the Lord 
himself teaches that non-agency is the essential nature of 
the individual soul, end that it is mere delusion op the 
self’s part to ascribe to itself agency. ’By the 
attributes (gunae) of Prakrti? actions ere wrought 
all round’. He who is deluded by self-conceit thinks ’I 
am the agent’; ’when the seer beholds no other agent than 
the gunao’; ’Prakrti is said to be the cause of all 
agency Of causes and effects, whilst the soul is the cause 
of all enjoyment of pleasure and pain’fl(Bhg# III, 27; X I 9; 

19; X m ,  20). - The soul, therefore, is an enjoyer only
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vrhile all agency belongs to PrakrtiAe against this
view R. interprets the sutra to Bay that the self is 
’an agent, on account cf Scripture thus having a meaning 
The self only is an agent, not the gunae, because thus
only Scripture has a meaning. For the scriptural in
junctions, auch as ’he who desires the heavenly world is

on Brahman’, and similar ones, enjoin action on him only
. c 's* • ' .

who will enjoy the fruit of tho action - whether the 
heavenly world,or release, or anything else. If a con
sentient thing were the agent, the injunction would not 
be addressed to mother bein̂ r* (Vis. to an intelligent

scriptural injunctions inpel to action through giving rise 
to a certain conception (in the mind of the being addressed), 
and the nor-sentient PradhHna cannot be made to conceive 
anything. 3cripture therefore has a sense only if we admit 
that none but the intelligent erg oyer of the fruit of the 
action is af the Same time the agent" (pp« *;53 & 4)1 But 
if it be asked, what then about texts such ae thoao cited 
above from the Bftg., R. declares tl.it these texts which 
ascribe all activity to the gun&s, mean only to refer "to

to sacrifice’. ’ He who d e s ir e s  releaoe is to meditate

boing^ - to whom it actually is addressed). The term 
’sastra’ (scriptural injunction} moreover comes from sac, 
to command, and com m anding means impelling to action. But
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the fact that in all activities lying within the sphere 
of the samsara, the activity of the self is due not to 
its own nature but to its contact with the different 
gunas” (P-. 554). This passage is significant as making 
clear R's position that, though activity of the kind which 
binds the soul to samsara does not belong to the nature 
of the self, still it is the self that acts under the 
influenoe of the gunas, so that the activity is always 
that of the self. But this does not mean, R. tells us,

iithat the self is always active". The self, although always 
provided with the instruments of action, such as the 
organ of speech, and so on, acts when it wishes tor̂ iio so, 
and does not act when it does not wish to do so. Just 
as a carpenter, although having his axe and other Implements 
ready at hand, works or does not work just as he pleases"
(p. 556, IX. 3.39).

The self, then, according to R. is an individual, 
a person in the true sense of the term with a unique centre 

experience and characterised by thought and volition. 
What other characteristics it possesses we shall discover 
as we proceed. Suffioe it^herojto have laid bare its 
fundamental qualities. Such then being its distinctive 
nature, we may turn to the topic of our enquiry in this
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ohapter, viz: the relation of the De#ty to tee eoul. We shall 
find it convenient to consider the Deity's relation to the soul 
in the thfcifs stages in which according to R. it is possible for 
tfce soul^i^ exist, viz: 1) prior to worlds creation ft) in worldly 
existence (samsara) and 3) in Release.
1) Relation of the Deity to the soul prior to world-creatlon.

from the account already given bf Brahman as the cause of
made

the universe, it has been/clear that the world is eternally a 
part of Brahman existing in Him in subtle form before He sends 
it Out into its manifest existence. Zn the case of prakrti we 
noted that the subtle form in which it existed previous to 
creation in one in which all its qualities were lacking. So 
opposed was prak?tl in its evolved state wae thought to be to the 
nature of Brahman that it could not be regarded as existing 
in a state of unity with Brahman prior to creation without first 
being emptied of its own distinctive nature. What then about the 
eoul? the state of unity in which it exists before creation
one which involves the complete suppression of its own essential 
nature? R. answers with an emphatic no. "Hot so, we reply. By a 
thing being an affect we mean its being due to a substance 
passing over into some other state,' and from this point of view

(1) According to R. there are three kinds of souls a) eternally free souls, such as the gods (b; bound souls, such as ourselves, 
and c) released_souls who have obtained salvation from the 
bondage of samsara. We shall concern ourselves only with the last 
two, the first being mythological in origin and having little 
or no philosophical significance.
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the eoul also le an effect. There is, however, the difference,
that the 'other condition* which is represented by the soul 
is of a different kind from that which constitutes non-sentient 
things, such ae Kther and so on. The 'otherness9 on which the 
soul depends consists in the contraction and expansion of 
intelligence; while the ohange on which.the origination of 
Xther and so on depends is a ohange of essential nature. And 
change o; the latter kind is what we deny of the bovL* "Texts 
such as ‘Prajapati sent forth the creatures'^ which deolare the 
origination of the soul, really mean only to state that the 
souls are by turns associated with or dissociated from bodies - 
the effect of which is that their intelligence is either 
contracted or expanded* Texts again which deny the origination

t
of the soul and affirm its permanency (He is not born and 
does not die,1eta) mean to say that the soul does not like the 
non-sentient element of creation, undergo changes of essential 
nature*" (II.<3. 15, pp. 541-3). The soul, then, exists in 
Brahman prior to worid -creation with its intelligence in a contract 
ed foria.

vYhen the time for creation arrives, what Brahman does is, 
as we have already eeen^to join the soul to the material prin
cipal, and thereafter by the mutual Influence of matter and 
soul, guided and controlled by the Supreme B e i n g yevolution 
proceeds. Bu,t why it may be asked, does Brahman disturb, so 
to speak, the sleep of the soulY What in other words, is the

__________
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motive of creation, considered from the point of view of the 
soul? We have already seen that when Brahman creates, He has 
regard to the deeds of souls, and "arranges the diversity of the 
oreation in accordance with the different Harmen of the individual 
souls1* (II* 1.35 p. 479); so that souls are requited for what 
they have done. This seems to suggest that the whole purpose 
of creation is retribution, the stern adherence on the part of 
the Deity to the moral law. But this is not all that R.has to say 
regarding the reason why Brahman creates. In commenting on Bhg,
HI. 10, he writes *’In the past,this Prajapati - the Bhagavan - 
intently reflected at the time of creation, on the entities 
(cit),entangled in matter ( acit) from an immemorial past. They 
were destitute of a name, of a form and of a distinction, and 
embosomed in Him. They were fit for fulfilling great aims, but 
were lying latent like inert or unintelligent substances. Prajapati 
out of infinite mercy looked on them, and wishing to work out 
their deliverance, created them (or projected them into manifesta
tion) (Bhg. Bh. p. 99). If we consider this passage in the light 
of the text cited earlier, which declares that Prakiti is "the 
means for the experience of pleasure and pain, and for the fined 
release of all intelligent souls" (S,Bh. P. 370.), it would seem 
that the motive of creation is that souls taught by punishment and 
reward may ultimately seek and win release. It is for the ultimate 
good of souls that the Deity sends them into worldly existence. Hie 
perfeot nature requires that the evil deedB of responsible individ-
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uals should be punished^but in and through the Operation of 
Karmic punishment and reward is perceptible the ultimate 
goal towards which the Deity in his love for the soul is working 
"What the Lord Himself aims at is ever to increase happiness 
to the highest degree and to this end it is instrumental that 
He ahouid reprove and reject the infinite and intolerabl^eess 
of sinsvhich accumulates in the course of beginning and endless 
aeons, and thus check the tendency on the part of individual^ 
beings to transgress hi9 laws" (pp. 4Q8&9) - When He creates 
then He creates strictly in accordance with the merits and 
demerits of the soul, but His reason for doing so is not retri
bution but the ultimate good of the soul.

Having thus considered what motive the Deity has in 
rousing the soul from its state of dormant intelligence, we may 
proceed to enquire into what relation to it He enterB when once 
the soul hae begun the evolutionary process, which culminates in 
worldly existence, The soul prior to this process, exists, as 
we saw, in a state of union with Brahman, such close union that 
it is possible to say that before creation Brahman exists as one 
only without a second (p. 456). But when creation begins, differ
entiation takes place, the soul is connected with the kind of

% •

body merited by its past deeds, and in this manner it acquires 
name and form or individual existence. Seeing that the soul 
becomes thus differentiated from Brahman and appears, as it were, 
as an other to Him, it is necessary for Brahman to enter into it
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and abide in it ae its inner Self through all the changes 
which it now undergoes. R. describes the process thus: "That
which is denoted as "Being1 i.e. the highest Brahman which is 
the cause of all, free from all shadow of imperfection, etc., 
resolved fto be many'; it thereupon sent forth the entire world.; 
introduced in this world so sent forth, the whole mass of 
individual souls into different bodies,divine,human, etc., 
corresponding to the desert of each soul - the aouls thus con
stituting the self of the bodies; and finally, itself entering 
according to its wish into these souls - so as to constitute 
their inner Self -evolved in all these aggregates, nunes and 
forms.. *Let me enter into these beings with this living Self*

—   i
(Jivena Atmana) means 'with this living me' and this shows the
living self( i.e. the individual soul to have Brahman for its
self. And that this having Brahman for its self means Brahman's
being the inner Self of the soul (i.e. the Self inside the
soul, but not identical with it), Scripture declares by
saying that Brahman entered into it. This is clearly* Btated
in the passage faitt. Up. II. 6, 'He sent forth all this,
whatever there is. Having sent forth he entered into it.

>Having entered into it he became sat and tyat. For here 'all 
this' comprises beings intelligent as well as non-intelligent, 
which afterwards are distinguished as sat and tyat. as
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knowledge (vijnunaj) and non-knowledge. Brahman id thus 
eaid to enter into intelligent beings aleo," (p. 226fl
it would seem, then, that when the eoul becomes differentiated 
from Him in passing into it9 'effected' state, He enters 
Into it and remains within it as its inner Self. What 
exactly this implies we shall presently see.
2) Relation of the Deity to the soul in worldly existence (satasaT\a). 
(Saaeara&J Bxalunan as inner Ruler.

That Braiuaan exists within oneself was, we may 
believe, an idea which R. inherited from the philosophers 
of the Upauisads. But his own contribution lies, as we 
3hull see, in developing this idea in the light of the 
perfect nature of Brahman on the one hand and the individuality 
of the soul on the other. Heither of these ideas was olearly 
or consistently upheld by philosophers* The perfections 
of the Supreme Being tended often, as we saw, to be forgotten 
in the view of Him as the Absolute, and the individuality 
of the soul was never clearly grasped. So long as this was 
so, philosophers cculd not grasp the lull significance of 
the view that the Deity exists within the soul in samsara.
R. by his consistent view of Braimian as the all-per feet 
Being and by his clear recognition of the individuality of 
the soul 1b enabled so to developethe doctrine of Brahman
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as abiding within the eoul as to lay hare Its full 
igrplicatlon both with regard to Brahman’s perfect nature 
and with regard to the scul’c individual!ty.

Considering the latter point first, the abiding of 
Brahman within the eoul does not mean for R. what we 
pointed out it tended often to mean for earlier thinkers, 
that Brahman Himaelf is the soul in the body. Upanieadie 
□ ages spoke of Brahman as the conscious principle in the 
body, that which sees, hears, gmell3, thinks and understands.

V
According to R. the knowing principle in the body is ncft 
Brahman but the individual self. Bor again ie Brahman the 
agent in the body , but the individual 6elf, Thus in 
commenting on the Vs. I .  1 .13, which speaks of ’the self 
consisting of Bliss’, R. declares that by this is meant

h«Brahman the Highest Self, whojtelle us, is clearly dis
tinguished by the Tattiriya Upanioad from the individual 
self, who in contrast is described by it ae the self oon-

pj_0 is ting of Understanding (vi jnana; .the passage runs thus. 
’Different from this self which consists of Understanding, 
is the other inner self which consists of Bliss1 (Taitt.Up* 
I I .  5). R. finde in this text the necessary distinction 
between Brahman as He exists within the body and the 
individual self. Brahmabexists in the body it would seem, as
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mere Bliss, while knowledge and aotion belong to the 
individual self, described here as consisting of under
standing. 60 R* writes, "the Sutrakara contends that the 
Self consisting of bliss is the highest Self ’on account 
of multiplication’ . The section which begins with the words, 
'This is an examination of bliss', and terminates with the 
sloka, 'from whenoe all speech turn* back' (Taitt. Up. II, S), 
arrives at bliss, supreme and not to be surpassed, by 
successively multiplying inferior stages of bliss by a 
hundred; now such supreme bliss cannot possibly belong 
to the individual soul which enjoys only a small share of 
very limited happiness, mixed with endless p&ln and grief; 
and therefore clearly indicates, as its abode, the highest 
Self, which differs from all other selfs in so far as 
being radioally opposed to all evil and of an unmlxed 
blessed nature. The text says, 'Different from this self 
consisting of understanding there is the inner Self con
sisting of bliss’. How that whic^consists of understanding 
(vijnanafy is the individual soul (jlva)-j the formative 
element, ’maya' (bonsisting o f ' i i n  vijnanamaya) indicates

U )a difference (between vljnana and vijnanamaya).. . And 
this interpretation is quite suitable, as the soul in the
(1) That is, the vijnanamaya is not mere understanding but 
the self possessing understanding, or the individual soul.
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states of bondage and release alike is a ’knowing’ subject... 
But how is it then that in the sloka which referB to the 
vijnanamaya, 'Understanding (vijnana) performs the 
sacrifice', the term 'vijnana' only is used?- The 
essential nature, we reply, of the knowing subject is 
suitably called 'knowledge', and this term is transferred 
to the knowing subject itself which is defined as possessing

V  • t  1 V at ►that naturel For we generally see that words which denote 
attributes defining the essential nature of a thing also 
convey the notion of the essential nature of the thing 
itself. Ifyl8 also accounts for the fact that the sloka 
('Vijnana performs the sacrifice, it performs all sacred 
acts') speaks of vijnana as being the agent in sacrifices 
and so on; the buddhi (intelligence) alone could not be 
called an agent. For this reason the text does not 
asoribe agency to the other selfs (the pranamaya and so on) 
which are mentioned before the vijnanamaya; for they are 
noneintelligent instruments of Intelligence, and the 
latter only can be an agent.*. We henoe conclude that He 
who is different from the self consisting of knowledge, 
i.e., the individual self, is the highest Self which 
consists of bliss” (pp. 212-14). Thus according to R. 
although Brahman exists within the soul, He remains quite 
distinct from it. He does not take on Himself what rightly



belongs to the individual self, namely, knowledge and
agency in the body.

Note only the individuality of the eoul hut also 
the perfect nature of Brahman requires that Bratman though 
abiding in the self, must remain quite distinct foom it.
Thus in regard to the meaning of the passage, 'Thou art 
that9, R. writes, "How, we ask.., oan Brahman, the cause 
of all, free from all shadow of imperfection, omniscient, 
omnipotent, etc.eto., be one with the individual b o u I, 
all whose activities - whether it be thinking, or winking 
of an eye, or anything else - depend on karman, whioh 
implies endless suffering of every kind? * If you reply 
that this is possible if one of two things is unreal, we 
ask - whioh then do you mean to be unreal? Brahman's 
connection with what is evil? - or its essential nature, 
owing to which it is absolutely good and antagonistic to 
all evil? - You will perhaps reply that, owing to the 
fact tkxt of Brahman, which is absolutely good and anta
gonistic to all evil, being the substrate of beginningless 
Nescience, there presents itself the false appearance of 
its being connected with evil. But there you maintain 
what is contradictory. On the one side there is Rrttman's 
absolute perfection and antagonism to all evil; on the other
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it is the substrate of Heeoienoe and the appearanoe of 
suffering whioh is produoed thereby. Now it is a con
tradiction to say that Brahman is connected with all this 
and at the same time antagonistic to itl" (p. 215). Such 
clear perception on the part of R. of the opposition in 
nature between the perfections of the Supreme Being and 
the imperfeotions of the soul could not easily tolerate

’V '..1 V** ' '■ ' ?■' *' i ' lt'»\ »ri -V
the view that by Brahman abiding within, the self He

t • ? •* - ** V ' * >,himself becomes the self of the individual. Even as the 
individuality of the self required to be preserved, so 
the perfeot nature of Brahman needs to be maintained in 
regard )o Brahman abiding within the individual.

R. finds that both requirements may be satisfactorily 
fulfilled if the Upanisadic conception of Brahman as existing 
within oneself were understood in the sense that Brahman 
who abided within the soul as the inner Self stands to
the soul in the same relation as the soul stands to its
body. And what this relationship is we have already seen.
It admits of body and soul each possessing its own dis
tinctive attributes;and yet brings the body in spite of 
its distinctness completely under the control of the soul.
R. fs definition of body in relation to the soul was, it 
will be remembered; as follows:- "Any substance whioh a 
sentient soul is capable of completely controlling and
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supporting for its own purposes, and whioh attnds to the 
soul, in an entirely subordinate relation, is the body 
of that soul" (p. 424). In this respect we may say that 
Rfs view with regard to Brahman abiding as the inner Self 
of the soul is not so much that He abides in it as Self 
as that He exists within it as its inner Ruler. This is 
the view taught in Br. Up. Ill 7, 3-22, and R. accepts it, 
for it suits his purpose admirably. It provides the 
necessary distinction between Brahman the Ruler, and the 
soul, the ruled, so that neither the individuality of the 
soul nor the perfection of Brahman is in danger of being 
sacrificed. "The ruling of all creatures - or their 
governance - is displayed by His abidance in every creature 
as its Soul".. "In the hearts of all beings, who constitute 
Xy bodyt I am seated as their Atma (soul)_To be the Atma 
is indeed to be in every manner the 8upport, the Ruler and 
the Master" (Bhg. Bh. p. 333, X W  & 20). "The individual 
soul being thus connected with the highest Self as its 
body, its attributes do not touch the highest 8elf, not 
any more than infancy, youth, and other attributes of 
the material body touch the individual soul. Henoe in 
the co-ordination 'Thou art that', the word 'that' denotes 
the highest Brahman which is the cause of the world, whose 
purposes come true, which comprises within itself all blessed
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qualities, whioh is free from all shadow of evil; while 
the word fthouf denotes the same highest Self in so far 
as having for its body the individual souls together 
with their bodies* The terms co-ordinated may thus be 
taken in their primary menses;.. and not a shadow of im
perfection such as Nescience, and so on, attaches to

ionBrahman, the absolutely blessed* The oo-ordinated with 
the individual soul thus proves only the difference of 
Brahman from the soul, which is a mere mode of Brahman; 
and hence we hold that different from the self -̂ consist! ng 
of knowledge, i.e. the individual soul, is the Self 
consisting of bli89, i.e. the highest Self (S.Bh. pp.228 ft 9).

We may understand therefore that when the soul 
enters into worldly existence (samsara) and suffers from 
imperfections in accordance with its deeds, Brahman abides 
within It as its Self, that isgf not as the knower and the 
agent in the body, for those are functions of the individual 
self, but as One who supports and rules over the soul without 
in any way being involved in its imperfeotions.
Brahman in relation to the imperfections and the 
individuality of souls.

To understand further the relation of Brahman to 
the soul in samsara, we may enquire in what way Brahman 
is related to the imperfections of the soul. The imperfections
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are, as is evident from the passages cited above, pain 
and Nesoienoe. Creatures of this world are found to 
"experience pain of the most dreadful kind" (p. 478), 
and "being engrossed by Nesoienoe in the form of good 
and evil works, do not reoognlse their essential nature 
whioh is knowledge, but view themselves as having the 
character of material things" (pp. 88 ft 9). How, it may 
be asked, if Brahman is perfect bliss, does pain afflict

i ' ; tthe individual self, which depends on Him even as completely 
as the body depends on the soul? Wurther, if Brahman has 
knowledge as His essential attribute, how are we to explain 
the Nescience which obscures the intelligence of the soul, 
and leads it to identify itself with the body? It is not 
possible to trace these evils to the body and thus save the 
perfeot nature of Brahman, for the material principle which 
under^Wa the body is not, aooordlng to R., something which 
is independent of Brahman, but something which depends 
completely Bor all it is and does on Him. "We by no means
wish to deny unevolved matter and all its effects in
themselves, but in so far only as tney are maintained not
to have their Self in the Supreme Person. Nor the fact
i8 that they constitute his body and He thjis constitutes 
their Self; and it is only through this their relation to
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Him that the Pradhana, and so on, are capable of 
accomplishing their several ends. Otherwise the 
different essential natures of them all oould never 
exist - nor persist, nor act" (I. 4. 3f pp. 358 & 9). 
Moreover, we saw that according to R. matter had no 
essential nature of Its own, hut acquired what nature 
it has entirely owing to the deeds of souls. We seem 
led therefore to the view that the imperfections of 
pain and Nescience, from which the soul suffers, are 
ultimately due to its own deeds. This is what R. says: 
"That a soul experiences pleasures and pains caused by 
the various states of the body is not due to the fact 
of its being joined to a body, but to its karman in the 
form of good and evil deeds (p. 428). "In the so-oalled 
ksetrajna - condition of the self, knowledge is, owing 
to the influence of work (karman), of a contracted

y* " *•' *

nature” (p. 63). The soul’s imperfeotions, then,whether 
in the form of pain or in the form of Nescience, are 
ultimately to be traced to karman or the deeds of souls, 
and Brahman is not responsible for them.

But it may be asked, Does not the individual self 
stand to Brahman even as the body stands to the soul; 
and does not this mean that the individual self is
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completely dependent on Brahman and controlled by Him?
If ao, how can It be that the soul’s deeds f which piroduce
evil consequences in the way of pain and Nescience, and the
unending cycle of birth and deat&, do not implicate
Br&haan? Here we come upon the heart of the problem
in regard to the relation of Brahman to the imperfections
or evil with which the soul is afflicted in samsara; and
in seeking to solve it R. makes still further clear his
view concerning the relationship of Brahman to the
individual self. He writes, "The divine Supreme Person,
all whose wishes are eternally fulfilled, who is all-
knowing and the ruler of all, whose every purpose is
immediately realised, having engaged in spoyt befitting
his might and greatness and having settled that work is
of a twofold nature, such and such works being good and
such and such being evil, and having bestowed on all
individual souls bodies and sense-organs capacitating
them for entering on suoh work and the power of ruling
those bodies and organs; and having himself entered int® those
souls as their inner Self abides within them, controlling
them as an animating and cheering principle. The souls,
on their side, endowed with all the powers imparted to them
by the Lord and with bodies and organs bestowed by him, and
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forming abodes in which hw dwells, apply themselves on 
their own part, and in accordance with their own wishes, 
to works either good or evil, T$e Lord, then recognising 
him who performs good actions as one who obeys his 
commands, blesses him with piety, riches, woridly pleasures 
and final release; while him who transgresses his,commands 
he causes to experience the opposite of all these" (p.498). 
From this it would seem that, although the soul depends 
rm Brahman for its life, body, sense-organB and capacity 
to rule over its body, it has the power of free choice, so 
that when it acts and brings evil consequences on itself, 
it is alone responsible, and not Brahman, Brahman is 
indeed perfect, and the soul depends on Him, but not to 
the extent of foregoing ijts individuality, or involving 
Brahman in imperfection.

But it may be objected that to argue in this way 
is to make the soul quite independent of Brahman so far 
as action goes. It is necessary therefore to show how 
far the soul is, and how far it is not, Independent in 
its actions, R. will not consent to Brahmsnbeing reduced 
to a finite God, even in order to preserve the Individuality 
of the soul. Consequently in diicusslng the sutra 11*3*40, 
he writes: "The activity of the individual soul proceeds



from the highest self as ite cause. For Scripture 
teaches this: ’Entered within, the ruler of oreatures, 
the Self of all'i’who dwelling in the self... rules the

v* ’ » _ ,'Vf ri f-2 • • • - f\  -l %
self from within1. Smrtl teaches the same*.. *The Lord 
0 Arjuna, dwells in the heart of all creatures, whirling, 
by His mysterious power, all creatures as if mounted on a 
iiachine1 (Bhg. XVIII 61)" (p. 557). Brahman then is 
supreme, and the soul is not entirely independent in its 
actions. How far then is it independent? This B. tells 
us in his explanation of Sutra XI. 5* 41. "The inwardly 
ruling highest Self promotes action in so far as it 
regards in the case of any action the volitional effect 
made by the individual soul, and then aide that effort 
by granting its favour or permission (anumati); action 
is not possible without permission on the part of the 
highest self." ?or any act to be performed, then, the
,7 *■ * .*  . \ 4 • ‘ i Trie*'* * ^  - * *’ ^  j: *V v v *' v  ' .•**, v . v,% ‘ •/,*'* — /  ti - ‘ * \

volition of the soul is necessary as well as the permission 
of Brahman, so that although in one sense it may be said 
that the act proceeds from Brahman in as much as it is 
allowed by Him, still it is based on the volition of the 
individual soul, and therefore it is the latter that is 
responsible for it* "The case is analogous to that of 
property of which two men are Joint owners. If one of 
these wishes to transfer that property to a third person
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he cannot do so without the permission of hi3 partner, 
but that that permission is given is after all his own 
doing, and hence the fruit of the action (reward or any
thing) properly belongs to him only* (p. 5 57 ) .  Or, to 
borrow a parable from the New Testament, the action of 
the prodigal son in taking his share of the goods from 
his father and in wasting it in riotous living is one 
for which the son alone is responsible, although the 
lather permitted it. So also it would appear that though 
without Brahman18 permission the soul is Impotent to 
act, the responsibility for the act always rests upon 
the soul who wills it. Thus it would seem that the 
evils from whioh the soul suffers in samsara are due to 
its own deeds. Although Brahman is supreme and has absolute 
power over the eoul, His control is not of a kind which 
deprives the soul of its individuality.

Having in this way discovered how Brahman is 
related to the deeds whioh bring pain and Nescience to 
>he soul, we may next enquire what these evils suffered 
by the soul reveal with regard to the nature of Brahman.
That souls are responsible for the deeds which bring 
about the afflictions from which they 9uffer may be granted, 
but it may be said that since it is ultimately Brahman who
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•ends theoe afflictions, He cannot be freed from the
accusation of having an evil nature. H« denies this by 
pointing out that the evile suffered by the soul do mXm
not argue that Brahman ie hard-lie ar ted or pitiless, "Tor 
by pity we understand the inability, on somebody’s part, 
to boar the pain of others, coupled with a disregard of 
hi3 own advantage. When pity has the effect of bringing 
about tue trangreosion of law on the part of the pitying
person, it is/no way to hie credit; . it rather implies 
the charge of unmanlinesa (weakness)w (p. 488). The 
afflictions sufferd by the soul thus reveal, not any 
mercilessneas on the part of 3rahman but Hie perfect 
nature, which cannot tolerate the transgression of the 
moral law. tfor can this be objected to on the ground that 
if Brahman must act in accordance with the moral law He 
is not infinite and supreme, for K* makes it clear that
. a  v  4 *-.->■> - t  j  ™  ̂ \ r %  . .  •• . • • * •" •* + . • •  " i i '-T .  *  .,

the moral law is not external to the Peity, but one which 
He Himself has framed in accordance with His own will.
"Ihc divine Supreme Person^, all whose wishes are eternally 
fulfilled, wftc is all-knowing and the ruler of all, whose 
every purpose is immediately realised..(has) settled that 
work is of a two-fold nature, such and suoh works being good 
and such and such being evil1* (P. 488). Good and evil then 
mean nothing more than what pleases or displeases the Supreme

in
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Person (p. 487), so that ultimately the moral law is 
determined by Him as what He wills, and not He by it.
The evils which the soul suffers, therefore, far from’ 
Implying any Imperfection In Brahman, bespeak His 
perfoct moral nature which cannot tolerate evil, and 
which therefore metes out punishment to the soul In 
accordance with its deeds, “The Lord, then, recognising 
him who performs good actions as one who obeys his

•• ' o i J
commands, blesses him with piety, riches, worldly, 
pleasures and final release; while him who transgresses 
his commands he causes to experience the opposites of 
all these” (p. 488). The? stern law of Karma, aooording 
to which the soul undergoes sufferings in accordance
with itB deeds is thus only an expression of the moral*

*  v.Jr * r* ■ 1 \ « ■  h  r ?  * ' w  *■ • » —A '*  *  . v  4 '  • * ' * •  C  • ‘S* J .  ^  ,  ’ % **  +• *  fwill of Brahman.
While it may be conceded that the evils suffered 

by the soul in samsara reflect the moral nature of the
■ v * i f -\jr* ‘t V . •& ':* '-fv< • *?-’# /  * fiy , . ’ *•', 4- « V  ' . * * ̂  i'T . - W  In - * ” • *’ . ’* *

Supreme Being who in strict justice apportions pleasure 
and pain to souls, it may be said the Deity is thus 
disclosed to be stern justice not tempered with mercy, 
and hence He must from this point of view be judged to 
suffer from a defect. R, has already shown that it is im
possible for the Deity to be merciful at the expense of 
tolerating sin. He must “control and subdue it” (p.488)'
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But this does not mean,He declares, that the Deity has 
no love for the erring soul, for as already noted what 
Branman aims at is that by moans of punishment He may 
lead the soul to supreme happiness. His strict justice 
represented by the law of Karma, is therefore not an 
end in itself, but only a means which the deity in His 
mercy adopts for the good of the soul. In aud through 
all the evils suffered by the soul in samsara, then, 
is discernible the perfect and loving natute of the 
d(eity.

itBut whyĵ may 1$ be asked, if Brahman is moved 
by love for the soul, does He permit it to do evil? 
kxm R. is convinced that such1'allowance of the action on 
the part of one able to wtop it, does not necessarily 
prove hard-heartedness (p. 558); for it would seem that
the soul.being a true Individual, cannot be deprived of

_  (1)its privilege to act as it* chooses. As Pillal Lokaoarya 
tells us, the soul being a free agent, cannot be forced 
into goodness. "Even the all loving father, the Great 
Isvarâ  does not force Mis presence on the soul, not yet 
ripe to receive Him. With infinite patience He waits 
and watches the struggle of ithe soul, in samsara, since 
the struggle is necessary for the full unfoldment (vikasa)

(1) A follower of R. of the thirteenth century )A.D.1213).
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(1)of the faoultlcs of 1fce bouI" . If the Lord permits^ the s oul to 

do eril; then, It is only because He respects Its IbdiTlduality. 
The soul educated by means of the lav of Karma, must of its own 
acoord forsake evil and ohoose the good* Consequently in spite 
of the lore which the Deity has for the soul, Ho allows it to 
do evil, If it so desire*.

Another difficulty is raised* It is said, 11 there is a 
Scriptural text • *Hc (the Lord) makes him whom He wishes to 
lead up from these worlds do a good deed, and the same makes him

_ _  fwhom He wishes to lead down from these worlds do a bad deed*
ji'4 -V i'~ \jjf \ 1 ' '# %y|. , *. * ’ . , %/ ( * y. *•. /, . ’ : \ - i/*% 4 * 7*1 t  ‘* V • ' ‘ t

(Kaus. Up. X U  8]Lwhioh means that the Lord Himself oauses• •

men to do good and eril actions*" H. rejoins "The text
Wmm ? *-•••* * -
quoted, we reply, does not apply to all agento, but ueane

'

that the Lord, uiahing to do a fabour to those who axe resolved 
on acting so as fully to please the highest Person, engenders 
in their minds a tendency towards hi£ily virtuous aetions, 
such as are men s to attain to Him; while on the other hand, 
in order to punish those who are resolved on lines of notion 
altogether displeasing to Him, He engenders In their minds a

r  5  •

delight in such actions as have a downward tendency and are 
obstacles in the way of attainment of the Lord" (p. 858)

(l) TattTa-Traya, P. 2 in the Translation by HJUPaal .
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His leading some to do good and others to do evil does 
not then argue any partiality on the part of Brahman, hut 
ie determined entirely hy the deserts hjî the aouls concerned. 

We may therefore conclude that when considered in 
relation to the evils suffered by the soul, Brahman ie 
found to be eminently moral and gracious. The evils are
due entirely to the actions of responsible individuals,

/■ v* • > - i J &.* * : • r̂  V  Airy ra 0 j.
and although Brahman lias absolute power over them, He will 
not deprive them of the power to act in accordance With 
their own wishes. His perfect nature demands that sin 
should not be tolerated. Accordingly Re punishes the 
sinner; but in so doing He is only seeking in His Infinite 
mercy to lead the soul to a state of supreme happiness.

In finding thus a solution to the problem of evil 
as it characterises the soul, we have indeed found a 
solution to the problem of evil in general, for whatever 

evil characterises the material world exists as we 
Saw entirely for the sake of souls. Consequently for 
him who has overcome evil deeds, the world can offer no 
evil. He will find the world to be essentially blissful, 
of the same nature as that of Brahman Himself, "The 
individual 30uls.,which are under the influence of k&rman, 
are conscious of this world as different from Brahman, and,
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according to their individual karmanf as either made up 
of pain or limited pleasure. But ae this view depends 
altogether on karman, to him who has freed himself from 
Nescience in the form of karman, this same world presents 
itself as lying within the intuition of Brahman, together 
with its qualities and vibhuti, and hence ae essentially 
blissful. To a man troubled with excess of bile the 
water he frrinks has a taste either downright unpleasant 
or moderately pleasant, according to the degree to which 
his health is affected; while the same water has an 
unmixedly pleasant taste for a man in health”. Moreover 
suoh a man will see the whole world as designed by the 
Beity ultimately for his happiness, and therefore He will 
rejoice in it. "As long as a boy is not aware that 
some plaything is meant to amuse him, he does not care 
for it; when on the other hand he apprehends it as meant 
to give him delight, the thing beoomes very Near to him.
In the same way the world becomes an object of supreme 
love to him"..(p. 306)' Bvil then is evil only for him who 
is engrossed in evil deeds. It ceases to exist for one 
who; has overcome evil deeds and sees the spiritual purpose 
of all creation. Accordingly evil is not ultimate. It 
represents only a temporary phase in the evolution of 
moral persons.
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By throwing the blame for evil ultimately on the souls 
themselves, R. seeks to preserve the perfection and love of the 
Supreme Being* The chief difficulty of the theory is to explain 
how souls whioh are eternally parts ef the Supremely perfect 
Brahman, ever came to desire what is evil. H.adopts the 
device of his predecessors to get over the difficulty by 
declaring that karman Is beglnnlngless'but this is no solution 
for it is merely to accept evil desires on the part of 
souls as somehow an ultimate fact, nevertheless it is to 
Rvs c r e d i t  thet he sought systematically to maintain the 
perfection o f Brahman as against the imperfeotions o f the world 
The solution t h a t  hs o f f e r s  to th e  problem o f  evil is not new, 
for the view that karman explains all the sufferings of 
samsara is, as we saw, common to most o f his predecessors. But 
his merit lies in attempting to make clear the exact relation 
in w h ic h  the perfect B rahm an stands to the deeds o f  souls. This 
cculd not satisfactorily be done by earlier philosophers, who 
neither consistently u p h e ld  the perfect nature o f Brahman nor
fully recognised the individuality of the soufc and without

*making clear the relation of Brahman to the deeds whioh explain 
the evils at semsara, it is obviously impossible withafny 
success to maintain as R.does.that Brahman is not responsible

t *
for the evils of samsara and that in and through them all the 
gracious Deity is working out the ultimate good of souls*
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In relation to the telle of the world then Brahman appears to 
be perfeot and loving, and the soul, which la responsible
for evil, as dependent on Him, but not In suoh a way ae to be
deprived of Its eapaeity for self-determination*

Boeing that the soul ie allowed by the Deity to aot In 
aooordanoe with Its own desires it is necessary to consider a- 
fresh from the point of view of this distinctive quality of the 
soul - as a self-determining individual the general relation
ship of souls as attributes Aodes or parts of the Supreme Being,
predicated in the last chapter* R.finds no reason to modify

rthe conclusion these established* He considers this problemA
in discussing sutras II, 3,42*52, "The Sutras have declared 
that the individual soul is an agent, and as suoh dependent 
on the highest Person, The following question now arises:
Is the individual soul absolutely different from Brahman? or
is it nothing else than Brafrsan Itself in so far as under the 
influenoe of error? or is it Brahman in so far as determined 
by a limiting adjunct (Upadhi)? or is it a part (imsa) of
Brahman? (P* 559; Let us see what can be said in support of

¥each of these positions, (a) i'he individual soul is absolutely 
different from Brahman, That the soul is different from Brahman 
is Indicated by the fact that the soul is ae we saw an individual 
having a consciousness and will of its own. Moreover scriptural 
texts such as *'fhere are two, the one knowing, the other not
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knowing, both unborn, the one strong, the other weuk (SvetTJp.I, 
9) declare their difference" (p, 559), further, to say that 
two different things are one is to "convey a oontradiotion — as 
if one were to say *Water the ground with fire* - and j^nust 
therefore be understood in some secondary metaphorical sense*
(op, 559). To say that the soul, though different from Brahman, 
is related to Him as part to whole is also impossible^ "for by 
a *partf we understand that which constitutes part of the 
extension of something. If, then, the soul occupied part of 
the extension of Brahman all its imperfections would belong to 
Brahman, Nor can the soul be a part of Brahman, if we take 'part’ 
to mean a pleoe (Khanda); for Brahman does not admit of being 
divided into pieces, and moreover, the difficulties connected 
with the former interpretation would present themselves here 
also. That something absolutely different from something else 
should yet be a part of the latter cannot in fact be proved"^
(pp, 559 k  60), So much then may be said for the view that 
the soul as agent, is neither one with Brahman nor a part of 
Him, but entirely different from Him,

b) The soul is nothing other than Brahman under a 
delusion. In support of this view it may be claimed that "this
is the teaching of texts such as *Thou art that* ‘this self is/
Brahman’,Those texts on the other hand, which declare the differ
ence of the two merely restate what is already established by 
perception and the other means of knowledge,and therefore are
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shown, by those texts the purport of whloh it Is to teaeh 
non-duality not established by other means, to lie - like 
peroeption and the other means of knowledge themselves — 
within the sphere of Nescience* (p* 560). Aocording to this 
interpretation then the soul is identloal with Brahman, its 
difference from Him being entirely illusory,

t ) The soul is Brahman determined by an upadhi, This 
may be maintained on the ground that "Scripture teaches the 
self to be Braftnan";and also on the ground that the soul 
cannot be merely the product of illusion in Brahman, as was 
claimed under b), "for on that view the distinction of bondage 
and release and so on, would be impossible ̂ p, 560) . This 
view, therefore, though similar to b) in regarding the soul 
ae one with Brahman, distinguishes itself from it by claiming 
that the soul is Brahman under a real detennination,

d ) The soul is a part of Brahman. This is the view whloh 
R.adopts as being the teaching of Sutra 11.3,42, "Against all

% |> m . . * •• .  ̂ * *

these views the Sutra declares that the soul is a part of 
Brahman, since there ere declarations of difference and also 
'otherwise' i.e. declaration of unity. To the former class 
belong!* all thoee texts whioh dwell on the distinction of the 
creator and* the creature, the ruler and the ruled, the all 
knowing and the ignorant, the indejjfaadent and the dependent, 
the pure and the impure, that which is endowed with holy 
qualities and that which poasesses qualities of an opposite
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three feet (quarters) of it are the Immortal in heaven (Ch, 
Up, III, 12*0,), and in Bhg, XV, 7 which says fAn eternal

■:'> . v.-y/ v 1 i '- r1'-' ^ v . v ? ' r ' ' • y _■' ''*■■'} ■ " * ; r 'f ' X V . ' ''"v-/  C ^  U  V," ; J y ? ; . '  'V >•*''<'-part of myself becomes the individual soul (Diva) in'the' 
world of lif«’(pp, 562& 3). '
.. But v/feat, it may/be asked, is to he understood by 
regarding the soul, as a -'part' of Brahman? She category 
4f part and whole as ordinarily employed has a distinctively 
quantitative significance which, as J8* 1* aware, cannot 
apply in the case of souls in their relationship, to 
Brahman , He sees the - abstirdi ties into' which we shall he 
led if in this connection we. understand 'part* in a

itquantitative sense, i*e* if by ^art1 we under & tan d<-that 
which constitutes part of the extension of something*11 He 
says nIf, then, tha soul occupied part of the extension 
o f. vBr ahman,; al 1 its- imp er feet i o n s w o ul d b e 1 o n g\ t o Br alunann 
(559 ), just as, for instance, a defect in the foot of an. / 
organism is a defect of the organism itself* ;nNor can 
the soul be a part of Brahman if we take *part! to mean 
a piece, (khanda); . for Brahman does not admit of being ■■ 
divided into pieoen^** (p*539),The quantitative significance 
of the word 'part1, then, must be excluded, and the..word 
must be understood in a quantitative sense. /'The Individual 
soul'ie a part of the highest Self; . as the light issuing 
from a luminous thing such as fire- or the sun is a part of.
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that body; or, as the generic characteristics of a cow or 
horse, and the white or black colour of things eo coloured, 
are attributes and hence parts of the things in which those 
attributes inhere; or as the body is a part of an embodied 
being. For by a part we understand that which constitutes 

one place (dera) of some thing, and hence a distinguishing 
attribute (visesana) is a part of the thing distinguished by 
that attribute. Hence those analysing a thing of that kind 
discriminate between the distinguishing element or part of 
it; and the distinguished element or part. How although 
the distinguishing attribute and the thing distinguished thereby 
stand to each other in the relation of part and whole, yet we 
observe them, to differ in essential character. Hence there 
is no contradiction between the individual and the highest 
3elf - the former of which is a visesana of the latter - 
standing to each other in the relation of part and whole, 
and their bclnf at the same time of essentially different 
nature.4. For as the luminous body is of a nature different 
from that of its light, thus the highest Self differs from 
the individual soul which is a part of It. It is this

-i4 ualdifference of character - due to the indivudia soul being 
the distinguishing element and the highest Self being the 
substanoe distinguished thereby - to which all those texts 
refer which declare difference. Those texts, on the other 
hand, whloh declare non-difference are based on the oircunstanee
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that attributes which are incapable of separate existence 
are ultimately bound to the substance which they distinguish" 
♦(IX. 5.45, pp. 553 & 4).

Tlius by regarding the soul as a part of Brahman B • 
makes it clear that he means nothing more than that souls are
attributes or inodes of Brahman - the view already expounded in

«

connection with the relationship of the world to Brahman. But 
from this it must not be thought that souls are merely 
adjectival to Brahman with no individuality of their own.
This would seem to be the view of those who declare that the 
soul is merely Brahman as determined by an upadhi; and, 
as we saw, R. explicitly rejects this view bp pointing out 
that it fails to distinguish sufficiently between Brahman,
the Ruler, and the soul, the ruled. "One and the same
Devadatta does not become double as it were - a ruler on the 
one hand and a ruled subjectx on the other*" (p. 562), T&e 
view of the soul as an attribute of Brahman is not then to 
be understood in a sense in which its individuality is destroyed. 
R. as we noted, provided for the necessary distinction in his 
analysis of the aubotance-attribute relationship, whereby he 
held thet an attribute is not always only an abstract 
quality but that even objects which in a sense have an 
individuality of their own* such as a staff or a bracelet,



■ay be regarded aa attributes of tbs man to whom they belong. 
The soul then is an attribute of Brahman only In this sense, 
▼Is: that It belongs to Him and Is ooaiplotoly dependant on 
Hi* for Its existence, net in the sense that it has no 
distinct IndiTiduality of its own*'

Haring thus restated, in the light of the in* 
diriduality which the soul as a free agent peesesaos, the 
relationship in which it stands to Brahman, we may proceed 
to enquire in * a t  various ways the qualities of perfeotlon 
ami lore, whloh we found to characterise the nature of tie 
Deity, express theme elves in relation to man. We shall 
consider this question in relation to the conditions which 
the soul must fulfil for Release or 8Rlvation)for Release 
being according to R.t as aeoording to his predeoess«s9 
the chief end of man, it is in connection with it that 
the Deity's nature in relation te men is fully revealed.

The nature of Brahaan as reflected ln_ the, c codjtions te .be. 
fulfilled by the seul^ for Belease.

In the Upanisads we oayf that the predominant idea 
was that Release from samsara was to be obtained by Imowledga



He that knows Brahman Is freed from all fetters. But what 
exaetly was tka relation of this knowledge to eonduct was 
not dearly determined. Seme philosophers seemed to think 
that the mere knowledge that one was oneself Brahman suffleed 
to produce liberation, and that accordingly the Brahma-knowor 
need not trouble himself about good and evil deeds. 80 
long as Brahman was thought to he merely a conscious principle
whieh pervades all things, there was no perceivable oonnee-

cobduct;
tlen between Bin and ̂ questions of good and bad oonduet were 
therefore net quite relevant in oenneetien with the realisa
tion of Brahman. But we saw that some of the later Upanisads 
asorlbed many perfections to the Supreme Being, and ever 
mere Inereaslngly asserted that Brahman may not be known by 
one who has net eeased from evil eenduot. B. builds his

ceview on them os providing the neoeasary plain for moral oon- 
duot, whloh, as wa have triad to show, his cult had always 
emphasised throughout its hlstorye The moral basis upon

*■ ;V**’ ■ ' ■ " ■" • "*V ■ 1 1,1 ' ■*: ,rt.. * 1 - . *’ r y ■■ • . :
whloh Ghora-Angirasa , and fallowing him Vasudeva, founded 
the oult was so firm that even tho later alliance of the 
emit with advaltism, far whloh morality oan have no real 
significance, did not suffleo to uproot this basis, and 
accordingly, as wa saw, the Vaianava religion always em
phasised ethical requirements as necessary to be fulfilled
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toy the devotee. R. ie a true Valsnava in emphasising right
eonduet ae obligatory on one who would obtain Release.

■icAnxious as too is to build his vIAw on Qpanlsadsd. doetrino 
regarding the way of obtaining Release, he speaks of knowledge 
as that whieh ultimately prod uses Release, tout knowledge he 
interprets, as we shall see, in the sense of bhakti or devotion 
whieh his Quit had always regarded as necessary for Release; 
and he makes right eonduot a means to the attainment of this 
redeeming knowledge, even as the later Upanisads had done.
In this way he is able to secure both the doo trines fundamental 
to his seot, vis., that the Deity requires virtuous living and 
grants Release only to him who has whole-hearted devotion.
Tho ethioal and loving nature of Brahman thus reflects Itself 
in the conditions pertaining to donduot and devotion obligatory 
on one who is seeking Release.

The ethic of R. is fundamentally that of the Oita. The 
one who aspires after Release must fulfil many practical re
quirements* It is first of all necessary for him to pereolvo 
his own essential nature. This aoeording to R. is chiefly 
the lesson of Bhg. II 12-72. The root of all evil is Nescience, 
whereby the soul identifies Itself with the body and gives 
Itself to the pursuit of bodily ends, it is neoessary for it
to see that its own true nature is quite distinct from that

*

of the body. "Knowing atna to be that which is distinct from



body, unoomtaminated with qualities pertaining to bodies, and 
to be that whloh is eternal; keeping the mind imperturbable 
under the varying conditions of pleasure and pain, gain and 
loss . • and destitute of any wish for reward • . In this-wise 
wilt thou esoape kin. " (Bhg.Bh. II 38, pp. 10 Jt 11). One must 
meditate on oneself as not only different from the body but as 
having qualities similar to Brahman. "The individual self is, 
in suoh meditation, to be ooneeived (not as the ordinary self, 
but) under that form whloh it has to attain (i.e., the pure 
formt whloh belongs to it in the state of Release)"; "the 
oharaeter of such meditation, therefore, is that it is a medi
tation on the highest 3elf as having for its body the individual 
self, distinguished by freedom from evil" (8 . Bh III 3.52, p.675) 

Having thus freed himself from the mistaken notion of 
the bodily self as constituting his true nature, end having 
recognised his kinship with the Perfeat Brahman, the individual 
is to give himself to the pursuit of all the duties binding on 
him in his station in life, without any tinge of selfishness 
or desire for personal gain. "This is the state, or condition 
of work-performanee in an unselfish or disinterested manner, 
based on the knowledge of the eternal atma. This method has 
for its aim the achievement of true wiwdom. It is Brahml 
or that which leads to Brahm (Shg Bh.II 72, p. 82). "All 
dally (nltya) and incidental(nalmittika) rites prescribed in



Sastras shall be performed.. As for fructiferous rites (kAmya) 
even those shall ha performed In the manner prasoribad far tha 
several castes (varna) and orders of U f a  (asrama), and aeoord- 
lng to onefs ability; but resigning thair spaoifia fruits 
(Bhg.Bh.II.41pp. 64 k  5). Tha Deity is "pleased and con* 
eiliated by tha different kinds of acts of sacrifice and worship 
duly performed by tha devotee day after day* This is what tha 
text 'they seek to know through the sacrifice1 really means*
The conclusion therefore is that in tha case of householders 
knowledge has for its prerequisite all sacrifices and other 
works of permanent and occasional obligation* 1As a horse*1 
As the horse, which is a means of locomotion for man, requires 
attendants, grooming, etc*, so knowledge, although Itself the 
means of Release, demands the co-operation of the different 
works* Thus the Lord Himself says, vThe work of saoriflee, 
giving, and austerities is not to be relinquished, but is indeed 
to be performed; for sacrifices, gifts and austerities are 
purifying to the thoughtful*1 fHe from whom all beings pro- 
eeed * • worshipping Him with the proper works man attains to 
perfection1 (Bhg. XVIII.5. 4 6 ) (S. Bh. Ill 4.26, pp. 699 k  700).

Hot only such sacrificial rites, but also the duties
— -  y  .Connected with each asrama, have to be performed (B.Bh* III.4,32, 

p. 702). Those who do not stand within any asrama should de
vote themselves to "practices not exclusively connected with any



asrama, suoh as prayer, fasting, charity, propitiation of the 
Deity, and so on*" (III.4.36,p. 704). But "Better than to be 
outside the asramas is the condition of standing within an asrama* 
The latter state may be due to misfortune; but he who oan should 
be within an asrama, vhioh state is the more holy and beneficial 
one*" (III* 4* 39 p* 70S). Those who have fallen from the 
asrama state owing to a lapse from chastity are not qualified 
for knowledge of Brahman (III* 4* 42 9c 43 pp. 706 k 7)*

The duties obligatory on the four castes are prescribed 
in the Sastras, and R. following the teaching of the Hhg* declares 
that these duties should be faithfully performed by the devotee. 
"Duties varying according to the qualities b o m  of the natures 
of Brehxnanas, etc*, are assigned by the Sastras; i.e., the 
Sastras define that such are the qualities possessed by the 
Brahmanas etc*, suoh the duties proper to their station, and 
such their eecupetlons etc*" (Bhg.Hh.XVIII*41, p* 547). "Every
man devoted to his own. duty obtaining Samslddhi-Paraaapada * 
the final state of perfection*" (Bhg.Sh. XVIII* 45 p. 651).

He who conforms to these religious and social duties 
laid down in the Sastras will, R. declares, be characterised by 
the virtues which the Gita enumerates as belonging to the man of 
fDivine* nature - virtues such as fearlessness, purity of heart, 
charity, self-restraint, penance, uprightness, harmlessness, 
veracity, gentleness, modesty, and the like (Bhg.Bh XVI 1-3, 
pp. 464-486); and he who does not conform to them will be



characterised by the Tices enumerated as belonging to a man of 
’demoniac’ nature (Bhg.XVI. 4).

All these, viai the knowledge of oneself as different 
from the evil nature of the body and a3 akin to the pure nature 
of Brahman, and the fulfilment of religious and social dutiesA 1inculcated in the Sastras# without any expectation of reward, 
are among the requirements whioh the Deity enjoins on the in
dividual who would attain Release. The soul that would ob
tain salvation must renounce the evil nature of the body and 
apply itself to carrying out His will.

But such mere disinterested performance of one’s religious 
and sooial duties does not suffice. The Deity is not a mere 
moral governor of the universe. He is above all characterised 
by love. Consequently what He requires more than all else is 
whole-hearted devotion, a devotion which demands the centering 
of one’s thoughts entirely on Him in all one’s service. "Do 
the work that* is before thee, and all other bi-and-Barti-

r.

enjoined works, 3uoh as the dally (nitya), and occasional 
(naimlttlka) duties, apportioned to the several castes (varnas) 
and orders (asramas), so that while discharging them I may be 
in thy memory daily. This is the most expedient method by 
which thou eanst succeed in keeping thy manas and bufldhl set 
on me, and thus remembering me at the last moment, thou shalt 
reach me according to thy wish. There is no doubt about this*"

1. These are the Yedas, the Pharma-3aatras, Itihasaa and Purines, 
according to X. (of. Bhg.Bh. XYI. 84, p. 497).



(Bhg. Bh. VIII. 7, pp. 267 & 8). "Whatsoever mundane oslling 
thou mayat be engaged in, out of necessity to live; whatsoever 
thou aayst be eating as thy food* whatsoever daily and occasional 
Veda-enjoined duties thou mayst be fulfilling, suoh as home 
(fire-sacrifices), dana * gifts, tapaa * austerities, deliver 
them all unto me • • That is to say, do all acts as if the 
doer, the enjoyer, and the worshipped were all offered up in ae*" 
(Bhg. Hh. IX 27). "Thus, then, in conclusion, thou shalt carry 
on all thy worldly duties required for thy bodily subsistence, and 
scriptural duties - vis. daily, casual, etc., rites - as if all 
was done to please me, as done by one who is essentially ay liege 
and done, being actuated to do so, by myself. Thou shalt ever 
in love be engaged in singing my praises, in ay services, in 
bowings etc. Thou shalt contemplate that the universe is under 
ay rule and guidance, and subsists as essentially ay appendage. 
Thou shalt ponder and reflect over the multitude of ay lovable 
attributes. Occupying thyself dally, thus, in devotion of 
the aforementioned description, thou shalt reach ays elf*:"
(Bhg.Bh. DC 34, p. 316).

Although R. describes the devotion that is required of 
the individual as chiefly contemplative, Involving the oenterlng 
of one’s thoughts on the Deity, it is a devotion whloh requires 
the dedloation of one’s will, for, as we saw, it involves the 
performance of all one’s duties. Besides, it may load to



ecstatic emotional experience, as in the case of the Alvars. 
Thus in commenting on Bhg. IX, 14, R. writes, "Overwhelmed with 
intense love for me, they £i.e., the worshippers who seek 
ReleaseJ discover that it is impossible to support existence 
for even an infinitesimal part of a moment without being en
gaged in singing my names, or in holy exercises, or falling 
prostrate before me. They repeat and call upon my names - 
which connote the several distinguishing attributes of my

»

nature - their frames quivering and hairs bristling with joy, 
thrilled in holy excitement at suoh re collections, their voices 
tremulous and convulsed with holy joy, uttering broken speech, 
and constantly Repeating in yearning notes such names as 
Varayana, Krana, Vaaudeva, etc. With equal seal are they 
asslduoue in the performance of holy duties and worship, as 
helps to which, in firm determination, they employ themselves 
in the laying out of gardens and construction temples, etc. 
They stretch themselves on the ground like a fragile reed, re
gardless of dust, mire or pricking pebbles, all the eight mem
bers of the body • • • falling prostrate in united concerted 
devotion and worship. Ever and incessantly praying to be 
eternally united to me, they ever meditate on me and worship 
me, with the vivid fervent appeal that in holy service they may 
realise their true atna-nature of abasement ana abnegation 
(dSsya)" (pp. 298 & 9).



Suoh devotion, whereby the individual ie engaged in 
the performance of hia duties and in ecstatic worship, with 
mind wholly centred on the Deity is what is required of him whe 
would obtain Release. Performance of one's duty and devotion 
to the Deity are henoe the prime requisites.

When all onefs conduct and all onefs devotion are offered 
thus whole-heartedly to the Deity, He grants to the soul, it 
would seem, a mystic realisation of Himself when the soul sees 
God faoe to faoe. It is this realisation of Brahman through
whole-hearted devotion which according to R. the Upanisadie

0

seers meant when they deolared that he who knows Brahman ob
tains Release. In seeking thus to find a basis in the 
Upanisads for this fundamental doctrine of his cult, and in 
equating bhakti or devotion with knowledge, R. gives to bhakti 
a predominantly meditative significance, on the one hand, and, 
on the other, regards the redeeming knowledge taught by the 
Upanisads as neither something purely intellectual nor something 
accomplished once and for all, but as a meditative devotion 
practised continually throughout one's life and culminating in 
a mystic intuition of the Deity. Thus he writest "the know
ledge which the Vedinta-texts aim at Inculcating is a knowledge 
other than the mere knowledge of the sense of sentences, and 
denoted by’dhyana', ’upasana1 (i.e., meditation), and similar 
terms. With this agree scriptural texts suoh as 'Having known



Ob
it, let him praotls. meditation' (Bp . ref. IV, 4, 21) ....
all these texts must he viewed as agreeing in meaning with the
Injunction of meditation contained in the passage quoted from
the Br. ref* and what they enjoin is therefore meditation"
(£.3h. p. 13)* " 'Meditation* means steady remembrance, l*e*,
a oentinuity of steady remembrance, uninterrupted like the flew
of oil; in agreement with the scriptural passage which declares
steady remembrance to be the means of release, 'on the attain

tsment of remembrance all the ties are loosened9 (Ch.ref. VII,26*2), 
Suoh remembrance la of the same character (form) as seeing 
(Intuition); for the passage quoted has the same purport as 
the following one, 9The fetter of the heart is broken, all doubts 
are solved, &nd all the work3 of that man perish when He has 
been seen who is high and low9 (Mu. Up. XI, 2. 8)* And this 
being so, we conclude that the passage 9the Self is to be seen9 
teaches that Meditation1 has the character of 9seeing9 or 
9intuition9.19 "With reference to remembrance, vfcich thus 
acquires the character of immediate presentation (pratyaksata) 
and is the means of final release, scripture makes a further 
determination, viz. in the passage Ka. Up. II, 2 3 , 'That Self 
cannot be gained by the study of the Veda ('reflection9), nor 
by thought (’medidation9), nor by much hearing. Whom the Self 
ehooses, by him it may be gained, to him the Self reveals its 
being.9 This text says at first that mere hearing,reflection,



and meditation do not sttfflee to gain the Self, and than do* 
glares, 'Whom the Self chooses, by him it may bo gained*1 How 
a fchosenf one means a most beloved person; the relation being 
that he by whom that Self is held most dear is most dear to the 
Self* That the Lord (Bhagavan) Himself endeavours that this 
most beloved person should gain the Self, He Himself deolares 
in the following words, ' To those who are constantly devoted 
and worship with lovo I give that knowledge by which they reaoh 
mev (Bhg. X* 10), and 'To him who has knowledge I am dear above 
all things, and he is dear to me' (VII, 17)* Henee he who 
possesses remombranee, marked by the character of immediate 
presentation (saksatkara), and which itself is dear above all 
tilings since the objoot remembered is such; ho, we say, is 
ehosen by the highest Self, and by him the highest Self is 
gained. Steady remembrance of this kind is designated by the 
word 'devotion^ (bhakti); for this term has the same meaning 
as upasana (meditation) (S. Oh. pp. 15 & 16). R. hero makoa 
it quite clear that the knowledge which brings about Release 
is one whioh involves a relationship of love between the soul 
and the Deity. It is only to him to whom the Deity is most 
dear that this redeeming knowledge is granted.

But, once more, since the Deity is not merely love but 
also perfection, this blissful vision of the Deity is not granted 
except to one who has become purified by devout works and



strenuous discipline. "That of suoh steady remembrance 
saerlfioes and so on are means will be declared later on 
(Vs. III. 4. 26)” (p. 16). "Sacrifices and similar works being 
performed day arfter day have the effect of purifying the mind, 
and owing to this, knowledge crises in the mind with ever in* 
creasing brightness*” (III. 4. 35, p. 705). MHence in order 
that knowledge may arise, evil works have to be got rid of, 
and this is effooted by the performance of acts of religious 
duty not aiming at some immediate result (suoh as the heavenly 
world and the likq)j according to the text fby works of re
ligious duty he discards all evil9 • Knowledge whioh Is the 
means of reaching Brahman, thus requires the works proscribed 
for the different asramasj” (pp. IS * 19). "The Vakyakara 
also deolares that steady remembrance results only from ab- 
stention, and so on) M s  word, being "TJiis (via. steady re
membrance - meditation) is obtained through abstention (viraka) 
freeness of mind (vimoka), repetition (abhyasa), works (kriya), 
virtuous oenduot (kalyana), freedom from dejection (anavaaada), 
absence of emultatictt (anuddharsa); according to feasibility 
and scriptural statement.' The Vakyakara also gives definitions: r * ' _,v. I" _ ' !\ f- }• V-?! "’V -x £ . • ' ^ .V I
of all these terms. Abstention (vlveka) moans keeping the body 
olaan from all f.od, impure either owing to species (suoh aa 
th. flesh of oertaln animals), or abod. (suoh as food be1raging 
to a Candela or the like), or ao.id.ntal oause (suoh as frad



into which a hair or the Ilka has fallen) •••• Freeness of 
mind (vimoka) means absence of attaohment to desires • ••
Repetition means continued practice ... By works (kriyi) is 
understood the perfomanoe# according to one’s ability, of the 
five great sacrifices ... By virtuous conduct (kalyanani) are 
meant truthfulness# honesty, kindness, liberality, gentleness, 
absenee of covetousness••• That lowness of spirit or want of
cheerfulness whieh results from unfavourable conditions of plaoe 
or time and the remembrance of causes of sorrow, is denoted by 
the t e m  •dejection* ; the contrary of this is •freedom from 
dejection* • • ’Exultation* is that satisfaction of mind which 
springs from oircumstanoas opposite to those Just mentioned; 
the contrary is ’absence of exultation1• Over great satisfaction 
also stands in the way (of meditation) • • • What the Fakymkare 
means to say is therefore that knowledge is realised only throutfi 
the performance of the duly prescribed works, on the part of a 
person fulfilling all the enumerated conditions*." (pp. 16*18).

It is not surprising that all this careful discipline of 
the mind and will is required before redeeming knowledge cam he 
granted to the soul, for, as we saw earlier, the Deity oannot 
tolerate evil of any kind. He is the Perfect One, free from 
all evil; accordingly he who would realise Him must rid himself 
of all evil, and do His bidding as embodied in the duties laid 
down in the Sastras. Nor is it surprising that this redeeming
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knowledge Is granted only to him who has whole-hearted devotion 
or to whoa the Deity is most dear, for, aa we saw earlier, the 
Supreme Being Is characterised by love for the soul, and con
sequently it is most natural for Him to seek for the love of 
the soul in return. His predominantly loving nature is in
dicated by the complete devotion which He requires of the soul, 
all other conditions being only Instrumental in producing suoh 
attachment to Him on the part of the soul. The Deity's per
fect nature, characterised above all by love, is therefore 
what is revealed in the conditions which it is necessary for 
the soul to fulfil in order to obtain Release.

The Manifold operation of Divine graoe.-
That the Deity is eminently loving R. finds to be the

teaching of many passages in the Bhg. In his interpretation
of them, as in his interpretation of many other devotional 

1
passages in the (iltl, he seems chiefly to draw upon the rloh 
religious experienoe of the Alvars. In commenting on dita 
IX 26, he describes the Deity as appreciating thus the gift 
brought to Him by the worshipper in love. "Though I, as suoh, 
am naturally in the enjoyment of supreme felicity, yet do Z 
enjoy the offering brought me, as if I came in possession of a 
treat so rare as to be beyond the most distant expectation of 
a desiring heart. It is thus declared in the Mokes Dharma -

1. of. e.g., Bhg.Bh. IV, 8; VI, 47; VII, 1, 18; VIII, 14; 
IX, IS, 14, 26, 54; X, 9 a 10, etc.



'whatsoever aots are oonaeorated to the Deva (Oed) with single* 
pointed devotion* the Deva Himself, forsooth* aooepts then all 
on Bis head'." (pp. 308 * 9). Then again In Interpreting Olta^ 
XX 2 * he writes* "I reckon that when to a loving devotaa ...
X deliver ay own self entirely* even that la no sufficient eon* 
pensatlon for the love he has home (for ae). X reckon too 
that even when I have glvan ay own aelf to thea X have done 
little or nothing for hla. That Is how I think of my beloved 
lovers" (p. 289). Similarly R. explains Bhg.VII, 18* whloh 
says 'the JnanI la to he known as ay very soul', to nean "As 
for the Jnaai, I dean hla as ay own self* I.e.* ay vary life 
depends on him. If It be asked how* the reason la that In 
the saaa manner that he oannot live without me - hla highest 
goal - I oannot live without hla" (p. 248).

rlnoe the Deity la thus full of love for the soul 
struggling In saasara* He seeks to redeem It hy His grace.
The Valsnava religion had* throutfiout lta history spoken of 
the gracious Deity as helping man In various ways* and es
pecially in his efforts after Release. The Alvars spoke 
touchingly of Divine grass whloh stoops to rssoue even the 
aeanest and the nest unworthy. R. accordingly advocates la 
ĵ the Dpanlsads* his favourite text In this oonneetlon being 
Xa. Op. XX 23* 'That Self oannot be gained by the study of 
the Veda* nor by thought* nor by aush hearing. Whom the



Self oho os es, by hla it may ba gained) to bln the Self re-
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But, as wo saw, the Deity la aooordlng to R. not only
loro, but Bo is also one who Is free from all orll, and re
quires that the soul that would find Hla must free itself from
evil and do suoh actions as plaaso Him. More over wo noted 
how anxious R. was to preserve the Individuality of tho soul. 
Both those factors oontrlbuto to his view regarding tho manner 
in whloh graoo functions in rescuing tho soul from ■ameers. •
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Qraoe oannot oporats. It would soon, so as either to deprive 
aan of his individuality or to load the Deity to compromise 
with evil.

R. describes by moans of s parable tho factors whloh 
are involved in the soul's ultimate realisation of Brahman.
He says "take the osse of a young prlnse who, intent on some 
boyish play, leaves his father's palaee and, losing his way, 
does not return. The king thinks his son is lost | the boy 
himself is received by seme good Brahman who brings him up 
and teaches hla without knowing who the boy's father is. When 
the bey has reached his sixteenth year and is accomplished In 
every way, acme fully trustworthy person tells him, 'Your 
father Is the ruler of all these lands, famous for the 
possession of all noble qualities, wisdom, generosity, kind
ness, courage, valour and so on, and he stays In his capital,



longing to so# you, Ills lost child. Hearing that his father 
la alive and a man so high and noble, the boy's heart Is filled 
with supreme Joy j and the king also, understanding that his 
son Is alive, In good health, handsome and well Instructed, 
considers himself to have attained all a man can wish for*
He then takes steps to reoover his son, and finally the two 
are reunited" (S.Sh. p. 199), Two points are worthy of notloe 
In this parable. Firstly, the boy has reaohed his sixteenth 
year fsignifying maturity]. Is In good health, handsome, well 
Instructed by a good Brahman, Is aoaonpllshed In every way, 
has heard of his father from a reliable source and Is filled 
with joy ["at the prospect of being reunited with his father] . 
Secondly, the father takes steps to recover him and the two 
are reunited* The first would seem to Imply that he who would 
xreallae Brahman must have attained a certain maturity, possess 
spiritual health [ I.e., be free froa the evil qualities of the 
*ody]. be well instructed In the Vedaa In the reoognlaed ortho
dox manner, have performed all the rites and duties laid down 
In the Sastras rl.e., be 'accomplished In every way'], have ob
tained Instruction regarding Brahman from approved (['fully 
trustworthy'] sources, and desire to be reunited with the Deity. 
The second would signify that he oannot, however, of his own
aooord reaoh Brahman, for Release Is always a gift of Ood's

%
grace and Involves the Deity taking the necessary steps to this



end. Since grace functions then only when the soul has 
elaborately prepared Itself by Vedio Instruction, performance 
of Siatrlc duties. Intellectual knowledge of Brahman, and desire 
for Release, there oan be no talk of the Deity either over-riding 
the Individuality of the soul or permitting a violation of Bis 
laws. This Is the view consistently maintained throughout the 
8. Bh.R. there makes it clear that the saving knowledge, vfclob Is 
the work of grace, Is net possible except to one who has under
gone thorough preparation Involving Vedlo knowledge and saorlfloe. 
It Is therefore not possible for the Sudra. "It Is Impossible 
that the capability of performing meditations on Brahman should 
belong to a person not knowing the nature of Brahman and the due 
modes of meditation, and not qualified by the knowledge of tho 
requisite preliminaries of suoh meditation, vis. recitation of 
the Veda, sacrifices, and so on. Here want or desire does not 
Impart qualification to a person destitute of the required 
capability. And this absenoe of capability la due. In the 
Sudra's ease, to absenoe of legitimate study of the Veda. The 
Injunctions of saorlflolal works naturally oonneot themselves 
with the knowledge and the means of knowledge (i.e., religious 
ceremonies and the like) that belong to the three higher oastes,for 
these oastes actually possess the knowledge (required far the 
sacrifices), owing to their studying the Veda in agreement with 
the injunction ifcloh prescribes suoh study for the higher castes) 
the same Injunctions do not, on the other hand, oonneot themselves



with the knowledge and means of fnowledge belonging to others 
(than members of the three higher castes). And the same 
naturally holds good with regard to the injunctions of medi
tation on Brahman. And as thus only suoh knowledge as is ac
quired by study prompted by the Vedie Injunction of study sup
plies a means for meditation on Brahman, it follows that the 
Sudra for whoa that injunction is not meant is incapable of suoh 
meditation" (1.3.32, p. 338). Nor may the Deity for this 
reason be accused of partiality for the higher oastes, for caste 
is determined by the body (II. 3. 47), and that a soul is b o m  
in one body rather than another is, as we saw, always deter
mined by its own deeds. The Deity then in restricting the 
possibility of sawing knowledge to the higher castes is only 
ebserwlng His law that the soul shall be dealt with in accord
ance with its deeds. Both the indlwlduallty of the soul and 
the moral consistency of Brahman are thus preserved in the 
operation of Dlwine grace.

That grace is not arbitrary, but acts in accordance 
with the law of karma, H. has told us in oonneotlon with the 
passage Xau. Up. Ill 8, whloh declares that the Lord 1 makes 
him whom He wishes to lead up from these worlds do a good deed, 
and the same makes him whom He wishes to lead down from these 
worlds do a bad deed.* ̂  He said that this meant that "the 
Lord, wishing to do a favour to those who are resolved on
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acting so as fully to please tho highest Person, engenders 
in their minds a tendency toward highly virtuous actions, 
such ae are means to attain to Him; while on the other hand, 
in order to punish those who are resolves on lines of aotlon 
altogether displeasing to Him, He engenders in their minds a 
delight in suoh aotions ae have a downward tendency and are 
obstacles in the way of the attainment of the Lord" (SBh.ll. 
B.41,p*558). If he favours or disfavours a particular soul, 
then, it is always in ^ooordanoe with His law that sould shall 
be dealt with in the light of what they deserve.

If grace must thus always act in regard to the principle 
of Karma, does it not mean,it may be asked that it is unable to 
triumph over Karma ? We have already suggested an1| answer 
to this question and it may be restuted here in order to make
clear H’s doctrine of graoe.

The question labours under a misapprehension regarding
of theR'a \d»w^law of Karma. As we have already noted, the law of 

Karma la according to S. not a principle external to the Deity, 
hut expresses U s  own mode of aotlon. SO* Is It In any way 
opposed to grace, for It Is, as we saw, Itself only a means of 
graoe, a means whloh the Deity In love to the soul adopts for 
leading it to a state of supreme happiness, "lhat the Lord 
Himself alas at Is ever to Increase happiness to the highest 
degree, and to this end It Is Instrumental that Ha should
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reprove and. regret the Infinite and intolerable mass of 
Bins," (3Bh.pp.488 4 9). Accordingly there oan be no real 
oppoaition between the law of Karma and the principle of 
grace, any more than there oan be any real oppoaition between 
the aot of a Mother who finda it necessary to show her 
pleasure and her displeasure to her child, in order that by 
this means she may lead the ohlld to its own happiness, 
tho Ioto that oho bears for the child. If she shows pleasure 
and displeasure, it is because of her loro, ndt in spite of it. 
fhe pleasure and pain that things cause, R. declares is never 
due to themselves, but entirely due to the Deity who is thus 
showing favour or disfavour to the soul, in order that by this 
means it may obtain what is ultimately satisfying to it. Thus
hHe Interprets the passage Br.Up.lY.5,6, which states "Verily,a
a husband is dear, ndt for the love of the husband, but for the 
love of the Self e# a husband is dear. Everything is deaf, ndt 
for the love of everything, but for the love of the Self 
everything is dear.?.’ He says this text must bo understood as 
follows; n 4. husband, a wife, a son, etc., are not dear to us 
in sonsequenoe ef a wish or purposo on their part,.,but they are 
dear to us for the wish of the Self, i.e. to the end that there 
may be accomplished the desire of the highest Self - whloh desire 
alms at the devotee obtaining what la dear to him. For the 
highest Self pleased with the works of His devotees imparts to 
different things suoh dearness, i.e., joy-giving quality as
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corresponds to those works.,.. Things are not dear, 
or the contrary, to ys by themselves, but only in so far 
as the highest Self makes them such*" (p.390). "The fact 
is, that not even non-sentient things are, essentially 
or intrinsically, bad; but in accordance with the 
nature of the works of those beings which are under the 
rule of karman, one thing, owing to the will of the 
Supreme Person, causes pain to one man at one time and 
pleasure at another time, and causes pleasure or pain 
to one person and the opposite to another person*" (p.609). 
If then the law of Karma, whereby pleasure and pain are 
mated out to souls, is nothing else than the method 
whereby the Deity in love to souls is leading them to 
their own happiness, there can be no question of grace 
overcoming or not overcoming the law of Karma, for the 
latter is only an expression of God's grace.

This again, we may remark, is a noteworthy 
contribution which R. has to offer. The law of Karma was 
recognised by previous philosophers but what exactly was 
the relation of this law to the Deity was left undetermined. 
The suggestion was indeed made in the Gita, as we noted, 
that rebirth is for the perfecting of ,the soul; but the 
full implications oTf this view could not be realised so 
long as perfection was not consistently maintained as a
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fundamental oharacteristic of the Deity. For, it is 
obvious that if perfection is not ultimate there can be 
little meaning in saying that the law of Karma with its 
painful process of birth and rebitth is for the perfecting 
of souls. By systematically upholding perfection as a 
characteristic of Brahman, R. is enabled to relate the law 
of Karma directly to the Deity and regard it as an expression 
of His own perfect nature, and, what is more, to see in it 
the manifestation of God’s love.

Besides working on the soul by means of Karmic 
pleasure and pain, does grace operate, «  we may ask, in 
any other manner? R ’a treatment of the question in the 
S. Bh, to which we are for the time being confining our
selves, is very meagre. In a sense it may be said that the 
Scripture, "which in tender regard to man’s welfare is 
superior to a thousand parents" (p. 662), and the ’works* 
prescribed in the Sastras, which "prodmce and help to 
perfect the knowledge of Brahman" (p.19), are means of 
Grace. They owe their origin to the Deity (I. 3.28, pp.
332 & 3), and, as we have already seen, it is necessary to 
be led by them to the final realisation of Him. More 
especially grace functions, it would seem judging from the 
Kausitaki passage above mentioned, as a positive power
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leading the good soul onwards;- "The Lord, wishing to do 
a favour to those who are resolved on acting bo as fully 
to please the highest Person, engenders in their minds a 
tendency towards highly virtuous actions, such as fire 
means to attain to Him "(p. 558), Whether this tendency 
which the Deity engenders within the soul is resistible 
is not stated, but from the context in which this text 
occurs, and in which the responsibility of the soul for 
its deeds is upheld, it would seem that it is not a 
power which works in a manner to deprive the soul of its 
individuality. Finally, the crowning act of grace is, 
as already noted, the redeeming knowledge of Brahman, 
whereby the soul casts off its Hescience and obtains 
Release.

But how; it may be asked, is it possible for 
grace to produce such knowledge as will wipe out the 
effect of all past deeds? Rare again we come upon the 
question of the relation of grace to the law of Xarma, 
and when it la remembered that according to R. ^armnjls 
not an independent force but is merely the manner in 
which the Deity expresses His approval or disapproval 
of the deeds of souls, the problem readily solves itself. 
When the soul has pleased the Deity by its devotion, His
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displeasure arising from its past deeds is counteracted, 
and when the counteraction is complete the soul obtains 
Release. R. will not admit that the law of Karma is 
suspended, for being as it is the mode in which the 
Deity acts, it can never cease to be. nevertheless, he 
declares that even as the effect Of Uutxxeca one force is 
counteracted by another, so the effect of devotion oh the 
part of the soul has the effeot of counteracting the
tendency of past deeds to produce displeasure in the

con-Peity. In this paction he writes: "When a man reaches
knowledge, the non-clinging and destruction of all sins 
may be effected through the power of knowledge. For 
Scripture declares the power of knowledge to be such that 
1 to him who knows this, no evil deed clings1, and so on.
Hor is thiB in conflict with the text stating that no 
work not fully enjoyed perishes; for this latter text 
aims at confirming the power of wor&s to produce their 
results; while the texts under discussion have for 
their aim to declare that knowledge when once spring up 
possesses the power of destroying the capability of 
previously committed sins to produce their own evil results 
and the power of obstructing that capability on the part 
of future evil actions. The two sets of texts thus refer 
to different matters, and hence are not mutually contradictozy.
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There is in fact no more contradiction between them than 
there is between the power of fire to produce heat and 
the power of water to subdue such heat. By knowledge 
effecting the non-clinging of sin we have to understand

• xv' ; V1 - *• w > t-’ . *•* *its obstructing the origination of the power, on the 
part of sin, to cause that disastrous disposition on 
the part of man which oonsists in unfitness for religious 
works and inclined to commit further sinful actions of the . 
same kind. By knowledge effecting the destruction of sin, 
on the other hand, we understand its destroying that power 
of sin after it has once originated. That power consists, 
fundamentally in displeasure on the part of the Lord. 
Knowledge of the Lord, which, owing to the supreme dearness 
of its object is itself supremely dear, possesses the 
characteristic power of propitiating the Lord - the 
object of knowledge - and thus destroys the displeasure of 
the Lord, due to the previous commission of sins on the 
part of the knowing Devotee; and at the same time 
obstructs the origination of further displeasure on the 
Lord's part, which otherwise would be caused by sins 
conaltted subsequently to the origination of suoh knowledge 
But from this it must not be thought, so R. warns us, that
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the man who has obtained saving knowledge may deliberately 
commit eln after the origination of such knowledge.
BWhat Scripture ©aye about ©in not clinging to him who 
knows can however be understood only with regard to such 
sins a© spring from thoughtlessness; for texts suoh as 
'he who has not turned away from evil conduct' (Ra. Vp.
I, 2, 24) teach that meditation, becoming more perfect 
day after day, cannot be accomplished without the Devotee 
having previously broken himself off from evil conduct"* 
(IV. I. 15, pp. 722-4). Saving grace then never works 
in such a way as to annul the law of Karma. The soul by 
its knowledge or devotion propitaites the Lord, whose 
displeasure on account of its past sins is thus counter
acted. The fact that the soul remains in the body even 
after it has obtained saving knowledge is a proof to R. 
that the law of Karma is operative throughout, and that 
the good and evil deeds whloh had begun to be effective 
are working themselves out, and that Release does not 
take place till all such deeds have .worked themselves out 
in accordance with the law of Karma. Thus in commenting 
on the Vs. IV I. 15. he asks himself "whether all previous 
good and evil works are destroyed by the origination of 
knowledge, or only those the effects of which have not yet
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begun to operate." Ke answers, "Only those previous 
works parish the effects of which have not yet begun to 
operate; for the text fFor him there is delay as long 
as he is not delivered from the body1 (Ch. Up. VI.14,2) 
expressly states when the delay 4f the body’s death will 
come to an end (the body meanwhile continuing to exist 
through the influence of the anarabdhakarya works).There 
ihs no proof for the existence of an impetus accounting 
for the continuance of the body’B life, other than the 
Lord** pleasure or displeasure caused by good or evil 
deeds" (pp. 724 & 5). R. declares that the soul which 
has obtained saving knowledge may even have to go tlirough 
several bodily existences if the deeds which have begun 
to operate are such as necessitate it. "If those good 
and evil works are such that their fruits may be fully 
enjoyed within the term of one bodily existence, they 
come to an end together with the current bodily existence 
if they require several bodily existences for the full 
experience of their results, they come to an end after 
several existences only... All those works, on the other 
hand, good and evil, which were performed before the rise 
of knowledge and the results of which have not yet begun 
to operate_works which have gradually accumulated in the
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course of infinite time so as to constitute an infinite 
quantity - are at once destroyed by the miight of the 
rising knowledge of Brahman* (IV. 1.19. p.727). The 
law of Karma is thus not violated by the Deity in any 
way in granting Release to the devotee. The soul’s 
knowledge or devotion counteracts the effect of previous 
sins producing displeasure in the Deity, and all those 
deeds which have begun to operate work themselves out 
completely in accordance with the law of Karma before 
He grants It Release.

From a philosophic point of view R fs attempt 
systematically to uphold the law of Karma in relation 
to grace is significant; for this law secures, as 
already noted, the moral consistency and perfection 
of Brahman on the one hand, and the moral responsibility 
and individuality of the soul on the other. Both we said, 
R. was anxious to maintain; and by regarding the law of 
Karma 4s not .in any way opposed to grace, but as only a 
means whereby the grace of the Deity is leading the soul 
to its own ultimate happiness, he is enabled to conceive 
of grace as functioning; always in accordance with the law 
of Karma, and hence always in such a manner as neither to  

detract from the moral consistency and perfection of 
Brahman nor to deprive the soul of its individuality.
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So far in our treatment of Rfs doctrine of 
grace we have confined ourselves to the S.Bh. His 
teaching in the Bhg. Bh. is not fundamentally different,■* . ’ • C • }■ s. L '

hut it reveals a difference in one important particular,
the.which must here he noted. From the references to B̂hg.

Bh. given above in connection with the conditions which 
the soul must fulfil if it would obtain Release, it is 
obvious that the position that the Deity in His grace 
grants Release only to one who has fulfilled the 
necessary conditions of knowledge duty and devotion is 
maintained by R. in the Bhg. Bh. also. "Thus, then, in 
conclusion, thou shalt carry on all thy worldly duties 
required for thy bodily subsistence, and scriptural duties, 
viz, daily, casual etc., rites - as if all was done to 
please me, as done by one who is essentially my liege, and 
done, being actuated to do so, by myself. Thou shalt 
ever in love be engaged in singing my praises, in my 
services, in bowings etc. Thou shalt contemplate that 
the universe is under my rule and guidance, and subsists 
as essentially my appendage. Thou shalt ponder and reflect 
over the multitude of my loveable attributes. Occupying 
thyself daily, thus, in devotion of the aforesaid description 
thou shalt reach myself^" (Bhg. Bh. IX. 34rp.316). The soul
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therefore has many conditions to fulfil if it would obtain 
Release, Indeed even devotion, which the "Deity requires 
ae the supreme condition of Release, is possible only to 
one who ha3 through effort achieved merit: "Those whose 
self-acquired merits have led them to come to we as their 
asylum, whose bond3 of sin have bean broken down and who 
partake of the divine nature, are noble-souled (mahatmas)
(IX. 13, p. 293) , "It is only to one, who is entirely 
cleansed of all his 3ins that I become the object of 
love." It is only suoh a person who would converge all 
the strength of hiaijintellaot (buddhi) to me as his sole 
aim" (XII.II, p. 387). Since grace functions in accordance 
with the law of Karma, there is little possibility of the 
8cul which fails to fulfil the necessary conditions obtaining 
Release.

Although this seems in the main to represent his 
view, the religion of devotion to which he belonged seems 
to lead him in the Bhg. Bh. to assert that the leity re
quires nothing from the soul beyond complete surrender 
(prapatti). In the S.Bh.jas we 3aw, R. maintained that the 
knowledge of Brahman is not possible for the Sujidra, for 
the Sudra had not received Vedic instruction or performed 
the necosaary religious ritC3. The Gita however maintains



that all beings are alike to the Deity and that He 
requires nothing begond whole-hearted devotion from Hie 
worshipper (IX* 29-34]. Moreover the Alvars, some of whom, 
ae we saw, were outcastes, had eung of the condescending 
grace of Him who had stooped to save them, however mean 
and vilO. H. accordingly declares that Release is 
possible to all without considerations of caste, provided 
there is complete devotion* ”£e it the divine, the human, 
the animal, or the stationary, kingdoms, be they high or 
low, in point of kind (or oaste), in point of look (colour 
etcj. in point of nature (charactert etc) , or in point of 
enlightenment, as Refuge to all, Independent of such 
distinctions, I am equal* Inferiority as regards kind 
(caste), look, nature or understanding in any person does 
not, because of it, warrant that he is hateful at to me 
or fit to be rejected as unworthy to come to me as his 
Refuge* Mo one on the other hand claiming superiority 
of waste, etc. is because of it specially entitled to

, \. . %* t *.

olaim a* a* hi* Refuge, or ha* warrant to be particularly 
dear to a*. 8av* th* ground that h* elect* a* a* hi*
R*fug«, not any qualification* (a* oaat* colourp etc.),
will constitute a claim for ay acceptance of Hla" (IX .29,p,3ll)
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"B y putting truBt in me, even women, the Vaisya© (or 
the trading class who, by the very nature of their calling 
commit sin) or the Sudras (the low servile class) though 
sin-born, do yet go to the supreme state" (IX. 32f p.314).

The T>eity overlooks not only caste but also the 
devoteefs sinful condition. This again is a doctrine 
not unknown to the Gita (cp. IX 30, XVIII 66), and 
abundantly attested to in the experience of the Alvars.
So R. writes, "People are born of several castes, eaoh 
caster having its own rules of conduct.. Even if they 
should transgress those laws, they are deserving of being 
accounted ae righteous men, if in the manner aforesaid 
they do but worship me with a worship exclusively devoted 
to me." "But if it be objected that transgression of 
customary laws (of caste) must impede the further and

offurther development of the flow/God-devotion... thea
answer is - Through love to me, loving for lovef8 sake,
and ecstatically transported by that love as he is, he
ie 90on shorn of all sin, the humours of rajas and
tamag are rooted out, and he speedily becomes a holy
soul (dharmatma)" . "The great virtue of loving devotion
is such that all the army of opposition is destroyed, and
having reached the eternal position of non-obstructiveness 
the devotee becomes speedily deeply imbued with love for me.
(IX. 30 Sc 31, pp. 312 Sc 3).
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The answer to the question how exactly the sinner 

becomes through loving devotion transformed into a 'holy 
soul1 is left ambiguous. Is it devotion iteelf that does 
this work, or is it grace, which is brought about through 
devotion? Whidhever it is, the devotee comes, it would 
seem, under the influence of a power which hastens for him 
the work of Release by warding off obstacles and imbuing 
him with love. That the Deity himself does this work, R. 
considers to be the teaching of’fGita VIII 14 'Whoso with 
undivided mind, and constantly ever ponders on myself, 
to such a Yogi, Partha, ambitious of eternal union, I am 
easy'. Regarding the meaning of this text R, writes 
that the Deity intends to say^"I am again happily 
accessible to him {i.e. the Yogi) this - wise - I , on my 
part, would not be able to bear separation of them (my 
lovers) from me; and therefore I myself elect him (vrne). 
I carry to fruition the meditation he adopts for reaching 
me; I ward off for him the obstacles which may hamper 
him in his progress in meditation; I generate in him 
the intense love and affection for me" (p. 27 3). The 
Deity would thus appear to take a very active part in 
leading the soul to salwation; the soul indeed playing 
a part,but only a subordinate one.



Accordingly R. asks himself how an individual may over- 
come his bodily nature, and he says that the answer la found

A  f" ■. ■ 1« 7^"' ■ v*

in Gita XV. 4. Let Him the primal Purusa, alone he sought as the 
Refuge - "He from ihom is die old will derived*. He interprets 
this to mean MBy the mere step taken (iyata) viz: of having taken 
Him as Refuge, all those instincts of old will awaken inhLm.
Instincts are impulses which are means to dispel all ignorance

.<■ " * • •» * - • * ? • ' * *
eto. They are oalled old because they are the instinots of 
the ancient moksa seekers (Uumuks) for they of old sought me 
alone as their Asylum and became released from bondage* (p.468). 
Here R. appears to advocate the view that all that is necessary 
for salvation is to flee to the Deity for Refuge and He will 
awaken in the soul such tendencies as will lead it to Release.
This becomes even more obvious in his interpretation of the next

x ----stanza of the Gita, which enumerates various qualities which 
the seeker after Release must possess, and R. writes "Tothmse 
who claim me 48 their Saviour (or Protector) all the several 
stages of the aforesaid character-forming are effected through 
my sole Agency. Those states are easily traversed till perfect
ion is reached“(p. 469). Salvation would thus seem to be due(1)to the 9sole agency9 of the Deity Himself.

Although the view that salvation is entirely the work of 
God, while all that the soul has to do is to surrender itself

(l) Cf. also, "having through my mere grace alone fully over
come, with its cause the obstacles to the attainment of high 
devotion.. .thou_dialt become ny eternal servant."

(Saranagati-gadya-Brahmavadin Vol. i. p. 230).
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t o  Him, 1b thus to be found in t he Bhg* Bh. in the main R f8 posi
tion is that the soul has.also an active part to play* Thus, 
as we have already pointed out, he enumerates several 
conditions which the soul must fulfil if it would gain 
Release* Indeed, in connection with Gita X V I I I 66, itiere we 
should most expect an exposition of the doctrine of Prapattl 
or the absolute surrendering of oneself to the Deity and 
leaving the work of salvation to be done by Him, R* reveals 
his bias that the soul cannot leave all to the Deity 
but must set itself to do its duty* The text reads "Renouncing 
all dharmas, hold me as thy sole Refuge, I will deliver thee 
from all sins, Grieve not1* R, interprets 9renounoing* to mean 
performing one 9a duty without attachnent to fruit of action 
or to self, aid the words 9I will deliver thee from all 
sins9 to mean that the Deity will remove the obstruction 
oaused by previous sins, as taught for instanoe in the 3*Bh* 
Regarding the latter point R. writes "Sri Bhagavah consoles 
Arjuna in his grief whioh may be supposed to be caused by the 
reflection that Bhakti-yega is one which has to be praotised 
by a person whose sins have entirely oeased and who dearly 
loves the Lord, but the sins that obstruot at the very 
outset of the undertaking of Bhakti-yoga are endless, and it 
is impossible to exhaust them by expiratory duties#., and 
hence Arjuna reflected on his unfitness to launch on Bhaktl-
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Yoga, and cried out in M s  helplessness. To console Arjuna 
in this predicament, the Lord may he understood to hare 
counselled him thus: The endless sins hoazded up in the
long past are harriers to Bhakti-Yoga being commenced; and 
to perform, in the short time thou livest, all the expiatory ' 
ceremones prescribed.•. is out of the question. Therefore 
give up these Dharmas and adopt me in lieu therefore, Bojm to 
enable thee to launoh on Bhakti-Yoga - adept me sole, me the 
most merciful, me the Asylum of the cosmos, demanding no 
price what ere r for admission, me the ocean of oanpassion f or 
those who depend on me. If thou earnest to me thus, I will 
untramxnel thee from all the fetters of the sins described, 
which obstruct thy embarking on Bhakti-Yoga^” (pp. 546 & 5).
R. thus makes it clear that the Deity will remove only die 
obstruction caused by sins of previous births. The soul is 
responsible for the present living of the good life. In this 
way he seems generally to maintain the responsibility of the 
soul for carrying out fully its share of work in regard to

aRelease, aUhougi he also provides^basis in the Bhg. Bh. as we 
saw for the view that all that the Deity requires of the soul

, / •  ' 4 . •- *  v * .

is that it should unconditionally surrender itself to Him,
'V * **\ vA .A* " > \ \  ̂ , V" Jr*> 4‘ *' x •'  ̂ .

the work of salvation being done primarily by the Deity Himself 
The ambiguity in R fs teaching on this point became a 

subject of bitter controversy bwtween the two schools, which

4
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claim to follow him - the V&dagalal or northern school and
(1)the Tengalai or southern. The former hold that Prapatti is 

only one among several ways leading to Ood, that it should 
be resorted to only by those who find it impossible to follow 
the other ways of salvation, that the other modes duly prac
tised aid Prapatti, and that an element of human effort 
is always Involved in it. The southern school on the other 
hand, holdB that Prapatti is the only way of salvation, that 
these other modes actually disqualify the soul for Prapatti, 
and that no effort is needed on the part of the soul, for 
God Himself completes the work of salvation. The oharaoterls- 
tic difference between the two schools is Indicated by their 
nicknames. The northern is called the 9monkey school9 
(Xarkata Vyaya) beoause it teaohes that the soul must co
operate with the Deity in salvation, as the young monkey clings 
to its mother who oarrles it to safety; while the southern 
is called the 9cat school9 (Marjara Vyaya) beoause it 
teaohes that the soul need do nothing for salvation beyond 
passively submitting to the Deity, as the kitten remains 
passive while its mother carries it about in its mouth.

It must be said that the general trend of fi9s 
teaching is certainly in favour of the Vorthern School.

(1) See J.R.A.8. 1910, article on the Aetadasa Bhedas by 
Mr. A. Govindacarya.
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Anxious at ht is throughout to n p l u i l u  the need to o oof ora 
to Scriptural injunctions, aid insietent as he is on the 
individuality of the soul, it seana hardly likely that the 
Tengalai visa, shioh seems to deprive the soul of its 
individuality, oould hare woo his approval. We may conclude 
therefore that aooording to hia the gr&oe of the Deity ia
leading the soul to Boisase operates in such a manner as th

toneither ̂detract in any way fras Kis morel eonsistenoy end 
perfection nor to deprive the soul if its individuality*

One more topio remains to be dealt with in eonneetion 
with the graoe of the Deity in relation to the soul in 
sumsera. We have Been that grace operates as the law of 
Karma meting out pleasure ana pain, expresses itself in the 
Scriptures which Inform us about Brahman and prescribe 
rites and duties whioh prepare the soul ft>r sawing knowledge, 
functions within the soul by engendering in it sw h  tendon*

it *s
eies as leadj< to Belease and obstructing suoh^hlnder it in its
struggle upwards and finally grants it the sawing knowledge

1
whioh prodpees Behease. But this is not all. The love ef ther\

Deity manifests itself, aeoording to B.,in His assuming
e

numerous forms as as to delight the hearts of his wordilppers. 
In this zespeet his teaching is essentially the same as that 
of Was fWnoaratrins, Who it will be reomobered rsooghised five 
forms of the Deity * Bara, Vyutoa, Vlbhava Antaryaaln, aid Area
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expound it,' hut it is tnquite evident, ao we shall see, that 
he recognised all these figs forms. ThePar* form is the one

Sin whioh the Deity exists in the heavenly world with Sri and 
a host of eternal beings (of. Bhg.lh. Preface, pp 7 &8); bat 
the forms whioh oonoern as hero are those whioh the Deity 
assumes for the sake of the souls in samsara. These are 
firstly the Vyuhas which ere assumed by the Deity for the sake 
of worship* R. speaks with approval of this doctrine in 
establishing that the Vedanta sutrao do not mean to reject 
the Bhagevata system (II. 40-43) . He says in that connection 
that we have to understand 9 by the vyuba9 the fourfold arrange* 
ment or division of the highest Reality as Yasudeva, Samkarsana , 
Pradyumna and Amlruddha" and that by "worship of the Tyuha one 
attains to the fSubtile9 called Yasudeva, i.e. the hlgiest 
Brahman.” "flamfcars&na Pradfumna and Aniruddha are thus mere 
bodily forms which the highest Brahman voluntarily assumes. 
Scripture* already declares "net born he is born in many wa$9 
and it is this birth consisting in the voluntary assumption 
of bodily form,due to tenderness towards its devotees * which 
the Bhigav&ta system teaohes; hence there lies no valid 
objection to the authoritativeness of that system”^. Bh.pp325-d).

lot only does the Deity in His merey assume the vyuba bar 
forms in order to aid the devotee in his worship of Him, bad
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but He also incarnates Himself. We have already seen hos
important a part the belief in incarnation played in the 
Yaisnava religion, *fhe motive given for incarnation in tie 
Bhg.and the /nugita was primarily to uphold rlghte0U8n#8B

(dharma); but we noted that as Vaisnav* theology developed, 
and the Deity was removed further and further away from the 
heart of Bis worshipper, the theory was advanced that the 
Deity incarnates Himself for the sake of showing Himself 
as it were to His devotee. This is the view of the 
Pancaratrin3, and it is also Rfs view. 'The highest Brahman 
whose nature is fundamentally antagonistic to all evil and 
essentially composed of infinite knowledge and bliss - whereby 
it differs fran all other sauls - possesses an infinite num
ber of qualities of unimaginable exoellen^'and, analagously, 
a divine form suitable to its nature and intentions, i.e. 
adorned with infinite supremely excellent and wonderful 
qualities - splendour, beauty, fragrance^ tenderness, love
liness, youthfulness?and so on. And in order to gratify Hia 
devotees He individualises that foim so p.s to render it 
suitable to their apprehension — He Who is a boundless ocean 
as it were of compassion, kindness and lordly power, idiom 
no shadow of evil may touch - He who is the highest self, the 
highest hrahraan, the supreme soul Herayana. °This essential 
form of his the most compassionate Dord His mere will



individualises as a shape human or divine or otherwise, so as 
to render it suitable to the apprehension of the devotee and 
thus satisfy him" (S.Hh. pp. 240 & l). B accepts the view of
Gita IV. 7 & 8 that the Deity inoarnates Himself when 'virtue

>wanes and vioe waxes for 'protecting the virtuous, destroying 
the wioked and for firmly re-installing dharma• nevertheless
his own predominant view of the motive of inoarnation is

_ ̂ ca _that of the Pandaratrins. ThuB in oommenting on verse *adA
vited above he says that the virtuous (sadhuo) are the 
‘"eminent VaisnavaB who are seeking me out as their shelter. 
They are those who feel that without seeing me - whose 
names and wonderful works transcend the powers of speech and 
mind - they cannot live end move, cannot support their very 
being...Vor the protection of these holy men - lest they, in 
their qgony at not seeing me, pine away - I grant them t  he 
privilege to be able to see ma and my doings* and hold con
verse with me, and so on4* (Bhg. Bh. Iv 8,p. 141). The 
passage is also significant as revealing the influence of 
the religion of the Alvars on R. The Alvars we saw dwelt 
with great feeling on the incarnations of Visnu. -Especially 
the oowherd Krsna -Avat&ra aroused in them feelings of great 
intimacy and affection. Love-sick for Krsna they paled and 
pined aVay. Such deep devotion cannot exist for a remote 
transcendent ̂ eity. To ei^isfy the longing soul the Deity
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must assume a form suitable to its apprehension. The Alvars 
worshipped the Deity in His various incarnations and R. is 
without doubt thinking of these saints when he declares that 
the Deity incarnates Himself in order that He may show himself 
to His worshippers, who would otherwise pine away at not seeing 
Him. Accordingly R. asserts, "The objeot of incarnations is to 
relieve the earth of its burden, but at the same time no 
less is the Lord's intention thereof that He should be within 
reach of even people of our description. To fulfil this purpose, 
He manifested Himself on earth so as to be actually an 
object for all men's sights to see, and performed such other 
wonderful acts as to captivate the hearts and the eyes of all 
creatures high and low" (Bhg. Bh. Preface, p. 9). R's view then 
is that the Deity assumes Incarnate forms primarily to manifest 
Himself to His worshippers.

R. makes it clear that when the Deity Incarnates Him
self, He is not compelled to do so by Karma but assumes bodies 
entirely from free ohoioe. "As for talking birth it is in His 
case by free will, whereas in the oase of the creatures, it is 
Impelled by karma" (Bhg. Bh. IV.6f p 140). He is also insistent 
that in incarnating Himself the Deity does not lay aside His 
own essential nature; "in order to fit Himself to be a refuge 
for gods, men, etc. the supreme Person, without however putting 
aside His true nature, associates Himself with the ehape, make, 
qualities and works of the different classes of beings,
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and thus is born in many trays (S.Bh. I. 3. l f p 297). Sever 
divesting myself.of my essential attributes of suzerainty, 
that of being birthless, of being exhaustless, or being the 
Lord of all, etc, I go into birth . (Bhg, Bh, X W  6 p. 138)* 
Moreover B deolares that • the bodily forms which the 
Supreme Person assumes at wish are not speolal combinations 
of earth and the other elements" (SRH, p. 423) - In the 
Mahalharata also the form assumed by the highest Person in His 
avataras is said not to consist of Prakrti, fthe body of the 
highest 8elf does not oonslst of a combination of material 
elements^  "(S. HE. p. 241) Thus B is anxious to maintain 
the perfections of Brahman even in all His incarnations,*

Besides the Blbhava or inearnate forms which the Deity 
in His grace assumes from time to time to be accessible to 
His worshippers, Be also abides according to R. as the antarjtya- 
min in the heart of the devotee for purposes of meditation*
Thus in commenting on Vs, 1. 313* he quotes the GhSndogya passu 
4age which runs fc5ow in that city of Brahman there is the 
p&laoe, the small lotus, and in it that smell ether. Bow that 
which is within that smell ether that la to be sought for, 
that is to be understood'(Till 1.1*).Regarding this passage 
R.writes, "The text at first refers to the body of the devotee 
as the city of Brabsian, the idea being that Brahman is present 
therein as objeot of meditation; and then designates an 
organ of that body, viz, the small lotus - shaped heart an
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heart, meaning thereby that Brahman who for the benefit of Hie 
devotees is present within that palaee should be meditated 
upon as of minute slse^ and finally - in the olause ‘that is 
to be seanhed out f enjoins as the object of meditation 
that whleh abides in that Brahman leS, on the one hand 
its essential freedom from all evil qualities, and on tie other
the whole treasure of its ausplelous qualities, its power of

• & ... . * *> • • • At
realising its wishes and so on. The 'that* (in‘that is to ho 
searhhed out ) or enjoins as the ohjeets of searoh thesmall 
ether, i.e. Brahman itself as well as the qualities abiding 
within it* (SHE. p. 316).

Vet only does the Deity out of boundless lore for tie soul 
abide as Jfotaryamln* for the purpose of devopt meditation, in 
the heart of the devotee* (S.Bh. p. 326),but He also exists in 
His Area form in idols, to aid the worship of His followers. 
R.does not explicitly mention this form of the Deity, ibut he 
aocepts the teaching of Oita XX 26, aid declares that the 
Deity appreciates even the sswllest offering, be it leaf, flow 
er or fruit, if offered to Him in love (Bhg. BH.^.308.p») • 
Besides^in connection with Oita IV. 11, In the way they resort 
to me (pxmymigatar Prapadyante) in ttta^xmxyx way do I serve 
to them,^ he writesj"Hot only by the method of incarnations,
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in tbs form of devaa, son oto. X am saviour to tbsss who aeek 
mo us their Bofuge, but any other method or f era, whioh it may 
he their pleasing option to seleot. Whatever that is, to that 
I adapt myself. By whatever oonoeption they choose to sodc 
me I manifest myself to them in that mode":and R.explains theV - V ■! *
‘"X serve" of the test to mean " X appear to them* (daraayemi), 
and adds, "In short, albeit my nature is such as even Tegla find 
it to be transcending thought and speech, yet to all whore 
pf my ways, X suit myself in a manner that X am to them 
not only a visible demonstration, but they may enjoy me by 
every one of their sense faculties and in all diverse ways*
(Bhg. Bh. pp. IdS & 4]Moreorer we know from hie life that B-

—  ■presided at the great Srlrangam Temple and oonaeorated many 
images for the purposes of worship. And of this unsurpassable 
grace which leads the Deity to enter and abide in m  idol 
in order that ^e may thus win the love of the devotee Plllaf 
Lokawarya writes "This ie the peculiar privilege of the devotee 
when he can, as if force the Lord of the U n i v e r s e  to dwell in a 
particular image of gold, silver er stone. This is the greatest 
grace of the Lord, that being free He becomes bound, being 
Independent He becanes dependent for ell His service on His 
devotee•. In other forms the man belonged to God but behold the 
supreme sacrifice of Isvara, here the Almighty be comes the 
property of the devotee*, He carries Him about ,fans Him, 
feeds him, plays with Him - yea, the Infinite has become finite,



that the child soul say grasp, understand and lore His (Yattva 
Tray a, pp. 82 A 3),

These, then, the Yyuha, Yibhava Antaryamin and Area 
forms are, according to H.as according to the ^nnoaratrins, 
assumed by the Deity out of infinite compassion for t he souls 
in sainsara, so that souls say by means of these forms 
be aided in their worship and meditation of His, and finally 
be released frcm the bonds of worldly existenoe.

Xf the Deity in His graoe by means of Karmic pleasure
✓ __

and pain, by Vedic revelation by Sastric duty, by inward in
spiration and outward manifestation of Himself in several fons 
seeks to lead the soul to Himself, it is only beoause the 
soul is a true individual and the Deity la a consistency 
perfeet Being: grace, however boundless, cannot operate is
any c&taolysmlc fashion whioh would either override the 
individuality of the soul or detract from the moral consistency 
and perfection of Brahman. Xf then throu^lall these elaborate 
yeans the Deity seeks out of his great love for souls to lead 
them to Hflease, we must enquire what exactly is this 
condition to whioh He is leading them, and in what relationship 
He stands to them in this final state.
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3) Relation of the Deity to the soul in Release,

We have sought in the foregoing to point out that 
by breaking away from advaitism, R. was enabled eonsistintly 
to maintain on the one hand that Brahman is highest Person
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characterised by every perfection and above all by love, 
and on the other that the soul is a true individual. Both 
these views, we saw, he tried systematically to uphold in 
his account of the numerous ways in which the Deity relates 
Himself to the soul in samsara. The same two tenants are 
maintained by him in regard to the relation in which the 
Deity stands to the soul in Release.

In our account of views prior to R. we have shown 
that there are abundant traces in them of the doctrine 
that the soul continues to exist in Release, enjoys 
perfection and bliss, and even becomes like Brahman. But 
this view was essentially impossible on the advalta 
hypothesis whioh these writers aocepted, and according to 
which the soul in Release becomes unified without difference 
with Brahman. In accepting both positions, earlier 
philosophers were unable, as we pointed out , to present 
any consistent view regarding the state which the soul 
attained in Release. R. sets himself in sharp opposition 
to the advaita view, and by doing so is enabled to give very

4
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clear and consistent formulation to the view that the 
soul persists in Release.

Reflation of the advaita view.
As against the advaita doctrine R. says that if 

Release meant "a mere return into the substance of Brahman11j
it would not be anything beneficial to man,” for to be 
refunded into Brahman as an earthen vessel is refunded into 
its own causal substance, i.e, clay, means nothing else

S'but complete annihilation*" (S.Bh* I* 4.21, p,392).
Moreover, he declares, the advaltinYs view "cannot 

stand the test of being submitted to definite alternatives.
Is the soul9s not being such, i.e., not being Bralman, 
previously to its departure from the body, due to its own 
essential nature or to a limiting adjunct, and is it in the 
latter cas# real or unreal? In the first case the soul 
can never become one with Brahman, for if its separation 
from Brahman is due to its own essential nature, that 
separation can never vanish as long as the essential nature 
persists. And should it be said that its essential nature 
comes to an end together with its distinction from Brahman, 
we reply that in that case it perishes utterly and does not 
therefore become Brahman. The latter view, moreover, preclude*
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itself as in no way beneficial to man, and so on* If, in
the next place, the difference of the soul from Brahman
depends on the presence of real limiting adjuncts, the 
soul is Brahman even before its departure from the body, 
and we therefore cannot reasonably accept the distinction 
implied in saying that the soul becomes Brahman only when 
k% departs* For on this view there exists nothing but 
Brahman and its limiting adjuncts, and as those adjubcts 
cannot introduce difference into Brahman whioh 13 without 
parts and hence incapable of difference, the difference 
resides altogether in the adjuncts, and hence the soul is 
Brahman even before its departure from the body* - If, on
the other hand, the difference due to the adjuncts is not real,
we ask - what is it then that becomes Brahman on the departure 
of the eoul? - Brahman itself whose nature had previously 
been obscured by Nescience, its limiting adjunct! - Not so, 
we reply. Of Brahman whose true nature consists in eternal, 
free, self-luminous intelligence, the true nature pannot 
pcB slbly be hidden by Nescience" (I* 4. 22, p* 393).

For these reason, then, the soul cannot be regarded 
as becoming merged in Brahman on attaining Release* On 
the other hand, R. urges that, since the soul is by its very 
nature a distinct individual, it must persist as a self-
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conscious being in the state of Release; otherwise Release 
cannot be Release, but 1 b identical with death* "To 
maintain that the consciousness of the fIf does not 
persist in the state of final release is again altogether 
inappropriate. It in fact amounts to the doctrine - only 
expressed in somewhat different words - that final release 
is the annihilation of the self. The fIf is not a mere 
attribute of the self so that even after its destruction 
the essential nature of the self might persist* - as it 
persists on the cessation of ignorance; but it constitutes 
the very nature of the self ... Moreover, a man who suffering 
pain, mental or of other kind .*. puts himself in relation 
to pain - fI am suffering pain1 - naturally begins to 
reflect how he may once for all free himself from all these 
manifold afflictions and enjoy a state of untroubled ease; 
the desire of final release thus having arisen in him 
he at once sets to work to accomplish it. If, on the other 
hand, he were to realise that the effect of such activity 
would be the loss of personal existence, he surely would 
turn away a8 soon as somebody began to tell him about 
'release' ... -Hor must you maintain agginst this that even 
in the state of release there persists pure consciousness; 
for this by no means improves your case. Mo sensible person



exerts himself under the Influence of the idea that af$er 
he himself has perished there will remain some entity 
tensed ’pure light!’" (S.Bh. pp. 08 & 70). Whatever
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Release means, then, R. assures us that it is not a state 
where the individuality of the soul is forfeited.

The character of the released p o u I and what it reveal? 
regarding the nature of Brahman.

This being so, we may next consider briefly what
kind of character the soul possesses in the state of
Release. According to R» the released soul, laying aside 
the limitations arising from karman, manifests itself in 
itB own essential nature His chief authority for this
view is the passage from the Ch. Up • (VIII 12,3) whioh
says ’Thus does that serene being, having risen from the 
body and having approached the highest light, manifest 
Itself in its own form9 (S.Bh. p. 755). In this connection
he writes: "fhe subject matter of the whole section shows
t&at by the self manifesting itself in its own form there 
is meant the self as possessing the attributes of freedom 
from all evil and sin and sojon. For the teaching of 
Prajapati begins as follows:90he self which is free from 
sin, free from old age, from death and grief, from hunger 
and thirst, whose desires and thoughts spontaneously realise
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themselves*... The manifestation of the true nature of 
the soul when reaching the highest light therefore means 
the manifestation of that self which has freedom from 
sin and so on for its essential attributes- that nature 
being in the Samsara state obscured through Nescience,. 
Intelligence, therefore, bliss and the other essential 
qualities of the soul which were obscured and contracted 
by Karman, expand and thus manifest themselves when the 
bondage due to Karman passes away and the soul approaches 
the highest light" (S. Bh. IV. 4,3, pp. 757 & 8).

tb«Further, we are told that.released soul obtains 
whatever it wishes, and even meets its relatives by its 
mere will (IV. 4.8) .It enters as many bodies as it 
pleases, not impelled by Karma, but entirely by its own 
will (IV. 4.15). It enjoys all the different worlds in 
whioh Bradman’s power is manifested (IV. 4.18). It finds 
itself on an equality with all other freed souls, for 
all distinctions of rank, caste and the like are entirely 
due to the body (I. 4# 22, p.395; I. 1.1,p.101] . And, 
more than all this, it enjoyB that beatific Vision of 
the Deity for which it longed while in samsara, and by 
which it 8eeB all things in Him and Him in all things 
"when the meditating devotee realises the intuition of this
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Brahman, whioh oonaists of absolute bliss, he does not 
see anything apart from it, since the whole aggregate of 
things is contained within the essence and outward 
mani f e s tat ion (vibhuti ) of Bpalunan" • <5, 7,pp • 305 & 6).
Such intuition of the highest Self belongs, we are told, 
to $he natural state of the soul, and follows in Release, 
when Nescience is destroyed (I. 2,12, p.271). So R. 
states that "the highest Brahman w$ich is free from all 
change and of an absolutely perfect and blessed nature - 
this, together with the manifestations of its glory, is 
what forms the objeot of consciousness for the released 
soul" (IV. 4.19t p. 768).

Freedom from evil of every kind̂  the attainment 
of all its desirej and uncontracted intelligence 
expressing itself in blissful devotional conteDelation 
of the Deity constitute accordingly the characteristics 
of the released soul; and since according to R. the 
"special condition into which the soul passes on having.. 
approached the highest light is a nyiif©station of its own 
true nature, not an origination of a new character" (IV.
4. 1, p.756), it apples that these qualities belong to 
the essential nature of the soul, and that consequently 
the evil qualities which it possesses in samsara are 
foreign to it. "’As the lustre of the gem is not created
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by the act of polishing, so the essential intelligence
of the self is not created by the putting off of
imperfections*, -thus knowledge and the other attributes 
of the self are only manifested through the putting off 
of evil qualities; they are not produced, for they are 
eternal,,* ** (IV. 4.3, p. 758). That the sdul ka should 
have these oharacteristics for its essential nature, and 
that Release should consist in the full manifestation 
of these perfections, serve to show that in Release the 
eoul becomes most truly itself. Release is for it self- 
realisation, not self-annihilation. It means for the 
soul achievement of tiue individuality. At the same time 
they reveal also the nature of Brahman as possessed of 
the same two characteristics which we have found it always 
to disclose, viz. perfection and love. The perfect nature 
of Brahman is revealed in the fact that perfections belong 
to the essential nature of the soul, which as Hid mode, 

is entirely dependent on Him* for its essential nature.
It is also manifest in the fact that till the soul is
purged of all evil it is unable to obtain unbroken
communion with Him. His love shows itself in the fact 
that it is to the achievement of its own true individuality 
whereby it is enabled to attain all its desires, that the 
Deity leads the soul. It also reveals itself in the fact
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( 1 )that it is a life of complete devotion to Himself that He 

has set as the ultimate goal for finite beings. So eager 
He is, it would seem, to obtain their love. The highest 
state, then, being one in which individuals freed from 
all evil render to Him their complete devotion, thus 
reveals the Deity to be Himself free from evil and fzxi 
full of love.

The relation of Brahman to the released soul.

Though the soul achieves individuality in Release 
and remains as a distinct self, its individuality is not, 
acoordlng to R., such as to annul the supremacy of Brahman 
and to reduce Him to one among a number of equally in
dependent selves. R. holds that the released soul becomes 
lite Brahman in nature in that it is characterised by un
contracted intelligence (p. 100) and ±Jtx in that it is 
free from all evil (p. 759). Nevertheless, he maintains, 
it always remains only a mode of Brahman, and never an 
Independent Substance such as Brahman is. "The soul 
having reached Brahman and freed itself from the investment 
of Nescience sees itself in its true nature. And this true

(1) That is, intuition, which by R. is equated with 
bhaktl and upasana(/S.Bh. pp. 15 & 16).

see
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nature consists herein that the souls have for their
the h ighest Sclv  w hile

inner Self£wh4-eh they constitute the body of that Self 
and hence are modes (prakara) of it. This is proved by 
all those texts which exhibit the soul and Brahman in 
obr-ordination - 1 Thou art that*, etc... The consciousness 
of the released soul therefore expresses itself in the 
following form: ’I am Brahman, without any division1 •
Yfhere the texts speak of the soul’s becoming equal to, 
or having equal attributes with, Brahman, the meaning is 
that the nature of the individual soul - which is a 
mere mode of Brahman - is equal to that of Brahman, i.e. 
that on putting off its body it becomes equal to Brahman 
in purity" (IV. 4. 4, p. 759). Further, "The oxalted 
qualities of the soul - freedom from evil and sin and so 
on - which manifest themselves in the state of Release 
no doubt belong to the ioul’s essential nature; but that 
the soul is cf such a nature fundamentally depends on 
the supreme Person, and on Him also depends the permanency 
of those qualities; they are permanent in so for as the 
Lord Himself on whom they depend is permanent" (IV. 4#20, 
p. 769). Thus R. makes it quite clear that, thou$Ji aduls 
in Release become like Brahman in character, they are 
entirely dependent on Him for all they have end are.
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Tliis reveals itself in the two important particulars
in v/hioh released souls differ from Brahman. They are 
atomic (IV. 4. 14, p.764) and hence strictly finite, while 
Brahman, as already said, is the inner 3elf of all and 
hence universal and all pervading. Moreover thej do not 
have creative and ruling power over worlds; this belongs 
exclusively to Brahman. Such, R. says, is the teaching 
of autra IV. 4. 17: * with the exception of world-energy* 
etc. Regarding it he writes, "The doubt here presents 
itself whether the power of the released soul is a 
universal power such as belongs to the Supreme Person, 
extending to the creation, sustentation, and so on, of 
the worlds; or is limited to the intuition of the 
Supreme Person... To this the Sutra replies, ’with the 
exception of world-energy’. The released soul, freed 
from all that hides its true nature, possesses the power 
of intuitively beholding the pure Brahpan, but does not 
possess the power of ruling and guiding the different 
fonu3 of motion and rest belonging to animate and inanimate 
nature. Row ie this known? - ’From subject-matter’. For 
it is with special reference to the highest Brahman only 
that the text mentions ruling and controlling power over
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the entire world. ’That from whence these beings are born,
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that through whioh they live when horn, that into which 
they enter at death, dndeavour to know that; that i» 
Brahman’ (Taitt. Up. III. 1. 1.) - If such universal 
ruling and controlling power belonged to the released moul 
as well, it would not bo used - as the text actually uses 
it - for defining Brahman; for all definition rests on 
special individual attributes^" (pp. 766 & 7). Brahman 
then has powers peculiar to Himself, viz., infinitude 
and omnipotence, and the released soul, though sharing 
in the perfections of His nature, is atomic and completely 
dependent on Him.

This being so, the doubt arises that "if the 
powers of the reloased soul altogether depend on the Lord, 
it xhay happen that He, being independent in all His doings, 
may will the released soul to return into the Samsara"
(p.770). R. assures us that this will never happen, 
for not only does Scripture tell us so, but also because 
the Deity, being perfect and all-loving, will not allow 
the devotee whom He hss redeemed, and whom He dearly 
loves, ever again to suffer the miseries of Samsara.
"We know from Scripture that there is a Supreme Person 
whose nature is absolute bliss and goodness; who is 
fundamentally anatogonistic to all evil;...who is all-knowing, 
who by His mere thought and will accomplishes all His
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purposes; who ie an ocean of kindness as it were for all 
who depend on Him; who is all-merciful... and with 
equal certainty ws know from Scripture that till a Supreme 
Lord, when pleased by the faithfuj worship of Hie 
devotee®..• frees them from the influence of Nescience 
whioh consists of karman accumulated in the infinite 
progress of time and hence hard to overcome; allows thorn 
to attain to that supreme bliss which consists in the 
direct intuition of His own true nature; and after that 
does not turn them back into the miseries of Sainaara."
"Nor indeed need we fear that the Supreme Lord when once 
having taken to Rimeelf the devotee whom He greatly lovea 
will turn him back into the Sainsarar (IV. 4. 22. pp.770 & 1); 
and as if fearing lest it be thought that the Deity forces 
the soul to stay in the state of Release against its will,
R. declares that the soul also, having once attained 
Release, never wishes to return to Sameara. "As, moreover, 
the released soul has freed itBelf from the bondage of 
karman, has its powers of knowledge fully developed, 
and has all its being in the supremely blissful intuition 
of the highest Brafraan, it evidently cannot desire anything 
else nor enter ori any other form of activity, and the idea 
of its returning into the Sameera therefore ie altogether
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excluded* (p. 771). The non-return of the soul to 
samsara is thus not only in accordance with the will 
of the Beity, but also in accordance with the soul^ 
cwn desires. Hence not even in the state of Release is 
the will cf the finite individual over-ridden.

The Petty, then, we may conclude, grants to the 
s o u Ip , who®i He has redeemed the perfections of His 
nature^knowledge, bliss and freedom from evil. These 
are also the perfections of their own nature. Conse
quently in Release, souls become most truly themselves.
And yet there is no conflict between the individuality 
of finite selves and the Universality and supremacy 
of Brahnan, for they form the body or modes of Brahman, 
while He is the inner Self on whom they completely depend. 
He loves them dearly, and so never sends them back into 
samsara. They enjoy bliesful vision of Him and wish for 
nothing else, ffltouls thys co-operoting with the will of 
the Supreme Being, dwell eternally in loving contemplation 
of Him, revealing within themselves the perfections of His 
nature, while He animates and sustains them, and bears 
infinite love for them.

Thus in all His relationship to the soul,whether 
prior to wo rid-ereation, in samsara, or in the state of 
Release, Brahman appears as a perfect Being filled with



love for the soul* He holds it in existence prior to 
world-creation; aiming at its happiness, He sands it 
into 3ainsara with a body suitable to its deserts; and 
He abides in it as an animating and cheering principle.
He seeks in His grace to lead it from sin, suffering and 
Nescience to & life of perfection, bliss and complete 
devotion to Himself, and to this end He sends pleasures 
and pains, prescribes duties, gives information about 
Himself in the Vedae, engenders in it, if it so deserve, 
such tendencies as may aid it in this direction, and 
assumes barioue finite forms in order to be accessible 
to it* Finally in due time He grants it Release, when, 
its evil nature having perished, it lives in and through 
Him, enjoying blissful and loving contemplation of Him, 
sharing in the perfections of His nature, and being the 
object of His eternal love.

Concluding Statement.

Wow that we have considered the relation of Brahman 
to souls and to the world, we are ready for a summary 
statement of Rfs conception of the Deity. Brahman ia 
not mere Thought but highest Self. He has for His 
essential attributes thought, bliss and freedom from 
evil. He ie characterised by every perfection, and above
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all by love. The world and all that is therein are 
real and completely dependent on Him. He is their 
cause in the sense that He holds them within Himself 
in subtle form prior to world-creation, and then 
by His will sends them out into gross existence. They 
form His body in the sense thatf though animated, 
sustained and controlled by Him for His own ends, 
their ohanges and imperfections do not in any way 
affect Bis own essential nature. They are His attributes 
or modes in the sense that, though dlstinot from Him, 
they can have no existence apart from Him. Of the con
stituent elements of the world, matter exists entirely 
for the sake of souls, Brahman not shawing in its evil 
nature, but employing it in order to mete out to them 
due retributton for their deeds so that He may lead them 
to Himself. Souls are true individuals whom He loves, 
and who share the perfections of His nature, but who 
owing to their own deeds are imperfeet. In His grace 
He seeks to lead them to a life of perfeotlon and complete

have
devotion to Himself, and when they^onoe attained it He 
will never allow them to be separated from H i m  again.

This in brief is the conception which R. seeks 
systematically to uphold. The whole, as is readily 
observable, centres round the idea of the Deity as a
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***** personal Being filled with every perfection and abound
ing in love. This* is the view which in essence found 
early expression, as w# saw, in portions of the Gita and in 
the tfarayanya section of the Mahabharata. It tended to be 
■uch confused in formulation in the Gita as well as in later 
Vaisnava philosophical works owing to affiliation with 
advaitlan* The Alvars rediscovered it in the ardour of 
religious experience, and sang of a God who is boundless in 
mercy and loves the soul even as a lover his beloved# Such 
love demands the personality of the Supreme Being on the one 
hand, and the reality of the soul on the other. It is these 
that in opposition to the advaitin R.seeks systematically to
maintain in the light of concepts derived chiefly from the

*

Upanisads, The Deity;R.tells us, is a personal Being
rcharacterised by every penfeotion, and the world is created 

by Him out of love for souls, so that He may, by means of 
experiences undergone by them in it, wean them a3 responsi
ble individuals from evil, and redeem them to a life of 
complete devotion to Himself. Rfs contribution lies in

SOclearly grasping this view, ae truly representative of the 
devotional spirit of the religious sect to which he belonged, 
in finding support for it in the Upanisads and the Vedanta- 
sutras, and in systematically upholding it in the light of 
the difficulties with which it is faced, such for example 
as the relation of Godfs perfection to the imperfections
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of the world, and the relation of Godve graoe to the soul's 
individuality. With such problems he persistently grapples 
never allowing his mlndfe eye to be removed from the perfection 
and love of Brahman on the one hand and the individuality 
of the soul on the other. What he gives is not empirical 
proof - for that, he warns us, is impossible -,but an 
intellectual picture whereby we may conceive of the Supreme 
Being as holding all things together, supporting and ruling 
them as Self in relation to body, or as Substance in relation 
to attribute; that is, a unity which holds together and 
supports real differences without however being implicated in 
their imperfeotlonB, At best it is an analogy, and as such 
it must not be stressed too far. Perhaps it is not possible 
for us in seeking to obtain an intelligible conception 
of the Supreme Being to pass beyond such pictorial thought, 
nevertheless it is useful as providing us with an intelligi
ble conception of the Deity in relation to the universe, and 
by means of it B. aims at establishing that the Supreme Being 
is an all-perfect Person characterised above all by love.
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